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FOREWORD

The purpose of Work Unit TRAINMAN was to develop a course of instruction in
the systems engineering approach to Army training program development that would be
beneficial to officers in their roles as managers of training. Fulfilling this purpose required
translating training technology into a course of instruction, estimating the course value to
Army officers, and matching course content to the technical background of the potential
military student and instructor.

This report describes the developmental activities of Work Unit TRAINMAN and
includes the course materials developed. It contains prototype lesson outlines and sup-
porting literature for the course. It also suggests the activities necessary to implement the
course within the Army officer training system.

The project was undertaker. by HumRRO at the request of the U.S. Army Armor
School. The rc)search was performed and most of the report preparation completed while
1HumRRO was part of The George Washington University.

Research was conducted by HumRRO Division No. 2, Fort Knox, Kentucky. The
project was initiated and conducted under the supervision of Dr. Norn. n Willard, Jr.,
Director of Research, and completed under the supervision of Dr. Donald F. Haggard, the
present Director. Support was provided by the U.S. Army Armor Human Research Unit;
COL Charles H. Brown was Chief of the Unit during the early phases of the project, LTC
William Q. Harty during its conduct, and LTC John A. Hutchins, Jr., during its
completion.

Permission has been obtained for the use of copyrighted materials included in this
report.

lHumRRO rer-arch for the Department of the Army is conducted under Army
Contract DALIC 39-70-C-0012. Training, Motivation, Leadership Research is conducted
under Army Project 2QO62107A7i2.

Meredith P. Crawford

President

human Resources Research Organization



The Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) is a nonprofit
corporation established in 1969 to conduct research in the field of training
and education. -t is a continuation of The George Washington University
Human Resourcf i Research Office. HumRRO's general purpose is to improve
human performance, particularly in organizational settings, through behavioral
and social science research, development, and consultation. HumRRO's mision
in work performed under contract with the Department of the Army is to
conduct research in the fields of training, motivation, and leadership.

The findings in this repor* are not to be construed as an official Department
of the Army pcsition, unless so designated by other authorized documents.
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SUMMARY AND CONC e.iONS

MILITARY PROBLEM

The need for efficient management of formalized training in the Army is becoming
ircreasingly critical as jobs become more technica! and as new training knowledge and
methods are developed. It is essential for efficient management that training personnel
become familiar with the technology of training and with the techniques for managing
training, because the Army administers hundreds of training programs and because there
are frequent demands for introducing new courses, or for updating existing courses.
However, telatively little instruction is now being provided in most aspects of training
technology or training management and the bases for providing such instruction are not
readily available.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

The system engineering approach-which can be considered a special -ase of valve
engineering-to training program development has been formulated and applied success-
fully to a wide variety of training problems. However, the management function!, of this
approach have been only grossly delineated and have seldom appeared as a ,.omprehensivc
system. Similarly the training facts and principles that comprise a techrology of training
are documented in a wide variety of publications and have been only Flight!y related to
management functions. Thus, the extent to which both technology and management
functions are available and utilizable for the development of training progranms is uncer-
tain.

The primary purpose of this study was to organize the facts and facets of the
present technology of training and the systams development of training to provide a
consistent and useful sequence of instruction for management functiors required fo-
training. Fulfilling this purpose depended on the degree of suc--es. in meeting three
objectives: (a) determining whether the status of the technology of train;,ng is sufficiently
systematized to be translated into a course of instruction, (b) estimating the value of suci
a course to Army officers, and (c) matching course content to the technical background
of the potential military student and instructor.

APPROACH

The development of the course of instruction consisted of four chases. During Phase
1, HumRRO developed a preliminary course of instniction based on a survey of job
requirements of training-relevant duty assignments of graduates of trie Armor Officer
Advanced Course, the HumRRO systems approach to training analysis, and the relevant
availabie literature and HumRRO experience in the technology for designing effective
instructional systems. HumRRO critique of the resulting course outline and materials
indicated that the course was sufficiently systematized to provide a coherent sEquence of
management func~ions for training.

In Phase 2, the preliminary course was conducted by HumRRO as an elective for
the Armor Officer Advanced Course at Fort Knox. A tentative evaluation was made on
the basis of discussions with selected students and an end-of-course critique written by
each student. On the basis of this evaluation. HumRRO personnel modified the course.

During Phase 3, tHumRRO conducted the modified course as an elective for two
Advanced course classes with Army instructors as observers.



In Phase 4-the basis of student appraisal-the military instructors assumed responsi-
bility for conducting the course. An Army instructor presented the course as an elective
for two Advanced Course classe3.

RESULTS AND PRODUCTS

Phase 1. A course outline and materials providing a coherent sequence of manage-
ment functions for training were produced.

Phase 2. A tentative evaluaion by Atudents in the first administration of the course
indicated that it had considerable potential value. However, (a) the students did not have
a basic and functional knowledge cf the systems concept, training system engineering,
and the Army training organization; (b) the content of the course was not entirely
consistent and the transition between instructional units was poor; (c) instructional
techniques needed improvement.

The course was modified t, emphasize the discussion method and provide more
examples of military application of the techniques described in the reading assignments.
Demonstrations of techniques-in-action in the Armor School were added, along with
introductory material to provide a background in the Army organization for training
functions. Lectures were printed to be used as preparatory readings.

Phase 3. The modified course consists of a set of lesson outlines for a 96-hour
course, a selected set of supporting references, and the texts of a set of supporting
readings (these materials are appended to the report).

At the completion of the second presentation, a questicnnaire evaluation completed
by the students indicated that the course was of substantial value in increasing under-
standing of Army training and the techniques that effective training requires.

Phase 4. The administration of the course by an Army instructor for two Advanced
Course classes was not evaluated directly, but was favorably received and resulted in
further suggestions fox making the course more effective.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall the products of the study appear to have met the objectives that were set
for it: A course in the management of training was constructed, it was judged to be of
substantial value by the AOAC students enrolled in it, and it was taught successfully by a
military instructor. Both students and instructors suggested additional revision of the
course before its adoption by the Army. The suggested revisions are:

(1) Reducing the course length to approximately 30 hours.
(2) Integrating the course more specifically with the CONARC Regulation

350-100-1, Systems Engineering of Training, dated 1 February 1968.
(3) Coordinating course materials more closely with course obJectives.
(4) Presenting the revised course as a "progressive" career-sequence of courses

to be provided over an officer's Arm)' career.
These revisions woulo not require further research and development and could be

accomplished by military operational training personnel with technical assistance by
research personnel
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INTRODUCTION

The need for efficient management of formalized training in the Army is becomirng
increasingly criical as jobs become more technical and as new training knowledge and
meth(ods are developed. The tremendous ,ize of the Army's training operation makes the
need for efficiency imperative. As Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Thomas
D. Morris estimated' that of the four million military and civilian personnel employed by
the Department of Defense, 400,000 could be found in a formal training environment at
any time during the year. Furthermore, four of every 10 defense employees receive some
formal training each year. For example, during a one-month period 90,000 men ",ere in
training on any weekday, and for every four individuals being trained there was one
trainer or training support individual at work. Most impressive of a!l was the fact that the
annual training bill was over four billion dollars. Obvicusly, management of training is of
critical importance in such a large and complex training enterprise.

In February 1966 a Department of the Army Board (Haines Poard), establisbed to
review Army officer schools, recommended that career courses nie modified to include
material that would have immediate utility. Specifically, it recommended that the Off'icer
Advanced Courses be designed to prepare those taking them for command and staff
duties at Battalion through Brigade, or comparable levels. with empiasis on command at
Battalion level, and for duty as Assistant Division Ceneral Staff Officers. A second
recommendation involved both broadening anid improving training m the managerial
functions that such duty assignments entail

In implementing the Haines Board recommendations, service schools soon recognized
the need for increasing the amount of material devoted to training management. Because
of their combat arms orientation, the greatest number of Advanced Course graduates
would, during the following five years, ne assigned to S3 of G3 positions, become
instructional supervisors within the U.S. Continental Army Command WCONARC, training
system, or be assigned to planning and analysis positions in the boards of the U.S. Army
Materiel Command or the agencies of the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command.
Each of these assignments was considered training relevant, since they influence th-
necessary inputs to trr:.ning program development or to the operatior. of programs in
process.

Accordingly, many in the schools felt that there w,.. relatively little ,i.struction in
most aspects of training management. Thus the U.S. Army Armc- Žinool, i initiating
the development of an Electives Program for the Armor Officer Advanced Courst,
considered the inclusion of instruct an in training managcment function.,. The Electives
Program was being deveioped to supplerment *he core curriculum of the Advanced Course.
The program objective was to better prepare the graduare for future assignmcnts by
enlarging his opportunity for allied intellectual and proffossional developmein. The Haines
Board h3d recommended that mamn "ement training le provided in functional areas and
that it be oriented so as to cover •Decific Army problems. The management of training
was obvi- asly a functional area that was becoming recognized more and more as an
Army problem.

T.D. Morris. "Engineenng Svyiters for Edu>. "-n and T"ining Through Dot),Industrv Collabora-

tion," paper for Engineering Systerns for Education and Trairi.•n ('onfcrence. Wa.hing'on. June 1966



However, the bases for providing instruction in training management were not
readily availablo. Most of the available Army materials were concerned with the adminis-
tratioh of instruction (e.g., techniques for presenting instruction, scheduling personnel,
allocating fcilities and supplies). The te:hniques of management, as they pertain to the
development and cost/effective maintenance of job-performance oriented training
prograims, had riot been similarly organized.

The Armor Schoo! requested that HumRRO attempt to organize the existing
concepts. ideas, and guidelines that had been developed so as to formulate an exploratory
couise of instructioy, in the management of training.2 The course was to be included in
the pilot Flectives iProgram of the School for Fiscal Year 1967 and was to be evaluated

in terms of its applicability to the Armor Officer Advanced Course curriculum for future
years.

OBJECTIVES

The utility (,f a ,ystem engineering approach-which can be considered a special case
of va'ue engineering3 -ir tc development of training programs for a wide variety of
miiitary tasks has been repeatedly deiionstrated. The approach has resulted in reductions
of training time and costs and in imprrvemen:.s of student achievement. During this
period, training r-: arum has steadily added to the technology of training. With the
hundrcds of training prograri.q .ipetatprl by the Army and with the frequent demands for
new courses, or for updating existing courses, it is important that training personnel be
familiar with tne techriology of training and with the techniques for managing training.

It was no'. known, however, to what extent the present training technology could be
organized to form a systematized body of knowledge for instruction in the management
of training. Facts and principles have been documented in a wide variety of publications
hu•t concise methodology for tying this information together is not available. In the same
inan-er, management functions have often been only grossly delineated and have seldom,
if ever, appeared as a comprehensive system. To what extent both technology and
management functions -re available, or utilizable, outside the mind of the practitioner, or
artisan, of training development is uncertain.

The prirmary purpose of this study was to organize the facts and facets of the
j:esent technology of training and the systems development of training into an instruc-
tionral piogram beneficial to Army officers in their roles as training managers. Fulfilling
this purpose r -tended on the degree of success in meeting three objectives: (a)deter..
muiiiag whet|-,r the present state-of-the-art in training is sufficiently systematized to be
translated imno a course .f instruction; (b) estimating the value of such a course to Army
officers; (c) producing a cotirse that is sufficiently clear in technical content to match the
technica! baclgrouad of the student, as well as that of the potential military instructor in
the course.

This study did not propose adaptation to a final form of the course that could be
adopted by th.Ž Department of the Army for application throughout the Army system.
But it was anticipated that the finalized course. if it were successful, could be submitted
to Department of the Army for consideration for Army-wide adoption.

2 Letter, 6 June 1966, U.S. Army Armor School AHBAAS-GS, to U.S. Army Armor Human

R-!search Unit, Fort K:nox, .ubject: Exploratory Development in the Area of Training Management

Inftruction.
3Achieving a function (riot necessarily mathematical) at the '!west sound cost-a general and

abstract forr of cost effectiveness.



APPROACH

HumRRO development of the course of instruction was to consist of formulation,
implementation, and presentation of a resident program on a one-time basis as part of the
Armor Officer Advanced Course Electives Program for Fiscal Year 1967. This initial
approach was later revised as follows: The course was to be developed in four phases
(Table 1). During Phase 1, course plans and materials would be formulated and con-
structed by the HumRRO staff. If it appeared that the course had sufficient substance,
the HumRRO staff would conduct it as Phase 2 and then review and revise it as
necessary. During Phase 3, Army instructors, with HumRI2O assistance, would conduct
the modified course (actually, because of Army instructor turnover, Phase 3 was con-
ducted by HumRRO and monitored by Army instructors). For Phase 4, the course would
be conducted and finalized entirely by military instructors.

Table 1

Study Schedule

Phase Activity Time

I HumRRO Construction 2d and 3d Qtrs. FY 67

2 HumRRO Presentation 3d and 4th Qtrs, PY 67

3 Army (HMuinRRO) Presentation 1st and 2d Qtrs, F'Y 68

4 Army Presentation 3d and 4th Qtrs. FY 68

Phase 1: HumRRO Program Construction

Three sources of information and guidance provided the bases for course construc-
tion: (a) the job requirements for training-relevant duty assignments of graduates of the
Armor Officer Advanced Course; (b) the procedure that had been developed by HumRRO
for training system analysis;4 (c) available literature and HumRRO experience pertaining
to the technology for designing effective instructional systems.

Because of the limited time between approval of the activity by the Office of the
Chief, Rezcarch and Development, and the requested date for initiation of the instruc-
tion, a thorough job analysis and derivation of training objectives was not feasible.
Raiher, a survey was conducted of the training-relevant duties that had been performed
by Advanced Course graduates (lieutenant-colonels and colonels) stationed at Fort Knox.
These duties were tabulated by job assignment. The results of the survey' were used as
the functional basis for the course.

General units of instruction for the course were specified from the seven-step
training systems approach to course design that had been developed by HumRRO.6 The
systems concept was elaborated in sufficient detail to provide understanding of the Army
as a system and training a; an interacting subsystem within the Army. Other interacting
human factors subsystems, such as personnel selection and assignment, were included to
indicate their influence on the training system. Also, topics such as "The Training
Estimate" were included as possible vehicles for classroom experience in the application
of the techniques taught.

4 Appendix B, Period No. 2, Annex A.
$ Appendix B, Period No. 3, Annex C.6 Appendix B, Period No. 2, Annex A.
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The job duties and the elaborated HumRRO procedure were useed to derive a
preliminary list of training objectives for each unit of instruction. The resulting prelimi-
nary course outline (Appendix A) consisted of 11 units of instruction estimated to
require 120 classroom hours. The primary methods of instruction were lecture-conference
and practical exercise.

Underlying the construction of this course outline were four assumptions: (a)The
ccurse was to be designed to train managers of training, not technicians who engineer
training. (b) Students should acquire the tools with which to check, verify, and evaluate
the performance of technicians whom they manage. (c) Some limited experience with the
employment of techniques would be helpful to managers. (d) A major amount of
practical work would be required to achieve managerial proficiency.

To obtain course content, the units of instruction were assigred to 12 members )f
the HumRRO research and research administration staffs who it was felt had the most
appropriate background of education and experience (Table 2). These scientists wrote the
lectures and constructed the practical exercises and examinations required for the pre-
liminary course.

Table 2

HumRRO Personnel Responsible for
Construction of Lesson Materials

Unit Personnel Division

I Future Assignments Dr. Meredith Crawford Director, HumRRO

II Systems Dr. James McKnight Division No. 1

Ill Performance Dr. Robert Smith Director's Office
Requirements Dr. Robert Baker Division No. 2

IV Selection Mr. William Osborn Division No. 2

V 'raining Objectives Dr. William Melching Divis,'on No. 5
Dr. Robert Baker Division No. 2

,I[ Training Program Dr. George Brown Division No. 7
Dr. Joseph Ward Division No. 3
Dr. Robert Baker Division No. 2
Dr. Donald Haggard Division No. 2
Dr. Norman Willard Division No. 2

VII Training Resources Dr. Norman Willard Division No. 2

Vill Evaluation Dr. Eugene Logan Director's Offict
Dr. Robert Baker Division No. 2

IX Assignment Mr. William Osborn Division No. 2

X Atrmy Organization Dr. Norman Willard Division No, 2

XI Training Estim,,ate Dr. Robert Baker Division No. 2

Student Examination Mr. Shepard Schwartz Division No. 2

The comrse outline and materials were then critiqued by the HumRRO Division No.
2 staff to determine whether the course was sufficiently systematized-the first objective
of the study. The results of this critique were generally positive, indicating that enough

6



specific and systematized methodology was available to justify a course, and that if minor
adjustments were made, the material would be organized to provide a consistent cc rse
of instruction on management functions.

Phase 2: HumRRO Presentation

Course Administration. During the final half of FY 67, HumRRO conducted the
preliminary course as an elective for the Armor Officer Advanced Course (AOAC) at Fort
Knox. Scheduling by the Atmor School provided a series of two- and four-hour blocks of
instruction during the period 24 January - 1 May 1957--a total of 120 course hours. As
much as possible, the two-hour blocks were utilized for lecture-conference instruction and
the four-hour blocks for practical exercises. Each unit of instruction was presented by the
HumRRO scientist who had constructed it. The course was elected by 31 officers
enrolled in AOAC 3-67.

Critique and Evaluation. A tentative evaluation was made on the basis of discussions
with selected students and an anonymous, end-of-course critique written by each student.
There were a few completely negative statements, but the majority of the students stated
that the course "was worthwhile," "had definite val ie," and "has the potential for being
an outstanding and beneficial program." However, it was felt that before this potential
could be realized, several serious deficiencies would have to be corrected:

(1) The students did not have the background of basic and functional
knowledge of the systems concept, training system engineering, and the Army training
organization that the instructorr had presupposed. They did not know, for example, the
format or purposes of Subject Schedules or Small Development Requirements. Nor did
they know the functions or structures of Army agencies having pertinent training
responsibilities, and they were not aware of the responsibilities for training that officers
of their rank are given within each of these agencies. Furthermore, they had had little
experience with any aspect of the Army training system, except as students.

(2) The content of the course was not entirely consistent and the transition
between instructional units was poor. Terminology varied with instructor. Units did not
flow ir. _ manner that would allow the student to estimate where he had been, or where
what he was doing would take him. The practical exercises required long periods of data
gathering by the student before he reached an enabling objective (such as writing task
descriptions, training objectives, or lesson plans) or a terminal objective concerned with
managing these activities. And some of the units of instruction, while they were relevant
to training, were covered more fully in other courses provided by the Armor School.

(3) Finally, it was felt that the instructional techniques needed improvement.
The use of a large number of visiting instructors had contributed to disorganization. The
most frequently utilized methcd of presentatior--lecture-was boring and probably much
less effective, for an officer class, than the discussion method. But the effectiveness of
discussions could be greatiy enhanced by increasing the number of illustrations of the
application of techniques to military problems, and by demonstrations during which the
results of application could be observed in an actual Army situation.

Course Revision. On the basis of these criticisms, HumRRO personnel modified the
course. Lectures were printed to be used as preparatory readings. The discussion method
was emphasized during conference sessions, and more examples of military application of
the techniques described in the reading assignments were included. Practical Exercises
were shortened, and were reoriented to management requirements, with necessary data
provided rather than being derived. Demonstrations of techniques-i, "ction in the Armor
School were added. Introductory material to provide a background in the Army organiza-
tion for training functions was added, while topics duplicating materials presented by
other departments were deleted. The result was a 96-hour course (Appendix A).
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Pha, 3: HumRRO Presentations (Army observers)

Course Administration. It was planned that the modified 96-hour course would be
presented by Army instructors with HumRRO assistance. However, at the time of
scheduling, the Electives Division of the Armor School did not feel that it could provide
adequate instructors, because of unexpected instructor turnover. An alternate plan was
adopted under which five instructors from HumRRO Division No. 2 taught the course
and potential Army instructors observed the classes.

The modified course was presented during the period 21 August 1967 - 12
March 1968 to 23 officers enrolled from AOAC 1-68. Two potential Army instructors
observed the course. Again, because of unexpected Army instructor turnover, this
arrangement was repeated during the period 17 October 1967 - 23 April 1968 for 19
officers enrolled from AOAC 2-68; one potential Army instructor observed the classes.
For both courses, scheduling by the Armor School provided for two-hour blocks of
instruction presented twice a week for a total of 96 hours.

Critique and Evaluation. At the completion of the third presentation of the course,
each student completed a questionnaire estimating the value of the course for Army
.•'"iers-the second objective of the study. The questionnaire (Appendix C) included
estimates of the overall value of the course, its value for specific assignments, the extent
to which each section of the course appeared to fulfill its stated objective, and changes
that could be made to improve the course.

The results of the student appraisal indicated that the course was of substantial
value in increasing understanding of Army training and the techniques that effective
training requires. Students felt that the knowledge and skills acquired would be of value in
most noncombat assignments; a surprising number thought the course was of value for
some company and battalion level combat assignments. They rated its value to be
equivalent to that of tactics and automotive courses, usually considered the most valuable
part of the AOAC instruction.

However, the students did feel that the material could be improved so as to
meet the instructional objectives more adequately. They suggested that a single text be
written to exclude extraneous material in the current readings and present a more precise,
coherent managerial sequence. They also suggested that the course be shortened by
campressing most of the units. And they recommended that the course be presented as a
"progressive elective,"' in order that both junior and senior officers become more aware
of the TRAINMAN methods.

Phase 4: Army Presentation

On the basis of this appraisal, and parallel instructor opinion, the course was judged
to have sufficient value for Army officers to justify its continued inclusion in the
Electives Program. Additional HumRRO modification of the course, on the basis of
student suggestions, was not feasible within the staffing and timing limitations of the
project. Furthermore, the required changes were judged to be well within the capabilities
of the Army. Therefore, the Army assumed responsibility for conducting the course.

Course Administration. The 96-hour course (Appendix A) was presented by the
Army instructor to two officer classes: five students from AOAC 3-68 and 14 students
from AOAC 2-69 elected the course. The instructor had par~icipated in the HumRRO
presentation and received some aid from the HumRRO instructors. However, no provision
was made for formal interaction between HumRRO and the Army during this period.

"7As defined by the Haines Board, a sequence of courses to be provided over an officer's Army
career.
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Thus HumRRO was not able to directly evaluate the Army's ability to provide instructors
or offer the course on a continuing basis.

School Evaluation. The Armor School stated in its annual evaluation,8 
"... reaction

to the research project is highly favorable; however, the project has not been completed in
sufficient detail to be put into the Program of Instruction at this time." Also the School
stated an intent "to utilize the results in developing a unit for the electives program and
other instructional units as appropriate."

However, an unofficial critique provided by the Army instructor indicated a belief
that, for this particular course, the instr ictor must possess considerable Army training and
experience as well as a reasonable level of specific education in the behavioral sciences.
These two prerequisites were, he felt, uncommon within the Army. He also suggested that
the course (a) was much too long, (b) should be more closely integrated with CONARC
Regulation 350-100-1," and (c) "is very valuable training for the future field grade officer
who might be involved in the management of training. Hence, it should be conmidered within
the core curriculum and not the electives program."

COURSE MATERIALS

The results of the study consist of a set of lesson outlines for the 96-hour course
(Appendix B), a selected list of supporting references (Appendix D), and the texts of
supporting readings (Appendix E). The lesson outlines were intended as class guides for
the instructor rather than as lesson plans for student use. Lesson plans were not written
because it was felt that detailed supporting materials and aids should be based ')i Army
finalization of the course.

DISCUSSION

The product of Work Unit TRAINMAN appears to have met the objectives that
were set for it. A course in the management of training was found to be feasible and was
constructed. The course was judged to be of value both by the AOAC students enrolled
in it and by the Armor School which provided it. Also, the course was taught success-
fully by a military instructor.

However, both students and instructors have indicated improvements that could be
made for the final course. The main suggestions were: (a) drastically reducing course
length; " ' integrating the present approach with the CONARC Systems Engineering of
Training; (c) tailoring supporting materials more closely to the course objectives; and
(d) presenting the final course as a common subject, possibly as a "progressive" course
for both junior and senior officers. The first three suggestions provide for modification to
obtain a final, effective course in the management of training. The final suggestion
provides a procedure for implementing that course into the Army training system.

Before discussing each of the above suggestions, some consideration should be given
to the availability within the Army system of the expertise for further course develop-
ment and instruction. It might be argued that experience with the present course has
indicated that course development and instruction require the effort of personnel who
ham e both a behavioral sciences background and reasonable knowledge and experience of

8 Letter, 7 March 1969, CONARC ATIT-S, to CONARC ATIT-RD, Fort Monroe, Va., subject:
Annual School Evaluation Staff Visits.

9 U.S. Continental Arniy Command. Training-Systems Engineering of Training (Course Design),
Regulation 350-100-1, CONARC, Fort Monroe, Va., 1 February 1968.
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the Army training system. The military instructor for the present course did have a Ph.D.
in sociology; however, his Army experience was limited (he was a recent graduate of the
Armor Officer Basic course) and this may have influenced his view of personnel avail-
ability. In fact, he stated in his critique, "I found the course quite difficult to prepare,
especially when classroom discussion called for specific examples. My personal famil-
iarity with the everyday problems of military training and training-related behavioral
science research was limited."

However, the Army does have a fairly large number of officers who have had
extensive experience in each phase of the Army's training system. Many of these officers
have also received graduate education in one of the behavioral sciences. In addition, a
number of Army educational advisers have always contributed significantly to the formu-
lation of the Army's training system, and many of them contributed heavily to the
planning and writing of the CONARC regulation, Systems Engineering of Training, which
many military and civilian employees are now engaged in implementing. Thus, the Army
does appear to possess adequate resources both for the development of a final training
management course and for providing qualified instructors on a continuing basis.

Preliminary evaluations of the three suggestions for course modification indicate that
all could be accomplished by Army personnel with minimal input from the instructors
who presented the course. With regard to length, experience with the present course
indicated a number of classes in which progress lags or for which course material is not
directly relevant. Also, as the systems approach has become familiar to Army personnel,
officers have gained a considerable amount of knowledge concerning its basic premises
and have felt a change in attitude toward its practicality and applicability with the Army
system. Thus, much of the highly technical material and much of the time devoted to
trainee attitude modification could now be eliminated. It has been estimated that these
changes might reduce the time scheduled for each unit of instruction so as to provide a
final course of approximately 30 hours. It appears that reduction along these lines could
retain, and even improve the focus on, the major elements of course content.

Again, little additional effort should be required to integrate the present course with
the CONARC Systems Engineering of Training. The major points at which the course
departs from this system are points at which background and attitudinal material were
inserted to expand the HumRRO seven-step system for training development. In fact,
both the HumRRO and CONARC systems have been very closely coordinated during
their development. The HumRRO system presents the managerial functions and tech-
nological procedures for which CONARC has provided the administrative techniques.
Re-emphasizing the essentials of the HumRRO system, by eliminating background and
attitudinal material, should then automatically coordinate the course with the CONARC
system.

This coordination should also provide a more concise set of supporting materials.
Tailoring the present readings to fit the seven-step approach will allow for a more
cohesive course structure and provide priorities for eliminating extraneous material. The
products projected for the present HumRRO Exploratory Research 75, Methodology for
Training Systems Engineering, will provide consolidated background readings an'.4 tenta-
tive performance guides for the technical aspects of the course.' The administrative
techniques specified in CONARC Regulation 350-100-1, and the results of Army applica-
tions of it, could provide an integrated illustrative base.

These two sources of data may be combined and, by changing the emphasis given
each, considered as a basis for implementing a progressive common subject for junior and
senior officers. WiLih the publication and use of the Systems Engineering of Training

'"Human Resources Pesearch Office. Work Program for the Department of the Army-Fiscal Year

1970, December 1969.
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regulation, many junior officers, including an increasing number of lieutenants, are being
taxed with responsibilities which require some of the training that the present course
provides. Added to this are the requirements for increasing formalized on-the-job training,
the systems and human requirements now being considered by the Combat Developments
Command and the Army Materiel Command in their management models, and recent
suggestions that commanders begin at once to implement new training methods and
media. All these development,, and others, guarantee that pracL. ally every officer in the
Army will have to deal with the problems addressed in this course. Thus, the reduction in
time, and improved coordination between the course and the Army training system, offer
a chance to provide the training needed for efficient accomplishment of these duties.

Emphasis on the practical administrativw techniques provided by 350-100-1, with
meaning arnd ,-oherence provided by the modii`ýed background readings, could form a
technology comrse for Officer Basic classes. Emphasis on the managerial functions of the
present course, with a technological foundation provided by 350-100-1, could form a
middle-management course for Officer Advanced classes. Also a centrally located School
in Training Management for senior officers, similar to the present Army Maintenance
Management Department at Fort Knox and the Army Management School at Fort
Belvoir, could offer the training management essentials of the present course plus the
latest media and methods techniques. Such a system of progressive training in training
appears to be imperative if we are to expect an efficient Army training system.

11
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Appendix A

PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF A COURSE OF INSTRUCTION
ON TRAINING MANAGEMENT

Contents

Page

I Future Assignments of Advanced Course Graduates ........... 15

Ii Systems, Missions, Mission Definition, and
Mission Accomplishment ........ ................... .. 16

III Establishing Performance Requirements .... ........... .. 18

IV Selection of Personnel .......... ................... .20

V Derivation of Training Objectives for a Specific
Training Program ............ ...................... .. 20

VI Development of the Training Program ..... ............ .21

VII Management of Training Resources ..... .............. .. 24

VIII Evaluation of the Efficiency of Training .............. .. 25

IX Assignment of Personnel ....... ................... ..27

X The Army's Organization for Utilization of Personnel
for Mission Accomplishment ...... ................. .. 27

XI The Training Estimate, as :he Tool of
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Appendix B

LESSON OUTLINES

Contents

Section Period Course Title Hours Page

Introduction (3)
1 Overview ................. 1 31
2 Training Systems Analysis*.......1 34

3 Future Assignments .... ........... ... 1 37

Systems (13)
4 Development and Nature ... ......... ... 1 44
5 Illustration of Modern Industrial

System ....... ............... ... 1 46
6 Military Management .... .......... .. 1 49
7 The Army System ..... ............ ... 2 51
8 Army Personnel and Training

Subsystems ..... ............. .. 2 54
9 System Analysis and Cost

Effectiveness ..... ............ ... 2 56

10 Materiel and Training R&D Cycles .... 2 58
11 Subsystem Analysis .... ........... ... 1 62
12 Student Exam~ination and Review ... ..... 1 64

Training
Analysis (20)

13 Mission Requirements .. ... .......... 1 66
14 Mission Performance Standards ..... ... 1 63
15 Human Performance Requirements ... ..... 1 70
16 Allocation of Human Performance

Requirements ..... ............ .. 1 72
17 Application of System Mission

Analysis .... ... .............. ... 2 74
18 Job Analysis ..... .............. ... 2 79
19 Task Analysis ..... ............. ... 2 87
20 Job Interview ..... ............. ... 2 91
21 Selecting Tasks to Train ........... ... 1 93
22 Training Objectives .... .......... .. 1 95
23 Identifying Units of Performance .... 1 98
24 Evaluation of Instructional

Objectives ..... ............. ... 1 101
25 Review ............................. .*2 104
26 Evaluation .......... ............... 2 106
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Section Period Coarse Title Hours Page

Training
Program (38)

27 Learning and Performance Concepts . 2 110
28 Administrative Requirements ...... 2 112
29 Training Techniques .... .......... .. 2 115
30 Application of Training Principles . . 1 117
31 Transfer of Training .... .......... ... 1 118
32 Motivation and Behavior Control .... 2 121
33 Review of Training Techniques ..... ... 1 123
34 Media for Subject Matter

Presentation ..... ............ ... 1 124
35 Training Literature .... .......... .. 2 125
36 Training Devices ..... ............ ... 4 127
37 Training Device Development ...... ...... 2 129

38 Review of the M-34 Driver's Trainer . 2 134
39 Critique of Driver's Trainer SDR and

Lesson Plan ..... ............. .. 2 136
40 New Ideas and Equipment for Training 2 138
41 Review of Training Methods ....

Development ..... ............. ... 2 140
42 Training Program Development ....... 8 142
43 Examination of Principal Concepts . 2 145

Quality
Contrfl (12)

44 System View of Training and Quality
Control ... ............... 1 152

45 Information for Quality Control ... 1 154
46 Aspects of Test Item Construction . . 2 159
47 Concepts of Measurement, Test Validity

and Reliability .... ........... ... 2 162
48 Conmmunication of Results ..... ........ 2 165
49 Examination ....... .............. ... 2 170
50 Review of Examination ..... ......... 2 178

Training
Management
Responsibilities (10)

51 Department of the Army Functions . ... 6 179
52 Examination and Review ... ......... ... 4 181

TOTAL HOURS: (96)
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 1

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: INTRODUCTION/OVERVIEW

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Norman Willard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Crawford, M. P., HumRRO Techniques in Course Development
(Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must gain overview of course objectives and procedures to facili-
tate the planning of his student performance

1. INTRODUCE INSTRUCTORS AND DESCRIBE HumRRO

a. Instructors' backgrounds in research on military tiaining.
b. HumRRO: Mission; organization; relation to R&D, HFORD, BSRL, CONARC,

etc .; products (Crawford, pp. 1-4).
c. HumRRO Division No. 2: Mission; organization; relation to CONARC, The

Armor School, USATCA, etc.; products.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRAINING COURSE

a. HumRRO's interest in a course in training management for Army OfficL rs.
b. The Haines Board "elective" program; The Armor School; support by The

Armor School and R&D.
c. Possible future use in The Armor School's core curriculum and extension to

other Service Schools.

3. COURSE PROCEDURES

a. Emphasis on reading assignments, discussion, and training documents.
b. Minimize lectures.
c. Emphasis on preparing student to direct and critique the process of developing

and evaluating training programs, as against performing such development and
evaluation.
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4. COURSE OBJECTIVES

a. Change of students' behaviors and attitudes in studying and solving Army train-
ing problems.

b. Course objectives based on a survey of future acsignments of AOAC graduates
in recent years.

5. DIVISIONS OF THE COURSE (Crawford, pp. 4-10)

a. Block I: Introduction- -Training Systems Analysis; Future Assignments.
b. Block II: Systems--Introduction to Systems and Systems Analysis Theory; The

Army as a Sy,.tem; The Army's Training System.
c. Block III: Training Analysis -- Mission Requirements and Standards Performance

Requirements; Job and Task Analysis; Training Objectives.
d. Block IV: Training Program Development- -Training Methods; Training

Administration.
e. BLock V: Evaluation or Quality Control of Training and the Training Program.
f. Block VI: Army Training Management Responsibilities -- CDC, AMC, CONARC,

OPO, etc.

6. EXAMINATIONS

a. Where feasible, exams will consist of writing or critiquing Training Programs,
POIs, Army Subject Schedules, etc.

b. Conventional essay or multiple-choice exams will be used to measure general
knowledge of key terms and concepts.

c. Final Exam: To prepare answer to handout letter, "To CONARC/DCSIT . . .
May, 1967." (Annex A)
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Period No. 1, Annex A

HumRRO RESEARCH PROJECT - ENLISTED MOS TRAINING OBJECTIVES

1. Pursuant to authority contained in paragraph 27, CON Reg 350-1, it is requested
that the Human Resources Research Office (HumRRO) conduct a research project to re-
solve the following problem: To what extent should "duties" and "skills and knowledges"
be taught in MOS-awarding courses conducted by Army service schools, specifically
MOS and ?

2. The major questions to be answered concerning this problem are as follows:

a. Should training prepare the student to perform every aspect of an MOS
proficiently?

b. The utilization of the MOS description; i.e., "Duties" and "Skills and Knowl-
edges" needs clarification. For example, should training, school or OJT, be confined
to "duties" or "skills and knowledges, " or should both be utilized?

c. Should every subject taught, relating to an MOS, be at the "qualified" level as
defined in paragraph 19, Annex Q, CON Reg 350-1, dated 17 June 1964? If negative,
how should the three levels of knowledge be applied?

d. Should the student be trained to perform proficiently duties, MOS-related, for a
specific period of time? For example, should the course be geared to teaching the stu-
dent those functions he will be expected to perform for the first six months of his duty
assignment? If affirmative, how should this time frame be determined?

c. Should the student be trained to perform proficiently duties expected of a par-
ticular rank; for example, should the student be trained to perform the duties of an E-2,
E-3, E-4, etc2 If affirmative, how will the rank be determined and how should the
duties associated with a particular rank be determined?

f. Should all training be conducted at service schools or should some on-the-job
training (QOT) be a prerequisite prior to awarding an MOS?

(1) If all training should be conducted at service schools, what considerations
should be made as to length of time training should be conducted? For example, if it
takes 26 weeks to fully qualify an E-2 having a 24-month active duty commitment, his
productive time remaining would be little more than one year.

(2) If partial training should be by OJT, what considerations should be given as
to the length of time school training and OJT should be conducted?

g. To what degree of accuracy should an enlisted man be able to perform upon the
award of an MOS: 90%, 95% or 100%c?

FOR THE COMMANDANT:
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TGHumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT

Period No. 2

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT- INTRODUCTION/TRAINING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: 35 mm slide projector, slide Annex A

REFERENCES: Crawford, M. P., HumRRO Techniques in Course Development
(Published)

Sayles, L. R., Managerial Behavior (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study Crawford, pp. 4-10; Read Sayles, Chapter 2

OBJECTIVE: To provide the student with a knowledge of the background of the HumRRO
approach to training systems analysis and the operational steps it involves

1. Training-Systems Analysis (TSA)--a branch of general systems analysis--is an order-
ly way of studying training systems, in order to evaluate their effectiveness and recom-
mend improvements. Among the other branches of systems analysis are Management
Systems Analysis, Information Systems Analysis, etc.

2. The concepts and procedures utilized in TSA were derived mainly from Systems and
Systems Analysis Theory.

3. Using these concepts and procedures--and others from the fields of psychology,
sociology and human factors research- -HumRRO, over a period of years, developed a
stanlardized approach for studying Army training systems and Army training problems
(Crawford).

4. Although the IlumRRO method of TSA was developed for Army use, it is applicable
to training systems in general--military or non-military.

s. The approach is useful for studying on-going training, and for planning training on
jobs - -or job changes - -generated by the development of new equipment or new concepts.

o. The approach is "job"oriented--the study of training begins with a study of the job.
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7. The approach is "systems" oriented--the study of the job begins with a study of the
sub-system in which the job is performed.

8. The HumRRO method of TSA consists of seven operational procedures, or steps.
(Slide Annex A) The seven steps are:

a. Analysis of the military sub-system (unit) in which the job under study is per-
formed. What is the mission of the system? What are its inputs and outputs? What
men does it employ? What machines? With what other sub-systems does it directly
interact?

b. Analysis of the particular job. What are the duties and tasks performed in the
job? What are the inputs and outputs? Under what conditions does the man perform his
job, and what standards must his performance meet? With which other men in the sub-
system does he interact?

c. Development of a measure of job proficiency. This step requires the construc-
tion of a test of the proficiency with which a man performs the tasks required by the job.
As nearly as is possible, this test must impose the same job conditions existing in the
fields, and must utilize realistic performance standards of job output.

d. Specification ef the knowledges and skills required to perform the job. What
knowledge and skills are required to perform the tasks required on the job? What sens-
ings? Memory references, analyses, decisions must be made in order to perform the
job behaviors for which the training is intended.

e. Determination of training objectives. What training objectives should be estab-
lished with regard to the knowledges and skills required to perform the job? Which of
these knowledges and skills does the trainee population already have? At what level are
course graduates expected to perform on initial job entry? Discuss "general, " "termi-
nal, " and "enabling" objectives; discuss "generalized attitudes."

f. Construction of the training program.
(1) Sequencing of materials

(a) Whole - Part - Whole
(b) Functional context

(2) Methods of instruction
(a) Conventional- -lecture, illustration, practice, self-study, etc.
(b) Developmental - -"programming, " computer -assisted, etc.

(3) Practice
(a) Spacing
(b) Training devices

(4) Within-course testing
(al Fmnhasis on "enabling" objectives
(b) Terminal objectives tested in "proficiency measure"
(c) Knowledge of results useful in determining "when to stop or continue"

g. Evaluation of the training program.
(1) E,aluation should be conducted by an agency independent of the planning and

administration of training.
(2) It should normally be made in terms of the proportion of students that attain

the minimal level of proficiency required to meet system objectives.
(3) It should also be made in terms that permit identifying specific types and

areas of weakness.

9. The seven steps are normally performed in the order listed above; however, some
steps may be combined, depewn"ng on the nature of the problem.
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Period No. 2, Annex A

'35 mm SLIDE

STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRAINING

Analysis of the Military System from the Human Factors Point of View

I AaalysL. of the Particular Job

Specification of Knowledges and Skills

D~etermination 
of Training Obj ectivecS

Construction of the
Training Program Developmet of Measures

Programming of instruction of Job Proficiency
Practice materials
Achievement testing

Evaluation of the Training Program



HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 3

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: INTRODUCTION/FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)
Annex B (one per student)
Annex C (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAININC- AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: To provide student with a knowledge of the major types of military jobs to
which he is likely to be aissigned following graduation from AOAC, and
the training functions performed in these jobs

1. HIGH PROBABILITY FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS (Annex A)

2. SURVEY OF 50 AOAC GRADUATES

a. Objective. To obtain information about the kinds of assignments held, and the
training functions performed in these assignments. (Reading down left-hand column:
"54% of graduates studied reported they had been assigned as Company Commanders at
some time after graduation from AOAC." Reading across: "89% of these officers
reported that preparing training schedules" was one of the training functions they
performed.)

3. SURVEY METHODS (Annex B)

a. The survey was conducted at Fort Knox in October, 1966.
b. In categorizing responses on kinds of training functions performed, those activi-

ties having generally to do with "planning and training" were labelled with an initial digit
"1"; "conduct of training" - initial digit "2"; "evaluation of training" - initial digit "3".

c. Student questions about survey methods.

4. GENERAL FINDINGS (Annex C)
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a. At :onmpany levcl, training functions consist mainly of scheduling, conducting,

"and sttpervising training; and intrprcting traiang policies to subordinates.

1. At battalion level, training functions consist mainly of inspecting and evaluating
"and supervising training; of formulating and explaining training policy; and of reviewing
"and explaining training objectives

c. At AG-3 staff level, training functions consist mainly of formulating and explain-

ing policy; or formulating, reviewing, and explaining both training policy and training

objectivesi; inti of evaluating training.
d At Service School level, training functions consist mainly of preparing, review-

ing and explaining training literature and training objectives.
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Period No. 3, Annex B

JOB SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Name Rank Organization

Job Assignmen., Training Functions
After Complcting Dates Performed

Armor OAC Organization From To (List Code No.)

-)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-- - - - - - - - - - -- - -

2)

(Continue on other side it necessary.)
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The following sample may be of assistance in filling out the questionnaire.

Name 6ý /,' .- ' , Rak 7,(: Organization -l

Job Assignments Training Functions
After Completing Dates Performed

Armor OAC Organization From To (List Code No.)

,,io°,79" ,.•e /c, e-7e

I I -

__..______--__________-. ______"_____

2)j 5 j ' J,75 -ý'

It is requested that this questionnaire be returned to the U .S. Army Armor Human
Researzh Unit, Fort Knox, iKy.

WILLIAM Q. HARTY

LTC, Armor
Chief
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TRAINING FUNCTIONS PERFORMED (Please use code number)

101. Prepared ATP's. 211. Supervised OJT Program for
102. Prepared POl's. Training Replacements.
103. Prepared Army Subject Schedules. 212. Interpreted Training Policies to

104. Reviewed ATP's. Subordinates.
10.5. Reviewed POI's. 213. Obtained and Distributed Training
10o. Reviewed Army Subject Schedules. Literature.
107. Interpreted and Explained ATP's. 214. Interpreted Training Literature to
108. Interpreted and Explained POI's. Subordinates.
109. Interpreted and Explained Army 215. Obtained and Distributed Training

Subject Schedules. Aids.

110. Determined and Formulated 216. Prepared Training Estimates.

"[raining Objectives. 217. Planncd Unit or Indivi~.ual Motivation
111. Reviewed Training Objectives. Procedures.
112. Prepared or Modified Lesson Plans. 218. Conducted OJT of Immediate
113. Interpreted and Explainedi Trainhig Subordinates.

Objectives. 219. Prepared CPX's.

114. Wrote Manuscripts Supporting 220. Prepared FTX's.
Lesson Plans.

115. Reviewed Manuscripts Supporting 3t01. Prepared ATT's.
Lesson Plans. 302. Reviewed ATT's.

I11. Reviewed Lesson Plans. 303. Conducted ATT's.
117. Determined Job-Performance 304. Evaluated Results of ATT's.

Requirements. 305. Prepared Unit Exercises or Tests.

118. Reviewed Job-Performance 306. Reviewed Unit Exercises or Tests.

Requirements. 307. Conducted Unit Exercises or Tests.

119. Formulated or Helped Formulate 308. Evaluated Unit Exercises or Tests.

Training Policy. 309. Prepared Individual Proficiency

120. Prepared Field Manuals. Tests.
12i. Prepared Technical Manuai 310. Conducted Individual Proficiency

122. Reviewed Field Manuals. Tests.
123. Reviewed Technical Manuals. 311. Evaluated Results of Individual

124. Determined Requirements for New Proficiency Tests.

Equipment Training. 312. Umpired ATT's, Exercises or

125. Determined Rey,.irement for Unit Tests.

Training Devices. 313. Inspected Training of Own Unit
314. Inspected Training Other Units.

201. Prepared Master Training
Schedude.

202. 1rcpared Unit Training Schedule.
203. Conducted Individual Trainig.
204. CoMluctCd Unit Training.
205. Supervised Individual Training.
20o. Supervised Unit Training.
207 Organized Unit School.
208 Di)irected Unit School.
20). l)iirccted Instructor Group.
210. Prepared OJT Program for

Training Replacements.
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tlumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 4

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/DEVELOPMENT AND NATURE

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTEID: 1 hour

CLASSE.S PRESENTED) TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNE.L: Mr. Shepa rd Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Sayles, L. R., Managerial Behavior (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references. Chapter 2

OBJI.ECTIVI'E: To provide the student with an introductory knowledge of the development
and nature of modern systems; and of their typical missions, resources,
organization andi characteristics

I. TrIlE NATURE OF SYSTrEMS

a. Modern systems are the result of historical developments which generated a
need for largo-scale military, industrial and governmental operations, and for the com-
plex organizaltions required to perform these operations.

1. The term "system" is popularly applied to such massive organizations as the
Army, the Postal Service, mass-production industrics, transportation services, etc.

c. As defined by AR :320-5, however, a "system" is "an integrated relationship of
co po:nent s aligned to establish proper functional continuity, towards the successful
completion of a defined task or tasks."

di. hie cmncept of "system, " therefore, may be legitimately applied to any organi-
zation- - regardless of size- -whose functioning requires the formal Integration of Its
C0oiponellIlts.

2. SYSl'kMS MISSIONS

,1. I.%vrt'y systcm has a definitive mission or missions; and the extent to which it
ACtplliis its missioll constitutes the criterion for evaluating its performance.

h Il 'h1 inputc-"output" concept is especially useful In describing a system's

IlII st'lI, aMid ill L.Vlallaling its pierformanlice.

SYS I'i.MS OitANIZATION
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a. Every large system is organized into an integrated complex of sub-systems.
b. Each sub-system has its own organization, and its own definitive mission, i.e.,

to perform or to support the performance of some element of the main system mission.
c. Every large system has major sub-systems responsible for policy making,

management, and operations; and virtually all, major sub-systems for distribLution,
planning, materiel procurement, personnel procurement, and training, etc.

d. Every sub-system interacts directl with other sub-systems; those normally
include the sub-systems itnmediately above it, or below it, in the system hierarchy;
those sub-systems which it supports, or which support it; and tho0e to whom it reports
-- or which report to it--for coordination purposes.

4. SYSTEMS RESOURCES

For practical purposes, any "sub-system" may be regarded as a "system."
Every system--and sub-system--is provided with the resources deemlled necessary to
accomplish its mission; those resources typically consist of men, machines, materials.
methods, plant-space, and time.
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I lumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING; MANA(; EM ENT
Period No. 5

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/ILLUSTRATION OF MODERN INDUSTRIAL SYSTEM

I'YrI,: Lo.-ct ur rt, coifte rence

TI'IMI: AL IAt'I'I".I): I hour

CLASSES PRI.SEI'N'rFI) 'ro: Armor Officer Advanced Course

rOOl.S, .EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PEIRS()NNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

rI•AINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Rapoport. R.. Life Ga The Line (Published)
Sayles, L. R., Managerial Behavior (Published)

-\SSI(;NMIENTS: Study Rapoport; Read Sayles, Chapter 14

OIIIECTIVE: To provide the student with an Illustration of a modern industrial system
,:M(, io identify the missions, resources, organization and characteristics

of tile System and its sub-systems

The discussion is based chiefly on the %, poport article, and on Sayles, Chapter 14.

Students are encouraged to provide questions and observations. The following list of

questions anti answers illustrates the kind )f topics that should be touched on in relating

the Rapoport example to the process of identifying system missions, resources, organi-

zation, etc.

1. Thie main assembly line described is a sub-system in the Wixom plant, which is--in
turn--a sub-system of the Ford "production" sub-system.

2. Tlhle main assembly line embraces about 60 sub-systems (stations).

. What are the missions (approximate) of: a) the Ford Company; b) the production sub-

system; c) the WVixom plant; d) the main line; e) any of the stations described?

a To nlullllfacture and sell automobiles st a profit.
1. To produce atutonlobiles of a specified type, at a specified rate, of a specified

tandlat rd. for shipment. to dealers.
c. To manufacture parts, sub-assemblies, components (or obtain them from sup-

pliters) and to assemble into automobiles of specified types, etc., to be delivered to

"final inspection."
d. To install engine into engine compartment and secure with bolts; to attach
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steering column, fenders, etc.

e. To feed meals to 2700 people at specified intervals, etc.

4. What resources are utilized at tile stations described?

a. Assemblymen (3 - 4?); foreman (1); plus one line-inspector (1st echelon re-
pairs) per three statiols.

b. Machines and tools; the line itself; cranes; conveyors; power wrenches. etc.
c. Materials: finished, standardized parts and components, plus bolts, nuts, utc.

5. Describe management on the main line.

Foremen and supervisors appear to function more as senior operatives, inspec-
tors, repairmen and "stand-ins" than as managers.

6. Describe the information system on the main line.

Hand-signals and gestures are used. Errors are "tagged." Noise-levcl is
high, and the system--optimally- -shotld function with minimal communication. It
appears that the conveyor system is "comp'iter-prograau-med, " so there is no need to
inform the line that "every twelfth car is a blue sedan with six-cylinder engine, etc."

7. Describe the quality-control system.

Line inspectors and foremen search for errors, and makn first-echelon repairs.
(They "tag" errors if not repaired.) Final inspectors repeat this process, and branch
"'cejects" to repair shop.

8. Describe the "recruiting system" and the "training system."

a. Fairly intensive physical examination: Health? Strength? Perception?
Coordination? But no test for color-blindness. Twelve-item intelligence test.

b. Minimal training for the job. Casual illustration and instruction by Clyde and
other workers.

9. Give an example of insufficient rationalization (getting waste out of the system).

Horseplay and concerts, defective klckplates.

10. Give examples of over-rationalization.

a. No place to rest during break.
b. Crowded cafeteria (probably because line has been stopped for maintenance).

II. Give an example of the interactive effect of system error.

Badly installed steering column prevents subsequent operations.

12. Is the writer correct in his conclusion that error on the assembly line leads to the
consumer getting a defective car?
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Prohxibhy no• I'Iic line seems to bh designed to produce about 80 - 85% "satis-
tactor " cars, with the remainder branclied to the repair shop for second anti higher
vCeheonh nainte'nancv.. it C What would it COSt to get the rate to 95% satisfactory? 1001,

I I. I)iscoss Salvc-s' comnilents oil "dual allegiance" of the manager in industrial and

othter systvnis (Page 24!) with the Arnmy's emphasis on unitary command.

14. l)iscutss Savies' connents (in "maximization" (Chapter 14) and the role of the mana-

ger. Ioes th" system permit unilateral changes, the great year, the burst of produc-
tivttvI What is likely to happen if changes are made within a system without considering
tht' ll1imlaCi In the" rest of the system?



HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 6

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/MILITARY MANAGEMENT

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: AR 1-24: Army Management Doctrine (Published);
Milton, H. M., Management In The Army (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read AR 1-24; Read Milton

OBJECTIVE: To provide the student with a knowledge of the major practices and prob-
lems of military management, and of the implications of the systems
concept on military management

1. This hour consisted of a free-floating discussion of eight management principles or
proolems that have special application to military manager.ent. Six of these problems
are described in AR 1-24, and are re-stated and developed in Under-Secretary Milton's
lect',re. In addition, two hypotheses ad'eanced by Sayles--that the systems concept re-
quires: a) re-definition of the manager's role; and b) the elimination of "unitary com-
mand"--were also presented for discusskon.

2. It was intended that the students generate the illustrations, judgments, and argu-
ments pro and con the principles advanced. The detailed objectives for the hour, there-
fore, consisted only of providing the student with: a) a knowledge of the kinds of prob-
lems that are of current concern in military management, and b) definitions of these
problems and of the terms relating to them.

3. The following definitions were utiqized:

a. Management: . . . the continuing actions of planning, organizing, directing,
coordinating, controlling and evaluating the use of men, machines, money and materials
in order to accomplish missions and tasks. (Milton)

b. Command: The authority and responsibility for effectively using available re-
sources, and for planning the employment of, organizing, directing and controlling mili-
tary forces !fr the accomplishment of assigned missions. (Milton)
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I )ct rule: l'aatk aiuental principle by which the military forces . .. guide their
ctIII~ "ippo il1l)t of iiatt(JIUI objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgment in

.Ippilic.iC loll.

d Service org~aunizations: an orgainizationi the primary function of which is to
aedraitiacouib~aa stippor it to ther (brgaaai/.ations .All activities of a unit or command

ar-iiiet ralizat loll: 111. sstmatc :ntico sisten~t -ecv

f. Dt.ecen rt i ion: System~at ic delegation Of authority in an raiainwd

Ng Mlaagenaen-lt b1ý exception: Concentration of management effort upon changes
1Ioata 111revimiasly kno(wnI situations; tipon deviations from norms; and upon prob~lems
C41tulaIenI'fSIa teILL Will levels of responsibility. (Aft 1.-24)

ii.% Ma ain'teimfit tind Opecrating improvement: nfic responsibility of management
!411r coaitzaati'l an1prt-Vealient of systemst. methods, use of resources, etc. (AR 1-24)

I Coa111iinitMniutao: The effective uxchange of information betwveen units or indi-
i dntAls . Ffiective# ianderst.,nding is facilitated by universal usage of terms, clear andi

treeclY aiset Channels of Coml)mun icat ion, andi muttual knowledge of objectives, priorities
aind t.anttaidsar of piLrformance. betwveen stuperiors andi subordinates. (ARt 1-24)

I. ha'it-ai,1 Relations: The utilization andi motivation of subordlinates by means that
Lafae el% ' mtae aoralI and consistent with htuman dignity.
k. Motivation: Creaiting a situation in which members, of a group can satisfy their

dIt1I idathaI ncteak while at the same time working towards the goals of the organization.

41. hii%'tte' Mr 1101 MLat diSctlSSiotl of Sayles' conclusion that in modern system organiza-
a111- aua.aaa~ vc0mananmId is Impossible" anad the manager functions, as a broker and "trade -

pcalist " who Keeps his own stab-systemn operating by negotiating wvithi higher man-
%%-filllt titlth: stab -SNSt.ý'1 that -feeds" it. the sub-system it "feeds. " andi the sub-

.Y-teaisIS IhaM stah1110at a



IlumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAG EMENT
Period No. 7

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/TIHE ARMY SYSTEM

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOL S, EQUIPMENT, AND MATER!ALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Norman Willard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: To demonstrate to the student the systemic nature of the A,'my as an or-
ganization, and to identify the commands and other agencies that constitute
major sub-systems in performing such functions as policy-making, man-
agement, planning, supply, transportation, personnel procurement, infor-
mation services, research, development, tuaining, etc.

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION

a. The Army is organized and functions as a system. It is composed of a large
number of major sub-systems, and a multitude of progressively smaller sub-systems
down to the smallest units and the men who comprise them (the squad, the tank crew,
the mess hall).

b. The Army, in turn, is a sub-system of the Defense Department and the National
Government, and its funds and high-level policy are provided and controlled by these or-
ganizations.

c. Among the major Army sub-systems is an information system whitch prescribe.s
the form, content, frequency, etc., of directives and reports.

d. A substantial part of the directives and reports communicated through the Army
information system are utilized to provide control over the quality of operations and
"operational readiness."

e. The Army information system maintains a massive literature supply--in the
form of ARs, FMs, TMs, etc. -- for the purpose of describing for virtually all of its
sub-systems, units, iind individuals, their mission and job responsibilities, performance
standards and methods to be employed.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF SUB-SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
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a. Policy Making. High-levcl policy is made by Executive, Congress, DOD, D/A.
But policy-making occurs at every level of commarJ.

b. Management. D/A--Chief of Staff through chain of command.
c. Funding. Congress, DOD, D/A, Comptroller.
d. Planning. D/A, ACSFOR, DCSOPS, DCSPER, DCSLOG, CDC, AMC, R&D.
v. Operations. DCSOPS, Field Armies.
f. Materiel. DCSLOG, AMC.
g. Personnel. DCSPER, OPO.
h. Transportation. DCSLOG.
i. Information Services. D/A, Communications Command. CONARC--through

its Service Schools--prepares directives, ATPs, POIs, FMs, TMs, etc. D/A prepares
A.Rs AGO priats, distributes and controls literature. Field Armies publish circulars,
etc.

j. Research. R&D.
k. Development. ACSFOR, CDC, AMC, R&D.
1. Quality Control.

(1) Materiel. AMC, TECOM, Army Boards
(2) Uuits and Individuals. CONARC, Field Armies, AG through AGIs and en-

listed evaluation tests: CMIs, OERs, ATTs
in. Training. CONARC through Training Centers, Schools, Training Literature;

field Armies through Training Centers and Schools. Unit Commands. On-job-training
Army-wide commander responsibility.
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Hum RRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 8

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/ARMY PERSONNEL AND TRAINING SUB-SYSTEMS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn, Dr, Norman Willard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Baker, R. A., The Army's Training Mission (see F.,adings)
Osborn, W. C., Elem,,nts of Personnel Selection (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references.

OBJECTIVE: Scudent must be able to list functions performed by both tho personnel and
trainiag sub-systems and to describe the interrelationship between them

I. INTERFACES BETWEEN PERSONNEL SELECTION AND TRAINING

a. Selection determines ability level of trainee.
(1) Training requirements change as selection standards change
(2) Training methods adapted to ability level

1. job objectives met through selection or training.
(1) Selection of pretrained personnel
(2) Job aids may lower selection demands

c. Performance in training may be used as criterion for selection.
d. Performance early in training used to predict successful completion of training

or later success on job.

2. PERSONNEL-SYSTEMS APPROACH TO A TRAINING PROBLEM

a. Poss2ile training solutions.
(1) Bett ei instructional techniques
(2) Revise course content
(3) Extend training time

1. Possible solutions through personnel selection.
(1) Determine correlates of trainee failure or improve existing prediction
(2) Increase selection ratio

c Possible solutions through hunmx, engineering: modify equipment or work
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environment; e.g., use of job aids to simplify job--thus lowering training and selection
requirements.

3. GOAL: To identify least costly solution.

4. THE ARMY TRAINING SYSTEM: Requirements, planning, conduct, quality control.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

a. ACSFOR.
b. CDC.
c. AMC.
d. DCSPER.
C. OPO.

6. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR TRAINING PLANNING

a. AMC--Civilian contractors.
b. CONARC.
c. Field Armies.

7. RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CONDUCTING TRAINING

a. Commodity Commands -- Contractors.
b. CONARC.
c. Field Armies.

8. QUALITY CONTROL OF TRAINING

a. ATTs.
b. QMIIs.
c. AGIs.
d. Service school follow-up of graduates.
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I iumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. Q

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND COST EFFECTIVENESS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Hayes, J. H., Systems Analysis (Published)
Pfeiffer, J., New Look At Education (Published)
Quade, E. S., Cost Effectiveness: Introduction and Ovecview

(Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read Hayes; Read Pfeiffer, Chapter 2; Read Quade

OBJECTIVE: To provide the student with a knowledge of the general nature, purpose
and procedures of systems analysis/cost-effectiveness studies, so that he
will be able to recognize appropriate applications of systems analysis
procedures to military decision-making problems

1. "Systems Analysis, " as defineo by AR :320-5, is "the study of a system--by means of
ordered procedures and techniques--ii order to evaluate the effectiveness with which the
system's missions are accomplished, and to recommend improvements."

2. The concepts, procedures and techniques employed in systems analysis were devel-
opeýd principally in industrial engineering, operations research, and management theory.
In recent years, systems analysis has been applied to transportation syswems, medical,'
hospital services, education, and other fields.

3 Systems Analysis (like training-systems analysis) is applicable both to systems "in
being" aind to those "oi the drawing board. " ?eriod No. 10 will consist of a discussion
of TSA versus the R&D) cycle.

4. Systems Analysis is still in a relatively formative stage, and (toes not have a suffi-
cicnt thicorectical groundwo(rk to be regarded as a "science ." (See Quade)

5. Ilowever, there is general agreement on the nature of the operational steps involved
in analyzing a system. (Compare Quade's five steps with Pfeiffer's eight steps.)
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6. The steps employed in systems analysis are: (See Pfeilfer, Chaptei 2)

a. Defining the problem.
(1) The objective or objectives (What is the Army's mission- -Project 100, 000

as an example of exparided or changing objectives)
(2) Criterion measures of effectiveness
(3) Constraints (laws, policies, etc.)
(4) Uncontrollable variables (weather)
(5) 2ontrollable variables (system resources)

b. Defining sub-functions. (What performances--man or machine--arc required
to accomplish the objectives?)

c. Define alternatives for performing each sub-function.
d. Synthc'sizing the sub-systems (selecting "mixes" of alternatives).
e. Developing the model (Troop test, service test, proficiency test, computer, etc.).
i. Collecting data.
g. Evaluating the results.
h. Selecting the oroduce (cost-effectiveness).

7. The steps involved in cost-effectiveness decision-making are:

a. Definii~g the objective or objectives.
b. Listing the alternatives.
c. Evaluating the costs of each alternative (real costs).
d. Using a model to evaluate the extent to which each alternative contributes to

system objective.
e. Using a criterion or standard to rank alternatives on cost and effectiveness.

8. The process is essentially repetitive (see Pfeiffer, Page 32), and involves re-
examination of assumptions about objectives, constraints, alternatives, etc. (trade-off).

9. Discuss the virtues and limitations of systems analysis as described by Quade.
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IlIumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINJNG MANAGEMENT
P..riod No. 10

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/MATERIEL AND TRAINING R&D CYCLES

TrYPE: Lecture. conference

TIMI" ALLOTTED: 2 hours

('LASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)
Annex B (one per student)

P'ERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Crawford, M. P.. HumRRO Techniques In Course Development
(Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. 4-10

OilJIECTIVE: Student must know the steps in the haraware and man development cycles,
the principal agencies responsible for each step, and the relations of the
tWo cVckls in training analysis

I. SYSTEMS

I lJve, IXVee discussing concepts of system, system management and system analysis.

,,. System is a set of functions related by a common goal.
). Sub-systems of Army systems often Include man-machine sub-sysnmm which,

In turn, specifies requirements of the relevant training sub-syritem.
c. One requirement of training sub-system analysis Is specification of the goals

'01d lnu iitons petrtinent to the man-machine sub-system.
d. St.otnd re'quirement of training sub-system analysis is specification of the goals

.Jlld fuictllions interrelating all of the personnel sub-systems Interacting to attain the sys-
ctii goal.

2 I IARI•WARE R&I) CYCLE

Prototypte six 'var cycle with interaction primarily of CDC, AMC and USCONARC.

.,. -l)C -- 1alitaitive MaLtriel I)evelopnment Objective and Qualitative Materiel Re-
quirtrri-ctlt slat ulg the goals for the man-machine system necessary to fulfill tactical
IL'V jilt' 11WiiIllS of nilL''ttilg anlticipateti thlreCat



b. AMC--Develop machine sub-system through Commodity Commands, test ma-
,,.iine effectiveness in meeting QMR goals (TECOM).

c. USCONARC--Test man-machine svstem effectiveness in meeting goals where
man sub-system represents anticipated selection, training and experience levels for
machine utilization by the Army.

3. MAN R&D CYCLE

Time requirements specified mainly by cost of modifications and time for develop-
ment of man sub h-ystem.. Interaction of rv.sponsible Army agencies with human factors
agencies.

a. Human Engineering Labiratory--Man-machine compatability, must be performed
early in the hardware cycle to rainimize costs of hardware change.

b. Behavioral Science Research Laboratory--Personnel selection requirements, nec-
essary before training requirements can be established, also need early in hardware cycle
to determine possible man-machine function allocation trade-offs.

c. Human Resources Research Office- -Training methods and training device require-
ments, training device requirements must be specified approximately three years before
initiation of resident training.

4. HUMAN FACTORS DATA BASE (Annex A)

Required for all human factors analysis.

a. System Standards and Conditions -- Based on QMDO and QMR, consists of mission
definit)cn to state functions of man-machine system, mission narrative to provide function
interaction and system standards under anticipated mission conditions, results in state-
ments of quantitative man-machine system standards for eacn function and under each
mission condition, also designates appropriate machine standards.

b. Man-Machine Functional Procedures -- Based on hardware design and mission
narrative, begins with man task inventory from equipment analysis, step descriptions
provide input-response-output for each task, tasks are then integrated into mission pro-
cedures for each function.

c. Human Performance Requirements--Integrate procedures, conditions and calcu-
latc-l, human requirement that, when combined with machine req'iirement, will yield sys-
tem standard; provides basis for human factors analysis and standardized tes'ing during
that analysis.

5. INTEGRATED MAN-MACHINE DEVELOPMENT (Anne., B)

"Must copsider data requirements for succeeding stf-ps, i.rning for tested resident
training program, and feed-back of results into equipment cycle. Same requirements for
analysis of an on -going training program without timing and feed-back limitations.

6. COURSE OUTLINE

Follows proposed phasing through test and evaluation.
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Peric-J No. 10, Annex A
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. II

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/SUB-SYSTEM ANALYSIS

TYPE: Lucture, conference

"rIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Department of the Army, The Tank Gunner's Guide (Tank, 90-MM Gun,
M48AI) (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: To provide the student with a demonstration of the general procedures for
analyzing a small sub-system in order to establish the "setting" in which a
particular job in that sub-systcm is performed

I. Inform class that its mission is to study the training of the tank gunner, and to per-

form Step I of the seven steps.

2. Review the relation of Step I to Step 2.

3. The tank crew as a system.

a. Composition of the crew.
b. Position In the larger system (operates as part of five-tank platoon, under com-

niand and control of a platoon leader).
c. Crew missions.

(1) Maintains Its tank, weapons, etc., and prepares them for tactical use.
(2) Operates tank under tactical conditions on: reconnaissance, attack, de-

fens, and retrograde missions.
(3) Trains AIT, BUT, AUT.

4. I)ut t f Indivhdtal Crew Members

.1. 'l'antk Comnmandetler: Issues commands and other directives (rciays from platoon
Icatilv)" supervises crewmen as they perform their duties; trains crew, both as unit and
indivitu.isM plerforms some operative functions (maintains Cal. 50, ranges, searches),
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b. Gunner:
(1) Maintains ,nain gun, weekly
(2) Maintains direct fire sights
(3) Maintains main gun before firing
(4) Checks tank instruments
(5) Searches for and reports targets and other battlefield information
(6) Fires main gun and Cal. 30
(7) Maintains main gun after firing
(8) Prepares and fires frota a range card

c. Driver. Maintains track, suspension system, auxiliary, etc.; searches to di-
rect front and reports; drives tank; positions tank for firing, etc.

d. Loader: Maintains Cal. 30, radio, etc.; stows ammunition; searches to left
flank; loads main gun and Cal. 30, etc.

5. Interactive duties.

a. Since much of tie ciew's behavior is triggered by the commands of the Tank
Commander, there is a kind of continual interaction between the TC and the crewmen.

b. Some duties require direct linked interaction between two or more crewmen,
viz., firing main gun; firing Cal. 30; boresighting.

c. Many duties (most) require interaction between individual and machines, instru-
ments, meters, etc.

6. The crew information system., ttercom and face-to-face conversation provide the
media. Crew must know ",. specific moaning of commands and other cues, in terms of
zequired behavior.

7. The Crew Txainiag System. Emphasis is on unit training, but individual training is
also conducted as OJT. For purposeý of defining training objectives in Step 5, it will be
valuable to cLnsider tris OJT, the close supervision provided by the TC of crewmen, and
the nor- al c.r,:er progressior. of Uie gunner into the TC slot.

8. for purposes of performing Step 1, the analysis is pretty much confined to describ-
ing objectives, constraints, measures of system effectiveness and sub -ftuictions.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRALNING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 12

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: SYSTEMS/SIUDENT EXAMINATION AND REVIEW

TYPE: Conference, examination

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one p.r student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. Shepard Schwartz

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None
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Period No. 12, Annex A

SYSTEMS/STIUDENT EXAMINATION

NAME

Answer Items 1 and 2.

1. Discuss the inter- and intra -dependencies of components and component functions
within a system. Use a line company as a military example.

2. List the normally required system functions (e.g., planning, production, quality
control, etc.), and show how these parallel the Army equipment R&D cycle and the
suggested steps in training development.

Answer one question from each of the following pairs.

3. Identify and describe five high-probability future assignments for Career Course
graduates which require training management skills.

4. List five factors in military management described in Milton's article, "Manage-
ment in the Army." Discuss one of these factors.

5. Discuss Sayles' point on "dualism" as opposed to "unitary command" as it applies
to managers in r ilitary organizations.

6. Discuss each of Quade's five activities in military systems analysis.

7. List the normally required system functions and describe the Army agencies or
commands charged with each of these functions.

8. Give an example of a cost-effectiveness problem that is relevant to one of the steps
in training development. You don't have to solve the problem, but you should iden-
tify: a) the action alternatives, b) the training costs and gains, c) the "yardstick"
for each source of payoff (cost 'r gain), and d) the decision rule.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 1)

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/MISSION REQUIREMENTS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: McKnight, A. J., Establishing Performance Requirements
(see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. 1-11

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to analyze (either orally or in writing) a training
system, determine the training mission, and derive the critical human
performance requirements to the satisfaction of the instructor

1. A sound training program is always based on a thorough tnderstanding of the system,
i.e., an Analysis of System.

2. To analyze a system means to take the various operations making it up, and then
studying their interrelationships. Analyze:

a. The mission.
b. The environment.
c. System components, i.e., men and materiel.

3. For training purposes, we have focused on the man to be trained.

4. To design a training program, we have to see how the individual interacts with other
system components, and we have to t udy all aspects of the system to see what does and
what does nu, 'iave a bearing on job performance.

5. Where do you look? One must be a good detective.

0. A good place to begin is with the Mission or Missions of the system.
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7. What is the mission, what aze the standards of mission performance, and what are

the operations required to complete the mission?

8. Where does mission information come from?

a. Official Doctrine--FMs, ARs, TMs, CDC.
b. System Design Data--QMRs, Logistics and Maintenance Support Plans, Con-

tractor Proposals.
c. Experience- -Field surveys, questionnaires, interviews.

9. Identifying mission operations is the first step in the long process of finding, identi-
fying, arid analyzing jobs, duties, and tasks. In doing this, we must consider:

a. Operations.
b. Performance Standards.
c. Skills and Knowledges.
d. Physical Requirements.
e. Critical Time- -Relationships.
f. Discrete or Continuous Tasks.

(1) Example:
Running a Maintenance Depot Flight NY to Paris and return

10. What is a flow chart or flow diagram?

11. What is a function?

Answer: Activities that share the same underlying skills and knowledges, e.g.,
flying bombers and light planes, navigating, electrical signal tracing. You should try to
identify as many functions as possible to insure that critical and important acti,'ties
won't be overlooked.

12. In large military hardware systems, the responsibility for analyzing missions usual-
ly falls upon the developmental contractor.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 14

LESSON OUYLINE

INSTRIJCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/MISSION PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO* Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: McKnight, A. J., Establishing Performance Requirements (ses
Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. 11-18

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to explain (either orally or in writing) the rela-
tionship between mission performance standards and human performance
standards, and describe the influence of the various environmental factors
upon human performance

1. As missions and operations are analyzed, it becomes necessary to assign standards
of:

a. speed,
b. accuracy,
c. reliability,

to each subordinate level of mission performance.

2. It is unrealistic to set absolute standards of human performance, since humans
differ so widely; so we set relative standards. Of course, everybody wants a first
round hit at 2000 yards in 8 seconds, but we find we have to trade-off, i.e., is speed
more important than accuracy? Fast but error-filled? Slow but sure?

3. Trade-off among operations. Which of several operations demands the most re-
liable performance? If we know, then we can spend training time where it will do the
most good. But what are some of the more important determiners of standards7

4. Speed. How quickly an operation must be performed will depend on:
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a. Absolute speed requirements -- Hand grenades -- 5 -e.'.:ds--BOOM.
b. Criticality- -Missile malfunctions must be correc.. - ,,. ý cdiatel. Organiza-

tion Maintenance faster than Support Maintenance,
c. Scheduling--Less urgent, do now.
d. Termination time--Can It be stopped immediately if an emergency comes up

(e.g., tank engine disassembly)?
e. Frequency of use--If used every day, then it should be done faster (memory)

than something done only one time yearly.

5. Accuracy will be influenced by design tolerances and critical levels of equipment
functions.

a. Cumulative effects --i.e., Navigational errors require greater accuracy without
check points than with.

b. Errors. Random or consistent bias- -A method which has a consistent bias will
lead to greater and greater inaccuracy.

6. Reliability.

a. Criticality to mission- -Failure to file a flight plan less serious than to fill gas
tank.

b. Safety- -Maintenance more important in aircraft maintenance than in surface
vehicles.

c. Error detection- -Tracking errors - -immediate; navigational -- later.
d. Reversabillty--i.e., can the error, if detected, be corrected before damage is

done?

7. In the Analysis of the System Environment, look for environmental factors that:

a. Create tasks -- Cold weather.
b. Determine when a task will be done--Night.
c. How task will be performed- -Navigate in rain and fog, or on clear day.
d. Knowledge of skill requirement -- Driving on ice.

Environmental Factors:

Illumination
Terrain
Weather
Noise and Vibration
Enemy prescr-ce- -radio silence
System failures

Sources of Information:

Doctrine
Flela Surveys
Geological and Meteorological Surveys
"Environmental Envelope"

8. Methods of Analysis. No "one best" method. Explain the Environmental Overlay
or Mission Overlay.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 15

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/HUMAN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Rohert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: McKnight, A. J., Establishing Performance Requirements (see
Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. 18-26

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to state (either orally or in writing) those items
making up "materiel" and the procedures usually followed in analyzing the
system components. The student must be able to distinguish "man-
ascendant" systems form "machine-ascmdant" systems and to list those
functions 'best" performed by equipment and those functions 'best" per-
formed by human beings

1. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

a. Interactions of the individual job performer with all other personnel and items
of materiel.

b. Allocation of functions to various components of the system so that functions
left to the individual to be trained in are sound.

2. MATERIEL. What is materiel?

a. Equipment (Tactical- -rifles, tanks)
(Suppoc't -tools, trucks, computers).

b. Supplies--ammunition, spire parts.
c. Protective materials--gas masks, clothing.
,1. Printed job aids--TMs, charts, audio/visual.
e. Facilities--buildings. work tables. desks.

3. MATERIEi ANALYSIS
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a. Primary equipment.
b. Auxiliary equipment.
c. Printed materials.
d. Maintenance allocation charts.
e. MEADS- -"task element. "

4. MAN-MACHINE FUNCTION ALLOCATION

a. Vehicle control--manual or semi-automatic.
b. What are human beings "good" at? What are machines "good" at?

(1) Functioning under overload--man
(2) Routine monitoring- -machines
(3) Selecting inputs - -man
(4) Generalizing- -man
(5) Repetitive tasks -- machines

Etc.

5. JOB AIMs

a. Head versus hand?
(1) Rarely used -- Manual or job aid
(2) Volume -- Manual or job aid
(3) Problem solving -- Manual or job aid
(4) High reliability needed-- Manual or job aid
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liumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 1l

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/ALLOCATION OF HUMAN
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMEI flrs

TYPE: Lecture. conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO, Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: McKnight, A. J., Establishing ?erformance Requirements
(see Readings)

ASSIGNMENT'S: Study references, pp. 26-30

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to demonstrate, in the classroom discussion,
his knowledge of the methods and procedures commonly used in per-
forming the persoane. aralysis portion of a Systems Component Aaalysis

. MAN OR PERSONNEL ANALYSIS

Lasks rieas- b4, analyzed in detail before allocations are made.
Where does one get th., necessary information?
Answer: TOEs. TDs. AR 611-201. the MOS Specification Regulation, etc.

2. WHAT IS ANALYZED?

a. Skills and knowl,2dges.
b. \W°ork load.
C Movement.
d. Cli.a.fit-ation or groupig tasks.

S-iask allocation--examine several jobs at once.

. SKILL CUMMUNALITYx.e.. functions)

[,ask %:en!.cndence and intertependence. Se-;uence is also important. So is
,-Ola-llc wvork slacc.

\Sl .'RE-ADTi



The more duties within a given MOS, the more time it takes to train. There-
fore, should we specialize or train broadly? (Note: Speclalization is uneconomical
from a personnel management viewpoint.)

5. VERTICAL ALIGNMENT OF MOS AND ALLOCATION OF TASKS TO SKILL LEVELS

Not efficient to train everyone (draftees and career soldiers alike) to the same
levels -- not when 80% leave the Army at close of their first enlistment. (Note: Rv Ctrict
costliest training to career soldiers.)
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ltumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 17

LESSON OUTLINE

INST'RU'7T1ONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/APPLICATION OF SYSTEM MISSION
ANALYSIS

CfiPE: L ct.:.rc, practical exercise

UIME ALLOTTED. 2 hours

CLAiSES PRESEN'!'D T0: Aimor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, E QUIPMENV, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Reb-v't Baker

TRAINING ALS: None

REi'RPRENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to perform, in writing, a mission, environment,
and systems components analysis of a new "prototypic" weapons sytem.
This analysis should include (1) a mission analysis, (2) the mission opera.-
tions, (3) the mission performance standards in terms of speed, accuracy,
and reliability, (4) an environmental analysis, and (5) an analysis of the
systems compoiients including a materiel analysis, man-machine function
allocations, and a personnel analysis

I S\YSTEMS ANALYSIS

'1½ a•alyzv a system means to reduce that system to the various operations that
,rakC it uL, aild Study the relations among these operations.

WL are doing this for one purpose--The Training Program. What are the HPRs?

ident ity twe missions the system is supposed to perform.

Information about the mission comes from:

i. Official Doctrinc--FMs, ARs.
b, Sv-atcm Design Data--QMRs.
c. LaE;.ricnce.

2. MISSION ANALYSIS
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In mission analysis, we look at:

a. The mission operations -- nature and frequency of mission functions, flow charts,
discrete and continuous.

b. Standards--speed, accuracy, reliability, criticality, frequency, tolerance lev-
els, salety.

c. Analysis of Environment:
(1) Create tasks--e.g., Cold weather
(2) When task performed- -Daylight
(3) How task. performed--Fog on navigation

d. Other environmental factors:
(1) Illumination- -Recon, day and right
(2) Terrain- -Mountains and swamps and tanks
(3) Weather--Wind, rain, fog--Landing an airplane
(4) Noise and vibration- -Need for hand signals
(5) Enemy--Radio silence
(6) System failures--Radio failure on navigation

3. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

a. Men.
b. Materiel--Where does information about this come from? CDOG, QMR, TD

plans, contractor proposals.
c. Allocation of jobs to men and machines.
d. Man-ascendant versus machine -ascendant systems.

4. MATERIEL ANALYSIS

a. Prime equipment, auxiliary equipment, printed materials.
b. Man-machine function allocation.
c. Job Aids- -How decide:

(1) Frequency of use--rare; Volume--if large
(2) Problem solving- -Firing tables ---nomenclature
(3) Reliability- -Pre -flight checklist

5. MAN (PERSONNEL) ANALYSIS

Analyze tasks in detail before allocating:

a. Skills and knowledges.
b. Work loads.
c. MOS problem

Train everyone to same level (vertical problem) when 80% leave after first enlist-
ment?

MOS specialization versus breadth.

(Note: Training manager's job to see that tasks are properly allocated.)

6. PRACTICAL EXERCISE
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Give examples of man and materiel ascendant systems:

a. Combat--missile, rifle squad.
b. Intelligence--U2 aircraft recon, patrol.
c. Transportation--air transport, APC.
d. Communication- -Seventh Army communication system, field radio.
e. Personnel support- -computer, medical unit.
f. Materiel support- -maintenance depot, company supply.

7. AIR CUSHION VEHICLE

Students must analyze and complete the following Outline based on Annex A:

a. Mission analysis.
b, Mission operations.
c. Establish Mission Performance Standards:

(1) Speed, Accuracy, Reliability
d. Environment analysis.
e. Systems Components Analysis.

(1) Materiel analysis
(2) Man-machine function allocation
(3) Personnel analysis
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Period No. 17, Annex A

THE AIR CUSHION VEHICLE

A. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

I. The Vehicle

a. The vehicle is an "air cushion vehicle" (also known as a Ground Effect Ma-
chine or Hovercraft). The vehicle rides on a cushion of air generated by large fans and
is propelled by ordinary aircraft propellers.

b. This vehicle is currently in use as a patrol vehicle as well as an amphibious
assault craft. It has been used commercially between Oakland and San Francisco Air-
ports in the United States as well as across the English Channel. The Army plans to
procure ACVs for use as an armed combat, reconnaissance and transport vehicle. The
ACV will be assigned to an Armor unit.

c. Speed. The ACV can operate at speeds of from one to sixty miles per hour.
(1) Over water speeds below 15 miles per hour are inefficient because (a)

the vehicle becomes enveloped in its own spray, and (b) it sits within its own trough and is
difficult to accelerate. Where speeds below 15 miles per hour are necessary, the ACV is
better operated as a boat.

(2) Over land, relative lack of control makes it dangerous to operate at much
greater than 15 miles per hour except in open areas.

d. Control. The ACV has complete 360 degree freedom of motion like a heli-
copter. Direction is regulated by one or a combination of the following:

(1) Rudders
(2) Swivelling the propellers from side to side
(3) Directing the air cushion forces which suspend the vehicle from side to

side. All of the control forces are aerodynamic, and make for a sluggish response.
e. Height. Absolute ground clearance is rarely more than a foot. However, a

three-foot flexible curtain surrounds the base of the vehicle and contains the air cushion.
This allows the vehicle to pass over objects from three to four feet in height.

2. The Mission

The current ACV procurement is experimental and no specific mission has been
assigned. We shall focus upon a mission previously designated for ACVs for which infor-
mation has been obtained.

Mission Identification

a. Amphibious cargo mission.
(1) The Army is assigned the supply mission while the Navy (Marine Corps)

has the assault mission.
(2) The amphibious supply mission begins immediately after the assault and

continues until ý7 port facility is secured.
b. The Logistics Concept. This is an amphibious logistics concept developed

to lower vulneraLiity to nuclear attack. Under this L..Jnczpt, the following would occur:
(1) Cargo vessels would be dispersed along the coast line as much as 75

miles off shore (below radar horizon).
(2) Shore depots would be widely dispersed aip and down the coast line.
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(3) Cargo would be deposited from one to five miles inland to avoid beach

congestion.

B. THE REQUIREMENT

On the basis of the above mission and the information provided, prepare:

1. A mission analysis, i.e., identify the mission operations, mission parameters,

and mission functions.

2. An environmental analysis, i.e., determine the potential environmental influ-

ences and their effects on equipment design, human performance requirements, training,

etc.

3. Perform a systems component analysis, restricting your effort to Over-Water

Operation onlyl Note: In doing so,

a. determine the required control navigational and surveillance tasks;

b. determine the performance standards;
c. specify training requirements;

d. specify equipment requirements;
e. specify personnel requirements.

4. Specify additional data required for a thorough analysis.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 18

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/JOB ANALYSIS

TYPE: Lecture. conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Couirse

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSO1-`NEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Smith, R. G., The Development of Training Objectives (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references, Chapter 3

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to demonstrate (orally or in writiag) a kouwledgu
of tile major steps and procedures used ,n preparing a task inventory. a
knowledge of the five most commonly used methods of job analysis. 'c',ý
studeat must udgC correctly at least 70<1 of a group of propcrl) and impro,-
erly worded t:)sk statements on a practical exercise

i. Review of the six major steps in developing Job Performance Requirements (and then
the Training Objectives).

a. Systems Analvsis--Within this, a mission analysis and a flow chart so that we
can develop the "task inventory."

b. Task Inventorv--The dULies within the job and the tasks making up each duty.
c. Decisions about Performance Standards- -What level of training?
d. Detailed Task Description, breaking down each task into specific acts.
e. Knowledge and Skill Components involved in the performance of the task.
f. Each Specific Objective reviewed for:

(1) Performance expected
(2) Conditions of observation and measurement
(3) Accuracy and speed standards

2. Sources of Information, now, for our Mission Analysis:

a. Field Manuals and Doctrine.
b. QMRs for weapons or support.
c. Operation.I andi Support documents.
d. VAsits to units--'urveys.



c. Interviews with personnel.
f. Records and logs kept by the units.

3. Developing a Task Invent'ory: Define.

a. Job- -made up of several duties.
b. Duty--major activities making up job.
c. Task--a group of activities occurring close together and composing a duty.

4. Preparing a Trial Task Inventory.

a. List all tasks and for each one include a clear statement of:
(1) What the soldier does
(2) What he does it to -- if appropriate
(3) What he does it with- -if appropriate

b. Keep the description of all tasks at about the same level of generality.
c. Then check it for ceinpleteness by using any one of several techniques o0 Job

Analysis.

5. Basic Techniques of Job Analysis.

a. Questionnaire Survey- -Soldier describes his job in general terms. Least
expensive but most variable and unreliable.

b. Group Interview- -Interviewer asks group of soldiers about their job duties.
Least effective, but next to lowest in man-hour costs.

c. Observation Intcrview -- Observe soldier at his job, as well as i-tterview him.
This yields adequate information, but is expensive since analyst mu±st spend time watch-
ing soldier do his job.

d. Technical Conference - -Group discussion of the job by experienced incumbents
and supervisors. V,_er expensive.

c. The Individtval Interview--The best, most tfficient, most dependable, and of
average cost. Questionnaire sur. cys and group interviews are bad!

0. Basis for Conducting the ladividual interview.

a. Obtain a job inventory by interviewing 10 to 20 soldiers actually performing jobs
typical of those fully qualified in MOS typical units. Not the best qualified- -specialize
in more difficudt tasks--or least qualified- -specialize in easier tasks. (Trainees are
sources of information about what is hard to learn, and old hands have the know-how and
tricks -of-the-trade.)

1). Mail out the inventories to MWE types, and have them add any tasks they do that
you a•ailed to include. Some tasks detected that accounted for as much as 50% of sol-
tier's time.

c. lntcrvicw .ob sample using inventory as a basis.

7. flow Officers' jobs Differ.

a. More difficult to analyze than EM jobs. Less standardized, more variable,
mor. rcstricie.d! iJ mental operations.

(1) Rcsponsible for
(2) Insures
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(3) Supervises
b. General framework for an officer inventory should include:

(1) Areas of responsibility
(2) Specific job goals and standards for each area
(3) To what extent his unit is achieving goals and standards in each area
(4) Identifying information-gathering activities in each area
(5) Identifying controlling activities in each area
(6) Relationships between physical activities (4 & 5) amP! job purposes (2 & 3)

8. Review Questions.

a. Define a duty.
b. Define a task.
c. Define a task inventory.
d. Describe the suggestions made for describing a task clearly.
e. List seven sources of information for developing task inventories.
f. List the major aspects of the framework for developing a task inventory for

officers.

9. Practical Exercise. Complete Annex A.



Period No. 18, Annex A

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
ON

PREPARATION OF TASK STATEMENTS

NAME

TITLE

ADDRESS (Work)

DIRECTIONS

I. Assume that judgments on frequency of performance, importance to mission, learn-
ing location, or others will be obtained from a large number of job incumbents on each of
a series of given task statements.

2. You are to judge whether each statement as written appears to sufficiently identify a
job task for the purpose -f deriving initial judgments on the content of formal training
courses. In other words, does the statement represent the tpe of statement appropri-
ate for inclusion in a task inventory? Indicate your judgments by marking the appropri-
ate blank with an "X" in "Part A."

3. You may qualify yoar judgments in '"art B" by marking one or more columns with an
"X." There will be a few statements that you should qualify in Part B.

a:



PART A PART B
Optional Qualifying Comments

Does the The task The task
statement statement statement
appear ap- is too is too
propriate general; specific;
for inclu- probably probably
sion in a includes is a
task in- several task
ventory? tasks. element.

Statements Yes No

1. Maintains manning chart.

2. Visit subordinate units.

3. Perform alrcraft maintenance.

4. Verifies WOI and 2LT promotion
eligibility.

5. Recommend/approve/disapprove
requests for overseas duty.

6. Use table of organization and
equipment (TOE).

7. Checks 201 file to insure that recom-
mended eliminations meet estab-
lished criteria.

8. Be qualified to repair the ARC-44
radio.

9. M,.,kes recommendation to the CG for
appioval or disapproval and charac-
ter of discharge in elimination cases
where respondent waives board
action.

10. Check completed board action to see
if facts support conclusions.

11. Torque nut to 3W0 foot pound-.

12. Pcrform firs and second c-.riclon
maint e oa tr.a kcd vehicles.

13. Calibrate radio.
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PART A PART B
Optional Qualifying Commentr

Too Too
Appropriate? general specific

Statements Yes No

14. Know the ekc•n,_ general orders.

15. Take in shorthand minutes of board
proceedings.

16. Know cat-abilitieF and limitations of
the M-14 rifle.

17. Disassemble and assemble tri: M-16
machine gun.

I1. Navigate aircraft by dead reckoning.

11.. Compute curvature of track.

20. Schedule work.

21. la • working knowledge of hand
ignals.

22. Write safety speeches for the

Commander.

23. Apply protective aid pres-ervative
materials to supplies.

24. Know metiwds of blocking ar• rd bracing
materials on carriers to meet
shipup requirements.

25. Matu, coordinate, and supervise
setions etngaged in map compiling
and drafting.

2h. Understand preparition of cay,
plasutcine a.ntd plaster rnitu res
for imolting or niouddling.

_. D-Etcrmine azimitih bN astrnowtv"ul
oo-crv'aton on th- -. a or PNlaris.

.!s_. Select type oi can,-ra a!~d .eces-
sorics most s itbhc tj, ) Si•.mfl-ft

and photogra"i'c tcmftimon-.
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PART A PART B
Opt~ional !WalMlng Comments

Too Too

Appropriate? general specific

Statements Yes No

29. Indent paragraphs five spaces.

30. Clean and s;tore laboratory
cquipment.

31. Approve addition and deletion of
supply property.

32. Plot surface, upper air, anti special

meteorological reports.

33. Understand the importance of proper
personnel assignment and utiliza-
tion.

34. Inspect condition of ground power
equipment aaid tools.

35. Simn correspondence.

36. Instruct students.



KEY TO: PRACTICAL EXERCISE ON PREPARATION OF TASK STATEMENTS

PART A PART B
Appropriatc? Optional Qualifying Comments

Yes No Too generd Too specific

. ..... ....................... . x_ _

2 ......... ...................... .X X _____

3 ......... ...................... .X X .. ____

4 ....... ........................ ._._._
5 ...... ....................... . X
. .... . ........ ............... X . .. ._7

7 ........... ...................... X _

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..... .. ... . . . . . . ...... X . .. _x

10 ........................ _. . .... . x
.1 ........ ...................... . X ._.._ x

12 ......... ...................... .X X ._.
13 ....... ....................... . X
14 ......... ...................... X -.
15 ....... ....................... . X
lo ......... ...................... X . _ _

17 ...... ....................... . X
18. ...... ....................... . ._x
I) ................ ...................... X

20. ......... ...................... .X X .
21. ........ ...................... .X . _ _

22 ...... ....................... ._. X
23 ...... ...................... . .__.._
24 ......... ...................... X _

25 ......... ...................... .X X .__
26 ......... ...................... X . _ _

27 ....... ...................... . ._.._ X
2S ...... ....................... . x
29 ......... ...................... X X
30 ....... ....................... . X
31 ....... ..... ................ . ._.. x
32 ...... ....................... X __-_. X
.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . X

34 ...... ....................... . X
.35.. . ........ ...................... X ._._._ X
30 .X.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X



lumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 19

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/TASK ANALYSIS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO- Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT. AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Smith, R. G., The Development of Training Objectives (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references, Chapters 5 and 6

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to define duties, tasks, and task elements; list a
miidmum of 15 types of tasks; prepare a format for a detailed task descrip-
tion; and discriminate between a fixed and a variable procedure as well as
between discrete and continuous tasks. The student must be able to define
knowledge and skill and to describe the process of organizing the knowledge
and skill components of a given task

1. DUTIES, TASKS, AND TASK ELEMENTS

What is a duty?--a task? Tasks can be further divided into what we cail task ele-
ments. A task element contains or describes:

a. A cue--or signal for S to perform an action.
b. An action--a precise description of:

WHAT was done
what it was done TO
and what WITH.

c. An indication to S that his action was correct.
d. Remarks, precautions, etc.

2. DEGREE OF DETAIL OF WRITING

A completely untrained soldier could follow it.

3. DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS
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Detailcd descriptions -wili reveal gaps in the technizal and trairdig literature, steps
left out, fuzzy ancleor d,.scriptions of pcocedures, etc.

4. SiEV:--Ni!'EN TYPES OF TASKS

a. Op2erator Tasks
(Starting tank engine

Fixed procedures - (
(Putting radio set in operation

Variable procedures - (Tank gunnery search--but if target appears
(stop and fire- -depending on type of target- -

(the main gun or 30 cal.
b. Discrete versus Continuous Tasks

/ /
Maintenance Flying a plane
T. Tracking and Survey Tasks

/ /
Continuous Discrete

d. Searching and Scanning
e. Discrimination--S reacts in a different way to each of several cues--e.g.,

targets must be discriminated from cover and terrain. Identification is a special kind
of discrimination.

f. Noise Filtering--Show on Radar--SONAR. Observe cues in presence of noise
in training.

g. Short-term Remembering. Sentry--special instructions for his %vatch. Mem-
ory may serve either as an action or as a cue?

Action--cued by an instructor or another cue.
Cue--will recall some instruction previously given which will cause him to

act.
h. Long-term Remembering--Memory aids, checklists.
i. Codes--In many jobs, codes and symbols are used. Morse Code, map symbols,

phonetic alphabet. If task requires codes, describe the code as a knowledge item.
j. Decision Making and Problem Solving- -To structure these complex tasks, some

of the things to consider are:
(1) Cues directly presented--What creates the problem?
(2) Facts not directly presented--G2--Intelligeace. Environment. Enemy.
(3) Available actions--What choices do I have?
(4) Action implications- -trobability that Course A will work?
(5) Goal priorities--Heavy casualties, or let enemy take hill?
(0) Rules for selecting actions- -(Decision rules are usually broad guidelines.)

k. llhly Skilled Actions.
Sniper:-, Rangers, LR Patrols, Demolitions--like 'Skiing
Photos, drawings, movies may le needed to show the skill level

I. Mainlt(.naucv Tasks.
Preventive Maintena nce

Preventive actions
Objects worked on
Time that it's done
Tools required
Correct action
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What information is in printed format
Precautions

m. Normal Operating and Checking Tasks.
n. Adjustment Tasks.
o. Trouble -shooting Tasks.
p. Repair or Replacement Tasks.
q. Clerical and Administrative Tasks.

5. PREPARING A FORMAT FOR DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTIONS

a. Identifying information:
MOS Date

Duty Name of Researcher
Task
Subtask

b. Time required for task or subtask.

c. Description of cues involved in task elements - -surveillance cue and correct
action.

d. Action to be taken.
e. Object of the action (control, equipment, form).

f. Indication of correct action if not covered in c. above.

g. Statements of precautions, common errors to avoid, and remarks and instructions.

6. TYPES OF TASKS
a. Discrete tasks--Step by step. Can be described in a columnar format.
b. Decision-making and problem-solving tasks:

(1) Cues presented
(2) Facts not presented
(3) Available actions

(4) Action implications
(5) Goal priorities
(6) Rules for selecting actions

c. Continuous tasks, use an outline format.
(I) Display

Problem- -pattern of cues available

Critical cue variables

Time values
Noise

(2) Decisions
(3) Actions

Object acted on
Specific action taken
Effect of the action

(4) Indication of correct action
Indications or cues present after the actioi

Time delay

Criterion of correct action
Critical values

Correccive action to be takenI if pre% ious action was not correct
(5) Characteristic errors and malfunctions
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7. lHOW TO PREPARE DETAILED TASK DESCRIPTION

a. Watch an experienced soldier. Stop and query.
b. Refer to and use manuals.
c. Ilave it checked by 3 to 5 experienced people following your description.
d. TFry out on 3 to 5 inexperienced people to see if they can do the task.

8. DERIVING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL COMPONENTS

a. What is knowledge? Set of mental processes allowing one to use symbols.
h. Guidelines for identifying knowledges in task descriptions.
c. To derive knowledge requirements, divide task descriptions into two groups:

discrete and continuous, problem solving and decision making.
(1) For discrete tasks: Name, identify condition and knowledge
(2) For continuous tasks: Task cues, identify conditions, knowledge, task goal

d. To derive skill components, look for speed, accuracy, and coordination require-
meints; then list separately after reviewing task description.

9. REVIEW QUESTION'S

a. Define a task element.
b. Define and give an example of a cue.
c. Define and give an example of an indication of a correct action.
d. Diagram an example of a fixed procedure.
e. Diagram an example of a variable procedure.
f. Contrast a discrete and a continuous task.
g. Diagram an example of a discrimination.
h. Define knowledge
i. State the three elcments which must be learned if knowledge is to assist effec-

tiv'el in task performance.
i. List 1-i guidelines for identifying knowledge developed by Miller and Van Cott.
k. i)cfnoe a skill.
I. I, s;crieC the process of organizing the knowledge and skill components of a task.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. •.(ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 20

LESSON OUTL', E

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSISi,91B INTERVIEW

TYPE: Conference, demonstration

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO- Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS- None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: TV Tape: Job Tnterview

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: The student must be abl,ý tc describe, in a step-by-step fashion, the pro-
cedures and m Lhodfs commonly usea in the conduct of an observation-
inter-, lew.

1. Presentation of job interview denonstratior. (TV tape).

2. Why did th- interviewer "waste time" telling the job incumbent about the purpose of
the interviewv (Tell him he's not being tested.)

3. What is the difference between a job. a duty, a task. and a task element? (Qlb--a
number of duties; Duty--one of several major activities comprising a job; Task--a group
of activities close together with a common purpose; and a Task Element--the smallest
unit of activity within a task.)

4. How many interviews are needed before you can be sure you have enough? (Alter ani-
tial revision, several more interviews uncover nothing else new; then shift to another tp'yX'
of unit and check the same ,MOS here. If nothing net%, shift again. If still nothing new --
,UIT.)

S. Should all your observation-intcrviews be carried out on job incumbents from :he same
type of unit in tile same geographi, locauon'? (No. Make sure all types where MOS will
serve are represented.)

b. If in the process of your interview yoii find the iob holder discussing or describing
some task or activity that is n)t on .\Gur list. what should you do? (Listen. Write it

down and add it to list. If rare anid uIT ie. drop at t -h. i.lt in final Is .1



7. Why did the interviewer call the job holder back into the office after they had finished
tihe field work? Why didn't he do everything in the office first? (For purposes or re-
liability and confirmation. Soldier himself needs remiiding.)

8. I low often should thesv sorts of job inventories or analyses be repeated? (Should be
up-dated at least once a year.)

9. Would these sorts of interviews be more revealing if they were less highly structured
or formalized'? (No. Must be highlfy structured and organized if they are to be system-
atic and comprehensive.)

10. Wlhat were the steps followed in the job interview?



HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 21

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL uNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/SELECTING TASKS TO TRAIN

TYPE: Lecture. conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I !-our

CLASSES PRESENTED TO. Armor Officec Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Sirith, R. G.. The Development of Training Objectives (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references. Chapter 4

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to list seven rationales for deciding what to train

DISCUSSION TOPIC OUTLINE

1. Rationales for Deciding Which Tasks to Train

a. Can they already perform the task?
b. how important is the task to mission success?
c. Ilow soon after assignmcnt must the soldie-r perfonrm the task"?
d -How many soldiers must perform the tasýk"
C. How suitable is the jcb situation for lea rning the task?
f -low often is the task performed?
g. Is training thc bcst way to get the desired action-- (i .e.. job aids. chteck lists.

or mantuais might sufficL )7

2. Inte•iration of Rationalcs-D-iscussion Rules

a. Not tauoglt.
b. L.'scrti,'*d )r demonstrtfcd.
c . DL..monstrtion of corrvct pcirformanc'.

d . tidst denmonstr.Itc OJ accurac\ ,e!d ,peed.

c Must (overl.arn--adtl:tjonal practice.

ý3. fhie task inm cntol' can bx- vscd to gain inform-.ation ait

a . UFreu'ucncv of ta'lk .x',i'orm..nck..
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b. Importance of the task to mission success.

c. Ease of training on the job.

4. Planning a Job-Information Survey

a. Questionnai'c format--Instructions, task inventory, questions.
b. Thu sample- - ?opulation, random sampling, size of the sample.
c. Administration plan.
d. Statistical analysis of resulbs.

5. Review

a List seven rationales for deciding what to train.
b. Describe in one sentence how a task inventory may be used to collect informa-

tion concerning what to train.
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I lumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 22

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/TRAINING OBJECTIVES

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Smith. R. G., The Development of Training Objectives (Pablished)
USCONARC Pamphlet 350-14: Training -Student Performance Objec-

tives (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read Smith, Chapter 7;
Read USCONARC Pamphlet 350-14

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to state orally or in writing the reasons why
vague terms should be avoided in SPO statements, describe why behavior
must be spelled out in action terms, list the five types of conditions under
which behavior Is to be observed, describe the two common types of stand-
ards used in SPO statements, and list at l-ast three techniques that can be
used to assist in achieving clarity of communication for the SPO statements

1. For each task you want to establish the TRAINING OBJECTIVE or OBJECTIVES. In
order for you to communicate, the Objective should:

a. State the BEHAVIOR--terminal action--required.
h. The CONDITIONS under which the behavior is to be observed.
c. The STANDARDS the behavior must meet:

Time limit
Minimum number
Percentage or proportion
Acceptable deviation from the norm
Lower limit

2. 1 low do we go about STATING TI Ir BEHAVIOR REQUIRED?

a. Let's look at a typical OBJECTIVE, as usually stated:
"Incderstands the theory of radar,"
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h. I low will you ever know and to what exten't?
"Utderstands tactics"
"Believes in military justice"
"Knows baseball"
"Appreciates fine art"
"Accepts the need for discipline"

c. Shoultl only be used when they are followed up by more explicit statements. We
inCCtl ;t precise statement of what th! -;tudent should be able to do when lie completes the

CotLtrIS' or unit of instruction.

.1. The CONDITIONS under which Subject's behavior will be observed. Name the five

types that should generally be considered.

a. T!hc Range. of Problems the Subject must solve:

Map reading. All maps? How about aerial photos? Strip maps'? Nau"ical?
b. Tools, Equipment, and Clothing Subject must use.

"Fly spacecraft to moon anl back."

Blathing stii and overcoat

c. Special job Aits and Manuals.
List in the OBJECTIVES all checklists and slide rules, TMs, etc., if need-

edl in order to perform the task.

d. Environmental Conditions. If S has to perform in a place where th,2 environ-

itient will affect the performance, the environmental conditions should be stated in tile

OBIJECTIVES.

V. Special physical demands if the task has to be performed while dangling from

the chIandelier.

4. What are the STANDARDS tile student must meet?

a. Generally. only two kinds of standards--ACCURACY and SPEED or TIME.

What percent of problems?
What percent of correct answers?
What tolerances or IMPACT on THE TRAINING SYSTEM?

1b. What is the most important point of reference for the establishment of these

-;tan(tL'l.'r? The, systemn in Which the student will work after the training is complete.

t:. What will bc the effect of certain kinds of errors on the job?
(1) M isjudging distance--overshooting runway- -crashing.

(2) If can't get rid of grenade in 0 seconds, there may not be a second one.

-i. Smith givL's some examples otf somc well-stated COMPLETE OBJECTIVES, giving

.1ctrformanci-c conditions and standards (p. 65).
.t. tls must mlatch the names of the bolles of the body wvith locations.

1). N1H;1lX.t'd Oni drawing of it skeleton.

.I Itw' must co1-1ri-etly identify 75',',", of the bones by name wvithln 10 minutes.

,. t l 'IHPRINCIPAL R'(FLJIREMENT Is that the OUTLINE OF COURSE OBJECTIVES be

I,.:.\RIU IJNI)DERSTOOI). I low is this done? Threv common ways:

. ()h l,'cI Vel' Can he reTvied by an expert In the subject matter.

h..\ Svt ohfw.citvVl-vS Call he used as a test, and also to check their clarity.

c. II 11bjectlivei, a rv dtkarly stated, another person cn build at test that will measure
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the performance desired by the writer of the objectives.

7. REVIEW

a. List five ambiguous terms which should be avoided in clear statements of ob-
jectivvs.

b. List and give an example of each of the five typcs of conditios which will be
normally encountered.

c. List and give an example of each of the two kinds of standards.
d. Describe three ways ih which the clarity of objectives can be check.d.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 23

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/IDENTIFYING UNITS OF PERFORMANCE

TYPE: Practical exercise

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to identify meaningful units of performance
":nd statements of specific tasks, generalized skills and generalized
behavinr.



Period No. 23, Annex A

IDENTIFYING MEANIN(FUL UNITS OF PERFORMANCE

Following are a number of statements of possible performance objectives. Using
the nozation scheme provided below, mark each statement as falling into one of the fol-
lowing categories:

MII More than one Meaningful Unit of performance is involved.
MU' Meaningful Uni* of performance, Specific Task.
MU-GS Meaningful Unit of performance, Generalized Skill.
MU-GB Meantigful Unit of performance, Generalized Behavior.
MU Less than a Meaningful Unit of periormance is involved.
C The statement is confusing, poorly worded, action involved is not clear, etc.

Upon completion of instruction the student must be able to:

I . Operate field radio communications equipment, to include the transmitting and
receiving of messages in tactical radio communications nets. MU

2. Make road tests of wheel vehicles to determine malfunctioning components, parts,
and accessories. MU

3. Lubricate wheel vehicles in accordance with lubrication charts and work orders.
MU-GS

4. Transmit messages in International Morse Code using hand key at a minimum speed

of 15 five-letter random code groups per minute. MU-ST

5. Identify authorized abbreviations used in military correspondence. MU-GS

6. Usirg conventional typewriter, type at minimum rate of 50 words per minute with
no more than 3 errors for each 50-word passage. MU-BT

7. List the steps to be followed in 3recting antennas. MU-LESS

8. Perform organizational maintenance on wheel vehicles, amphibious wheel vehicles,
and associated accessories and equipment. MU-GS

9. List the nomenclature of automotive wheel vehicle components. C

10. Apply information contained in technical manuals, technical bulletins, lubrication
work orders, and other publications and directives pertaining to organizational main-
tenance of wheel vehicles. C

11. Check and adjust the timing on automotive wheel vehicles. MU-GS

12. Explain the use of the Morning Report. MU-ST

13. Verify and reconcile personnel information with personnel records. C
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14. Prepare and cook food, to include the weighing, blending, and mixing of food in

accordance with prescribed Army procedures. MU-GS

15. Recall the phonetic alphabet. MU

16. Demonstrate appropriate military courtesy when interacting with superiors. MU-GB

17. Enter a station into a net. MU-ST

18. Pype correspondence, orders, recurring and special reports, and similar material

based on written instructions. MU-GS

19. Acquire a general knowledge of company administration procedures. C

20. Select the correct forms involved in processing extension of enlistment. MU- LESS

21. Process AWOL and desertion cases. MU

22. Maintain an awareness of the need for cleanliness when working in a mess hall.
MU-GB

23. Supervise the installation of radio equipment. MU

24. Locate the TAB SET button on a conventional typewriter. MU-ST

25. Proofread typewrituen material against source material. MU-GS

26. Indicate the record keeping procedures pertaining to disposal of unserviceable
property. MU

27. Maintain leave records for unit personnel. MU-GS

28. Given a list of words, divide each word according to syllabication rules. MU-GS

29. Perform typing and related duties. MU

30. Bake a sponge cake, using a standard Army recipe. MU-ST

31. Conduct inspections of mess halls to determine cleanliness of wash tubs. MU-ST

32. Remove and adjust gap in spark plugs of a transportation bus. MU-ST

33. Ascertain that reports have been forwarded to the proper headquarters. MU
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lumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAININC MANAGEMENT
Period No. 24

LESSON OL' I'LINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TiRAINING ANAL YSIS/I VALI;AFION OF INSTRUCTIONAL
OBIM1'I\ Us

TYPE: Practical cxercisc

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Offi-er Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Baker. R. A., The Determination of Goals and Objectives (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: The student must be able to evaluate a proposed SPO according to the
ihree-fold criterion of Behavior, Conditions -'-d Standards
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Period No. 24, Annex A

PRACTICAL EXERCISE
PREPARING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

There are three important characteristics of a statement of an Instructional objec-
live. They are:

A. States the behavior to be demonstrated by the student.
II. Identifies the conditions under which the performance must occur.
C. Indicates the standard of acceptable performance.

:or ,-tacl of the following statements, check whether each of these characteristics is

A B C
I Without tie lise of notes, the dr'ill sergeant must be able to

write at summary of the duties performcd by the training manager
Of1 a training unit. t

"2. The sclrgcanl nmust be able to prepare a Morning Report according
to the. regtilation pertaining to units operating in the field.

.. The t rainee must be able to take dictation using shorthand, the
dictationl being giveii at the rate of 120 words a minute.

-1.\ AtIcc5s..iful graduating class will be one in which over half the
tr,t i ..vs cq rii a 2. 0 grade point average.

I'lic t'ainee must successfully complete all testing in a four
mollnth plriotl tot qualify for promotion.

0. lhtdriv'r 1lltLst I..e able to jack tip a 3/4-ton truck in preparation
for remlovall of at rear wheel. lie may use the standard set of
tools pIrovild.

7. ()nly those applicants with an ACB score of 98 or higher will be
accepted ill Service Schools.

N. The tl'.irakee mutSI kniow all first aid procedures.

T The mt.challic must be Jaic to repair any electrical maltunction
with the aid (if proper tools and electrical schematics.

I o. At the signal. "Watch your lane, " all firers must he able to kill

Iht lr target' within five seconds.

I I. Thc, tr-irnee mu1st ble able to use properly and adequatlly a pro-
t.ctiv. mask ill emergencies.
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12. Given the necessary tools, part and shop facilities, the student
must be able to completely overhaul a two-ton truck engine to
manual specifications during the period of three eight-hour work
days.

13. Given a book of recipes. the cook must be able to prepare the
mix for approximately 50 lbs. of brownies, lie must have the
mix ruady for balking within one-half hour.

14. Given a list of training objectives the conferee muSt be able to
evaluate them.

1.5. The soldier must always adhere to the rCguLations set forth in
the Uniform Code of Military Justice.

16. The trainee must be able to fire the M-14 Rifle at night With
acceptable accuracy.

17. The trainee must be able to plot accurately course and speed
changes using the proper chart graph and hand plotter.

18. On a target range at a distance of 150 meters the trainee must
be able to hit within 8 centimeters of the center 7 times oL!t of
10 rounds using the M-14 Rifle.

19. Under test conditions, crew memLers must demonstrate their
ability to work as a team by readying the H-axvkeyc missile for
firing within eighty seconds after a given signal.

20. All students must be able to satisfactorily pass the military
driver's license test.

Instructor's Key

1. A, B 5. None 9. A 13. A, B, C 17. A
2. A, B 6. A 10. A, B, C 14. None 18. A, 13, C
3. A, B 7. C 11. None 15. None 19. C
4. C 8. None 12. A, B, C 1o. A 20. None
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H~umRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

"TRAININ( MANAGEMI-NT
Period No. 25

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/REVIEW

"TYPE. Conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTEID TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERE NCES: None

ASSIGNM ENTS: None

I. Name two (2) critical limitations ,) Job Analysis. (ANSWER: Page I of Estab-
lishinjg Performance Requirements by Dr. McKnight)

2. I)istinguish between "Systems Analysis" and "Mission Analysis." (ANSWER: Page 2
of Dr. McKnight)

. What are' soni, of tie various sources of information that are used in a typical Mis-
-I(mll .\Allyts'? (ANSWER: Page 4 of Dr. McKnight)

4. What is i QMR? (ANSWER: Page 6 of Dr. McKnight)

W•.\i i.- the. differ'ance between a "discrete" and a "continitous" mission? (ANSWER:
Papg 9? 4f I)"r. McKight)

0. What is the relationship bl-tveen component operation requiremnrlts and mission

I v.Ivire.ient,? (ANSWER: Pages Q. 18 and IQ of Dr. McKnight)

7. What is niiant y tIlte term "function?" (ANSWER: Page 10 of Dr. McKnight)

S h Whate so)flie of thIIIe more, inmportant determiners of mission standa rds, i.e.. speed,

.I111 rtelidbiilty Of hulmlan performance? (ANSWER: Pages 12 - Ii, of D)r.
MlcKilti•-t 0

What cirounmntal. factor's are most likely to influence human performance?
(.\NS\V".R: IPat.s Iio - 17 of Dr. McKnight)
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10. What is meant by the term CDOG? (ANSWER: Page 20 of Dr. McKnight)

11. What types of tasks are best allocated to men and what types best to machines?
(ANSWER: Pages 22 - 24 of Dr. McK.-ght)

12. What factors govern the use of job aids? (ANSWER: Pages 24 - 25 of Dr. McKnight)

13. What factors or variables need to be considered when the allocations of functions
among the MOS are being considered? (ANSWER: Pages 28 - 29 of Dr. McKnight)

14. What are the six (6) major steps involved in developing the human performance re-
quirements for a training program? (ANSWER: Page 7 in HumRRO RB 11 - The Devel-
opment of Training Objectives -- Dr. R. G. Smith)

15. Define and distinguish between each cf the following: job, duty, task, task-
element. (Page 14--Dr. Smith)

16. Compare the effectiveness of the five (5) techniques of job analysis, identifying the
best and worst in terms of efficiency and cost. (ANSWER: Pages 16 - 17--Dr. Smith)

17. What are the differences, if any, in the task inventories of officer and EM jobs?
(ANSWER: Pages 18 - 19--Dr. Smith)

18. What are the rationales for deciding what to include in a training program?
(ANSWER: Pages 20 - 23--Dr. Smith)

19. What are the most important considerations underlying the use of the task inventory?
(ANSWER: Page 24--Dr. Smith)

20. Distinguish between the terms population and sam.le. (ANSWER: Page 26--
Dr. Smith)

21. Distinguish between a job (or task) analysi an.d a job (or task) description.
(ANSWER: Pages 7, 16, and 31--Dr. Smith)

22. Distinguish between val r? and reliability.

23. Name at least three (3) basic roles that Student Performance '•4t"cs can play in
a training program.

24. What are the three (3) essential elements making up the ;tructure of a properly
stated Student Perfoi.r.ancc ,4,cctive? Be able to identify good and poor cO-ect'ves.

25. In manpower management, name four (4) principal uses made of standards.
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liumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 26

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL HINIT: TRAINING ANALYSIS/ EVALUATION

TYPE: Examination

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO,. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: To assess the student's knowledge of the principles and concepts of human
performance requirements. iýb ainalysis procedures, performance stand-
ards and student performa:ice objectives



Period No. 26, Annex A

EXAMINATION
(Answer any II of the 13 questions below)

1. List the six (6) major steps in developing the human performance requirements for
a training program.

Ans. (1) Systems Analysis (,ij Task Description
(2) Task Inventory (5) Knowledge and Skills
(3) Decisions and Standards (6) Training Objectives

2. What are some of the various suurces of information that are used in a typical

mission analysis?

Ans. Official doctrine, System Design data, and Experience

3. Define and distinguish between each of the following: (1) job, (2) task-element,
(3) duty, and (4) task.

Ans. (1) job- -Made up of one or more duties
(2) Task-element - -Smallest motor movement or component part
(3) Duty- -Several major activities making up a job
(4) Task--A group of activities occurring close together

4. Name and describe four (4) techniques of job analysis, commenting upon the expense
and reliability of each technique.

n. is. (1) Individual Interview ------------- Most reliable and average cost
(2) Observation Interview --------- Reliable, but quite expensive
(3) Group Interview-------------- Unreliable, but very inexpensive
(4) Questionnaire Survey ---------- Least reliable and least expensive
(5) Technical Conference---------- Highly effective but very expensive

5. What art, some of the major considerations in the development of a task inventory
for officers' jobs? How do they differ from inventories for enlisted men?

Ans. (1) More difficult to analyze because officers' jobs are less standardized.
more variable, and more innc. a " ture- Thc.•y do not permit
clear statements of job tasks in performance terms.

(2) Inventories for officers' jobs usually list the major areas of respon-
sibility and the job goals and standards for each area. Information-
gathering activities. Actions taken to achieve the goals. etc.

6. Indicate the relationship bet-ven component operation requirements and mission
requirements.

Ans. Once missions are identified, they must be analyzed into their component
operatio -I . -- the individual )jb requirements. know~edges, and skills
can be id atified. Thus the r~iationship is that of showing how job skills
are related to job success.
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7. Name and describe by giving examples of each, the three (3) necessary components
of all properly stated student performance objectives if they are to succeed in com-
municating.

Ans. (1) Behavior )
(2) Ci nditions) - with appropriate examples

Standards)

8. List five (5) rationales for deciding what to include in a trainig program.

Ans. (1) How important to mission?
(2) How soon after assignment will job be performed?
(3) How many Ss perform the job?
(4) How suitable is On-Job Training?
(5) How often is the job or task performed?
(6) Is training the only way to reach goal?

9. Discriminate between the following pairs of terms:

(1) terminal and enabling objectives
(2) discrete ant, continuous tasks
(3) validity and reliability
(4) job analysis and job description
(5) system analysis and mission analysis

Ans. (1) Terminal--the goal of the instruction, i .e., the actual job or task
Enabli.n&- -helps to achieve or leads to the terminal objective, i.e., a

step along the way
(2) Discrete- -having a clear beginning or starting point and a clear etop-

ping point or end
Continuous- -one without a clear start and stop, i.e., having a contin

uous. smooth, uninterrupted movement
(3) Validity--measures what it is supposed to measure

Reliability- -measures in a consistent manner
'4) job Analysis -- a procedural method for getting at job content

Job Description- -a detailed step-by-szep account of a particular job
(5) System Analysis -- step-by-step breakdown or determination of all the

parts and their interrelationships
Mission Analysis--one component of the System Analysis that spells

out the goals of the organized activity

10. Givc -at least threc (3) examples of each of the following -inits oý behavicr: (1) specif-
ic ta~ks. (2) vvnerahizcd skil!s. and (3) gencraliaed behaviors,

Ans. (i) Slcific Task.,: Cleaniag an M 1 Rifl-
Making a salad
Repairing a tire puncture. etc.

(2) ucnerahzcd Skills: Repairing a ,-.,if" carbuiretor
W ri-tt.g ATT.s
Weidcing chemicals on a ihemucai nalance. etc.
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(3) Generalized Behaviors: Maintaining troop morale
Promoting peace
Protecting the garrison, etc.

II. Name at least three (3) basic roles that student performance objectives can play in a
training program.

Arns. (I) Furnish a basis for sound training decistoi.s
(2) Standardize instructioi,
(3) FR,,msh the basis for the development of valid tests
(4, Promote better student-instructor relationships
(5) Focus the student on the goals of instruction and thus promote learning

12. Which of the following tasks are best allocated to the human being and which to a
machine?

(1) Detecting signals in noise
(2) Selecting inputs
(3) Monitoring radiation levels
(4) Processing in~irmation via logical rules
(5) Functioning under overload
(6) Tracking rapid targets
(7) Use of flexible procedures
(8) Applying great force
(9) Generalizing from isolated particulars

(10) Completing repetitive tasks

Arns. (1) Human (6) Machine
(2) Human (7) Haman
(3) Machine (8) hlAchine
(4) Machine (9) -oman
(5) Human (10) Machine

13. Which of the following instructional objectives satisfy all three basic requirements
for a well - tated SPO?

(1) At the signal, "Man Overboard, " all radar operators aboard sh~d must
be able to switch the DRT to short scale within 5 second- YES NO

(2) The student must be able to tike dictation using Gregg shorthand, the
dict-itnn being given at the rate of 120 WPM. YES NO

(3) Giv'.n rec.ipe book TM 79-2lOB, the student must be able to prepare a
60 lb. Brownie mix. YES NO

(4) While operating the on-board Mark V mobile radar set, the student
must te -Able to report zhe bearing and range of a blip on the scope
within 12 seconds to an accurac) of -2 per cent. YES NO

(5) The student must be able to train a six-months old white rat to bar
press in a chain sequence to a degrec of 7(), acruracy. YES NO

Aris (1) Yes (3) No (S) No
(2) No (4) Yes



llumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 27

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE

CONCEPPS

I'YPI: Lecture. conference

"TIMIE AI. LOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald I laggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: I laggard. D. F., Learning and Performance Concepts (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. I - 17

OuJFCTIVE: Student must be able to relate learning to performance, describe the pri-
mary types of performance tasks, describe the S-R characteristics of
performance tasks and relate S-R characteristics to learning concepts

1. PERFORMANCE: DEFINITION AND NOMENCLATURE

a. Starting point for training development is the terminal and enabling objectives
plus qtantitative stantdards of proficiency. Give examples and contrast performance
aind educational objectives.

b. Most military objectives are specific performance requirements rather than
general educational goals.

c. Most straight forward approach to performance training is simple practice of
objective activity until the trainee reaches the standard. However, for difficult or
complex perfoLmances this procedure Is slow and inefficient.

d. To increase efficiency of practice, trainer adds conditions that will enhance
learning. With respect to the S-K definition of performance these conditions may
modify the S or R characteristics or the trainee; S-O-R.

e. Fxamples of S-R characteristic modification:
(1) Content simplification and sequencing--reference validity, trainee level

aid value--Israel survey
(2) Presentation media--instructor, materials and aids as related to task
(3) Reception process--active vs. passive, feedback for conventional amnmo

with deity for missile firing
f. Examples of trainee (0) modification- -motivation, distribution to overcome

fatiguc.
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g. Many ways of modifying tasks for training (learning) purposes. Not all modifi-
cations arc effective with all tasks. Different types of tasks respond differently to
different modifications. For example (anxiety or stress or motivation):

(1) well trained gunner for demonstration, officer states importance of good
re3ults, gunner falls apart--here anxiety caused performance deterioration

(2) church inquisition and Korean brainwashing- -here anxiety increases sug-
gestibility, enharcing learning and later performance

h. Since tasks and methods interact we must c:.,-sider the type of task before we
can specify the most effective training method.

2. PERFORMANCE: RELATIONSHIPS TO LEARNING

a. Types of Tasks: Surveillance (S Detection), Identification (S Selection), Pro-
cedures (chaining): Tracking (Perceptual -motor), Firing (simple response).

(1) Characterize by Stimulus, Response, Feedback
(2) Show differences in Response required
(3) Show differcnces in whether Stimulus characteristics can be defined or must

remain undefined, e.g., target, kinesthetic cues
(4) Combine for S-R characteristic matrix

b. S-R by Training Methods--relate S-R matrix to methods in (4) above.
c. Interaction within matrix shows we must analyze task or use general methods

in a shotgun approach which is muca less efficient.
d. Basis for program pianning which uses task and s'kil analysis to specify most

efficient training approach will be p;'esented under the administrative -media -technique
paradigm.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Pciod No. 28

!EiSSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAININC PROGRAM/ADMINISTF ATIVE REQUIR.EMENTS

TYPE: Lecture. :onference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Haggard, D. F., Learning and Performance Concepts (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references, pp. 17 - 22

OBJECTIVE: Students must be able to state the major learning -related administrative
variables and the requirements they impose on the course manager

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE

1. Froblenms for class (sele.zt one student to answer each problem immediately after
all problems are read).

*a. You arc an S-3 in the 2nd Brigade when the School Monitoring Division, DCSIT

states that all schools are showing a 24%o failure rate in Radio Code--Reply with reason.
1h. You are S-3 in 1st Brigade and find that 30% of AIT trainees are failing the

Mil Relation class - -Why?
*C. You are S-3 in Weapons Department when end-of-course exams for Turret

Mechanics reveal very low scores in Electrical Theory--Justify.
d. Class members usually give two cbvious reasons: (1) input does not meet GT

(intelligence) requirements, (2) low motivation for various reasons.
e. Show I.Q. plus motivation not quite true; e.g., radio code more likely aptitude,

rit relation more likely achievement such as past education in formulas and division,
electronic theory most likely I.Q.

f. Shows need for trainee-course levels analysis: relevant trainee input require-
nictits. initial course level, continuous monitoring of boti.

2. Rele'1ant Course Prerequisites

a. Most can be included under Inteiligence, Aptitude. Achievement.
h. If cannot he met in assignment--change prereqoisites to realistic le\els and
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reorient training. Do not be content to continue poorly designed training program by
blaming failure on malassignments.

c. Continuously monitor levels of relevant trainee inputs for change that might
require course redesign; e.g., require and get minimum GT of 100 but Project 100, 000
suddenly drastically changes GT input.

3. Class Scheduling

a. State introductory level to match trainee input. Change level as input changes.
b. Where courses form a dependent series, state transition level from Course A

to Course B as input prerequisite for B; not just the order of courses.
c. When course order is important, note for use by people scheduling courses for

each class and monitor scheduling to ensure order is followed. Schedulers are usually
more interested in facility availability and pretty flow charts for each class and will re-
order courses on the slightest pretext.

d. Example: Mil Formula, initial level different for Officer and Enlisted classes
because different initial levels of achievement; relatively long term change in Enlisted
educational level would change initial course level (e.g., USATCA found few passing mil
relation test, prerequisites based on older 10th grade education, present level was less
so no idea of formulas and division basic to mil relation solution, started course at
lower level and greatly decreased failures).

e. Second common reason for 1. above many times due to too high or too low
initial course level -- former loses student immediately while latter bores him.

4. Monitoring Output

a. Terminal objective important test but so also are enabling objectives to pin-
point potential or actual trouble spots. Trends of change can allow course correction
before danger point is reached.

b. Any change in program can change final outcome. Results of modifications
such as instructors new training aid or change in emphasis may be detected by end-of-
course exams.

c. Baker's curves in outside reading:
(1) large number of variables affect cuzves
(2) variables do not effect different tasks equally
(3) even "experts" experimental course sometimes worse

d. Shows need for output monitoring to determine effects of changes and co guard
against undertraining and overtraining in same program, as shown by Baker's curves.

e. Permanent recoids must be kept for monitoring purpose and must be based on
objective test, not instructor's general questioning.
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Period No. 28, Annex A

RANGE DETERMINATION TRAINING

Binocular

A. Adjustment of the Binocular
I. Setting Interpupillary Distance
2. Focusing (Diopter Setting)

B. Use of Binoculars
1. Observing

2. Use of the reticle
a. Measuring horizontal angles
b. Measuring vertical angles

The Mil Relation

A. Target Size
1. Standard Size
2. Interpolation of size

*B. The Mil

*C. The Mil Relation

I. W beconies W =R x

W

0=W7-w

where W = Width (or height) in meters
R = Range in thousands of meters
S= Angle in mils

*D. Determining Range

*E. Determining Mil Angle

*F. DctcDtrmining Width

Range Determination Praclice

1. Make proper binocular diopter and interpupillary settings.
2 . ......... r. the mnil width or height.
3 . ),,te nnie target range by use of tie mil relation.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 29

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/TRAINING TECHNIQUES

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: Cannon, L. D., The Mil Relation (Published)
Ware, J. R., A Pictorial Program for the M-73 Machine Gun (Published)

REFERENCES: Brown, G. H., Principles of Learning and Their Application to Training
Program Development (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to describe the five principles for modifying tasks,
state the requirements for their use, and provide two techniques for
accomplishing each

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE

1. Training techniques, principles, ad infinitum.

a. Start with objective as definition of task (S, R, Feedback), conditions, and
proficiency standard. Most straightforward training would be Lo present task under
conditions stated until standard is met. But this may be inefficient if we can increase
rate or final level per period of time.

b. Usually task S, R, or feedback or modify trainee motivation. Will here con-
sider S, R, feedback modifications.

c. Group major task modifications by simplification, student participation, mean-
ingfulness, knowledge of results, and distribution of practice.

2. Simplificatior. -- when task characteristics are too complex or difficult for immedi-
ate apprehernsion.

a. S: target detection- -initially highlight target characteristics in relation to
background, stadiametric sights--stress reticle--target relations.
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b. R: cross-country target tracking--consistent diagonal courses, starting en-
gine- -number controls in order.

c. feedback: centering reticle--cross on center of mass, target damage assess-
ment - -hit or miss.

d. Try to start at level of difficulty that is within trainee capability and increase

in steps to final task characteristics.

3. Student Participation- -Makes student respond to maintain attention, overt practice
anti provide for continuing instructor evaluation of presentation effectiveness.

a. Recitation and Review--end of course.
b. Within course questioning.
c. Programing--programed books on mil relatton, M-72 machine gun, and 45 cal.

pistol,
d. Programing- -student response stations with automated instructor console.
c. Computers Assisted Instruction.

f. Warning against blind acceptance cif technique and/or hardware. Fads in stu-
dent participation. Effects of repeated interruption of presentation (linear text as good
as scrambled text, slide queries and lecture flow). Need for trial-and-test method of
development and adoption.

4. Meaningfulness -- most important for low ability trainees who cannot visualize big
picture or for tangential subject matter.

a. Intrinsic (natural) vs. Extrinsic (artificial) -- artillery intrinsic for direct fire

may require the addition of extrinsic during training in indirect fire, rifle firing in-
creasing intrinsic effect of impact or adding extrinsic marker for point of impact.

o. Consiramnts--increase or addition must not become focal point of learning
replacing task stimulus, complex tracking w!th buzzer pitch variation for approximation
of oni-target may lead to tracking buzzer only; Air Force gunnery device for azimuth,
elevation and depth added red glow when at correct range and led to ranging by glow
with no it ricase in depth ability.

a. Intrinsic (natural) vs. Extrinsic (artificial)- -artillery intrinsic for direct fire
may require the addition of extrinsic during training in indirect fire, rifle firing in-
creasing intrinsic effect of impact or extrinsic marker for point of impact.

b. Constraints--increase or additioa must not become focal point of learning
replacing task stimulus, complex tracking with buzzer pitch variation for approximation
of on-target may lead to tracking buzzer only; Air Force gunnery device for azimuth,

elevation and depth added red glow when at correct range and led to ranging by glow
with lo increase in depth ability.

o. l)istribution of Practice- -to overcome fatigue or boredom.

a . Fatigue a it! Consolidation--leng'th of rest interval.
b. Constraints--warm-up requirements. apparatus set-up time.
c. SS-10 Gunnery and XM35 simtulator--studies showed direct relation of learn-

ing to distribution during hour (20 mii. practice/I) rain. rest < 10/5 < 5/2.5)--

Ž',lCt.•.td iute. ,iediat,., value.
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HumRRO DIVqSION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 30

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/APPLICATION OF TRAINING
PRINCIPLES

TYPE: Practical exercise

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to apply the five task modification techniques to
sample performance tasks

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE

1. Practical Exercise Problem Tasks.

a. Starting Engine in M48A1 Tank.
b. Range Determination.
c. Shillelagh Tracking.

2. Divide class ito thire study groups, each group to develop one task by analyzing
S, R, feedback characteristics and stating techniques for increasing learning efficiency.

3. Group Leader presents results to class for clubs critique.
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llumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAININ(; MANAGEMENT
Period No. 31

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/TRANSFER OF TRAINING

TYPEi: Lecture, confercnce

TWIE ALLOTTED: i hour

CLALSSIS PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PIILSONNEL: D)r. Donald I laggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: llaverland, E. M., Transfer of Training (see Readings)

ASSIGN' I.NTS: Read references

OBJEI'CTIV.E: Student must be able to define the concept of transfer of training as it
applies to program effectiveness

iNSTRUCTOR OUTLINE

I. Definition of transfer--proficiency in A increases proficiency in B as shown by test.
Exampltes for knowledge and skill.

2. Fiindiags -

a . memory abilities- -no transfer,
1). principles--high transfer if integrated,
c. motor skills- -high transfer if compatible.

3. Kinds of transfer--

a. training to lob--ex.. Rccon memory span low but grouping principles high.
b. within training setments--ex.. theory related to job context, engine nomenclature

and maintenance procedutres over series of similar vehicles.
c. approaches to learning (earning to learn)--ex., low verbal ability trainees in

hacttirv prc.sCntat ions. test -wise trainees effect achievement measures at end of training
period.

d. transition training--transfer from old knowledge and skill results in higher
trainec ilit ial lvvel. cx.. tank lxbllistic computer series (Annex A).

4. Vi"i',l.sfcr collditlOtls - -



a. relevance to B- -meaningfulness to next task; ex., over-all job sketch, prior
knowledge of results of operations.

b. requirements for learning and performance -- ex., positive and negative transfer
of S and R on control manipulation task, Air Force gunnery trainer as example of nega-
tive transfer.

c. task element interaction- -if high, practice on elements separately will show
little transfer to total task.

d. time sharing--same as c.

5. Whole vs. part learning--

a. General relation to transfer conditions.
b. Relation to training device requirements -- sequence of nomenclature, procedures,

operation
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Period No. 31. Annex A
TRANSFER OF TRAINING EXAMPLES

Ilk)

• IA2 Inexperienced
-.. XM19 Inexperienced

... XM1) Experienced

Lecture PEi #i PE9 #2 PE'#3
Figure 4--Phases of Instruction

Mean Performances of the Trainees on Nomenclature Category

10M

V 90

M1,3A2 Inexperienced
85 - -- - XMI9 Inexperienced

e "- XM19 Experienced

Lecture PE' 4l PE'#2 PE#43
Figure 7--Phases of Instruction

Mean Performances of the Trainees on Dial Readings Category

. 7

$5/iY
•-.

M13A2 Inexperienced
75 / .... XM19 Inexperienced

/ - -- "XM19 Experienced

LU--iure PE #F PE #2 PE7#3
Figure 8--Phases of Instruction

Mean Ierfornuaulces of the Trainees on Operational Characteristics Category
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HuimRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 32

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/MOTIVATION AND BEHAVIOR CONTROL

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO, Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONN L: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: Non.

REFERENCES: Ward, J. S., The Design oi Motivation and Behavior Control T'echniques
(see Readings)

Cassileth, B., Practical Approaches to the Problem of Low Motivation
in Army Trainees (see Readings)

ASSIGNME.ENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to define the three major components of motivation and
apply each to a training requirement. Student must be ablc to define two
behavior control techniques and demonstrate their application to military
training

1. Motivational Cycle--Need, satisfyig behavior, incentive.

a. Basic- -physiological, safety, love, esteem hierarchy- -esteem for training, not
much for most trades and professions--including the Army (M. D. comparison).

b. Intrinsic -- interest and success --high-level job content rewrarding through
accomplishment--not much for most Army 2:os but good assignment policy helps.

c. Extrinsic--low-level job content not intrinsically rewarding- -fringe bh- ncfitz-
most important for Army, salary, working conditions (Hawthorne effect). opportuniry
for advancement (Radar Repair Scho.1 policy of no promotion while in training).

2. L.,centive Factors.

a. Emotional.
(1) Personal involve.rent and responsibility
(2) .Xctiv-. participation, resposisibility for task outcome

b. Task.
(1) Knowledge of goals and difficulty lcve of task
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(2) rie to objective and job (AOB Maintenance courses not related to job), task
difficulty (differentiate by ability, prior testing, programming comparison)

c. Intellectual.
(1) Success, curiosity, praise
(2) Success experience for small items to give low performers some incentive

now (present rewards only for top scores), interest of instructor and obvious validity of
test for job, praise and punishment (former best)

d. Social.
(1) Competition, group versus individual studies indicate individual best, but

within group can have individual responsibility
(2) Rivalry oetween classes not as effective as individual with self

e. Reward.
(1) Kinds in Army (tangible and activity)
(2) Reliabitity and consistency (Radio Course, free Lme reward impaired by

KP assignments to those having earned free time resulted in punishing some good per-
formances)

(3) Significance- -relative to individual so choice of several types should be
offered

(4) Punishment- -negative effects on motivat'on and learning, positive effect on
inhibition of high probability undesirable responsa therefore use to discourage u idesirable
bLhavior but not to encourage desirable behavior

(5) Schek!,'le of rewards- -conttinuous and partial comparison with late', job ac-
tivity let down wher training schedule is discontinued of rewards

3. Behavior Control

a. Shaping- -reward for hLw level performance and gradually increase requirement
to job standard level

b. Reiaforcing activities - -high probability behaviors as rewards (free time, golf,
library, movie, etc.).

4. Job and Traini';g- -Interaction of schedules for each.

a. Partial reinforcement--most likely on job so shuald be final schedule in training.
b. Consistent behaviors- -training may reward different behaviors than job so learn-

ing not relevant, ex., school stresses clean tools while Motor Sergeant ignores.
c. Consistent types of incentive--training stress on passes, etc. not consistent with

job stress on punishment or promotion- -good performance can be rewarded in same way
for training and job.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 33 LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/REVIEW OF TRA.ING TECHNIQUES

TYPE: Conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 1 hour

CLASSES PRESENTED ''O: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Ponald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFEA[ENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

1. Task analysis for training.

2. Administrative management.

3. Task modification techniques.

4. Motivational techniques.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 34

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/MEDIA FOR SUBJECT MATTER
PRESENTATION

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hoar

CLASSES PRESEN'TED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Brown, G. H., Training Technques (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to list the principle training media and stipulate
major weaknesses of each

1. PROCEDURES TRAINING

a. Enabling Knowledges -- nomenclature, location, functioning, procedure.
b. Skills -- procedure speed and accuracy of response and perceptual discrimination.

2. INSTILLING KNOWLEDGE--ENABLING

a. Lecture---low aptitude problem, aids.
b. Discussion- -requires knowledge of subject and verbal ability, again better for

high aptitude.
c. Student response procedures.

3. PRACTICING PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR SKILLS- -TERMINAL

a. Practical exercise- -application of knowledge, immediacy of application of knowl-
edge. integratio'ý ,ith theory, could subsume 2. above.

1) 1 raining devices--cover in detail later, note realism--cost-effectiveness rela-
tion to task requirement knowledge or skill.

4. PRACTICING MANAGEMENT SKILLS

a. Management procedures--case study, role-playing, gaming (oppose to maneuvers).
b. Evaluation of parzicipation procedures.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MAM ,GEMENT
Period No. 35

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/ TRAINING LITERATURE

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED* 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: Dr. Norman Willard

TRAINING AIDS: Ncne

REFERENCES: Fink, C. D., Technical Manuals for Maintenance Support (Published)
Miller, E. E., Some Guidelines for Designing Technical Manuals for

Use in Training (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must describe uses of traini;.g literature, production procedures,
necessary training characteristics and testing methods

1. TYPES AND PURPOSES OF LITERATURE

a. Tectinical Manuals- -repository of technical inforrmation.
b. Field Manuals.
c. Training Circulars, etc. - -instructor aids.
d. Training Manuals -- student aids.

2. PRODUCTION OF MANUALS

a. Manufacturer.
b. Commodity Commands.
c. Proponent CDC Agency.
d. Proponent School.

3. MANUAL REVIEW PROCEDURES

4. DEFICIENCIES IN PRESENT MANUALS

a. Purposes and uses.
b. Timeliness.
c. Comprehension.
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d. Acceptance of new methods.

5. IMPROVING TRAINING LITERATURE

a. Include omly hnformation needed.
b. Increasing readibility.
c. Decreasing verbal requirements pictorially.

6. EVALUATION OF TRAINING LITERATURE

a. Troop testing naterials
b - 'csli, Jui-w- dc\26lopment.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 36

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/TRAINING DEVICES

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLCTTED: 4 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Parker, J. F., and Downs, J. E., Selection
of Training Media (Published) (one per
student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: Sample trainee response boxes, operable transparencies, animated
panels

REFERENCES: Haggard, D. F., Training Devices (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read references

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to state the major types of training devices and describe
the characteristics which determine their effectiveness and efficiency

1. TRAINING PROGRAM NEEDS

a. Media and methods paradigm.
b. Parker and Downs Cookbook- -learning discussion on page 21.

2. THE TRAINING MANAGER'S FUNCTIONS

a. Select the type of device needed.
b. Specify device characteristics.
c. Request development.
d. Monitor development.
e. Test device effectiveacss.

3. DEVICE TYPES FOR DIFFERENT TRAINING STAGES

a. Information.
b. Demonstration.
c. Practice.

4. DEVICES FOR INFORMATION PRESENTATION
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a. Selecting device type.
(1) audio-visual aids
(2) trainee response devices
(3) auto -instructional devices

b. Specifying characteristics.
(I) represent trainee ability level
(2) relate information to training requirement

5. DEVICES FOR DEMONSTRATION

a. Selecting device type.
(1) cutaways
(2) operable models
(3) animated panels

b. Specifying characteristics.
(1) input )utput relations that simplify concepts, eliminate irrelevant details,

dramatize outputs or differences. provide a functional level of operation
(2) generalizing information
(3) relating otherwise disconnected areas

6. DEVICES FOR PRACTICE

a. Selecting device type.
(1) number and interaction of task components
(2) deg:ee of environmental simulation
(3) engineering vs. psychological simulation

b. Required physical realism.
(1) engineering simulation from hardware and environmental variations
(2) psychological limitation of engineering simulation from trainee capabilities

and the anticipated level of training the device will be used in

7. REQUESTING DEVICE DEVELOPMENT

(to be covered during the next period)

TESTING DEVICE EFFECTIVENESS

a. Durability and reliability.
b. Training effectiven 2ss.

c. Cost effectiveness.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 37

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UN TT: TRAINING PROGRAM/TRAINING DEVICE DFVELOPMENT

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFE..ESNCES: USAARMC, What's Your Training Aids Problem? (Published)
AR 705-5: Research and Development of Material (Published)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read USAARMC;
Study AR 705-5: pp. 5, 6, 7, 2,,, 24, 33, 36, 38

OBJECTIVE: Student must be a')le to describe the procedures for obtaining training

devices and the information that is necessary to support device develop-
ment efforts

1. TRAINING DEVICE SOURCES

a. Local Training Aids Center- -small items.

b. Army Participation Group, N'IDC -- large items.

2. AR 70505 AND THE SMALL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT

a. p. 5--Respe.jsirhitv of 1ISCONARC.
b. pp. 6, 7--Thi-ough CDC by QMR and SDR.
c. pp. 33, 36--QMR format.
d. pp. 23, 24--Additional requirements information.

e. p. 38--SDR format.

3. INFORMATION NECESSARY TO THE SDR

a. Program requirements.
(1) Task description
(2) Course description
,3) Psychological parameters
(4) Initial levels of trainee ability
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(5) I)cltrec of pioficiency required
b. Support rcIqtlI ruiclit s.

(1) Inst Victor abilities

(2) Maintennce abilities

(3) Physical facilities

c . Utilization.
(1) Schols
(2) Units

4. I)EFICIENCIES IN PRESENT SYSTEM

a. Lack of task, hardware and environmental information during hardware
dcvcloplicfnt.

). Long lead times required for device development.
c. Lack oi training manager continuity during device development.
d. Little communication betvw'ei user and developer during development.
e. Army's ability to conduct training test.
f. Guidance on device utilizaLLon for users.

5. REVIEW OF SAMPLE SDR (Anecx A)

a. No information on the vehicle characteristics when SDR was wri.tten.
1). Did have training facility information and past experience with similar vehicles.

c. Review information contained in SDR on the basis of 3 above.



Period No. 37, Annex A

DRAFT PROPOSED SMALL DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT (SDR)
FOR A DRIVER TRAINER

2 PURPOSI" AND OPER ATIONAL CHIARACTERISTICS

a. Purpose: This SDR is intended to develop a lightweight trainer wherein the
driver na,,' he initialiy oriented and trained to perform his duties. The trainer is not
intended to give a driver comnlete driver training and eliminate tile need for actual e!x-
periencc Olt the fighting vehicle. It is intended to givrt an initial feel for the driver's
compartment anl teach the prIper rise of controls, gatuges, and warning lights prior to
placing a trainee on tite actual vehicle. The trainer ''ill eliminate the necessity of im -
mobilizing a fighting vehicle for basic driver training And provide a vehicle whereon, on-
like an operational vehicle, observers can participate and view the artver's functions.
This device will redche cost of training by providing a vehicle which will permit a greater
number of indviduals to observe and be trained with iss equipment.

b. Operational Characteristics: This device is required to provide training to
drivers from initial familiarization rith the driver's compartment to the actual opera-
tion of controls and con.ponents, and w\ill be used primarily by the US Army Trainiag
Ceoter. Armor. The trainer should be a relatively simple and inexpensive device re-
quiring no sophisticated storage fac-'ities or special training to use. The trainer need
not incorporate costly Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) which is not necessary
to accomplish driver training. In place of GFE items, identical mock-ups may be sub-
stituted. Removal and replacements of these mock-up items will conform to the opera-
tional equipment.

(1) (Essential) The trainer must duplicate dimensionally the driver compart-
nient.

(2) (Essential) The trainer must be designed to permit close observation and
direct verbal control of trainees by an instructor.

(3) (Essential) The trainer will be designed to permit greatest student partic-
ipation by observation.

(4) (Essential) The trainer shall be as light and -s compact as is consistent
with performance requirements and mounted on casterzs to permit movement in the train-
ing area.

(5) (Essential) The trainer will be capable of operating from standard 110
volt or 220 volt AC current converted to 24 volt DC. The power converter will be part
of the trainer.

(6) (Essential) The trainer will provide operational controls which will enable
the trainee to:

(a) Practice proper starting and stopping procedures.
(b) Simulate driving under various conditions, such as up or down hill, on

level ground, or through muddy terrain, requiring proper tip shifting, down shifting and
braking techniques.

(c) Take proper corrective action to correct malfunctions indicated by
gauges and warning lights.

(7) (Essential) The trainer will have a master control panel by which the in-
structor can note the trainee's proficiency in accomplishing his actions. This panel
will enable the instructor to insert malfunctions or specific driving situations as men-
tioned above into the driver's compartment, requiring corrective actions on the part of
the traince.
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(8) (Fssv.,tial) The trainer will provide for the installation and use of devices

such as driver's periscope and night driving device.
(9) (Essential) The trainer will be capable of normal operation at tempera-

tures ranging from :320 to 110o F.

(10) (Es:.ential) The trainer will provide appropriate background noise to simu-

late vehicular engine running at different speeds to correspond to the driving situation.

(11) (EssentiOl) Transportation Criteria: The trainer will be truck trans-

portable and be capable of withstanding vibrations encountered in truck, ship, and rail

transportation.

3. SUPPORT JUSTIFICATION AND DATA

h. Consideration of human factors including qualitative and quantative personnel

requirements: No new skills or additional personnel will be required.

j. Consideration of probable maintenance effort and cost: It is envisioned that the

trainer will require less care and maintenance than that provided the operational

5. MAINTENANCE CONCEPT

Maintenance Concept: Maintenance required will be less than that performed on the

operational veiicle and will be within the scope of an organizational mechanic.

6. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

b- The need for a driver trainer whereon drivers may be taught requires the de-
velopment of a device which can be used more effectively than an operational tank. The
use of an operational tank for preliminary instruction of drivers is not economical in

that a limited number of persons may be trained at one time. The confined space of the
operational driver's compartment limits the ability of the students to move and observe.
Immobilization of the entire vehicle while the driver is receiving initial training removes
a vehiclc (which may be used for tactical, automotive, or gunnery training) from the in-
ventory. Since training is conducted year round without regard to atmospheric condi-

tions, driver trainers located Ln closed buildings offer a greater training value than does
the use of operational vehicles parked in mctor pools or adjacent open areas. The light-
weight driver trainer requires no casting, is easy to construct and provides the greatest

vis'ibility to students and observers alike. Training agencies have often been criticized

because replacements arriving at overseas and CONUS units are not qualified to operate
equi:ýment organic to the unit. This criticism resulted from past low priorities accord-
ing to training agencies which did not receive new equipment until long after operational

units were equipped. Suitable equipment must be provided training agencies in rime to

train transient operational crews and subsequent replacements.
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c. If. during the development phase, it appears to the developing agency that ,:Wir-
acteristics listed herein require incorporation of certain impractical features and/or un-
necessarily expensive components or devices, costly manufacturing methods or processes,
critical materials, or restrictions which do not enhance the military value of the equip-
ment, such matters will be brought to the immediate attention of the Chief of Researý_h
and Development and Commanding General, USACDC, for coordination and decision be-
fore incorporation into the final design.
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HumRRO DIrISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 39

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/REVIEW OF THE M-34 DRIVER'S

TRAINER

TYPE: Lecture, practical exercise

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO:. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: USATCA, AITA-A SUBJ SCD 17-131,
Lesson Pan 20A: Driver's Compart-
ment M60A] '7amiliarization, 15 Feb-
ruary 1967 (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: One M-34 Driver's Trainer Instructor
One M-34 Driver's Trainer per four trainees

REFERENCES: Annex A to Period 37

ASSIGNMENTS: Read reference

OBJECTIVE: Illustrate, for dhe student, the utilization procedure for training devices

1. Introduction

a. Trainee prerequisites--1966 lesson plan requ.rcd 14 hour's of AIT-A driving
and maintenance, present lesson plan requires no prwvios irstru'ýtion.

b. Number of trainees -- half company, averaging 45 - 50 trainees, usually re-
suits in 6 trainees per trainer with average of 20 miautes oi training per man.

c. Assistant instructors--one per rrain,-r, m,'iy for first time, receive 30 min-
ute familiarization before they must conduct training.

d. Training requirements - -

(1) familiarization with driver's compartmer.t cjnzrols and instruments
(21 items);

(2) starting and stopping procedures (13 steps);
(3) 'riving over various terrain conditions (sample of field condidons,.

e LeveI of proficiency zequired- -none stated and no end-of-class examination.

f. Trainer effectiveness evaluation- -by "boarding" only.
g. Trainer maintenance -- Training Aids Center.

2. Assistant Instructor Familiarization
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a. Select M60 experienced students to act as assista.nt instructors (one per four
students).

b. Instructor conducts normal familiarization training for assistant instractors,
remainder of class observes.

3. Student Training

a. Assistant instructors conduct training prescribed by Lesson Plan 12A restrict-

ing time to 20 minutes per student -trainee.

4. Question and answer period between students and M-34 instructor.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 39

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/CRITIQUE OF DRIVER'S TRAINER
SDR AND LESSON PLAN

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO:. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A to Period No. 37,
Materials foi Period No. 38

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to review and critique training media development
and utilization

1. Critique of Driver's Trainer SDR.

a. para 2.a. Purpose:
(1) define "initially oriented, " "initial feel, " and "proper use of."

(a) Give initial level of knowledge and final level to be
achieved for both knowledge and skill.

(b) prerequisites: (initial)- -trainer--(final)--vehicle.
(c) Give for each requirement stated later, e.g., name,

location, and use of components; start-sLop procedure;
driving over various terrains.

(2) add "malfunction detection and corrective action" and "instal-
lation of special vision devices."

(3) Give estimated maximum craining time allowable.
b. para 2.h. Operational Char, cteristics:

(1) "initial famit.r ization"--see 2.a.(l) above.
(2) "used primarily by"--What secondary users are anticipated

and do their requirements and suppcrt capabilities differ from
USATCA?

(3) "simple and inexpensive"- -meaningless terms partially defined
by later operation and maintenance concepts.

(4) "storage facilities "--define capebilities in terms of anticipated
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vehicle characteristics and device concept.

(5) "special training"- -define art.cipated instructor abilities and
training time allowable.

(6) "need not incorporate costly GFE"--Must use actual equipment
only as necessary to training (workable mock-ups permissible
when congruent with tasks being trained).

(7) "removal and replacement- -conform." Not required by tasks
listed for training.

c. para 2 .b. I dimensionality to extent indicated by t-sk.

d. para 2.b. (3) State anticipated number of students per trainer.
e. para 2.b. (4) "as light and compact" "permit movenient.- Meaningless.

Give anticipated maximum space allowable (number of trainers
by floor space), maximum weight supportable by floors, and
method of movement desired, e.g., four men with no special
equipment. Add maximum readjustment allowable after
movement.

f. para 2.b. (6)(b) "such as" -- state sample of driving conditions needed. Who
knows better than the Armor writer?

(c) corrective actions within compartment, what might they be?

g. para 2 .b .(8) "use of" what uses? With no visual display this requirement is
not clear. With visual display, state uses anticipated. Night
driving not listed as condition of the task to be t, ined.

h. para 2,b.(10) Is a visual display also required tc satisfy (6) and (8)?

i. para 2.b.(ll) "truck transportable" What size?
"withstanding vibrations" Within what limits of readjustment?

2. SDR requirements for training device development are the same as requirements for
development, or selection, of any training media.

3. Critique of Driver's Trainer Lesson Plan.

a. Instructor preparation time limited.
b. Student prerequisites appear to be based on scheduling requirements.
c. Training time suggests little learning, problem of presenting a lot in s.lort

period or only critical items.
d. Realism of terrain simulation and transfer to field, same for malfuncticn

detection.
e. Evaluation of trainee lacking so have no idea of effectiveness of training.
f. Boarding rather than empiricai test provided no basis for setting realistic trainee

output requirements or training times. Also no idea of trainer effectiveness for meeting
stated training requirements.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
?eriod No. 40

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/NEW IDEAS AND EQUIPMENT FOR
FRAINING

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME AM-.LOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

PERSONNEL: LTC W. B. Carter, DML, USAARMS
MAJ James V. Wasson, DML, USAARMS

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: Student must know the present status of training development within
USCONARC and the requirements for future training support

1. INTRODUCTION (5 minutes)

a. Purpose: To orient the student on the organization within the Armor School
that follows the development of doctrine, materiel and literature; to discuss the pro-
cedures that were used in writing the SDR for training devices on the MBT-70; and to
present the actual briefing that was given to the Vice Chief of Staff on a recommended
approach to developing training devices for combat vehicles.

h. Pjeason: Following the development of new ideas and equipment is an essen-
tial part of training management.

c. Procedure:
(1) First hour will be devoted to the organization of the office of Doctrine,

NMateriel and Literature and the procedures this office used in developing the SDR for
training devices on tl:e MBT-70.

(2) Second hour--devoted to the briefing for the VCofS.
(3) There will be ample opportunity for questions. We are making the

JssUImption that the students are fanwliar with the terms used in development of
equipment.

2. EXPLANATION (85 minutes)

a. Organization and functions of the Office of DML.
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(1) Threefold mission of I TSAARMS.
(2) Organization that performs these- fuLctions.

(a) Explain USAARMS organization.
(b) Explain Office of DML organization.
(c) Explain functions of each Division.

(3) Essential concepts in operation of office.
(a) Instructors are the experts.
(b) Office is focal point- -Doctrine is everyone's business.

(4) Background of individuals in the office.

(a) VN returnees.
(b) Graduates of Advanced Class.
(c) Troop experience.

(d) Varied backgrounds, i.e., Engineers, Systems Analysis personnel.
(e) Ability to write.
(f) TS security clearance.

b. Explanation of procedures used to develop SDRs for MBT-70 training devices.

c. Briefing on training devices associated with combat vehicles.

3. SUMMARY (10 minutes)

a. Clear up questions.
b. Review high points.

c. Closing Statement. The Armor School is vitally interested in the development of

new ideas and equipment for this is where many of the training problems exist. Whether
or not you become directly involved in this operation is immaterial. At least you now

have an- insight as to what the Armor School is doing to support the introduction of new

ideas and equipment.
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 41

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/REVIEW OF TRAINING METHODS

DEVELOPMENT

TYPE: Conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex B to Period No. 10 (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None

1. REVIEW

a. Student Performance Objectives and the Training Program Paradigm.
b. Program Par, Jigm.

(1) Administrative- -student input abilities, monitoring through tests, time peri-
ods, sequencing.

(2) Training Media--lecture, film, TV, gaming, role-playing, devices,
equipment.

(3) Training Techniques -- motivation, knowledge of results, student participa-
tion, distribution of practice, meaningfulness of material, functional context.

(4) Psychological Principles- -task presented as S-i(-Feedback with different
S-R principles; trainee as abilities and personality characterisecs such as anxiety related
to motivation; transfer of training with particular reference to simulation devices.

2. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND CRITIQUE

a. Used device development as a model for any kind of curriculum development.
b. Annex A paralleling R&D cycle for information input.
c. Past method- -M34 Drivers Trainer, based on past experience with similar sys-

tems for training method and characteristics.
d. Present method- -Major Wassen, based on past experience plus job task

descriptions.
e. Future method--LTC Carter, full-scale program as Annex A.
f. Repeat -- Training program development follows same pattern; Past -- old lesson

plans rewritten; Present--same. ' 'h so, , cnanges due to knowledge of job; Future--
full development.
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3. TESTING METHOD EFFECTIVEN-_

a. Training Effectiveness - -does it train and can it be supported?
b. Cost Effectiveness -- Proficiency levels obtained versus cost as compared to

other methods.
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llumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 42

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

TYPE: Conference, practical exercise

TIME ALLOTTED: S hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armo- Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student),
A SUBJ SCD 21-5: Guard Duty, June 1964

(Published) (one per student),
FM 26-5: Interior Guard, August 1956

(Published) (one per student), sample

Lesson Plans for Guard Duty Instruction

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFLRENCES: USCONARC REG 310-6: Preparation of Army Subject Schedules
(Pu&bished)

ASSIGNMENTS: Read reference, pp. 7 - 11, AppendiL IV

OBJECTIVE: Students must be abl- to review and critique proposed Subject Schedules,
supporting literature and lesson plans

I. Review requirements imposed by change in objective.

2. Army Subject Schedule requirement.

a. Discuss Requirement 1 of Annex A.
b. Student response (60 minutes).
c. Review of student response.

(1) secur.'ty mission orientation
(2) contrast and compare to interior guard
(3) incr'_,ase practical exercise with security situations

3. FM 2t-5: lnteriv,. Guard requirement.

a Discuss Requirement 2 of Ar.iex A.
I Sudent response (60 minutes).
c Review of student reaponse.

(1) inappropriate sections--new ,eneral orders, decrease pomp (put in apoerdlx
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or FM 22-5: Drills and Ceremonies)
(2) appropriate sections (security oriented)
(3) add exterior guard and contra-t with interior guard
(4) readability of text
(5) sections providing teaching gui ', s, training aids and testing methods could

be added

4. Lesson Plan-Lecture requirement.

a. Discuss Requirement 3 of Amnc, A.
b. Student response (60 minutes).
c. Review of student response.

(1) standards and trainee readiness
(2) training methods

(a) low trainee ability techniques
(b) ,ontrasting techniques

(3) trainee examination-objective met~hod, content mirrors standards, recorded
scores

5. Lesson Plan-Practical Exercise requirement.

a. Discuss Requirement 3 of Annex A.
b. Student response (60 minutes).
c. Review of student response.

(1) same as 4c above
(2) additional training methods

(a) security exercise stations
(b) continuous, immediate instructor critique at each station
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PNriod No. 42, Annex A

TRAINING MANAGEMENT PRACTICAL EXERCISE
TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

TRAINING OHJEc'rIvE" The objective of guard duty training is to teach the basic soldier
his specific duties as a sen*inel on interior guard duty at a post,

camnp. or station

1ETFRATUR ': FM 2o-5 lnieri,:, Guard

A SUiJ SCO 21-5: Guard Duty, 4. Basic Combat Training (4 hours)

SITUA'TION: You i. e respcnsible for tdi,- review of A Subj Scd 21-5 June 1964 Guard Duty
to bring it in line with a X.eNly -stated Training Objective, which is:

The obje%,tivc of guard duty training is to teach the oasic soldier
the fundamertIs oi security, Emphasis will be placed on field
sc,:urity with security in cdmp, post or station conforming to
field security as muf:h as possible.

REQUIREMENT:

1. Rewrite A Subj Scd 21-5, Section III Lesson Ou.ine, 5. Basic Combat Training (4 hr.)
to nicet the above newiv-stated training objective. Retain the 4 hr. time period but re-
orient the content and instructional methods.

2. Review andI critique FM 26-5 for applicability to the new course of training. State
secti, ns considered to be iaiappropriate, why they are inappropriate, and how they should
be reorlented. State sections, if any, which may Le appropriate to the new training ob-
jectives and the reasons why they seem appropriate.

3. Oudinc the Lesson Plans for one hour of Lecture-Conference-Demonstration and one
hour of Prictical Exercise based on your reoriented course in 1. above. For each hour
present Standart,._; a br2Xtf su~mmary of content and methods, including classroom proce-
duIes und! training aids utili:ed; anti the method and content of an end-of-period trainee
examlilatioua
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 43

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING PROGRAM/EXAMINATION OF PRINCIPAL CONCEPTS

TYPE: Examination, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED T0 Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EWIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Donald Haggard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None
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Period No. 43, Anmex A

NAME

1. If we were to measure and graph performance at the end of each sub-unit of training
for a particular task we would obtain an S-shaped curve. T F

2. Studies have shown that discussion is superior to lecture for most training courses.
T F

3. Low ability trainees can be motivated by setting a required achievement level that
they can easily accomplish. T F

4. Group competition i- more effective tian individual competition. T F

5. The underlying process in training is:
a. perfolmance
b. education
$.. learning
d. motivation
e. teaching

6. -Lhe range of skill that results from a training device program reflects the range of
and variation included in the trainer.

7. List three administrative considerations that are vital to the success of any training
program:

a.
b .

8. List two objectives of most management or leadership practical exercise procedures:

a .

b .

9. Specific skills can best be developed through the use of practical exercise. T F

10. List the three aspects of training device effectiveness that should always be tested:

a .

b .

c.

11. The effectiveness of a training publication can only be determined by testing it with
the prospective user. T F

12. Give an example of a reinforcement technique that would "shape" a response until a
desired behavior is achieved.
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13. Standards are necessary for each homogeneous part of a training course. T F

14. The range of variation that must be provided by a training device can be simplified
on the basis of and .

15. Baker's study of Armor skill training showed that a good training manager can al-
ways up-grade training by simply applying new knowledge as it becomes available. T F

16. One use of demonstration type training devices is to

17. Learning results in a change in behavior that is brought about through

18. The usability of a pkblication depends as much on such factors as size, indexing and
quality of illustrations as it does on readability. T F

19. Practice in memorizing an assortment of materials will result in an improved ability
to memorize. T F

20. Technical Manuals are published to be used in support of training. T F

21. Relating all subject matter in a course to the ultimate job situation is termed the
technique.

22. Knowledge of Results pertahis to the observable part of performance we term

23. Contingency management of reinforcement utilizes:

a. a change in stimulation.
b. a high probability behavior.
c. a need satisfier.
d. a drive reducer.

24. The selection of variablt to be included in a training device should be based on
physical realism alone. T F

25. The stimuli presented in training manuals can be given more meaningfulness for low
ability trainees if they are presented in torm.

26. List two practical exercise procedures for bridging the gap between the general
facts and principles of managemer.: and their application to real-life problems.

a.
b.
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27. If we integrate nomenclature traini:ng with training on function we are employing the
technique of

'S. The more frequent and longer the rest periods are during training, the more effi-
cient training will be. T F

2 ,. The three performance events that can be observed and measured are:

a.

b.
C.

3_. occurs if the learning of one thing re-
sults in either easier or more difficult learning of a second thing.

.The need for a training device is specified by the unavailability of actual equipment.
T. F

32 Most transition training requires special attention to possible negaive transfer
eftectr. T F

33. Name an Army task which provides natural knowledge of results, state a change in
the task that would require the addition of artificial knowledge of results, then state one
technique of providing artificial K of R.

a. Task
b. Chaage
c. Technique

34. Training techniques have a greater effect on low ability trainees than on high
abi] iy trainces. T F

35. State one way of obtaining the active participation of all trainees during the presen-
tation of knowledge by either lecture or training manual.

3,'. Thc change in behavi r brought about through learning is relatively transient.

T F

2. Transfer of training is the primary purpose of all training programs. T F

.i:. List the three management activities which require a knowledge of trainee

readiness.

a.
1).

L.

I)istributing practice is most important for skills which are fatiguing to perform.

T F
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40. List and define two types of partial reinforcement:

a.
bh.

41. Most administrative considerations are not only over emphasized but actually have
no place in the planning of effective training programs. T r

42. Learning can be observed directly through the measurement of trainee performance.
T F

43. List three human needs that can be used as a basis for motivation in Army tr ining:

a.
b.
c.

44. Probably the least considered aspect of training progam development is:

a. administrative methods
b. training media
c. training techniques
d. traiping evaluation

45. Late in training, the performance curve may begin to level off due to the:

a. physiological limits of the trainee
b. trainee becoming tired
c. engineering limitations of the equipment
d. trainees capacity for processing information
e. all of the above

43. List the three major determiners of trainee readiness and for each determiner
state one task i which it is probably most important:

a.
b .

47. The basic factor in transfer of training is the
betw -!n training and the job.
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Pcriod No. 43. Annex A

KEY TO EXAMINATION ANSWERS

t. F
2. F
3. T
4. F
3. c.
6. equipment and environmental
7. a. trainee readiness

b. trainee evaluation
c. class sequencing

8. a. emotional insight, new prespectives
b. experience in decision making

9. T
10. a. reliability and durability

b. training effect
c. cost effect

It. T
12. increasing sequence of standards

reinforcement of partial response
13. T
14. human capability and training level
15. F
I. aid understanding., show procedures, simplify. etc., overview
17. practice
18. T
1). F
20. F
21 meaningful functional context
22 feedback
23. b.
24. F
25. pictorial. active, realistic
20. a. case study, gaming

b. role-playing, in-basket technique
27. meaningfulness (functional context)
28. F
21). a. stimulus

b. respon-ze
c. feedback

30. Transfer of trai:-ing
31. F
32. T
33 a. Task gunnery tracking Traianfrc convenuonal firing

h. Change missile round night quick-kill panel target
(dela-eu hit fectibaLk) (not hit information) (reduccd hit feedback)

c. Icchniquc write-out return flash signifying hit falling target or
pyrotechnics

.'4 T"
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35. self -tutor text, response boxes, periodic short quizzes, random recitation
36. F
37. T
38. a. course prerequisite and input levels

b. scheduling of class periods (sequencing)
c. input assumptions for initial level of material

39. T
40. a. fixed interval -- first R after period

variable jaterval- -first R after random pcriods
b. fixed ratio--every nth R 10:1

variable ratio--every nth R average 4/6/10/14/10:1 10:1 average
41 F
42. F
43. a. Basic

b. Intrinsic specific
c. Extrinsic

44 c.
45. e.
46. a I. 1.. electronic theory

b. ability morse code reception
c .achievement rail formuh rang determination

47. degree of similarity, relationship, fidelity
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT

Period No. 44

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/SYSTEM VIEW OF TRAINING AND
QUALITY CONTROL

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO- Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: None

?ERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Cogan, E. A., System View of Training and Quality Control
(see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study reference

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to a) list three objectives in evaluating training effi-
ciency, and b) correctly sequence elements of a quality control system
(enabling)

1. REVIEW OF SCHEDULE

2. GENERAL CONCEPT OF "PERFORMANCE CRITERION"

a. Standard of performance for man as with machine in meeting system mission.
b. Must ha ie check on man as "Production Itemr. "

3. THREE LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

a. Total on job perfonrance evaluation.
(I) E .G.. Enlisted Evaluation Center Proficiency Tests
(2) Criterion for various personnel actions: promotion. pay increases, etc.

b. End of training performance evaluation.
(1) Evaluate job relevant behaviors given in terminal training oblectives
(2) Criterion for job entry

c. In-training performance evaluation.
(1) Evaluate enabling performances
(2) Criteria for advancement through stages of training
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4. ELEMENTS OF A TRAINING QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES OF HOW THESE OBJECTIVES ARE MET
QUALITY CONTROL: PRESENTLY IDEALLY

Quality Assurance Use administrative
criteria primarily Use orly proficiency

criteria derived from
Some proficiency field needs
criteria

Control of Trainee's Progress Remedial action is
either to recycle or Trainee is continuously
cram and quality evaluated, selectively

corrected, and ad-
Accelerated progress vanced as standards
not normally allowed are met

Program Improvement Programs normally Weaknesses in program
changed by adminls - identified by substandard
trative edict: performance of traiae-es
e.g.s,
-.--- more training

time to meet
changes in
equipment or
doctrine

OR

- --- "All schools will
'program' their
instruction"
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMCR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 45

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/INFORMATION FOR QUALITY CONTROL

TYPE: Lecture. conference

TIME ALLOTTED: I hour

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Coursf.

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)
Annex B (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Cogan, E A., Information for Quality Control (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study reference

OBJECTIVE: Student must be able to list the three kinds of quality control information
and illustrate how they pertain to the objectives of quality control
(Enabling)

1. Information Used in Quality Control

INFORMATION FOR QUALITY CONTROL
TER INAL 

ENAB G

PROF CIENCY ACHI EMENT

TESTING TESTING

Control of individual
trainee's progress X

Objectives Quality
of assurance X

Quality Control
r )gram

improvement X X

2 End-Course Proficiencv Test Provides Boil:

a. Pass - Foi data on terminal performances.



3. Annex A

a. Pass -F aJ scoring for student qualification.
b. Check-list on enabling skills and knowledges (procedures, TMs, test equipment)

for program improvement.

4. Annex B--Quiz.
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Peri-o No. 45, Annex A

SAMPLE PROFICIENCY TEST ITEM

NAME UNIT

63C DATE

TEST ITEM 6

MALFUNCTION: Open starter control circuit. #74 wire--M-35A1

SYMPTOM: No starter action

SPECIAL TOOLS ANTID EQUIPMENT: LVCT, multimeter, test lamp

DIREC TlONS TO THE TESTER

Tell the subject. "Starter will not operate when starter switch is pressed. Find
the trouble and report it to me."

(Check subject's performance only as each step is completed.)
Steps 3, 4, 5 need not be in sequence.

---------------.....................................................................

SUBJECT'S PERFORMANCE YES NO

i. Turn accessory switch on and depress starter switch.
Observe panel lights and gaug•s.

2. Connect voltmeter across batteries, depress starter ro cibeck
battery condition. (0)

3. Check for voltage to magnetic starter switch #14 wvre with
accessory switch ON starter depressed. (0)

4. Check for voltage to starter switch #74 v,,re. (E)

5. Check for voltage from accessory switch #74 wire. (F)

6. Ali parts correcty re-installed.

7. Parts e.i ronecusly condemned. (Wriie in.)
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SUMMARY PERFORMANCE CHECKLIST

SUBJECT TESTER ITEM NO.

I. SUBJECT DETECTED MALFUNCTION OR COMPLETED OPERATION
PROPERLY ... . .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... . .
CHECK 0. Used good procedures; knew what he was doing.

ONE I. Had a pretty gocd idea, but some guesswork.
2. Knew very little; probably just a good guess.
3. Knew very little; but used publication accurately.

H. SUBJECT FAILED ..................................... _._.

CHECK 0. Didn't know enoug., to get startee.
ONE 1. Started but g.,ve up very quickly.

2. Some knowledge of what to do but much guesswork also.
3. Had fairly go•U g8-asp of the problem but failed.

CHECK ANY STATEMENTS BELOW THAT APFLY TO OR EXPLAIN FAILURE

OR POOR PERFORMANCE OF SUBJECT
Procedures

00. Proceeding O.K. hut too slow.
01. Didn't know essential operation or step no. ( ).
02. Didn't make essential "operational" checks such as revving up engine,

turning switches, etc.
03. Incorrecdy reinstalled parts.

Location of Malfunction
04. Unable to pick out correct system to work on.
05. Got right system but wrong components.
06. Got righc system a.ad right components but couldn't test them.

Use of Special dools and Test Equipment
07. Failed to use special equipment.
08. Tried to use At but didn'z know how to hook it up.
09. Tried to use it but didn't know where to hook it up.
10. Knew how and where but didn't know procedures.
11. Used it properly but couldn't read results of checks.
12. Used wrong equipment for test or check.
13. Put too much ( ) or too little ( ) stress or load on equipment.

(Check one.)
Use of Publications

14. Didn't use publications.
15. Selected wrong publication.
16. Selected right publication but couldn't find right scction
17. Selected right publication and section but

didn't understand instructions.
i8. didn't understard wiring circuit diagram.
19. didr't understand troubleshooting diagram.
20. didn't understand technical specifications.
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Period No. 45, Annex B

QUIZ

I. Below are listed the elements of a quality control system. These have a particular
sequer:e which designates the operation of quality control. Place these elements in
sequence by assigning a number to each; the number I for the first in the sequence, 2 for
the second, and so forth.

procedures for improving training
__ data reduction and analysis

training objectives
communication procedures
managerial support
measuring instruments

2. List the three goals of a quality control system; then place a check after each goal to
shu ,,' which type of training-objective (terminal or enabling) is used as the starting point
in mecting each objective.

Terminal Enabling

a .

b.

KEY TO QUIZ

1. 5, 3, 1, 4, 6, 2

2. Terminal Enabling
a. Quality Assurance X
b. Student Progress X
c. Program Improvement X X



HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 46

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/ASPECTS OF TEST ITEM CONSTRUCTION

TYPE: Lecture. conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Osborn, W. C., Characteristics of Tests (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references

OBJECTIVE: Given a series of detailed descriptions of test procedures for evaluating
performance on stated training objectives, and where a test procedure may
be deficient in one or more of three respects -- relevance, standardization,
and objectivity of scoring- -student must identify the deficiencies in 80% of
the cases

I. STANDARDIZATION OF CONDITIONS

a. If it's a test, no excuse for not standardizing.
b. Instructions.

(1) Should be read
(2) Complete to minimize questions
(3) If questions, answer to all examinees

c. Tester attitude: Brown Board example where rank of testers interacted with
rank of examineas.

d. Test supplies and equipment.
(1) All use same equipment, and equipment restored to pretest condition; or
(2) Each use different equipment, same calibration

e. Environmental conditions.
(1) E.g.. s: Time of day, visibility, terperature, etc.
(2) Variations between versus within testing sessions

2. OBJECTIVITY OF SCORING

a. May take time, but minimizes scorer judgment.
b. Types:
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(1) Examinee does it or does not do It; e.g., steps in a procedural task
(2) Presence or absence of essential attributes of a product e.g. s:

-.--- cooks pancakes to "golden brown"
-.--- writes lesson plan to include...

(3) Time to complete a task
(4) Quantity of correct responses; e.g., number of target hits, or number of

errors in performance

3. RELEVANCE

a. Basis is the behavior stated in the training objective.
b. If training objective is poorly stated must infer requirea job behavior by use of

expert knowledge.
c. In attempting to reproduce job (T.O.) behavior in test:

(1) Usually means avoiding verbal tests
(2) Usually means avoiding multiple-choice tests; except where recognition is

required behavior. E.g.s,
----selecting proper tool

---- correct dial or knob
-.--- which part oi circuit to work on

(3) Reproduce behavior and conditions
Skills " Performance Test
Knowledges

(Reproduce) - List; Short answer
(Recognize) - p Multiple choice;

Identify
(4) Often some degree of simulation of conditions required.

(Ref. Reading and Discuss Rangeing-With-Binocular Example)

4. ANNEX A DISCUSSION
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Period No. 46, Annex A

SAMPLE EXAMINATION ITEMS: TEST ITEM CHARACTERISTICS

Rate the following test procedures as acceptable or unacceptable on the three -riteria:
relevance, standardizaticn, and objectivity of scoring. For each unacceptable rateng
identify what is wrong with that particular aspect of the test. Do not assui 'e that the
training objective is properly stated when you judge tne relevance of the test item. Use
your expert military mind to judge whether the objective Is properly job-oriented or not,
and evaluate the test procedure relative to your judgment of what the student-peiformance-
objective should be. You will get 3 points for correctly rating the tese- -that is, 1 point on
each of the three criteria. In addition, you will get I point for correctly identifying the
fault on each criterion for which you judge the test unacceptable. So the total possible
score on any one item may raage from 3 points (it, the test, is acceptable on all criteria)
to 6 points (if the test is unacceptable on all three criteria).

Terminal Performance Objective. Student must know how to range on a target using the
binocular mil scale.

Test Procedure. Students are seated at tables. Before ir.structor hands out the test he
states, "You will have 15 minutes to finish this test." The tests are then distributed.
Instructions at the top of the test are: "Below are five problems. 1!ach problem gives
you the size of a targrt in feet and in mils. Using the n~l relation you are to figure out
the range to the target in meters and write yiur answer in the space provided." Each
item scored as pass if answer is within plus or minus 50 meter3 el actual range.

Relevance: •../'- '.--

Standardization:

Objectivity of Scoring: _d_.• -•--

Terminal Perfcrmance Objective. Given an M88 recovery vehicle and a tank mired in
mud, student must be able to rig the tank for recovery within 30 minutes. Rigging must
withstand the actual recovery operation.

Testing Procedure. The test problem is set up outdoors in a realistic situation, and is
given to groups of three students. For each group of students, the tester states, "Your
task is to rig that mired tank for recovery. I will handle the controls or. the recovery
vehicle and will follow instructions that you give me--except that I %on't do anything that
might be hazardous. You have 30 minutes to complete the task." UDon "ompletion of
the task, the tester inspects the rigging to see whether or not it meets the requirements
and scores the stude.,Zs either "pass" or "fail.'

Relevance: c.

Standardization:

Objectivity of Scoring. 7"Z, ~ -' ""
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 47

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/CONCEPTS OF MEASUREMENT, TEST
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Osborn, W. C. and Cogan, E. A., Concepts of Measurement, Test
Validity and Reliability (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study references

OBJECTIVE: I. Given a general description of a test procedure for evaluating student
performance on a stated training objective, student a) lists three
possible task conditions which must be considered in achieving content
validity for the test, and b) describes the procedure for weighting these.

2. Given a description of a test procedure for evaluating student perform-
ance on a stated training objective, where the test procedure contains
three deficiencies that would lead to unreliability; student must identi-
fy two of the three deficiencies and state how reliability could be
improved.

Test Validity and Reliability

1. Content Validity.

a Definition.
(1) Relevance as characteristic of test item
(2) Relevance as characteristic of total test
(3) Content validity is stratified (representative) sample of job or of T.O.

b. Concept applied at all levels.
(1) In-course enabling or terminal performances: emphasis is on sampling

conditions of task performance
(2) End-of-course, job performances: Emphasis is on sampling tasks
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c. Two steps.
(I) Sources and types of information needed

(2) How use information to achieve content validity

d. Example of procedure for identifying tasks to be included in proficiency test for
mechanic.

(1) Identify and define Frequency-of-Occurrence and Criticality-to-Mission
categories:

e.g. Frequency-of-Occurrence
L = No more than once or twice per year
M= 3 - 6 times per year, Bn. size organization
H= Less than 6 times per year, Bn. size organization

Criticality-to -Mission
H a Necessary to carry out combat mission

(i00 miles, 15 hours)
L a Not necessary to carry out combat mission

(2) 'Civn any data available (e.g., TARES), have job experts comniplete table
below by filling in each block with an L, M, or H weight for both frequency and criticality.

Fault Correcting Preventative
Isolation Action Maintenance

Engine

Exhaust

M-60 Air Fuel

TANK Lights

Suspensio

2. Reliability- -Discuss and give examples of categories listed in reading.

3. Discuss Annex A.
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Period No. 47, Annex A

SAMPLE EXAMINATION ITEMS: PART H, CONTENT VAL"DITY AND RELIABILITY

Assuming that each of the following objectives and test procedures are acceptable, and
assuming that more than one test item will be used in testing performance on each ob-
jective, list the task condition(s) which must be considered in achieving content validity
of each test.

Enabling Objective. Given a view of a target in a realistic setting, student estimates the

size of the target or of a near-by ranging object. Student must select either the target or
an acceptable ranging object and report its width (or height) within + 5% error.

Summary Test Procedure. Using slide projection, students are shown a photograph of a
target in a realistic setting. Each student is required to write down 1) the object (target
or other) upon which he will rarge, and 2) the estimated width (or height) of that object.

I. List two conditions that should be considered.

2. Describe by example how you would determine which task conditions to include.

Assuming that the following objective and test proceeure are relevant, state two areas of
weakness in the procedure which may lead to unreliability of the test, within any single
administration of the test.

Terminal Performance Objective. Using an M14 rifle, student must be able to hit a tar-
get at a distance of 75 meters, at night; student must get off one round in 5 seconds, hit-
tig the target I out of 2 times.

Test Procedure. Students are assembled at night on a rifle firing range. and each stu-
dent is given an M14 rifle from stock. Student., are briefed on tie safety precautions,
target characteristics, and complete test procedure. When his name is called, each
student steps up to the firing station, and is given two rounds of ammunition which he
loads. Student is told "ready, - then, upon command of the tester, a pop-up, one-meter
square target board appears for eight .econds at a distance of 75 meters. Student fires
his two rounds at the target, and is scored as "pass" if one of the two rounds hits the
target. - - ;
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 48

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/COMMUNICATION OF RESULTS

TYPE: Lecture, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

C .ASSES PRESENTED TO:. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Anmex A (one per student)
Annex B (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Cogan, E. A., Communication of Results--Data Reduction, Analysis
and Presentation (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: Study reference

OBJECTIVE: Given the raw data from an end-of-course proficiency test, student pre-
pares a summary report which has the following elements:

1. a list of students who qualify for graduation;
2. a graphic display of class performance, relative to stindard perform-

ance, on each training objective tested;
3. a graphic display of weaknesses in enabling areas of any terminel

objectives for which class performance was substand. rd.
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1. Summarize Test Results.

Example, Automotive Mechanic

Performance Ubjecti,'e (Test Item)

1 2 3 4 10

0 g Wcc. -

al Q Z.J ) 1

4.0 . . . g. % PASS

+ + ------ +
I. ABLE 50

2. BAKER + + . .----

S 3. CHARLES +- ---- + 85

T
U 4. DUNN + + + ---- -

D . . .

E
N

T

20. TERRY - + 80

v A S45 95 75 ------

N = Nr. Students 20

2. Report Summary of ,Data for Student Qutalificaticon to Training Managers.

a, Identifying informd.Ion: Date, course, class nr.. nr. of students.

b. Qualifizatior. Data:
(1) Per cent of students who qualify (met minimum standard)
(2) Show class relative to past classes qualification rate

(3) P-.siblv give guidelines (Quantitative) for management to classify "Failures"

as either (a' rmnicdial training, or (b) recycle

3. Report Sumninry of Data for Progri• n Impro'.ement to Trainers.

a. Idcnti ving info: k-ite. course, ,lass hr., ar. of students.

b. Diagnostic information:
(1) Brief description of eacn test item
(2) Per cent ot students passing each test itern
(3) Guidelines &or classifying performance on each test item



V!
(i. e., indication of training adequacy for each training objective) as one of

the following:
(i) Better than Required; per-haps can steal some training time from this

particular objective and devote it to deficient area
(ii) Acceptable; performance within tolerances
(iii) Of Questionable Acceptabili7; let's see how next class performs on

this objective before deciding to try to improve training
(iv) Unaccetahle; must inidrove training in this area

Before recommending training improvement for an "unacceptable" category (iv) we watt
to be quite certain that the poor performance on this type of objective is not due to chance
fluctuations. To be confident that performnance was truly substandard on a particular
objective may establish cutting lines (confidence limits) by the following methcd:

Where: P = Standard for passing (e.g., current administrative
standard of .70)

+i.96YN QM I -P
N - Number of students taking the test

1.96= .025 point or sampling distribution of P

These limits may be placed around the standard and per cent performance on each iterr
categorized as one of the four types, i, ii. ill, or iv. See Annex A./

4. Finally, in reporting to those responsible for conducting training, you shoald point out
thze underlying sources of weakness for each terminal objective that has been classed as
"Training is Unacceptable in this Area." That is, enabling skills and knowledges that
were scored during testing an that objective should be reported so th.,t the trainers know
specifically where training is weak. (See Annex P,)
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Period No. 48, Annex A

EXAMPLE OF DATA SUMMARIZATION FOR TRAINER'S USE IN PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

I Questionable Betmer than

Unacceptable Acceptability Acceptable Required

1. Adjust
carburetor

2. Replace
geaerator ----I - I"

"TEST 3 Weld
ITEM fender _

4. Troubleshoot
light circuit

I I

10 Complete I
parts req. _

40 50 ,,Js 4 70 80 90 100

(% Of Students Passing

Pf .70(.30) \PQ__
+L4. N 1.0 20 -1.96 N +1.96Y N

- 20~" P Administrative
Standard
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Period No. 48, Annex B

EXAMPLE OF DATA SUMMARIZATION FOR TRAINERS USE IN IDENTIFYING ENABLING
WEAKNESSES FOR T.O. 'S ON WHICH TERMINAL PERFORMANCE WAS SUBSTANDARD

--- Test area in which training was substandard: Carburetor adjustment

--- Of the 55% failing thds test the following per cent performance on enabling skills
was observed:

PER CENT
PASS FAIL

1. Attempted to use T.M. 80 20

2. Found correct section in T.M. 75 25

3. Followed steps in T.M. 30 70

4. Isolated trouble to carburetor. 25 75

5. Attempted to use vacuum gauge. 90 i0

6. Connected vacuum gauge properly. 80 20

7. Read vacuum gauge correctly. 65 35

8. Idled engine at correct speed. 60 40
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Per'rod No. 49

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/EXAMINATION

TYPE: Examination

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per student)

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None
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Period No. 49, Annex A

QUALITY CONTROL EXAMINATION

Part I

Rate the following test procedures as acceptable or unacceptable on the three criteria:
relevance, standardization, and objectivity of scoring. For each unacceptable rating
identify what is wrong with that particular aspect of the test. Do not assume that the
training objective is properly stated when you judge whether the test item is relevant or
not. Use your expert military mind to judge if the objective is properly job-oriented or
not, and evaluate the test procedure relative to your judgment of what the student-
performance portion of the objective should be. You will get 3 points for correctly
rating the tcst--that is, I point on each of the three criteria. In addition you will get 1
point for correctly identifying the fault on each criterion for which you judge the test un-
acceptable. So the total possible score on any one item may range from 3 points (if the
test is acceptable on all three criteria) to 6 points (if the test is unacceptable on all
criteria).

Enablix Objective. Given a series of distance measurements, student must be able to
convert between miles and kilometers; the conversion being accurate to within + 1% of the
original measurement, 90%o of the time.

Testing Procedure. Students are seated at tables in a classroom. Two forms of a
paper-and-pencil test are distributed. Form A lists ten different kilometer readings,
and Form B gives ten mileage readings. The tests are distributed, with half of the class
given Form A and the other half Form B. The tester reads aloud the instructions: "On
this test are listed ten distance measurements. These are designated as either miles or
as kilometers. Those of you who were given mileage readings are to calculate the cor-
responding distance in kilometers and write your answer for each in the space provided.
In the same manner, those of you given kilometer readings are to convert to miles.
There is no time limit on this test; however, you should try to finish up in about 15 min-
utes. This is an "open book" test, and you may use any notes or computing aids that you
have. You will be scored on accuracy, so carry your answer out to the second decimal--
or to the third decimal if the given distance is less than either one mile or one kilometer."
During scoring, the tester credits a student with passing an item if the conversion was
made correctly wo within + 1% of the given distance; and he then scores each student as

•wa"passing the test if no more than one of the ten answers was incorrect.

p. Relevance: ~CCC1L'~~4~

/ Objectivity of Scoring: 4,

Terminal Objective. Seated at a typewriter with the necessary forms ana reference
manuals accessible; and given a five item list of supplies (type and quantity) to be requi-
sitioned; student prepares four copies of the requisition DA Form 3161. The form should
be completed in 30 minuws and sufficiently accurate to achieve acceptance and processing
through supply channels.
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Test Procedure. Students are asscmbled in a classroom and instructed: "Here is a
list of items to be requisitioned from supply." (Tester hands out a copy of the list to
each student.) "You are to go to your typewriter and prepare the necessary forms for
requisitioning this list of supplies. All the necessary materials are located on the table
by your typewriter. You will have 30 minutes in which to finish. If you are not finished
when I call time, you should stop work anyway. ' At the tester's signal the students go to
their typewriters and begin. Each typewriter is located in a separate cubicle where the
students cannot observe one another. There is a variety of forms and reference material
(a representative assortment such as would be available on the job) located in each cubi-
cle. Student is scored as having passed the test if he used the Droper requisition form,
completed the task in the time limit, and made no serious spelling errors, and the com-
pleted form was neat and readable.

/ Relevance: L /- / -P 6•'-'"

/ Standardization: -
0ý Objectivity of Scoring: .47.,-, , , ,

Terminal Objective. Using personnel data and without the benefit of first-hand observa-
tion of his men, student officer appoints a squad leader from among 8 men. The appoint-
ment should conform to the guidelines for "characteristics of potential leaders" prescribed
in XFM 1000-1, and the selection should be correct 75% of the time.

Test Procedure. Students are seated in a classroom. Booklets containing the same in-
formation and answer sheets are distributed. The tester states: "The booklet before
you contains personnel data summaries on four squads of eight enlisted men. Each sum-
mary contains the essential information from each man's 201 file. Assume that you have
just been given command of a newly formed platoon of troops just out of AIT. You are to
read over the profiles and select one man from each squad to act as squad leader. Write
your selections on the answer sheet provided." The profiles for each squad were pre-
selected so that one of the eight men had superior background characteristics for leader-
ship as defined by "the book" (XFM 1000-1). Thus each student was scored as pass if at
least three of his four selections conformed to the predetermined, best potential leader.

/ Relevance: ' ,- t-.

/ Standardization: •C-e

/Objectivity of Scoring:

Terminal Objective: In a mock hand-to-hand combat situation, given an opponent using
various attack positions, student demonstrates proper counter-blow or take-down action.
Student must select a counter maneuver which, in 80% of the situations, is directed at
opponent's vulnerable point, is executed aggressively and accurately without losing bal-
ance. (If trainee is working with a live opponent he should be cautioned to "pull his
punches" and avoid risk of injury.)

Test Procedure. The test station is outdoors in a sawdust pit location. Students go
through the station in pairs. After directing them to ground their equipment, the tester
gives the instructions, "Here you will be tested on your skill in hand-to-hand combat.
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One of you will act as the opponent while the other is being tested, then you will change
roles. I will direct the opponent to take a certain position or action and then the man
being tested should react as he has been trained to do. Execute your reactions sharply
and accurately, but do not carry them through with full force. We don't want anyone
injured." The tester then directs the opponent through a series of ten maneuvers, one
at a time, and using his score sheet records the trainee's action or reaction to each of
the ten. The procedure is repeated for the second trainee. Each response is scored as
"pass" if the trainee a) chose a vulnerable point to attack, b) executed his action accurate-
ly and aggressively, and c) did not lose his balance. If the trainee passed eight of the ten
test items he was scored as passing the station.

/ Relevance: g•.• '7.1e•./

'. Standardization: -

/ Objectivity of Scoring: ee"

Terminal Objective. Student must be able to carry out proper procedures for controlling
the bleeding from an external wound at any location on the body with 80% accuracy.

Test Procedure. Students are seated in a classroom and test papers are distributed.
The tester states: "Printed on your test are three outline views--front, side, and back--
of the human body. The numbers I through 100 are printed at various points on the draw -
ings. Below this are two columns. The first column is headed, 'Your buddy has blood
flowing freely from a wound at this location, ' and under this heading are listed twenty
different numbers corresponding to locations on the picture. The column next to this
is headed, 'You would apply pressure to tids point, ' and below this are twenty blank
spaces, one for each answer. For each injury location given in the left column you are
to find the point on the picture where you would apply pressure to contain the bleeding,
and write that number in the blank to the right. There is no time limit on this test, but
work right along- -you should finish up in 15 or 20 minutes." Each student is scored as
"pass" if at least 16 of the twenty pressure points are correctly identified.

Relevance: A O/4-) 1Z Ii 4 -d . L,'?6

/ Standardization:

/ Objectivity of Scoring: 6-• Ca

Part II

Assuming that each of the following objectives and test procedures are acceptable, and
assuming that more than one test item will be used in testing performance on each ,.b-
jective, list the task conditions which must be considered in achieving content validity of
each test.

Enabling Objective. Student must be able to convert between English and metric systems

of measurement with 99% accuracy.

Summary Test Procedure. Using a paper-and-pencil test format, student is given a
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measurement in one system and is required to calculate and write in the corresponding

measurement in the other system.

List two conditions that should be considered (1 point each):

i2. . -.-. , . . -, ., .

Terminal Objective. Given a map and a field compass, student must be able to proceed
from a designated starting point to a destination a minimum of 500 meters away, arriving
within a specified time limit and within a specified deviation error.

Summary Test Procedure. Test is conducted outdoors on an individual basis. Proce-
dure used is as outlined hI the objective.

List three task conditions that should be considered (I point each):

2. Z-.

Terminal Objective. Student must be able to evaluate a proficiency test procedure,
correctly identifying weaknesses in procedures with 75% accuracy.

Summary Test Procedure. Student is given a training objective and a corresponding
description of a test procedure for evaluating student performance on that objective.
Student must identify any inadequacies in the test procedure.

List three task conditions that should be considered (I point each):

Z.' 2.*dd

Use a hypothetical example to describe how you would determine which task conditions
to include, or what levels of each condition to include, or what mix to include for any
one of the three test procedures given above. (6 points)
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1.L 44e

Assuming that the following objective and test procedure are relevant, state three areas
of weakness in the procedure which may lead to unreliability of the test, within any single
administration of the test. (2 points each)

Terminal Objective. Provided an operational M60 tank and a 7 meter tank-silhouette tar -
get, 1000 meters down range; upon command of the tank commander, student must be able
to fire the main gun at the target, obtaining a second-round hit within 15 seconds.

Test Procedure. A target is placed 1000 meters down range (7 meter tank-silhouette tar-
get), in the same position for each student gunner. Each student is tested on the same
M60 tank under the same tank commander. An AIT company of students are assembled
near the testing area and briefed on range safety regulations, then told: '"When your name
is called you are to go over to the test tank there, and take your position at the gunner's
station. When the TC gives you a fire command you are to engage and fire on the target.
Fire no more than two rounds at the target. When you are through, return to this assem-
bly area." Each student is scored as qualified if he obtains a first or second round hit
within 15 seconds from the time the fire command is given.

3•. _A6 <

Part 1il (12 points)

You are the test officer in charge of the Proficiency Test section of G-3 in a training center.
One of your duties is to see that the results of your testing programs are reported back to
the training committees and company commanders responsible for the conduct of training.
below is a partial summary of the end of course proficiency test for a BCT company (Com-
pany A, 2nd Bn, 3rd Rgd). Here you are concerncd with reporting to the company com -
mander only those test areas for which he is the responsible trainer. Three of the ten
test areas are of this type, namely:

1. Guard Duty and Reporting
2. Drill and Ceremonies
3. Physica& Combat Proficiency
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From the individual score sheets for A Company you have had the foUowiag table pre-
pared. You now wish to prepare a further summary and interpretation for communica-
tion to the A Company CO. so that he can determine deficient areas of training as well as
possible causes of deficiency.

Based on the da:a given, prepare a short report to A Company CO. InJude guidelines
for determining training area strengths and weaknesses; also, if one of the areas is sub-
standard, give a hypothetical example to illustrate how you would aid the CO in pin-
pointing the aspec,:s of training in that particular area which he should concentrate on.

Test Area
1 2 3

I
2

Trainee

200
% of trainees

passing 85%0 75% 60o Administrative Std: 70%

L/"

-fr r; 4 "~

.'.
AReA

7-/-"

"7



This table should be either handed out or put on board for reference in answering Part m.

If p and N= then +1.9 N

3 .58

.60 10 + .31

200 +.07

3 + .51

.70 10 +.29

200 +.06

3 + .49

.75 10 + .26

200 +.06

3 +.41

.85 10 + .21

200 + .05
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 50

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: QUALITY CONTROL/REVIEW OF EXAMINATION

TYPE: Confercnce

TIME ALLOTTED: 2 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED T&:. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A to Period 49

PERSONNEL: Mr. William Osborn

TRAIR LNG AIDS: None

REFERENCES: Cogan. E. A., Case Study of Quality Control System (see Readings)

ASSIGNMENTS: None



HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 51

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING MANAGEMENT RESPON'iBILITIES/DEPARTMENT
OF THE ARMY FUNCTION4S

TYPE: Conference, practical exercise

TIME ALLOTTED: 6 hours

CLASSES PKE•SENTED TO:. Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIIAENT, AND MATERIALS:

AR 10-5: Department of the Army (Published)
AR 10-7: Umiut, States Continental Army Command (Published)
AR 10-11: United States Army Materiel Command (Published)
AR 10-12: United SlAtes Army Combat Developments Command (Published)
AR 10-40: US Army Logistics Management Center (Publisied)
AR 70-17: System/Project Manageme- (Pullished)
AR 71-1: Army Combat Developments (Published)
AR 616-1: Manpower Management (Published)
AR 705-5: Army Research and Development (Published)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Norman Willard
Dr. Robert Baker

TRAINING AIDS: Noae

REFERENCES: None

ASSIGNIMENTS: None

OBJECTIVE: Studcnt must be able to describe the responsibilities of each of the agen-
cies in the Army trairing system

1. Class wii be divided into eight equal groups. Each group wiU be responsible for
reading the ARs appropriate to one of the folloving agencies and presenting their find-
ings to the othez members of the class:

a. Combat Developments Command
b. ACSFOR
c Army Materiel Command
d. US Continenud Army Command
e Deputy Chief of S&aff for bersonnel
f Deputy Chief oi Staff for Logistics
g. Office of the Chief. kesearch and Development
h. Field Armies
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2. The sasis of the report will include th. following areas of trairing .nanagement:

a. Performing systems analyses.
b. Determining human performance requi ,'ments.
c. Developing training objectives.
d. Specifying training standards,
e. Performing personnel selection.
f. Developing training orograms.
g. Administering training programs.
h. Developing training aids and devices.
i. Developing training literature.
j. Performing quelity contrc".
k. Miscellaneous training functions (specify).
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HumRRO DIVISION NO. 2 (ARMOR)

TRAINING MANAGEMENT
Period No. 52

LESSON OUTLINE

INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT: TRAINING MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES/EXAMINATION
AND REVIEW

TYPE: Examination, conference

TIME ALLOTTED: 4 hours

CLASSES PRESENTED TO: Armor Officer Advanced Course

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIALS: Annex A (one per studect)

PERSONNEL: Dr. Norman Willard

TRAINING AIDS: None

REFERiNCES: None

ASSIGNMENTS: None
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Period No. 52, Annex A

HumRRO RESEARCH PROJECT - ENLISTED MOS TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Reply to the foUow'ng inquiry citing Army Agencies responsible for each problem
area and providing an answer to each question:

1. Pursuant to authority contained in paragraph 27, CON Reg 350-i, it is requested
tlat the Human Resources Research Office (HumRRO) conduct a research project to re-
solve the following problem: To what extent should "duties" and "skills and knowledges"
be taught in MOS-awarding courses conducted by Army service schools, specifically
MOS and ?

2. The major questions to be answered concerning this problem are as follows:

a. Should training prepare the student to perform every aspect of an MOS
proficiently?

b. The utilization of the MOS description; i.e., 'Duties" and "Skills and Knowl-
edges" needs clarification. For example, should training, school or OJT, be confined
to "duties" or "skills and knowledges, " or should both be utilized?

c. Should every subject taught, relating to an MOS, be at the "qualified" level as
defined in paragraph 19, Annex Q, CON Reg 350-1, dated 17 June 1964? If negative,
how should the three levels of knowledge be applied?

d. Should the student be trained to perfo'm proficiently duties, MOS-related, for a
specific period of time? For example, should the course be geared to teaching the stu-
dent those functions he will be expected to perform for the first six months of his duty
assignment? If affirmative, how should this time frame be determined?

e. Should the student he trained to perform proficiently duties expected of a par-
ticular rank; for example, should the student be trained to perform the duties of an E-2,
E-3, E-4, etc. ? If affirmative, how will the rank be determined and how should the
duties associated with a particular rank be determined?

f. Should all training be conducted at service schools or should some on-the-job
training (OJT) be a prerequisite prior tu awarding an MOS?

(I) If all training sholdd be conducted at service schools, what considerations
should be made as to length of time training should be conducted? For example, if it
takes 26 weeks to fully qualify an E-2 having a 24-month active duty commitment, his
productive time remaining would be little more than one year.

(2) If partial training should be by OJT, what considerations should be given as
to the 1 2ngth of time school training and OJT should be conducted?

g. To what degree of accuracy shculd an enlisted man be able to perform upon the
award of an MOS: 90%, 95% or 100%?

FOR TIlE COMMANDANT:
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Appendix C

STUDENT APPRAISAL
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TRAINING MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

(Completed by 17 Students, AOAC #2, 23 April 1968)

1. How valuable do you think the Training Management Course was to you
in increasing your understanding of Army training and its problems?
(Check one.)

Per Cent

a. The course was of great value in increasing my
understanding of Army training and its problems. 53

b. It was of substantial value. 47

c. It was of only moderate value. 0

d. It was of little or no value. 0

2. To what extent do you think the principles and proce-
dures taught in the Training Management Course could
be applied to Army training? (Check one.)

Per Cent

a. Almost all could be applied. 18

b. A large proportion could. 82

c. A small proportion could. 0

d. Almost none could. 0

2a. How valuable do you think it would be to Army training
to employ these principles and procedures? (Check one.)

Per Cent

a. It would be of great value. 82

b. It would be of substantial value. 18

c. It would be of only moderate value. 0

d. It would be of little or no value. 0

3. In 1966, the Haines Board recommended establishing an MOS for
"Systems Analyst/Operations Researcher." If an MOS for "Training
Manager" were proposed for inclusion in the Army Career System, how
seriously would you consider it as a potential career for yourself?
(Check one.)

Per Cent

a. I would consider it very seriously. 35

b. I would consider it fairly seriously. 35

c. I would not consider it very seriously. 30

d. I would not consider it at all. 0
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4. How valuable do you think the knowledge and skills you acquired in
the Training Management Course would be to an Armor Officer, in
performing the following (non-combat) assignments? (Check one
for each.)

Great Substan- Only Mod- Little or
Value tial Value erate Value No Value

a. Line Battalion: C.O. 29 59 6 0

b. Line Battalion: S-3 76 24 0 0

L. Instructor: Service Sch 71 24 6 0

d. Instructor: ROTC 41 41 18 0

e. Adviser: NG or Reserve 29 53 18o 0

f. Adviser: MAAG 12 29 53 6

g. G-3 Staff (0-4 level) 59 29 6 0

h. Training Conter:
Bn C.O. 71 24 6 0

i. Training Center:
Co C.O. 41 53 6 0

j. Training Center:
Chief Instr 88 12 0 0

k. Line Company: C.O. 24 65 12 0

1. Line Company: Plat Ldr 12 41 41 6

m. CONARC Staff (0-4 level) 76 18 6 0

n. ANC Staff (0-4 level) 47 41 12 0

o. CDC Staff (0-4 level) 53 41 6 0

4a. How valuable do you think the same Training Management knowledge and
skills would be to an Armor Officer in performing the following combat
assignments? (Check oe for each.)

Great Substan- Only Mod- Little or
Value tial Value erate Value No Value

(%) (0) (%) (%)

a. Line Battalion: C.O. 6 53 24 18

b. Line Battalion: S-3 24 47 24 6

c. Line Company: C.O. 12 35 35 18

d. Line Company: Pljt Ldr 6 29 47 18
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5. Students in the AOC Course usually regard their training in "Tactics"
or "Automotive" as the most valuable part of all their AOC instruc-
tion. How valuable do you think the Training Management Course was,
as compared to "Tactics" or "Automotive"? (Check one.)

Per Cent

a. It was just about as valuable. 65

b. It was a little less valuable. 18

c. It was a good deal less valuable. 12

d. It was much less valuable. 0

No Response 6

6. How valuable do you think each major block of instruction was in
increasing your understanding of Army training and its problems?
(Check one for each block.)

Great Substan- Only Mod- Little or
Value tial Value erate Value No Value
(0) M% M% M%

I. Systems Analysis and
Management 24 47 29 0

II. Training Analysis 65 35 0 0

III. Training Program
Development 76 24 0 0

IV. Quality Control of
Training 59 041_ 0

V. The Army Training
System and its
Functions 41 41 18 0

7. Stated below are the general objectives for each of the five major
blocks of instruction in the Training Management Course. Please read
each statement carefully; then indicate to what extent you think each
block of instruction fulfilled its objective as stated. (Check one
for each block.)

Block I. Systems Analysis and Management

Objective: To provide the student with a knowledge of the
functions and structure of modern, complex-
systems; the major problems of managing such
systems; and the general relevance of system
analysis and management theory to Army training.

The objective for Block I was fulfilled: Per Cent

Very Adequately 12

Fairly AdequatelyJ•r

Somewhat InadequatelW 29

Very Inadequately 0
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Block II. Training Analysis

Objective: To enable the student to analyze a training
system and a training mission in order to:
(1) determine the human performance require-

ments; (2) allocate functions and assign duties
to the system components, i.e., men and
machines; (3) perform a job analysis and
determine the knowledge and skill requirements;
(4) determine the student performance objec-
tives; and (5) supervise others in the prepara-
tion of training objectives.

The objective for Block II was fulfilled: Per Cent

Very Adequately 65

Fairly Adequately 35

Somewhat Inadequately 0

Very Inadequately 0

Block III. Training Program Development

Objective: To enable the student to review Army Subject
Schedules, Lesson Plans and support documen-
tation pertinent to training program develop-
ment and administration, with particular
reference to: (1) the adequacy of prerequi-
sites, course sequencing and trainee perform-
ance evaluation; (2) the effectiveness of the
media specified for course presentation; (3)
the inclusion of techniques for optimizing
the efficiency of instruction; and (4) the
utilization of supporting literature and
instructional aids.

The objective for Block III was fulfilled: Per Cent

Very Adequately 35

Fairly Adequately 59

Somewhat Inadequately 6

Very Inadequately U

Block IV. Quality Control of Training Systems

Objective: (1) To enable the student to evaluate pro-
ficiency tests in terms of relevance,
standardization, objectivity of scoring, and
other factors thit affect content validity
and reliability; (2) to enable the student
to :.ummari:e and communicate test results for
i'se in the management activities of student
qu.lificaticn and training program. improvement.



The objective for Block IV was fulfilled. Per Cent

Very Adequately 41

Fairly Adequately 53

Somewhat Inadequately 6

Very Inadequately 0

Block V. The Army Training System and Its Functions

Objective: To provide the student with knowledge of the
training management obligations and responsi-
bilities of a number of Army agencies and
commands, e.g., CDC, AMC, CONARC, OCRD, DCSLOG,
DCSPER, DCSOPho, ACSFOR, and the Field Armies.
The extent of overlap in responsibility and
the degree of mission conflict between these
agencies and commands is also evaluated.

The objective for Block V was fulfilled: Per Cent

Very Adequately 35

Fairly Adequately 59

Somewhat Inadequately 6

Very Inadequately 0

8. In "feedback sessions" with other classes, various suggestions have
been advanced for improving the Training Management Course. Do you
agree or disagree with the following suggestions? (Check nne for each.)

Agree Disagree No Response

(%) (%M (%)
a. Use a textbook 3S 59 6
b. Use a book of readings 65 3S
c. Use a detailed course outline 88 12

d. Usa a list summarizing the major
points covered 82 18

e. Use more military examples 94 6
f. Use one instructor for all blocks 24 76

g. Use a uniform vocabul ry 88 12
h. Put entire course on film or

TV tape 0 100
i. Use fewer non-military examples 4__7 53

j. Use less theoretical material 47 53
k. Make less use of "divergent

viewpoints" 24 71 6
1. Formulate more relevant training

objectives 71 29

(Continued on B )
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Agree Disagree No Response

M M M

m. Formulate more understandable
training objectives 71 24 6

n. Use more practical exercises 76 24
o. Use more training aids 29 71

9. Please use the space below for any further comments or suggestions
you would like to make about the objectives, contents, procedures,
value-or any other aspect-of the Training Management Course or
its individual blocks. (If you need additional space, continue on
the back of this page.)
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The Army's Training Mission

Robert A. Baker
HumRRO Division No. 2

"My Army is not unlike my insurance program. The people of America will never accrue
a profit on its operation-except when the chips are down and protection of all they hold
near and dear is demanded and paid for in human sacrifice. Then and only tVen do they
who buy such insurance realize a return on the investment they made whk,, they enjoyed
their national health."

.... Colonel Oscar C. Buser

Through the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the Army, the Presido-,nt has
assigned to the Army the mission of providing security for the nation and assisting him in
supporting its national and international policies. To accomplish this mission, the Army
must be ready at all times to undertake combat operations and sustain them indefinitely.

Traditionally, the policy of the United States has been to maintain an Army of
minimum size consistent with our immediate needs. This force, nevertheless, must be
capable of rapid expansion in the event of a national emergency. Because time is critical
during mobilization, training requirements during that period must be reduced to
essentials. Peacetime training must serve to determine which requirements are essential
and to provide a force ready to train the manpower needed to provide a force ready for
immediate combat in the event of a sudden attack. Responsibility for the training of all
components of the Army is assigned to the Department of the Army. Its training
missions include:

1. Achieving and maintaining a state of training that will insure the capability
of prompt and sustained combat operations on land.

2. Maintaining a trained mobilization base for exparnding the active Army when
necessary.

3. Developing tactics and techniques for all Army combat and service elements.
While these are the Army's general training missions, the objectives are specified in

somewhat more detail in Army Regulation 350-1.' Here the mission is analyzed and
broken down in the form of specific training objectives:

1. Training of all indiviciuals in the required military occupational specialties
(MOS) for the current corrmitments and for the planned establishment.

2. Training of all units of the Army to include joint training and special
training (where appropriate to the assigned missions).

3. Training of individuals and units of the Reserve compo:,ents of the Army,
who are not on active duty but are -required in the event of mobilization.

4. Maintenance of an adequate and progressive military school system.
5. Maintenance of training installations and facilities adequate for training

individuals and units for the planned establishment and, within limitation of available
funds, capable of rapid expsasion to support full mobilization.

Further objectives include the training of key specialists and cadres for the mainte-
nance of an adequate mobilization troop basis, the teaching of individuals, missions, and
detachment- for service in foreign countries, the training of selected individuals ol allied
nations in U.S. Army tactics and techniques, as well as joint cooperation and t ictical
training with the Navy, Air Force, and the forces of allied nations.
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To aid in the attainment of these various objectives, the Department of the Army
prepares general and basic Army-wide training policies and then issues periodic directives
for implementation. Training given by individual Army units is then based on the
directives received through the chain of command and is conducted according to a series
of guides. These guides include Field Manuals (FMs), Army Training Circulars (TCs),
Army Subject Schedules (ASubjScd), and Army Training Tests (ATTs) for specific units.

In carrying out the Army's training mission, the responsibility for implementation is
assigned to two major command groups-the overseas Army commands and the U.S.
Continental Army Command (CONARC).

Overseas Army commanders are responsible for conducting the training of troops
assigned to their commands in accordance with Department of the Army doctrine as set
forth in official training publications. They are also responsible for determining and
executing training requirements generated by operational missions, and for maintaining
their units in a high state of combat readiness. The overseas commanders discharge these
responsibilities by preparing appropriate plans and policies, by issuing the directives and
training publications needed to accomplish the established training missions and by
supervising the trainin-, activities of subordinate units. Similarly, the Commanding
General, U.S. Army Air Defense Command and the Commanding General, U.S. Army
Security Agency are responsible for the training of troops under their commands. In
instances where Army troops are an integral part of a joint command, the Army
component commander is resp.onsible for the Army component of the joint command.
All training conducted in these commands, however, is based upon standards and doctrine
promulgated by Department of the Army.

The Commanding General, U.S. Continental Army Command (CG, CONARC) is
charged with the training and training inspection of the Army in the field.' He is
responsible for the training of the six Armies within the continental United States, the
Military District of Washington, and other units, activities, and installations which may be
assigned or attached. He is also responsible to the Chief of Staff of the Army for certain
specified functions pertaining to the Army in the field to include:

1. Reviewing, developing, recommending, and testing new and revised organi-
zations, doctrines, and techniques.

2. Preparing training literature and training aids.
3. Teaching tactical, administrative, intelligence, and logistical doctrine and

techniques.
4. Training within the continental United States to meet Department of the

Army training objectives, including the combat, service, and technical training of the
active field Army.

These responsibilities are carried out through the preparation of plans and the
establishment of policies for accomplishing the required missions. Specific instructions
and guidance to the various units and commands for the conduct of training are given in
the CONARC Training Directive.3 This directive includes training policies and procedures
of wide applicability and general nature, and covers such topics as training resporsibiiiLy,
training organization and policy, specialized training at the individual and 1,nit levels,
education and training in the Army Service Schools, training of Reserve components, and
training administration and support procedures.

Commanders of commands that are immediately subordinate to CONARC are held
responsible for implementing these broad policies in the directive as well as for con-
ducting specific kinds of training necessary to accomplish the assigned training mission.

Within each subordinate command the unit commander4 is held responsible for
training his unit to perform its assigned missions. Within the limits of the directives and
policies of higher headquarters, he specifies what training is to be conducted and charges
his staff and subordinate commanders with its accomplishment. He is respopsible for
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insuring that the performance, maintenance, and proficiency standards used are consistent
with Department of the Army policies and, when necessary, he issues training directives,
orders, or memoranda appropriate to the instruction or information to be disseminated.

THE ARMY TRAINING3 SYSTEM

In order to fulfill their assigned responsib:lities and to -carry out their assigned
missions, the Department of the Army and the vwrious subordinate Pommands have, over
the years, developed a highly complex training .ystem, yet one that is simple in theory.
Thus, all training being conducted by active Army or Reserve compcnent units at any
given period can be appropriately placed in one of three major categories-individual
training, unit training, and combined arms team training. These categories were estab-
lished primarily for convenience in planning as well as to indicate definite stages of
progress.'

Individual training begins when a soldier enters the Army and continues throughout
his time of service. At the outset, emphasis is placed on individual training in the basic
military skills. At a later stage, the empbasis is shifted to teaching him the primary skills
of a military occupational specialty and training him foi a specific duty assignment
within a unit.

Unit training, on the other hand, is concerned with training the individuals to
function as members of a team or unit. It attempts to integrate the smaller units into
coordinated battlefield teams within respective Army branches, such as Armor, Infantry,
or Artillery. These units develop their tactical proficiency, perfect their operating proce-
dures and their employment of their manpower, weapons, and equipment. Unit training,
however, continues to emphasize individual training by providing the opportunity for the
individual soldiers to learn the value of teamwork, and to practice their individual skills.
Moreover, advanced training is continued for all leaders, as well as for all specialists
whose duties require additional training during the developmenit of unit proficiency.

Combined arms team training is generally initiated in the early stages of unit training
and continues as a major area of emphasis tiroughout the development of units-from
platoon through army level. Occasionally, in the advanced stages of this training, joint
training exercises or maneuvers are conducted which serve to insure the existence of
trained and balanced forces necessary for major operations in the event of an emergency.

1. Individual Training.

Broadly conceived, the purpose of individual training is to familiarize the new
enlistee or conscriptee with his surroundings and to acquaint him with his responsibilities
as a soldier. During this period, he receives short orientations on what is expected of him
during his service and what he may expect from the Army. The commander responsible
for the initial conduct of individual tra~ning makes every effort to eliminate personal
problems and bring about a rapid adjustment on the part of the new man. Practice, drills,
and physical training are given in order to develop discipline, coordination, and team-
work. The specific purpose of all this training is to instill in the new soldier precise and
orderly habits. As he progresses the recruit develops proficiency in weapons, first aid,
marksmanship, maintenance of his individual equipment, and other military subjects.
When he is provided with a firm foundation in the fundamentals, his training is then
directed toward the development of skills in a particular military job- It is assumed that
with application of knowledge and skill in later phases of training, a high degree of
proficiency will result.

In order to maintain the operational proficiency of the active Army units, branch
qualified soldiers and specialists must be trained to replacL personnel losses. The purpose
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of this replacement training is to provide new boldiers with basic military knowledge and
to &•velop their proficiency for i. specific duty assignment within a TOF 6 unit. The
trained replacement should be physically conditioned, technically qualified, amd emo-
tionally prepared to perform successfully in combat operationi. The aim of such training
is to provide a continuous flow of qualified basic soldiers, as individuals or in packets of
variable size to units in combat on overseas duty or to units conducting peacetime
training missions in the continental United States.

This replacement training, or cycle, consists of two phases-Basic Combat Trair-ing
and Advanced Individual Training. In order to insure standardization of training and the
qualification of replacements for service overseas, the Department of the Army has
established mandatory training requirements in time and subject areas (Array Regulation
612-.35"). In addition, in order to insure that all soldiers going into combat have ' 2n
properly trained, Public Law 51, passed by the 82nd Congress, requires that

"... no such person shall, during this four months period, be assigned for duty at
any installation located on land outside the United States... and no other member of
the Armed Forces of the United States who is enlisted, inducted, appointed, or ordered
to active uty . . . shall be assigned to duty at any installation located on land outside the
United States ... until he has had the equivalent of at least four months of basic
training.....

a. Basic Combat Training (BCT). In this phase of training, all enlisted men without
prior military servi0,e-irnducted or enlisted-in the Army receive the training prescribed
for this phase as outlined in Army Training Program 21-114. This training is now eight
wepks in length. This initial stage of individual training has the objective of traininE -,he
newly inducted soldier in the fundamentals of soldiery including basic infantry forma-
tions aad battlefield survival with the further aim of preparing hiw. for additional
individual training in a designated branch. Some of the specific objectives to be attained
include:

(1) An ,nderstanding of, appreciation for, and confidence in the achievements
and traditions of the Army.

(2) Appreciation of military co' tesy and customs.
(3) Moral responsibility in mil' y service.
(4) P • understanding of the individual's role in the Army.
(5) Physical health, stamina, and agility.
(6) Personal hygiene.
(7) A sense of confidence in weapons.
(8) An understanding of the basic fundamentals of combat operations.

b. Advanced Individual Training (AIT). rhe second eight-weeks stage of individual
training- -advanced individual training-completes the mandatory replacement training
cycle. The broad objective of this training phase is to develop within the individual a
general knowledge of the organization, mission, and functions of tie unit within the
branch to which he is assigned, and to qualify him to perform duties in a military
occupational specialty (MOS). Specific objectives to be accomplished ere outlined in the
appropriate Army Training Program (ATP) for the unit, supporting Army Subject
Schedules (ASubj3cd), or in the appropriate Programs of Instruction (POI) of the service
schools. This phase of training is usually conducted in training centers, service schools, or
TOE units, and may be accomplished by on-the-job training, schooling, or a combination
of these. Upen successfully completing this phase of training, individuals are awarded the
MOS for which they were trained (MOS duties and qualifications, skill levels, etc., are
spelled out in AR 611-2018). The individuals are then considered to be qualified for
assinmmnit as replacements to the appropr.ate units having need of their particular MOS
skill.
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Subsequent to the completion of the rel.lacement training cycle, any individual
found to be deficient in his primary MOS will, in theory, be retrained until he reaches
the proper proficiency level. In the event retraining is impractical, a new primary MOS
will be assigned--theoretically, one that is commensurable with his demonstrated capa-
bilities and qualifications according to appropriate personnel procedures.

2. Unit Training.

As in the case of eplacement training, training to develop a unit's proficiency is
accomplished in two stages. The purpose of the first stage is to attain an adequate statrs
of operational proficiency in a minimum of time through the conduct of the formal
phases of cycle training. The second stage is aimed at the maintenance of a maximal
operational readiness, as ti.-ne permits, through the conduct of post-cycle training
requirements.

The formal phases of cycle training are conducted in sequence as follows:
a. Basic Unit Training Phase (BUT). The purpose of basic unit trair.ing iz to train

skilled individuals to coordinate their efforts toward the accomplishment of unit missions.
This phase provides an opportunity for the soldier to learn the value of teamwork and to
apply, in practice, the skills he acquired in advanced individual training. The team
training should be conducted in a progressive manner, beginning with the development of
the squad, ther, platoon, followed by company-sized team training. During this phase,
combined arms training iE initiated to develop fully the functional concepts and
capabilities of each team. Normally ten weeks long, the training to be given during this
phase and in the advanced unit phase is specified in the appropriate unit Army training
program.

b. Advanced Unit Training Phase (AUT). The 10-week advanced unit phase, inte-
grates the company-sized teams (now supposedly capable of accomplishing their- TOE
missions) into the coordinated ui 'r (battalion or bsttle group) within their respective
branches. Emphasis is placed on the development of tactical proficiency, operating
procedures, combined arms training, and proper utilization of manpower, weapons, and
equipment. On completion of this phase of training, the battle group or battalion should
have attained-as a minimum--a satisfactory standard of operational proficiency and
should be able to undertake combat operations.

c. Field Exercise and Maneuver Phase. The field exercise and maneuver phase
provides for the training of large units under simulated combat conditions. This period
provides the opportunity for the battle group or battalion to become fully capable of
operating as a separate combat unit or as a part of a larger force. Such maneuvers usually
involve many types of units in order to insure the maximum effectiveness of the
combined arms training. The training conducted in this phase is prescribed in AR
220-559 and ATP 20-5.1 0

d. Pnst-Cycle or Operational Readiness T'raining. Post-cycle training is defined as
that stAV? A' tzainiiig undertaken by units that have completed the tormal phases of cycle
trainink and that are not immediately designated for a combat tole. This phase provides
an opportunity for the small unit commander (squad, platoon, and company) to perfect
his combat readiness and to improve teamwork. The objective of this phasc is to retain
unit capability to engage in immediate combat operations related to specific operational
missions. Entry of units into this phase of training and the specific training needed is
usually determined by the major commander concerned. During this phase, training
deficiencies are correcied and specialized training is conducted as required. The specific
training programs may include portions of any of the formal phases described above.
Moreover, major commanders may delegate the authority to modify Army training
programs and tests for units undergoing operational readiness training to assure that
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appropriate latitude is afforded to conduct that training most conducive to the mainte-
nance of combat readiness and the accomplishment of specifically assigned missions.

TRAINING AND THE ACTIVE ARMY UNIT

Although cycle training consists of definite phases, there is no diztinct boundary
between them. Rather, each is designed to blend into the succeeding phase. In fact,
training is conducted throughout the life of a unit. The nature of the training depends
upon the type of unit, status of training, and its mission. The life of a mobilized or
active Army unit can be divided into logical stages and, normally, follows a definite
sequence. Training requirements and objectives exist in each of these stages; commanders
and staff officers must be aware of their existence if they are to achieve any measure of
success during mooilization periods.

1. Activation and Organlzation. When a new unit is to be activated, the Department
of the Army designates the unit and the effective date and place for activation.
Concurrently, additional instructions are issued to indicate what unit is to provide the
cadre (the key group of leaders and specialists needed) and to designate the commander
and key officer personnel.' ' Plans are then initiated for the conduct of training of the
unit. A cadre training program must be prepared and implemented upon the arrival and
assignment of the cadre in preparation for the conduct of the ATP cycle training. Prior
to the receipt of the filler personnel, a precycle filler training program must be developed
to assist in the adaption of these personnel to Army life. Plans must be made to prepare
and implement the basic combat training program immediately after the activation
ceremonies.

2. Training. During this stage, individuals and units are trained to the desired level
of proficiency. The Army training program cycle is conducted to insure development of
the unit's capability to accomplish its assigned mission. Upon completion of cycle
training, operational readiness training is initiated prior to beginning the movement of the
unit.

3. Pre-Emharkation and Movement. Training in the early poition of tlis period is
usuia'ly andertaken to correct any remaining deficiencies, to maintain the physical
conditioning of the troops, and to perfect unit operations to the extent that time
permits. Additional training covers the preparation of the unit for execution of loading
and lashing, packing and crating, and other movement requirements. This stage also
includes orientations on shipboard or air movement riocedures, and the troops are
provided all relevant and available information abou,. the area to which they are going
and about the enemy.

-1. Overseas Staging. In cversma !toiný areas, units make final preparations f(,r
combat readiness. In this period, all personnel and equipment requisitions are filled and
an intensi,'e refresher training program is implemented. This training may include physical
conditioning, indoctrination and integration of replacement personnel, zeroing weapons,
fý,miliarzzation training on any new weap:ns or equipment introduced, orientation on
new enemy techniques and tactics, reviewing smhll unit tactic,. and perfecting 3taff
operating procedures. The preparation to complete combat readiness may be finished! in
the zone of the interior in the evert that initial combat operations climax a shore-
to-sh1ý)r movement.

5 Combat. This stage, obviously, constitutes t!,. ultimate evaluation of the training
given in all previoust stages. Even dlrini, cý.'nlxat. however, or-the-spot trainii.g is
(fequently conducted to remedy observec operational deficiencies. to integrate personnel
and ,equipment. and to improve operatmi, procedures.



6. Occupation. Training is also conducted in overseas occupation areas in order to
maintain the operational proficiency of the unit and to prepare individuals and units for
any special requirements needed to carry out their o•ccupational duties.

7. Inactivation. Finally, training is conducted by the Army to prepare individuals
either for return to civilian life or for reassignment to other units.

ARMY SERVICE SCHOOL SYSTEM

As noted earlier, one of the major training missions assigned to the Commanding
General, U.S. Continental Army Command, is the responsibility for the supervision and
control of the Army Service School System. At present, this system consists of 28
schools and serves to meet Army-widý requirements for trained commanders and
specialists. The courses of instruction are controlled by CONARC or other Department of
the Army agencies. The student body is selected and assigned directly by the Department
of the Army, or by units, on the basis of space available or mandatory unit quotas. Units
usually attempt to take full advantage of their school quotas in order to have a ready
source of expertly trained replacements for critical specialists positions.

In selecting personnel for attendance at service schools, the commander usually
considers the individual's potential ability to teach others as well as his ability to pass or
complete the course of instruction. Such a selection policy is intended to provide a unit
with its required number of school-trained specialists as well as unit instructors capable of
teaching the latest Army doctrines and techniques. Courses offered in the Army schools
and the general provisions of the Army's school system for the education and training of
individuals are described in AR 350-2," 2 and AR 350-5."

In addition to the service schools, ir:dividual units or commands frequently organize
and operate their own schools to meet local training requirements that lie outside the
province of Army schools. For example, high-speed radio operator schools, supply
schools, and clerk-typict schools are commonly conducted at divisiori level. Driver
schools, instructor training schools, and mess management schools are normally con-
ducted at battle group or battalion level. Officer and NCO schools may be conducted at
any level. The au~hority and guidance for establishing noncommissioned officer academies
at division and comparable levels is contained in AR 350-90."' Unit schools are normally
operated for a limited period of time and for a limited number of men whose training
requires special knowledge, techniques, facilities, or equipment. The headquarters of the
unit establishing the school i.sually determines who will attend it.

c In summary, and although somne would argue that it is a vas4 oversimplifcation, one
can regard the Army Training System as a means for carrying out the Army's training
mission which consists of three broad Aid major assignmets: a) replacement training.
b) mobilization training, and c) the maintenance of combat readiness. The tt;, of the
effectiveness of any training effort shoul-i b1-, simply, the extent to wh1i&- the ef.ThYrt
contributes to the successful completion cf any of the Army's three broRd mi.ssns. !n
the words of Lieutenant General Paul D. Adams," these three missions car. N-e ý:tated
quite simply:

"Replacement Training--A recruit in training is a replacement: an offi;er
in a school is a replacemeAt fcr someone somewhere when he finishes s-hool:
as is the specialist being created at one of the service or technical schools.

"Mobilization TIainng-Mobilization training is the entir'e Course of
training given a raw unit corame-cing with the first steps of basic indivic-Lal
training and extending through field exercises and maneuvers. The produd!,;.. a
new combat unit ready for shipment to a theater of operations. This trainz'.
cdled ihe Army Training Program Cycle, or simply cycle !raming. It includu.e



five phases: 1) basic combat training; 2) advanced individual training; 31 basic
unit training; 4) advanced unit training; and 5) field exercises and maneuvers.

"Maintenance of Combat Readiness-Maintenance of combat readiness is
the kind of training that the Strategic Army Corps (STRAC) units must do at
home, the Seventh U.S. Army must do in Europe, and the Eighth U.S. AMmy
must do in the Far East."

'Education and Training: Army Training.
2The term "Army in the field" refers to the individuals and units of the Army intended for use in

a theater of operations.3 CONARC Training Directive, Headquarters, U.S. Continental Army Command, For. Monroe,
Virginia, 1 July 1961.

4 A unit is defined as any military element whose structure is prescribed by an authorized table of
organization and distribution.

sThese three general categories have been and often are further subdivided into phases of training,
depending largely on the type of organization, its mission, and the existing state of training.

6TOE-Table of Organization and Equipment, i.e., an "active" Army unit.
7Personnel Processing. Preparation of Replacements for Oversea Movement (POR).
sEnlisted Military Occupational Specialties.
9Field and Command Post Exercises.
"I 0Army Training Program for Field Exercises and Maneuvers.
1 1 Prior to reporting, the officer personnel are normally provided the opportunity to attend service

schoola to receive refresher instruction in the latest doctF-nes and techniques.
"2 Selection. Administration, and Assignments for Officer Students to Service Schools.
1

3Military Education and Schools.
14 Noncommissioned Officer Academies.
"1s Opening remarks by Corps Commander, V U.S. Army Corps, V U.S. Army Corps Training

Conference, 15 March 1960.
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The Determination of Goals and Objectives

Robert A. Baker
HumRRO Division No. 2

The first step in developing training objectives is to analyze and describe the relevant
operational system, organization, suborganization, or team to which the students wil! go
upon graduation. There are two major reasons for starting the process of developing
objectives with a system analysis:

First, it is necessary to gain an overview of the operational context of the job
in order to reduce the possibility that errorn will be made in describing the job. A
number of instances have occurred in which major parts of a man's job have been left
out of a job description. The overview also helps to identify possible aids for making
short-cuts in some of the later steps in the process of developing objectives. For instance,
manuals that describe procedurea; in detail may provide a good working basis for a
detailed description of job duties.

Second, a system analysis is needed to relate the activities of the job-holder to
the mission of his organization, and thus to increase the likelihood that the objectives
will reflect the signif.cant mission requirerments of the system.

There is extensive literature in 0 eld of system analysis, but much of it deals
with the type of analysis req1'ired for system design, rather than analysis of existing
systems for the purpose of uevelohiag trP .,ing objectives. Here a simplified type of
system analysis will be debcribed which is suit -rle to the topic of developing objectives.

In this applicatirn of sy.tem analysis, there is a requirement to deveiop the
following informaticn ui general terms:

(1) "The purpose of th' system, as reflected in statements of system missions
and goals.

(2) The major (.)mponents of the system, including both men and equipment.
Under this -.eadi.,g Cie functions of each component are described, as well as interactions
between Che components.

(3) 'The environment of the system (whether indoors, ourAoors, or in
dangerous arzaa).

(4) A missio1 profile, work flow chart, or outline of duties, showing generally
what each person in the system does in each of the major phases of eacn mission.

After the taiining mission has been received and the training system analyzed or,
through experience, thoroughly understood, the training manager is faced with the
problem of preparing a training program. Before this can be done, however, he must
answer some questions: What is the training for? Why are we going to all this trouble?
What are the goals we wish to accomplish? If we put an untrained man through a training
program, what do we expect the finished or trained man to be like at the end of the
program? The answers to such questions must be obtained before work on any training
program can begin. A full description of what the trainee will be like, what he will and
will not be able to do, when his training is complete must be stated clearly and
unambiguously at the outset. A full and carefully worded series of statements telling the
kind of things the trainees will be able to do, the conditions under which they wiil carry
out their activities, and the degree or extent of their skill in performing the required
tasks make up the human performance requirements or training objectives for our
training programs.
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There are two explicit purposes, or course objectives for this section of the
workshop in training management programs: One, how to determine the goals and
objectives, that is. the student performancr objectives for a training program, aid, two,
how to supervise others in the preparation of thece sorts of system training objectives.

In chronol-gical sequence the first decision the man responsible for training may be
called upon to nake is the decision to establish and conduct an approprate training
program-a program that will teach something. This raises three questions:

(1) Can an untrained man do the job?
(2) Can he fellow printed instructions?
(3) Does the job merely require that he take and follow orders?

Once a positive decision is made, the man responsible for training must then decide
upon the goals he intends to reach at the end of the course, unit of instruction, or
program. Then he must select procedures, content, and methods which are relevant to the
objectives, things that will cause the student to interact with appropriate subject matter
in accordance with the principles of learning, and finally he must measure or evaluate the
student's performance according to the objectives or goals originally selected.

The first of these decisions, the proper description of objcctives, is a KEY subject.
Since we are interested in preparing TPs that will help us reach our objectives, we must
first be sure our objectives are clearly and unequivocally stated. We cannot concern
ourselves with the problem of selecting the most efficient route to our destination until
we know what our destination is. In this regard, an ancient bit of philosophy is highly
relevant: If you don't know where you're going, any road will take you there. Not only
is it of paramount importance to know what you are trying to do and where you are
going, it is of equal importance that you let your horses know also.

If you alone are involved, there is no problem. Today, howeve!, in most organiza-
tions there are many levels of control-a long-extended chain of commrand. Without clear,
unambiguous communication, there cannot be unity of effort toward a common goal.

Although the vital role of communications in business is unquestioned at the public
relations level, the importance of communications in training managerý.nt--from manager
to trainer and from trainer to trainee--is no 1eU3 1iL1.

Because of the ever-present dangers of misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and
confusion, there must be a clear specification of:

What is to be done
Why it is to be done
Where it is to be done
By whom it is to be done
At what time it is to be done
And to what extent, degree, or level of pe-fe tion- it is to be done

if the training effort is to be properly focused ar.d nroperly conducted. All of these
things mus'L be communicateo by the training manager to his trai,•ing staff, by the staff
to the instructors, by the instructors to th3 aszist .nt instructors, and by both of the
latter to the trainees.

Too many instiuctors are tmaware of tho need to communicate their objectives
clearly to others. Yet this is one of the principal reasons why objectives must be clearly
stated.

Students compri-e t0e one grcup wit' who:_:i L'ear .orrnmunicadion is essential. They
spend a great deal of time and effort trying to find out what the instructor really wants
them to learn. Instructors are frequently asked such questions as, "Do you really want us
to learn this?" "Will this be on the test?" "You spent a lot of time on this last period,
but it wasn't covered on the test at all." If the students know exacý'ly what tney are
expected to learn, they will save the time otherwise wasted in trying tc And out or guess,
or possibly studying the wrong material.
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The training course or program objectives must also be communicated clearly to the
instructors. In training matters within his sphere of authority, nearly every instructor has
his own approach and his lavorite examples and illustrations. Some instructors use the
blackboard to better effect than others; some get better results by asking the Atudents
questions. The material presented to the students and the method of handling a class vary
from one instructor to another. Many of these variations, good in themsleves, are simply
the instructor's way of adapting his own effective techniques to the training situation.
However, regardless of the method employed, the goal of the instruction remains
constant.

Instructors get sick, go on leave, or are transferred, and substitutes are brought in.
Despite the fact that instructors change, it is unlikely that objectives should change. Yet,
unless the course objectives are communicated to the new instructor, there is a chance
that, without its being apparent, the true objectives may become twisted or some part of
the instructional program may move out of line with some other part.

You, as training managers, should not forget that these same objectives should also
be communicated clearly to training supervisors. Supervisors should know exactly what
their courses are intended to accomplish, as they have the rusponsibility for determining
requirements for equipment, time, and resources. The clearer the h;cture they have of the
goal of a course, the easier it will be for training supervisors to get the support they
need. In addition, they frequently have to represent, at conferences, a given course in
relationship with other courses to which students will go or from which they will come.
In both instances, there is a need for a clear statement of training objectives.

Finally, for supervisors to effect quality control of the training output, there is a
clear requirement for unambiguous, definitive statements of training objectives or of
student performance objectives. But what is a Training Objective?

A training objective is a precise clear statement of one of the performances expected
of a student upon completion of a course. A complete list of such objectives constitutes
the mission of a course.

Student performance objectives repreEent a clear statement of instructional intent,
and are written in any form necessary to clarify that intent. The statements should also
communicate the following:

(1) A training objective talks about the trainee-not about the course, the
methods, or the instructor.

(2) A training objective describes the desired performance, behavior, or
activities of the trainee at the end of the training.

(3) A training objective is concerned with ends rather than means, and
describes a product rather than a process.

(4) A training objective must also describe the conditions, that is, the environ.
ment, the tools, and the specific arrangement or situation in which the trainee will be
performing his terminal behavior.

(5) A training objective must also include information about the level of
performance, the standard, the time element, or the behavior criteria that will be
considered acceptable or indicative of a satisfactory trainee performance.

The development of job-related, detailed statements of objectives is a matter of the
first importance and the highest priority in designing effective training programs. These
objectives permit every element of a training program--lessons, texts, practical exercises,
and examinations-to fall into line in3 a consistent manner. Training objectives that are
job-relevant provide for a course that will be responsive In the needs of the job to which
the trainee will go after the training, and that will include little irelevant or unnecessary
content.

It has been said that the purpose of knowledge is action. This is especially true in
the world of practica! affairs. From experience we know that knowledge doesn't do the
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job, that the specific actions of men do. To a doctor, having a concept of the course of a
disease is not the same thing as being able to treat and cure an individual with cancer,
schizophrenia, or TB. Performance capability, then, should be the object of training and,
in the world we're concerned with, training objectives should be based upon that
capability and define it.

Moreover, it is the performance required by the man at his job that is the basic
source of training objectives. The key question is, "What must this man be able to do in
order to do his job well?" It is highly important that the man be taught only the things
he needs for doing his job; teaching him things that are irrelevant to the job or teaching
the wrong things can be very costly.

If a course teaches the man less information and fewer skills than he needs, the
following difficulties may occur:

(1) The man will need further training on the job. Frequently, an industrial or
medical team's capability to perform its mission will be limited because of a shortage of
skilled personnel and the necessity for conducting on-the-job training.

(2) A poorly trained man-especially working in shops and laboratories around
machines and equipment-may have accidents that might damage equipment or cause
injury to himself or his fellow-workers. In an operating room, lives could be lost.

(3) The reputation of a school, hospital, training center, or an individual may
be adversely affected if graduates of training courses cannot perform adequately.

On the other hand, teaching too much or teaching material that is not closely
related to the requirements of the job may also be excessively expensive. Their costs are
more subtle and harder to identify because they do not generate as many complaints
from the field managers, but among these are:

(1) Longer courses than needed, requiring more student time and more instruc-
tors and facilities than should be necessary.

(2) Valuable time lost from productive job performance by individuals who are
needed on the job, but who are still tied up in the classroom.

(3) Requirements for texts, training aids and devices, and equipment for the
irrelevant material.

(4) Fewer graduates because students who could successfully learn the essential
elements of the job may fail the irrelevant material and thus be disqualified for a job
they would actually be able to perform.

(5) A narrowing of the manpower supply because of course prerequisites and
classification procedures based on the irrelevant material. Some students who could learn
the job will not get a chance to do so.

Therefore, as we have emphasized: The training objective should be based upon job
performance requirements and there are three separate elements which form the structure
of the objective: the task or behavior which the student must be capable of performing,
the standard of perfoimance he must reach, and the conditions under which he is
expected to perform. Each element expresses a factor essential to the understanding of
performance. By describing each factor of a performance requirement in sufficient detail,
we create an explicit and measurable training objective. Usually the three elements of the
objective are written in the following sequence: conditioits, behavior or task, and
standards. Consider the following example:

Given only his watch and placed during sunlight in unfamiliar terrain,
the student locates north within a maximum allowable error of seven
degrees east or west.

This example contains the three essential elements to be reflected in the objective. What
behavior or task must the student perform? He must locate north. What are the
conditions for the performance? He needs a watch, the sun, and terrain in which he ii
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not oriented directionally. What are t -- performance standards he must achieve? He must
not be off by more than seven degrees east or west.

Now, let's describe these three essential elements a little more fully.
First, conditions. As just said, usaally the conditions are stated first. Conditions

usually include essential features of the environment and equipment and assistance which
may be given or denied the student. Conditions may also include references, facilities,
situations, obstacles, and problems.

Second, behavior or task. The task is the heart of the objective-what the
student will learn to do. Let's have a look at some task element statements.

Conditions Behavior or Ti ak Standards
Given a 1:25,000 map and ... the student proceeds by ... arriving ai localions with
field compass, and placed compass to 2 succeeding an error of not more than 20
at a location oriented with locations, each at least 700 meters left or right.
the map ... meters apart...

Given an airdrop load- . * . the student prepares . . . within 5 minutes.
extraction linkage assembly the load-extraction linkage
unprepared for action by assembly for airdrop ...
reason of unconnected
deployment line and
extraction-line extension ...

Given a Meter Test Set ... the student repairs the ... with an accuracy of not
TS-682/GSM-1, necessary meter and mpasures its leos than 97 per cent.
handtools, and a d.c. meter current sensitivity ...
with two of the defects
reflected below ...

Given specific malfunction ... the studeiit diagnoses . . . Four out of five stude•'
characteristics of a non- at which of eight steps in malfunction diagnoses must
operating M-14 rifle . . . the cycle of operations be correct.

stoppage has occurred and
the part-failure responsible
for the break in cycle...

Third, standards. Standards refer to the degree of precision we wish the student
to attain. They refer also to the measure of his acceptable performance. Standards of
performance are stated in terms of speed and accuracy. Time standards may be expressed
as a time limit for one performance or as a production requirement during a given time
period. Accuracy standards are reflected either by the degree of perfection required in
every act or by the percentage of times an act must be pexfo'med correctly.

Format for complex objectives. The standard oider of conditions, task, standards
will be used in complex objectives. Often, however, complex objectives will be stated in
several sentences. This will dictate a wider variety of introductory terms than those
desirable in simple objectives.

How adequate objactives are developed and evalvw'ed. There are six major steps in
the process of developing clearly defined job-relevant objectives:

First, a specialized form of system analysis is conducted to provide a context
for the study of a particular job or military occupational specialty (MOS). As part of the
system analysis, a mission profile or flow chrrt is prepared to provide a basis for
developing the task inventory.

Then, a task inventory (an outline of the major duties in the job and the more
specific job tasks associated with each duty) is prepared, uhing appropriate methods of
job analysis.
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Next, decisions must be made regarding tasks to be taught and the level of
pruficiency the students should attain, as it is not economical to teach every task in
'ormal training.

In the fourth step, a detailed task description i- prepared for those tasks to be
taught, breaking each t,-;k into specific acts required fo. its performance.

After this, '.* lefa-led task description is reviewed to identify the knowledge
and skill co nponents involved in task performance. These components, in outline form,
are then synthesized into a hierarchical organization.

Finally, each specific objective is reviewed and revised to make certain that it
describes (a) the performance expected of the student, (b) the conditions under which the
performance will be observed or measured, and (c) a standard of accuracy or speed to be
achieved.'

Let us look a litt!e more closely at the evaluation of these objectives.
In describing the objective's task, we must use specific words. Phrases such as "to

know," "to understand," "to appreciate," "to realize the importance of," "to become
jware of," and "to have a working knowledge of" should not be used because they
require interpretation by the reader. What you mean by "to know" or "to appreciate" is
not what someone else might understand it to mean. Therefore, since students, instruc-
tors, supervisors, and inspectors all must get the same meaning from the description of a
task, the wording must be precise. No word should be used that requires a reader to
decide for himself what is meant. Here are some examples of tasks containing precise
words:

Computes the subsistence requirements for a given size hospital for a
given time period.
Rejects all defective bearings from a mixed sample of ball bearings.

Measurable standards. Our objectives must have standards which can be measured.
We have all seen standards expressed by such words as "working knowledge," "qualified,"
"effective," "acceptable," "proper," or "average"-words which are not exact enough for
accurate measurement. What is "acceptable" to one person might not be acceptable to
another. The result of using such terms is that we are not apt to hove an understanding
on standards among instructor, student, and supervisor. Here are two examples of
standards which can '-e measured accurately:

Allowing for no more than 5% error
To a tolerance of plus or minus .1 ohm

Terms of achievement. Objectives must be stated in terms of what the student must
do or achieve. rwo correctly termed examples follow:

The student differentiates between items by marking group items in red
and individual items in black.
The student adjusts head bolts until they are flush with the surface and no
white space can be 3een.

Precise meaning. Objectives should be examined word by word and phrase by
phrase. If an objective contains a word or phrase which might require guesswork for its
meaning, the ambiguous term should be replaced by a more exact one. Objectives must
be specific: they must mean the same thing to any reader.

Now that we have gone to the trouble ,cf preparing and evaluating our objectives, of
what use are they? .%re they worth the time and effort invested in getting them? How are
they used in practica, situations?

1 Additional details may be found in: Robert G. Smith, Jr., The Development of Training

Objectivcs. tnumRRO Research Bulletin 11, June 1964.
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First, let us remember that objectives describe the performance expected of the
student at the end of the course. The student's performance at the end of the training
period should be close to the performance required of the man on his job.

A training program is composed of many parts. In addition to presentations by
ins.tructors, there may be specin textbooks or training manuals or programs used to

present material to the student. This preliminary instruction is usually followed by
supervised practice of the task to be iearned. Training aids and devices are frequently
used in practice and in preparation for practice. The knowledge acquired by the student
is measired by various kinds of written tests and performance tests. Clear and com-
municable objectives are necessary in order to make sure that all these activities are
contributing to the same goal.

Most people would agree that it would be unfair if an instructor taught one thing,
had the student practice something else, and then tested him on something entirely
different from either. Yet this kind of inconsistency does occur. For example, an
instructor might describe how to perform a task, yet because of lack of timc or
equipment, or because of fear of damaging the equipment, the student might not be
permitted to practice the entire task under expert supervision. It is not unexpected for
the student to perform badly on a proficiency test calling for him to perform the whole
task, when he has practiced only part of it.

Student performance objectives change this picture. By deriving objectives from +he
tasks the student will perform on the job, we establish a specific course outcome with
which we can make realistic judgments. We enhance precision further by defining the
conditions under which tasks will be performed and by specifying standards of acceptable
perfo•mance. We can assure ourselves that what we decide to cover iL instruction, the
student will use later and that fascinating but unnecessary, nice-to-know information does
not creep into our presentations. Upon such a solid foundation, we can feel confident of
making sound training decisions.

Performance objectives are also of considerable value to the studert. By giving him a
list of specific objectives, we tell him precisely what is expected. He is not left to guess
what is important. Knowing what he must be able to do and what he will be tested on,
he is able to measure his achievement and concentrate his study effort where it is needed
most. The student has a constant check on his progress. Invariably, experience shows that
such clear-cut objectives motivate the student to achieve better work. He will apply
himself more diligo'ntly when he has confidence that what he is learning in school will be
required in the field.

In addition to providing a basis for decision-making, student performance objectives
offer a number of advantages to the school, course, or the training program:

(1) They standardize instruction. Until the field job requirements change or
errors in the original specifications are discovered, each class is trained by the same
performance criteria. Although in-tructors come and go, there is a constant set of
objectives against which instruction is to be prepared. All graduates must attain the same
performance abilities. Thus, with clearly stated SPOs there is a greater likelihood that all
graduates will attaiii the standard level of performance required by the job.

(2) They give us a basi., for preparing a valid test of a student's ability to
perform on the job. The primary puroose of an examination is to learn whether or not a
student can do what he is being trainid to do. Since student performance objectives are
derived directly froir, job tasks, it is obvious that valid examinations based on perform-
ance objectives will measure a student's auility to perform.

(3) They should result in a better student-instructor relationship. The siudent
will not feel he is at war with the instructor. Neither will he 1`eel tricked nor feel that he
must guess at what is expected of him.
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Principles of Learning and Their Application to
Training Program Development

George H. Brown
HumRRO Division No. 1

introduction

Learning is one of the oldest and most thoroughly investigated topics in psychology.
Literally thousands of research studies concerned with one or another aspect of learning
have been carried out in the last hundred years. A sizable portion of this research has
been aimed at identifying the conditions that affect the rate of learning and the degree of
retentior.. The principles of learning which I will discuss are simply summary statements
which indicate the relationship between vario is factors or conditions on the one hand
and rate of learning on the other.

As you might expect, a good many principles of learning have been established, and
I will try to cover some of the more important of these. It should be emphasized at the
outset, however, that these principles cannot serve as explicit guides in the development
of a training program. They can serve as a sort of policy guidance to help orient your
thinking and to help you avoid serious errors in planning a training program.

As you know, in almost any field of knowledge a huge gap often exists between
theory and application; that is, between abstract, general principles and the utilization -f
these principles in the practical, real-world situation. This is certainly true in the
psychology of learning. The principles of learning which I will discuss are based,
primarily, upon laboratory studies of the learning process under conditions which were
deliberately highly controlled and artificial so that interpretation of the results could be
most straightforward. In almost any kind of laboratory research in any field of knowl-
edge, th. experimenter attempts to hold constant all factors which could conceivably
affect the results of his experiment, except the one factor in which he is interested-the
so-called independent variable. In contrast, the training manager who has the responsi-
bility of training men to do a job always attempts to make his entire program as effective
as possible. He will utilize any and al! principles that come to mind which might
reasonably be expected to benefit the program. Hence, if a newly developed training
program appears to produce more proficient graduates than its predecessor, it is seldom
possible to identify precisely the factors in the new program which were responsible for
its greater effectiveness. This statement is also true of most of the HumRRO research
studies in which improved training programs were developed.

In discussing each of the principles of learning, I will first state the principle in
general, eveiyday language. I will then briefly describe one or two research studies upon
which the principle was based and, wherever possible, I will aiLo describe a stody or two
in which ihat principle has been applied in a military training situation and has been
shown to be effective. Finally, I will try to make suggestions about how this principle
might be utilized in training program development.

Dstribution of Practice

Distributed practite is generally superior to massed practice. ThiL principle states
that a given amount of training time or study time will generally produce faster learning



and superior retention if it is divided into a number of stparate trials or training sessions
rather than being concentrated in one block of time. "Cramming" for a course is much
less effective than studying as you go along. Still another phrasing of this principle is:
"Rest intervals facilitate learning."

This is probably the oldest and the best established of the principles of efficient
learning. It has been found to hold in a wide variety of learning situations including
school learning, the learning of mazes by both humans and animals, and particularly the
acquisition of motor skills.

Memorizing Poetry. One of the classical experimental studies of the value of
distributed practice was carried out by Bumstead (1). Serving as his own subject, he
memorized various quantities of poetry under various study schedules. He must have been
extremely fond of Milton's "Paradise Lost" because by the time he had finished his study
he had memorized literally thousands of lines from this famous poem. His general
procedure consisted of selecting various passages from this poem which were of equal
length and presumably of more or less equal difficulty. Each passage wou!d then be
memorized by a different study schedule. In the massed condition, he read the passage
over and over at one sitting until it was mastered. In the distributed learning condition,
he inserted a rest interval between successive readings. The rist intervals varied between
one hour and eight days. His principal measure of learning efficiency was: the number of
readings required before he was able to recite the entire selection without error and
without prompting.

A large mass of data emerged from this study, but I will report to you only
certain sample findings which dramatically illustrate the point that distributed practice is
more effective than massed practice. Table 1 indicates the number of readings required
by Bumstead to memorize 50 lines of poetry under different conditions of practice. Note
that under the massed condition, 49 readings were required to memorize the passage.
When he used a one-hour rest interval between successive readings, only 43 readings were
required. When a two-hour rest interval was used, only 34 readings were required, and so
forth. As you look across the table you can readily see that the number of readings
required to learn a standard amount of poetry decreased steadily with increasing size of
rest interval. With an eight-day rest interval between successive readings, a total of only
14 readings was required.

Table 1

Number of Readings, Study Time, and Elapsed Time Required
for Memorizing 50 Lines of Paradise Lost a

IInterval Between Readings

0 1 la. 2 hr. 4 hrs. 8 hr. I d"ay 2 day, 4 da,, r8 day,

Number of readings 49 43 34 28 ?4 19 16 15 11

Study time (min.) 170 140 115 95 7S 60 1.8 50 46

Elapsed time (days) I 4 6 7 8 19 :12 60 98

'From Bumttread (I)

The second row of numbers in the table indicates the actual minutes of study
time required to memorize the material under the various practice conditions. Under the
extreme spacing conditions-that is, with an eight-day interval between readings-the total
amount of study time was 46 minutes. Under massed conditions the total amount of
study time was 170 minutes. It is apparent that the greater the interval between study
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periods, the smaller the amount of actual study time required. However, if we look at the
third row, which indicates the amuunt of claeidar time that elapsed between the start of
learning and the completion of it, we see that aie greater the size of the rest interval, tne
greater the amount of elapsed calendar tim.e. When Bumstead used an eight-day rest
interval between readings, it took him only 14 readings to master the material, but a
total of elapsed time amounting to 98 days, or a bit more thai, three months. Obviously,
in many practical situations it is not feasible to spend three months learning a relatively
small amount of material. However, if circumstances permit one to plan ahead and
budget time wisely, distributed practice will require less actual study time and will also
give a much better mastery of the material from the standpoint of improving retention.
That is, material teamed by distributed practice is retained much better and is forgotten
less rapidly than material learned by massed practice.

Motor Skills. The superiority of distributed practice over massed practice is sver
more apparent in the acquisition of motor skills. One device which is commonly used in
psychological studies of the acquisition of motor skills, is called the pursuit rotor. This
device consists essentially of a rotating disc resembling a phonograph disc with a round
spot affixed to the surface of the disc somewhere near its outer edges. The subject is to
keep a metal stylus in contact with the spot on the disc as it rotates. This requires
precise coordination, of course, and it takes time to become proficient at this activity.
This is essentially a tracking task which, as you might readily see, has rt least some
formal similarity to the tracking activit) connected with aimiihg a weapon at a movi•ig
target.

In one study of pursuit rotor lharning (Adams, 2) five groups of subjects were
employed, all of whom received 150 practice periods, each of 30 seconds duration. Thus,
all subjedts spent exactly the same amount of time practicing. However, one group had a
zero interval between trials (in other words, they practiced contninously until thy had
spent an amount of time equal to 150 30-second sessions), while the other four groups
had rest intervals between trials of either 3 seconds, 10 seconds, 20 seconds, or 30
seconds. Figure 1 shows the results of the study. Trials are represented on the horizontal
axis and time-on-tzrget is represented on the vertical axis. Obviously, the higher the
curve, the btter the performance. It is readily apparent that the greater the rest interval
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between trials, the faster the rate of learning and the higher the ultimate level of
proficiency attained.

In various other studies, it has been found that the length of the study (or
practice) period, is a more significant factor in affecting these results than is the length of
the inter-trial interval. In other words, if the rest interval between trials is held constant,
but the length of the study pere,•d is varied, it is found that the shorter the study period,
the faster the rate of learning.

Aerial Gunnery. There is one study whicth was carried out in a military setting
(Crawford, 3). In a study of aerial gunnery training, distributed practice was found to be
superior to massed practice. The results of this study are shown in Table 2. All pilots
participating in this study were givwn 2,000 rounds to fire but the number of missions
they were giver, in which to fire these rounds varied between iour and eight. Notice that
a group which was given eight missions in which to fire their 2,000 rounds fired fewer
rounds per mission and hence constituted a distributed practice group. As you can see,
the percentage of hits on the last mission was directly proportional to the amount of
spacing or distribution involved in the training program.

Table 2

Relation Between Distribution of Practice
and Final Proficiency in Aerial Gunnery

for 221 Fighter Pilots a

Number of Missions -, of llit, on
Taken to Shoot Number of Pilots Target jn I.,t
2.000 Riounds \lision

8 28 5.3
31 :.8

6 85 3.0
5 59 1.9
4 18 1.0

"i rom (ra• jard (3)

Suggestions. Although the topic distribution of practice has been extensively and
intensively investigated for many years, it is difficult to generalize from the studies that
have been made and thereby arrive at an optimum practice schedule. I will give you a
few general suggestions, however, which may help you to avoid serious errors in
scheduling training or practice sessions. These suggestions were deveioped by Dr. Robert
Smith of HumRRO after he bad carried out a r-view of th? literature, and they pertain
only to the training of motor skills:

(1) When trials are short-on the order of a few minutes or less-then a rest
period of 30 to 45 second, should be allowed between trials, with . 10-minute break
after every 10 trials. If triais are longer, then a rest period of 35 to 45 seconds should be
aliowed between trials, followed by a 10-minute break after every few trials-

(2) If the student is given little or no rest, his performance level will be
lowered. On the other hand. if rest periods are excessively long, time will t, wasted.

(3) If the task mattes excessive demands on the students' physical strength and
endurance, then longer rest periods must be provided.

(4) The administrative --ontraints of the situation must always he cons-dered.
If the activity in whi-h trainir1 is to be given requires a lot of "set-up" or preparation
time, practice periods sl.ould probably be longer. For example, if a good deal of the time
available for marksmanship training r,.,,t be spent ir- transporting men to the training site
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or in issuing spec-ial equipment, and so forth, it wovd not be practicable to have a great
many short tr! ining periods. Too much time would be wasted in activities which do riot
actualty advance the training. Compromises ofter, must be made between the ideal
distribution of practice and administrative constrdints.

Knowledge of Results

Another well-established principle of efficient learning is referred to as "Knowledge
of t&esults." A somewhat fuller statement is as follows: In any learning situation, a
student ge!neral!y learns faster if each of his attempts to demonstrate what he has lea-nea
is fo!lowed quickly by information concerning the adequacy of his response. In other
words, a student must be more or less continuously informed about his progress if he ms
to progress.

The Line-Drawing Experiment. Probably the first experimental study of this
principle was carried ou•, by an eminent psychologist named Thorndike (4). The task he
assigne•i his subje-As was that of drawing ,: straight line exactly three inches long while
blindfou!ed. With one group of subjects he informed them after each attempt as to
whether their line was witihin acceptable limits; thai is, he provided knowledge of resldts.
As you would e-'pect, this grcup rapidly improved their skili and began to consistently
draw lines approximately tb!ee inches long. The other group, the experimental group, was
given no knowledge of results. 'Ihey simply prac',iced drawing one line after another. Not
surprisirwrly, they failed to show. any improvement and, in fact, soon became extremely
bored with the whc~e aciivity. Thorridike summarized his findings by stating that the old

adage, "practice makes perfect" aoes not always hold. Practice makes perfect only when
each effort is followed by immediate information or feedback concerning the adequacy
of the effort.

A hnort recent experiment by Greenspoon and Foreman (5), demonstrates

clearly the iact that the more quickly a student receives knowledge of results, the faster
he learns. Here, too, the subjects were required to draw a three-inch line while blind-
fold--d. One group of subjects were informed immediately after they had completed their
lin•, whether it was too long, too short, or about right. Another group was given this
information after a 10-second delay; another, after a 20-second delay; and another, after
a 30-secoad delay. The results obtained in this study are shown in Table 3. Notice that
thc group which received immediate knowledge of results (zero delay) made the highest
s:kc,.e, and that the honger the delay the poorer the score.

Table 3

Effect of Delaying Knowledge of Results a

el)lay (se,..onds)

\lean ini'lmber >-ight" 2A4 21.9 15.0 14.0

"Aftehr (Grovniiumn and F"oreman. ,•

Otbor Kinds of Learning Tasks. Knowledge of results is a powerful influence upon
learning and performance rate for aimos. any task that one can think of, not only in the
acquisidion of motor skills, but in the acquisition of knowledge as we!l. Several studies
(e.g., Angell, F) have found that college students who are givert immediate knowledge of
their quiz performance show greater improvement on subsequent quizzes than do
students who reeive delayed information concer!rig their quiz performance.
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An old study by Pressey, the forerunner of prog'-amed instruction, used a
special kind of printed booklet designed in such a way that when the student marked a
particular alternative for his answer, he would immediately see whether his answer was
right or not, due to chemical changes in the color of the paper. When such students were
allowed to re-take a quiz immediately, their performance was much improved by the
knowledge of results in the original administration.

Natural Verwas Artificial Knowledge of Results. Knowledge of results may be either
"natural" or "artificial." When a bowler releases his ball he can watch it roll down the
alley and immediately see how many pins he knocks down. This is a situation in which
natural knowledge of results- is provided. When a soldier goes through the TRAINFIRE
course and shoots at pop-up targets, the fact that the targets fall when hit provides
natural knowledge of results. Such natural knowledge of results is quite effective in
enhancing learning rate.

In many training situations, however, knowledge of results must be somewhat
artificial. hi aerial gunnery training, it is obviously not feasible to provide actual flying
targets for the gunner to shoot at except perhaps on rare occasions. In general, the
gunner must be taught to recognize the correct sighting picture as he aims the weapon. In
a well-known study by Bilodeau, et al (1), artificial knowledge of results was used in the
attempt to enhance the learning of aerial gunnery. The students' task in this situation was
to keep the gun aimed at the moving aerial target as guided by the sight of the target in
the gun sights. Ordinarily, the only knowledge of results which the student obtains is that
provided by the sighting nicture.

In the experiment now under consideration, the experimenter arranged the
device so that a buzzer would be sounded continuously whenever the student was
properly on target. In other words, the buzzer provided additional (but artificial)
knowledge of results. The result3 were that students' performance did improve appre-
ciably when the buzzer was provided. However, in subsequent stages of the experiment,
when the buzzer was withdrawn, the performance fell back to the level that had generally
prevailed before the bzzer was introduced. In other words, it appeared that the artificial
knowledge of results inherent ir, the buzzer served only to prup up a student's perform-
ance, but did not teach him the kind of skill which was necessary for the ultimate job.

In general, it has been found that artificial knowledge of results .s relatively
inelfective in teaching any continuous type of motor skill; that is, in teaching a motor
skwi where continuous feedback is essential for effective performance. With regard to
skills that consist of discrete acts, such as rifle firing, artificial knowledge of results may
be quite effective. If a rifleman shooting at a bullseye is verbally informed after each shot
as to whether he hit the target, or by how much he missed it, and so forth, this is an
example of artificial knowledge of results which can be quite effective because the skill
consists of discrete acts. For best results, such verbal f2edback should be provided as
quickly as possible. If the delay is too great, the student will be unable to remember the
precise pattern of coordination he had used in firing that particular round.

Suggestions for Employing the Principle of Knowledge of Results. At this point I
wi!l try to distill, from the information presented, a few practical suggestions as to how
the principle of knowledge of results might be utilized in building a training program.
These -uggestions are rather broad and general, and can by no means serve as a cookbook
for program development. In many practical situations their use may be precluded by the
unique characteristics of the task or knowledge being taught and administrative con-
straints. These suggestions should, however, help to avoid egregious mistakes in program
development:

(1) In any training program, whether its purpose is to instill knowledge or to
develop a motor skill, it is essential that students be informed from time to time
concerning the adequacy of their progress. In the teaching of knowledge, students must
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be called upon to demonstrate their mastery of the material, ideally by applying it in
practical work situations, or if that is not feasible, by taking a written examination. They
might then be given confirmation of the correctness of their knowledge either by simply
informing them of their test score or by letting them evoerience the achievement
involved in the successful application of that knowledge in a practical exercise.

(2) Knowledge of results should be provided to students as soon as possible
after each performance. It is recognized that administrative considerations often preclude
providing knowledge of results after each individual response. However, this ideal should
be kept in mind and approached as closely as is feasible. In most instances, it probably is
possible to grade examination papers quickly and return them to the students promptly.
If knowledge of results is delayed too long, At will be relatively less effective-probably
because students have forgotten many of the original responses in the interim.

(3) lnaofar as possible, students should be informed as to the exact nature of
their mistakes, and the proper responses should be pointed out to them. Such a
procedure is much superior to that of simply informing them whether they are right or
wrong. More detailed explanations of the nature and extent of errors provides the student
with information he can use to correct his errors on subsequent attempts.

(4) When the huarning task does not provide natural knowledge of results and it
is, therefore, necessary to use artificial knowledge of results, be alert to the possibility
that the artificial knowledge of results may simply prop up the performance and, in
effect, teach the student the wrong skill. Test trials should be inserted from time to time
in which the artificial knowledge of results is withheld, in order to minimize the
likelihood that the performance will deteriorate when the student practices in the on-job
situation.

The Effect of an Active Versus a Passive Attitude

Here we are concerned with the general orientation of students toward a learning
task. This principle might fit more properly under a general heading of study techniques
rather than as a principle which can be manipulated by a training manager. However,
sometimes there are certain limited actions which the teacher cr training manager can
take which will encourage the development of an active attitude on the part of the
students, and hence facilitate learning and retention.

Int*-ntion to Learn. There have been many laboratory studies in which intentional
learning was compared with incidental learning, It is true that people occasionally learn
things which they have made no effort to learn, but the efficiency of such incidental
learning is far inferior to that of intentional learning. Many years ago a psychologist by
the name of Sanford (Dockeray and Lane, 8) reported that for many years he had been
reading a certain Episcopal prayer each morning, so that he had read it more than 9,000
times over a 25-year period. Nevertheless, when he tried to recite it without the use of
the text, he wa: unable to do so.

In a more recent study (Neimark and Saltzman, 9) certain students were asked
to simply read lists of nonsense syllables for certain other students to memorize. In other
words, these students were acting as experimenters. After each student had mastered the
list, the other student who had been reading the list for him was asked to recite it. True,
they had learned some of the words, but they had by no means mastered them.
Apparently, the lack of intention to learn encouraged a passive sort of attitude with the
result that very little was learned.

You have probabiy had the experience of reading some textbook assignment in
Shalf-attentive way, with your mind on other things. Generally, after such a reading, you
frnd that you remember very little of what you have studied. This brings us to the next
minor topic under the general heading of the effect of an active attitude.
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The Effect of Recitation. It is highly advantageous in studying any kind of material
to recite it to yourself periodically.

In a classic study by Gates (10), subjects were required to study some
biographical material and eventually be tested for their mastery of it. Different groups of
subjects were given different sorts of directions, however. Some were told to put 100% of
their time into reading the material. Other groups were told to spend various proportions
of their total study time in reciting to themselves what they had learned. One group
spent 20% of their time reciting. Another group spent 40% of their time reciting; another
group 60%; another group 80%. Scores on the final achievement tests sho-ed that the
more time spent in reciting to one's self, the higher the achievement. The group which
spent 80% of its study time reciting got far better scores than did the other groups.

A practical implication of this principle is that students should frequently be
required to demonstrate what they have learned. It is probably wise to terminate each
lecture period with some sort of quick review or recitation required by the students. In
practlce this is seldom done.

Apparently, recitation and review shortly after learning serves to consolidate
what has been learned and retards the forgetting process. Material which has been learned
in this fashion with frequent recitations is far more resistant to forgetting than is material
learned by other more conventional methods. It might be mentioned here that program-
med learning regularly requires students to take an active role. They must make some
kind of response to almost every item of information presented to them. It has been
found that when students are required to respond frequently, they develop a more active
attitude and master the material more quickly.

Sleep-Learning. Perhaps the topic of sleep-learning should be briefly mentioned. You
have probably seen articles in newspapers or other mass media which claim that a
tremendous amount of learning can take place while one sleeps. There are said to exist
commercial sleep-learning companies which clain to be able to teach people to speak a
foreign language while they sleep. Order the records, put them on each night and, presto,
in a few weeks you will have mastered the language! Actually, experimental studies of
sleep-learning indicate that very little can be learned while an individual is really asleep.
This is about as passive an attitude as one can have, obviously. Some early experimental
studies apparently shewed that sleep-learning occurred. But more recent, better controlled
studies, which used the electro-encephalograph for ascertaining that the student was
actually asleep when the learning material was presented, found that almost no learning
occurred--certainly not enough to justify putting out the expense and effort to obthin
the equipment. There is no substitute for active, intentional learning.

Meaningfulness of Material

Another web-established principle of learning states that meaningfulness facilitates
learning. Another version of this principle might be "the more meaningful the task or the
information which you are attempting to learn, the more edsily you will be able to learn
it." This is, of course, quite consistent with common sense and surprises no one. If you
were asked to memorize a list of 10 or 12 ncnsense syllables such as: fid, dub, teg, and
so forth, you would probably find it rather difficult to do. If you were asked to
memorize a list of isolated English words which had no particular sequence or organiza-
tion to them, you would find this a good deal easier to do, since the words would be
more meaningful than the nonsense syllables. If you werk -sked to memorize a list of
words which actually fitted together in a logical fashion to form a complete sentence or a
complete thought, you would probably be able to memorize a quite lengthy "list" after
one hearing.
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The effect of meaningfulness of material upon ease of learning has been investigated
intensively for many years. Much of this i-search effort has been directed at the attempt
to explain why or how meaningfulness facilitates learning. Such theoretical matters are of
no great relevance to the purpose of this particular course, but it might nevertheless be
worthwhile to mention one factor which illustrates this relationship. In attempting to
manipulate the variable of meaningfulness in psychological research, a common procedure
is to utilize stimuli, that is, nonsense syllables, words, or whatever, which vary in their
association value--that is, which have varying numbers of associations to them. If you
were asked to say what the nonsense syllable "fid" reminds you of, you would probably
think of a great many associations. It has been found that the number of words which
you can associate to a stimulus is directly related to the ease with which that stimulus
item can be memorized.

One implication of this principle for improving one's own study habits is that you
should try to think over and digest any new facts or information which you read. If you
can relate a new piece of information to other pieces of information already in your
repertoire of knowledge, you will probably find it much easier to recall the newly learned
item when the occasion arises for you to do so. William James, the famous philosopher
and psychologist, characterized such associations to nevwly learned facts as hooks. The
more hooks you can create for a newly acquired piece of information, the more readily
you will be able to dredge it up from your memory.

Suggestions for Employing the Principle of Meaningfulness. What are the implica-
tions of this principle for training program development? There are several, most of
which are relatively minor with the exception of one which will be taken up in the
following section.

(1) Try to avoid having students memorize lists of isolated facts. For example,
avoid lengthy drill sessions on such relatively meaningless material as the nomenclature or
location of equipment or its parts. Instead, integrate this kind of training with training on
the function of each piece of equipment or its parts. If a student learns the name of a
particular equipment part at the same time that he is taught how to use it, on what
occasions he should use it, and what its effects are, he is much more likely to remember
if. You will note that he has associated it with various other pieces of information which
have some practical meaning to him in the light of the job for which he is being trained.

(2) If a situation arises where students must memorize lengthy lists of
relatively meaningless material, it is often helpful to encourage them to impose some sort
of extrinsic meaning or organization upon the stimuli. Reciting them rhythmically is one
aid, and having them think up relatively far-fetched associations sometimes helps. The
latter are riot consistently reliable aids, however.

(3) "he most important implication of this principle of meaningfulness pertains
to the area of organizing and sequencing of instructional materials (see next section).

Functinnal Context Training

You have probably already encountered this term a few times, but perhaps in only
an incidental way. In the next few puges, I will attempt to give you a fuller
understanding.

Functional context training might be regarded as a pedagogic technique or as an
educational philosophy, or perhaps both. The philosophy and the term came into
existence some eight or nine years ago, and grew out of the joint thinking of certain
iiumRRO personnel and certain personnel at the U.S. Army Signal School, Fort
Monmouth, New Jersey. At that time, HumRRO had a research task under way (Work
Unit REPAIR) which was aimed at improving the effectiveness of Signal Corps electronics
maintenance training. In this connection, an experimental radic, repair course was built
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through the collaborative efforts of HumRRO and Signal School personnel (11). In the
many conferences that took place in planning that course, the idea of functional context
training gradually emerged and came to be the principal basis on which the experimental
radio repair course was organized (12).

What is functional context training? The central or basic notion of functional
context training is that for training to be most effective, it must be presented in a
context that is meaningful to the student. Instructional material which is clearly and
explicitly related to something the student already knows can be more readily learned,
better retained, and better applied, than instructional material which is not introduced in
this meaningful fashion.

Perhaps this notion sounds quite reasonable to you, bit I chink that you will see
that relatively few instructional courses, either inside or outside of the military, really
succeed in making introductory materia! meaningful to beginning students. Must courses,
both military and civilian, are constructed by individuals who know their subjects
thoroughly and who organize their material in a logical fashion that is quite meaningful
to them. But the logic and order which they see in their course o.ganization often
escapes the beginning student entirely. Let me describe some examples.

Biology Example. Unless things have changed greatly in recent years, the typical
biology course in high school or college begins with such topics as the nature of
protoplasm, cells, then protozoa, paramecia, then perhaps jellyfish, and so on up the
phyletic scale. For the beginning student, protoplasm and cells are items far from his
realm of experience. They mean very little to him and he will have trouble seeing how
they will help him understand the functioning of the human or animal body. If the
objective of a biology course is to give the student an understanding of how the body
functions, it would be much more meaningful and appropriate to begin with a considera-
tion of the total functioning organism and then consider each of the major organ systems
of which it is composed. Instruction could gradually work down to the ceilular level.
Incidentally, it is worth noting that the scientific knowledge of the human body which
now exists was acquired in the latter sequence; that is. from the whole to the part, or
from the molar level down to the molecular level.

Electronic Maintenance ExaJ.Aple. As another example, let us consider the traditional
electronic maintenance course. Up until recently, at least, most electronics maintenance
courses have been organized somewhat in the fashion of the hypothetical biology course
described above. In other words, the typical electronics course begins by teaching the
students something about the structure of matter, including a consideration of molecules,
atoms, electrons, and perhaps protons. All such entities, of course, are far from the realm
of experience of the typical beginning student. It is perfectly true that a thorough
unaderstanding of electricity and electronics requires a knowledge of electron theory, but
is this meaningful to the beginner? Of course, instructors typically inform the students
that all material of this sort is very important and that it will be useful to the student
later on in the course and later on in his job. The beginning student, however, cannot
himself see the relevance of such material to the maintenance job which tie is supposedly
being trained for. He has to take it on faith. If the student has so.newhat limited
scholastic aptitude to begin with, he may find himself completely confused and unable to
grasp abstract material of this sort.

A typical electronics maintenance course then proceeds in somewhat the
following fashion: The basic elements of electricity are described-that is, voltage,
resistance and current, simple series circuits, parallel circuits, and Ohm's Law. Gradually,
more complicated kinds of circuits are described and explanations are given of how
circuits can be combined into even larger units to perform various functions, and so
forth. Finally, after the student has been in the course many weeks, he sees a working
radio set and is told something about how it functions. Several wTeks may have gone by
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before this point is reached. Meanwhile, the student has had to attempt to grasp and
retain a tremendous amount of rather abstract material unrelated to his general body of
knowledge and experience.

In several studies of student attrition in electronics maintenance courses, it has
been found that the flunk-out or wash-out rate is greatest during the early weeks of the
course when the subject matter is primarily theoretical background material. This is
understandable. Fundamentals of electronics is a pretty abstract, difficult subject for the
student who has no previous experience which will serve as a meaningful context into
which he can fit the new instructionai material.

So far I have been describing and criticizing the traditional way of organizing
electronics maintenance courses. Now I wish to talk about how such a course can be
organized using the functional context principle. Remember that the central notion of
functional context traininq is that all instructional material should be presented in a
context which is meaningful to the student. What is the broadest, most inclusive, most
meaningful context into which the entire subject matter of a maintenance course man be
fitted? Tne answer is the job situation for which the student is being trained.

Ideally, everything in a course should contribute to thp development of ultimate job
proficiency. All students car be expected to know what a radio is and, at least in a
general way, what a radio repairman does. It follows, then, that all instructional material
included in a radio repair course should be explicitly relate-l to the job of the repairman.
Instead of giving the student a sound background in theory, why not let the primary
objective of the course be to make the man the best repairman possible? Theory would
then be presented only to the extent that it clearly contributes to the development of
maintenance proficiency.

In the experimental radio repair course developed jointly by HumRRO and the
Signal School, the very first lesson in the course introduced the students to a complete
communication rystem; that is, to a miniature transmitter and receiver. Students were
taught how to operate these simple devices and to actually communicate with each other.
It was explained that every communication system must contain certain elements:

(1) A source of energy.
(2) A means of adding voice or other information to that energy
(3) A means of getting that energy from one place to another.
(4) A means of recovering the voice or other information from the radio

energy.
The components of the radio set which performed each of these functions were identified
and explained in a simple, nontechnical fashion.

In the second hour of instruction, students were introduced to a very simple
military radio communication system. They were taught to operate it and how to make a
very simple repair-replacing a dead battery. Thus, on the first day of the course, the
students acquired a rough understanding of the essential elements of a radio communica-
tion system: they had experience in operating such a system, and they engaged in some
elementary troubleshooting-diagnosing the fact that the battery needed to be replaced.
All of this was clearly relevant in the students' eyes to the job of the radio repairman.

Probably in any training course designed to produce a particular set of job skills it
would be deirable to acquaint the student by first-hand observation, if possible, with,
what a trained and experienced man actually does in carrying out his dutwas in such an
assignment. In organizing the instructional material for the HumRRO experimental radio
repair courre, care was taken to point out to the student the relevance of each block of
in.tructinn to the repairman's job for which he was being trained. Any material which
could not be justified in this way was not included in tlhe course design. Electronics
theory was taught in relatively small doses at various points in the course, but only where
the maintenance task under consideration required such knowledge. After each block of
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theoretical instruction, the student was immediately required to carry out a practical
exercise in which the theoretical material just learned was essential for carrying out the
assigned exercise.

With respect to each item of equipment taught in the course, instruction always
proceeded in a whole-to-part sequence which parallels the actual, on-the-job trouble-
shooting sequence. In other words, the student first learned to operate the set so that he
could discriminate between a properly operating set and one which was malfunctioning.
Next, he was taught to sectionalize the troubles to majo- components within the system.
Then he learned how to identify the defective stages, that is, the smaller subsections
within these components, and so on. In the course as a whole, each successive item of
information imparted was fitted into a context of things already learned.

The experimental radio repai- course was evaluated by comparing the profi-
ciency of graduates of this course with, the proficiency of graduates from the standard
course. Five performance-type tests were used as evaluation instruments. The experi-
mental course graduates were significantly superior to the standard course graduates on
most of the tests. This finding suggests that the functional context principle is indeed a
valid one. However, it should be pointed out that the experimental course contained
many features in addition to the functional context principle, which were not present in
the standard course. You may recall that earlier in my presentation I mentioned the fact
that experiments carried out in practical training situations seldom permit an unam-
biguous interpretation. However, it was the opinion of virtually everyone associated with
this course that the functional context principle contributed importantly to the
effectiveness of the course.

Another study of the functional context principle was carried out by HumRRO
at the U.S. Army Southeastern Signal School at Fort Gordon, Georgia. There, only a
portion of a radio repair course was revised along functional context principles with no
other modifications put into the course. This arrangement permitted a more straight-
forward evaluation of the contribution of the functional context principle. The results of
this study were rather interesting. It was found that low aptitude personnel trained under
the functional context arrangement did appreciably better than the low aptitude person-
nel trained under conventional methods. With respect to high aptitude personnel,
however, there was no significant difference between the proficiency of the functional
context trained student, and conventionally trained students. Apparently, low aptitude
students tend to get lost and stay lost when abstract instructional material is presented to
them in the conventional part-to-whole context. Apparently, high aptitude students are
better able to grasp complex, technical and abstract material regardless of the presence or
absence of a functional context for such material.

Implicit A.cceptance of FCT. The term "functional context training" is not
encountered as often today as it vvas a few years ago. I believe the reason for its
obsolescence is tke fact that the basic notions of this concept are now implicit in the
general procedure you have been learning in this course about how to go about
developing training programs: Analyzing the broad system in which the graduates of your
course will function; analyzing the job of the course graduate in terms of the duties and
tasks of which it is composed; defining the precise objectives of the course in behavioral
terms; using all this inforniation in a systematic way to organize course materials. All
these steps clearly imply the need to tailor the training specifically to the job, to
eliminate extraneous material from the course, and to make the course content clearly
relevant to the actual job for which the man is being trained.
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Training Techniques

George H. Brown
HumRRO Division No. 1 (System Operations)

Training techniques can be divided into two broad categories: (a) lecture method (or
the lecture-conference method as it is generally called in the Army), and (b) a wide
variety of student participation techniques.

The Lecture Method.

In the pure lecture method, information flows in only one direction--from the
instructor to the students. The instructor talks, ideally from a well-planned outline, he
gives examples, illustrations, and perhaps conducts demonstrations. The students' role in
the lecture method of teaching is passive; they are not called upon to answer questions or
to demonstrate their mastery of anything. Thus, in a pure lecture situation, most of the
principles of learning, which are discussed in the preceding paper, do not appear to be
present. It is reasonable to assume, however, that skilled instructors do succeed in
stimalating interest and curiosity on the part of the students so that when information
which satisfies those interests is subsequently provided, the students feel some satisfaction
or reward for their attentiveness. It is also true, of course, that students may experience
considerable reward when the examinations given from time to time inform them that
they have indeed mastered the material which has been presented.

The lecture method, in some form, is probably the oldest and the most widely used
procedure for transmitting factual information or knowledge from an instructor to his
students. Nevertheless, many people have become disenchanted with the straight lecture
method, probably on the basis of intuitive judgments that more involvement on the part
of the students would produce higher levels of learning. Presumably it was from such
thinking that the Army philosophy of using the "lecture-conference" method came into
existence. The lecture-conference method is roughly equivalent to the more traditional
educational term, "discussion method."

There have been numerous studies by educational psychologists of the relative merits
of the lecture method and the discussion method, but the results of these studies are
quite inconsistent. The inconsistency probably arises from the vagueness of the terms.
Some teachers use the term "discussion methad" to refer to any arrangement in which
the lecturer permits the students to ask questions from time to time. Others ure the term
to refer to an arrangement in which the instructor adopts a laissez-faire role and
encourages the students to structure the class activities. Thus, what one person calls a
discussion method might be referred to as a lecture method by someone else.

In one study by Ward (1) it was found that lower ability students learned and
retained better under the straight lecture method, whereas higher aptitude students
learned and retained better under discussion procedures. We might conjecture that the
less able students found it difficult to follow the discussions and were frequently in
doubt as to which, of the various statements made by students, were correct and should
be retained. When all information is presented by the instructor, lower aptitude students
are presumably less subject to confusion.
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Student Participation Techniques for Job Training.

As you know, there are a great variety of techniques that can be used to ilivolve
students directly and actively in the learning process. The best known of these are
probably (a) practical exercises of one sort or another, and (b) use of training aids,
devices, simulation, and so forth.

These two kinds of student participation techniques find their principal application
i," training programs designed to prepare students for carrying out certain job duties or
tasks. In other words, these techniques are used to assist in the development of specific
skills rather than for simply instilling knowledge. It is recognized, of course, that students
must often be taught certain enabling knowledges before they can be expected to master
the desired skills.

In certain other training programs the primary objective is not so much to develop
skills as to modify attitudes and points of view of the students. Often in military training
programs this is an incidental or secondary objective. For example, in equipment main-
tenance courses, instructors do make some effort to develop desirable attitudes in the
students with respect to preventive maintenance, proper care of tools and equipment, and
so forth.

Tne first set of student participation techniques which we will take up are the more
familiar ones used in conventional military training programs.

Practical Exercises. Early in this century John Dewey, the American philosopher and
educator, propounded the dictum "Learn by doing." Dewey's influence upon American
education was great. He introduced and emphasized the notion that pure knowledge,
which is neve." put to the test of use or application, is seldom thoroughly grasped and is
unlikely to be retained very long. The true test of mastery of ny subject matter is the
ability to apply that knowledge in the practical situations of life. The learning process is
not really complete until such applications have been carried out. I hope that I have not
done an injustice to Dewey in this loose paraphrasing of his thoughts. At any rate, if
knowledge is being impartcd on the assumptiorn that it will facilitate certain perform-
ances, it is clear that the ability to execute the desired performance is the true test of
training effectiveness.

You may recall that the functional context philosophy of training, described in
the preceding paper. contained a few suggestions about the use of practical exercises.
Specifically the point was made that abstract, theoretical material or information should
not be given to students until they were already confronting a situation, structured by
the teacher, in which a particular maintenance problem cannot be solved without
knowledge of that theoretical material. After the theoretical material is presented, the
students immediately apply it in actually coping with the maintenance problems con-
fronting them. This is an ideal which should be striven for in planning any training
course, although it is often difficult to arrange. That is, one should si-rive for an opti-
mum integration of praotical exercise work and lecture or lecture-conference type of
instruction.

Use of Training Devices. Whenever it is convenient to do so, of course, it is desirable
to have students carry out their practical work on the actual equipment which they are
being trmined to work on. This sort of arrangement probably optimizes the conditions !or
transferring taining to the target job situation. However, in many instances it is not
feasible to have the students practice on actual equipment. If the actual equipment is
expensive, in short supply, or 1"ghly susceptible to damage. by inexperienced hands, then
it is desirable to have students practice on some sort of training device or simulator.

You have probably seen some very elaborate, high fidelity, costly simulators in
use at various Army training schools. Actually, complete simulation of the target equip-
ment is seldom necessary. To be effective, a simulator must simulate the cues to which
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men must respond on the actual equipment and must also afford an opportunity for the
student to respond in a way comparable to the way he would respond on actual
equipment. Furthermore, the simtulator must include some provision for giving the trainee
knowledge of results.

A study by Denenberg (2) compared the effectiveness of an elaborate tank-hull
trainer which cost $10,000 with the effectiveness of an inexpensive mock-up built by
HumRRO personnel at a cost of $27. Surprisingly, it was found that the inexperisive
mock-up did a better job than the expensive simulator in training the men to start aad
stop the M-47 tank. The mock-up, the expensive simulator, and the actual tank were all
found to be equally effective in teaching such things as nomenclature and location of
instruments and controls.

Another HumRRO study (Cox, et al., 3) found that training men to carry out
a procedural task (performing a series of steps in a prescribed order) could be effectively
accomplished through the use of photographs or drawings mounted on boards of about
the same size as the actual equipment. Knowledge of results was provided by an
insLrucwr or an assistant, or sometimes another student.

Continuous motor tasks such as those involved in aiming weapons, that is,
tracking behavior, do usually require fairly complex training equipment. Simulators for
such tasks as these must provide displays and controls which influence the display.
Aircraft simulators, driver trainers, and radar tracking simulators are all examples of
continuous task trainers.

Student Participation Techniques Used in Management Training.

We will now take up several student participation techniques which have little or no
relevance to th teaching of specific job skills, but which are used primarily in the
training of exec-tives, managers, and so forth. I am referring to such techniques as the
case study method, role playing, and gaming. In each of these methods or techniques, the
principal objective is not so much to teach specific knowledge, fact., or skills, but to
modify the attitudes, the point of view, the general perspective wl.ich a high level
manager brings to bear when facing relatively complex problem situations. In each of
these methods, a great deal of discussion takes place between the trainees, one with
another, and between the trainees and the leader or instructor. Typically, trainees in
these situations become emotionaly involved to varying degrees and emerge from such
training sessions with a feeling that they have gained a greater insight into interpersonal
relations, that is, how to get along with people, and have enhanced their general
problem-solving ability.

The Case Study Method. The Case Study Method has been used for many years in
the training of lawyers and physicians, but today the technique is probably most closely
associated with the field of management training--especially as carried out at the Harvard
Business School. The procedure is somewhat as follows: A small group of students or
trainees is presented with a description of a complex real-life problem. The description is
generally presented to them in printed form and is told from the perspective of one of
the individuals involved in the problem situation. The description of the problem may be
rather brief or it may be detailed. Sometimes the problem description is deliberately
lacking in certain relevant information in order to give the trainees experience in
recognizing a need for more information. Typically, the problem involves numerous
aspects or factors, all of which must be taken into account in reaching any decision as to
course o.. action to be recommended. A typical business problem might involve such
matters as personalities of particular individuals, costs of raw naterials and transpor-
tation, communication problems, scheduling difficulties, and pay rates.
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The Case Study Method wis devised primarily as an effort to bridge the gap
between knowledge of facts and general principles, and the application of these to
real-life problems. In a sense, the Case Study Method attempts to sirauiate the real-life
situations so that the trainee can, in a compressed period of time, under expert guidance,
accumulate some of the wisdom and understanding which otherwise could be gained, only
through many years of practical experience.

The essential goal of the Case Study Method is to develop in the student an
effective style of problem solving together with gains in emotional maturity, objectivity,
flexibility, and other personal attitudes. The trainee is asked to think out answers for
hlmself rather than to simply absorb a "school solution" delivered by an instxuctor. In
other words, the training objective here is not to impart specific knowledge but to
develop in the student an ability to analyze problems realisticplly and to master the
tangle of facts and circumstances that frequently suggest conflicting solutions.

In a well-conducted case stucy, the trainee learns that solutions are frequently
not as obvious as they had first appeared. and that others do not perceive the same set of
events in what seems to him to !)e the obvious way; he learns not to always look for a
single, correct answer. Hopefully, he also becomes more flexible, that is, less inclined to
cling to initial goals and procedures or to fixate on favored theories or generalizations.
Instea. of looking for a person or agency to blame for the problem situation, he learns
to ask "What's going on here?" He learns to adopt an analytical. fact-finding orientation
toward problems and to eventually arrive at a solution which he is willing to live with
when there is no wholly satisfactory solution.

Certain other iubsidiary gains or benefits are 3aid to arise from participating in
well-conducted case study training sessions. Students may increase their ability to com-
municats their thoughts to others and become better able to engage in cooperative
techniques of problem solving. An experienced instructor can maximize the effect of the
case method by confronting the trainees with their semi-conscious assumptions and
attitudes which interfere with the effectiveness of their approach in handling a problem.
For example, the instructor might point out to a particular trainee that he is implicitly
assuming that indecision is a sign of weakness. This may or miny not be true in any
particular situation, but it is an example of an assumption which an individual is likely to
make without realizing that he is making it. Another trainee might be advised by the
instructor that h', implicitly assumes that a frontal assault upon any problem is the most
effective.

Sometimes individtals who are only superficially acquainted with the Case
Study Method mistakeniy believe that its purpose is to give students or trainees practice
in applying general principles to specific problem situations. Actually, most advocates of
the Case Study Method do not endorse this conception of it. Instead, they use the
method to teach the concept that each problem is unique and that set principles or laws
of human behavior often have very limited application. Their intent is to force the
trainees to think in terms of particu'axs rather than abstract generalities. Their basic
purpose is to teach students how to deal with certain types of preblems rather than learn
a set of solutions which have value in themselvee.

The instructor has a difficult role to play. He must avoid playing the role of
the expert who has all the right answers, despite the fact there will be considerable
pressures on him from the trainees to fill this kind of expert role. He must encourage
diverse opinions and independent thinking and at the same time try to get the trainees to
become aware of the assumptions that are influencing their thinking. The instructor
st-ldom•. offers information or opinions. Instead, he frequently classifies and summarizes
ideas expressed by the trainees and raises questions to stimulate their thinking in new
directions, and he points out assumptions which are implicit in their thin!'ing. He tries to
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play a r-le that is active enough to maximize the trainee's learning experience, but not so
active that he inhibits independent thinking and questioning on the part of the students.

There is a variant of the Case Study Method with which you are all probably
familiar. In this variant form the problem or case, which is presented for discussion, does
have a definite right or correct solution and the instructor attempts to guide the students'
thinking in discussing the problem until they finally see for themselves the correct
solution. Exponents of the pure form of the Case Study Method feel that this variant is
really not an effective or efficient use of the approach. They contend that if the problem
does have a specific correct solution it would be more economical of time to simply
present the students with a description of the problem along with the correct approved
solution.

Role-Playing. Role-playing is another management training technique which has
much in common with the Case StLly Method. Its principal point of difference with the
Case Study Method lies in the fact that role-playing requires the trainee to actually "act
out" what he would do in a uimulated problem-situation instead of merely talking about
possible courses of action.

In the role-playing method the individual trainee is given a brief description of
a problem situation and is told what role he is to play. The amount of detail with which
hie role is specified varies widely. But role-playing differs from dramatic acting in that a
verbatim script is not provided. Also, realism and acting skills are not emphasized. There
is usually a trainer, (i.e., the instructor) who gives the student an understanding of the
purpose of the role-playing exercise and makes sure that the plot situation which he
presents is relevant to the point he is tiying to teach. The instructor or trainer also
endeavors to establish an atmosphere in which the trainees will not feel self-consciouL. He
informs them that he will intervene from time to time either to interpret the trainee's
action or to provide some general direction to him or to the other players. A role-playing
session may involve any number of people, but typically one, two, or three are involved
in any one scene. The scenes themselves may last for a few minutes or several hours, and
are followed by disrussion and analysis of feelings and thoughts of the participants.

Here is an example of a role-playing exercise involving two players. Each player
is given a separate set of instructions or preparations for the role. Neither player knows
exactly what instructions the other player has been given. Mr. Johnson is told to play the
role of a supervisor in a business concern. He is instructed as follows: "One of your
subordinates, Mr. Smith, has just come into your office. He is obviously in a bad mood
and angry. You do not know why, but you do know that annual pay increases were
announced this morning and that Mr. Smith's increase was quite small compared to what
he had gotten in tihe previous five years. In your opinion Mr. Smith has reached the peak
of his career in terms of responsibility and proficiency."

The other trainee is told to play the role of Mr. Smith. He receives the
following instructions: "You are an employee of Mr. Johnson. You have just enitered Mr.
Johnson's office and you are quite angry. Mr. Johnson has failed to follow up on the
procurement of an item which is vital to the continued productiveness of your depart-
ment. In addition, as you were leaving your own office on your way to see him, you
were advised of your latest salary increase which is considerably lower than what you had
expected and what you had received in the last few years."

The actuaW dialogue that occurs in a role-playing situation such as this will
obviously vary considerably from player to player. Howc.er, with the particular instruc-
tions which each has received it is likely that Mr. Johnson, the superior, will assume that
,,,. Smith i; ,gry about hi 1 ml rie whereas Mr. Smith, having received the instruction

which he received, is probably more concerned about the delay in procurement and only
secondarily about his modest salary raise.
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In planning the role-playing situations to be used in a training program, the
trainer tries to create plot situations which will be fairly sure to elicit the kinds of
behavior desired. In this somewhat oversimplified illustration, the instructor may desire to
illustrate various ways of reacting to aggressive behavior. He may want to demonstrate
the advantage of listening and reflecting the other person's aggressive behavior, or he may
simply want to provide an opportunity for a subordinate trainee to achieve some
understanding of the difficulty and complexity of the supervisor's job by requiring the
subordinate to play the role of the supervisor.

Generally, the particular idea that the trainer is trying to teach is quite simple.
For example, most people would agree that a supervisor should be prepared to listen to
an employee's story when he is obviously angry; yet, we all know that sometimes people
fail to act on the basis of such knowledge. Role-playing offers the advantage of having
the trainees become intensely involved in a learning experience and to fully feel the
impact of a situation which is known to be artificial but still has a realistic character to
it. Learning takes place simultaneously at the feeling, acting, and thinking levels and
avoids the artificial separation of action, words, and thinking.

Role-playing should not be thought of as a single technique, however. It can be
used in a variety of ways. A common use of one type of role-playing exercise is simply
to give the trainee practice in certain skills. For example, a salesman trainee may be put
in a role-playing situation in order to polish up his sales strategy, his vocal intonations,
facial expressions, and so forth. To do this, of course, it is assumed that the trainer can
clearly specify what particular behaviors are desired in the salesman. Role-playing is
sometimes used as a demonstration to the passive trainees about how certain actions or
interactions should be carried out. Another technique, called Role Reversal, requires
individuals who actually hold certain positions in an organization to play a different
position in the organization. For example, if a foreman or other supervisor is required to
play the role of a subordinate, he may get a better feel or understanding for the point of
view of that subordinate.

Gaming. The first use of gan'ing as a training procedure was by the armed forces in
their well-known "war games." In the late 1950s, the concept of gaming was borrowed
from the military in a sense, and it became common practice to expose civilian business
managers to management games or simulations. In a management decision game, one or
more teams-each representing a business firm or perhaps a division or department of a
business firm-make a series of decisions controlling the operations of their firm during a
specified period. The outcomes of each team's decisions are calculated according to a
mathematical model of how the industry or business operates. The trainees are thereby
given immediate feedback on the quality of their decisions.

Since the early 1960s, the full circle has been completed in that business
games, which were originally inspired by war games, were re-introduced into military
training-especially in courses on logistics management, depot maintenance, management
of arsenal production lines, and so forth.

As you know, commanders or military managers are often called upon to make
decisions on questions which have little or nothing to do with military matters. Often
these decisions require specialized knowledge and skill which only a few members of the
military organization may possess. Reaching a correct decision in such problem areas as
those of budgeting, maintenance policies, and inventory control, is not merely a matter
of choosing a course of Action that satisfies all the participants in the decision process.
The military manager must learn to balance different organizational objectives, to obtAin
and evaluate additional relevant information, and to predict the probable outcome of
different courses of action.

The main purpose of management games is to give the players an awareness of
the complexity of the environment in which they must operate and to train them to deal
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with this complexity by effective decision-making techniques In addition to the
economic aspect, the military manager must pay attention to the world-wide military and
political environment. Simulations may be easy or difficult to execute depending upon
whether they focus on one role or on the total role system. In the latter case, a
computer is used generally so that man-man and man-computer interactions are common.

The In-Basket Test. In 1957 certain psychologists (Fredericksen et al., 4) developed
a work sample test known as the "Tn-Basket Test." It was originally intended to be an
assessment technique, that is, a device for assessing the quality of decisions made by
executives in relatively complex situations. The test has been modified in certain ways for
various purposes, and actually serves now as a simulation, or game, in which the trainee
plays the role of an executive making a series of decisions on relatively complex matters.

The Army Logistics Management Center at Fort Lee, Virginia, has modified this
technique somewhat, and is using it as a technique in the training of officers for
relatively high level jobs as managers of maintenance organizations. You will see that this
exercise resembles a role-playing situation in certain respects. The officer trainee is told
to imagine that he ha3 just reported for duty at a certain Army depot. Colonel Ashworth,
who is the trainee's commanding officer on this new assignment, has asked the trainee to
clean up the in-basket of a certain division chief who has been transferred. The colonel
also hints that the newly arrived officer may be given the post of chief if he performs
well in this activity.

The in-basket contains some 40 or so documents including a mission outline of
the depot, an organization chart of the depot, an organization chart of the depot
maintenance division of which the trainee is supposed to be acting chief, and a narrative
description of the responsibilities of the various branches of the organization. Most of the
contents of the in-basket are memos, letters, directives, and complaints. The trainee is
told: "You are to work with this materiai and take appropriate action as though you are
actually on the job. liou must do this entirely through writing on the form sheets
furnished for this purpose; that is, by writing the gist of appropriate letters, memos,
notes or other written communications. In the case of letters, you need ,,iwy to describe
what you would say. Memos and notes should be as you would actually write them end
may include reminders to yourself, statements of plans, and anything else you might
write if you were actually on the job. Throughout the exercise, any reference material
you may have may be used."

By the end of the exercise, it is expected that the trainee will have become
fully immersed in the executive role. He will certainly have a feel for the complexity of
the decisions which must be made. He will be forced to become aware of the large
number of factors which bear upon any decision in a complex area and of the impos-
sibility, frequently, of arriving at a perfect solution.

The in-basket test may be used either as an assessment device or as a training
device, or both.

Simulation of the Role Systems in Logistics MLnagement. The Aimy Logistics
Management Center at Fort Lee, Virginia, has developed another game simulation known
as CALOGSIM, which stands for Computer Assistant Logistics Simulation (5). This
presents the trainee with Droblens similar to those encountered in a Department of
Defense Wholesale Supply Systera. The trainees are divided into operating groups, each
consi3ting of 6 to 10 trainees. Each group represents a newly established supply manage-
ment group which has just been reorganized. Each group has a manager-one of the
trainees-with the power of decision. The role of manager shifts from one trainee to
another as the course goes on.

The main objective of this simulation is to enable trainees to make decsions
based on past experience and the knowledge they have gained while students iit the
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Logistics Management Center, and to "live with these decisions and the results for the
period of the simulation."

Of course, the overall, broad mission of any logistics management organization
is to make certain that all needed supply items are available in adequate quantities at the
times and places needed. The trainees in this simulation are provided with voluminous
information on inventories, repair capabilities, amount of lead time required to fabricate
or repair items, etc., etc. A good deal of this information is stored in a computer and can
be read out to the student when he requests it. As the game proceeds, management
decisions are required in a wide variety of areas, such as procurement, normal and
emergency; local purchase; re-scheduling procurements; repair decisions; transfer of stock
from one category to another, and disposal of surplus property.

The exercise simulates a four-year cycle of operation. One month is compressed
into a period of about 45 to 60 minutes. Certain unpredictable events, such as mobiliza-
tions, strikes, and natural catastrophes, are arranged to occur in each period and the
effects of these events on the items being managed will evoke management decisions.

The computer compiles a score for each supply management group, based on
its performance in such areas as cost of operations, cost of materials, cost of storage,
quantity of demands not met, and so forth.

Concluding Comments on Management Training Techniques

Most of these managenment training techniques have very little or perhaps no
usefulness in the typical military training situation---particularly when training enlisted
men for specific Army jobs. They are more useful in advanced level executive training,
and in the training of NCOs and commissioned officers. In general, these techniques are
believed to accomplish two broad objectives: (a) They provide the trainee with emotional
insights and new perspectives on how to go about tackling complex problem situations,
and (b) they may give the trainee some experience in playing the role of a decision maker
in complex areas. All of thest methods are examples of what psychologists call
"experience-based learning." The objectives of such training emphasize the process or the
how of doing things as opposed to sperific content. Training objectives are often
concerned with changing behavior or providing the trainee with insights that will enable
him to cope with problem situations in a more effective manner.

A caution is also in order with respect to the skills necessary to use these methods
effectively. With moderate training and guidance, some trainers can quickly acquire many
of these skills and come to understand what they are doing and why. In general,
however, it is probably best for the uninitiated to avoid these techniques, even though
they superficially seem to be quite simple.

It is probably apparent that the cost of using these kinds of techniques is high, since
they require individual or small group instruction. In addition, it is often difficult to
clearly demonstrate what the individual has learned. Research attempting to evaluate
these approaches has not been clearly favorable, primarily because of some of the
methodological problems involved. The principal methodological obstacle is the lack of a
criterion--that is, it is difficult to specify precisely what it is hoped to teach in such
exercises, hence it is difficult to determine whether teaching has been effectively accom-
plished. It has been emphasized throughout this course that a good training program
should start out with clearly defined terminal behavior objectives, and this is very
difficult to do when utilizing such techniques as the management training techniques just
des..ribed.

Thus, we have no clear-cut empirical evidence that the;e techniques do justify their
cost. The principal basis for their wide acceptance is simply the testimonials of indivi-
duals who have been trained with them. Mosi, executive trainees, who have been through
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procedures such as these, are quite enthusiastic about their ubefulness. The simple fact
that these ex-rcises are highly interesting to trainees may, in itself, justify their use-a
least in certain situations. Hours of classroom lectures can become quite fatiguing. The
insertion of such activities as role-playing, gaming, and so forth, from time to time in an
otherwise complete lecture course might have significant mot::,ating ialues to the students
and be worthwhile on that account.
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Practical Approaches to the Problem of
Low Motivation in Army Trainees

Barrie Casuileth
HumRRO Division No. 2

Poor motivation is a pervasive problem in Armed Forces training programs. Students
who are not motivated to learn are often unable to meet course requirements. This
situation results either in administrative problems where recycle or reclassification is
indicated, or in the fact of inadequately trained graduates, ill-equipped to fulfill their
service roles, and able to function minimally, if at all, in the jobs to which they will be
assigned.

The question oC motivation has important implications with regard to the adequacy
of training operations, and thus to the effectiveness of manpower utilization.

What is Motivation?

Operationally, motivation may be defined as the willingness to direct effort toward
mastering the information and skills prerequisite to successful completion of a particular
course. rhe importance of motivation to successful learning and consequent effective job
performance has long been noted and documernted. In a group of equal-ability trainees,
performance will vary frorr, superior to inadequate: such diversity in achievement level is
due to the degree of motivation to achieve.

It is not necessary to identify or to measure motivation level in order to raise it. A
list of specific factors which influence effective learning and which generate high motiva-
tion may be culled from numerous studies in psychology and other fields
(1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6). A parallel guide for the application of these factors to service training
problems exist. in the research and survey literature prepared by service-related personnel
(7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).

FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE MOTIVATION AND LEARNING

1. General

a. Existing Motivation. Content material and goals previously associated with
interest and success have high motivation value; the individual will strive toward sil-h
goals. Conversely, material or goals previously associated with such aversive characteristics
as frustration or failure serve to motivate behavior away from the object or goal.

The degree or intensity of exiting motivation is thus directly proportional to
the degree of positiveness, or success, previously associated with similar activities or goals.

b. Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Motivation. Persons in high-level occupations tend to be
motivated mainly by intrinsic fzctors (work content is seen as rewarding in and of itself;
the act of task accomplishment is inherently satisfying).

Individuals holding lower-level positions tend to be extrinsically motivated
ozatisfaction is received from elements not directly related to job content, such as salary,
working conditions. opportunity for advancement, fringe benefits).



c. Emotional Factors. Motivation increases where there is ego-involvement with the
task. Given some responsibility for a job outcome, or made to feel personally involved
with the results of a task, the individual will be motivated to exert himself.

When defeat is seen as personally humiliating, as injurious to the ego, motiva-
tion to succeed increases.

d. Task Difficulty. Motivation is in part determined by degree of task difficulty.
High motivation is not aroused by a task beyond one's capacity; nor is it effected in the
individual faced with an exuemely easy objective. It is obvious that task difficulty is
always relative to the individual faced with accomplishing it.

e. Experience of Success. Persistent lailure in a particular area of learning or type of
task will extinguish existing motivation. The experience of succesq is necessary for
continued motivation.

2. Intellectual Factors

a. Information and Knowledge of Goals. An understanding of overall objectives,
nature and purpose of the task, will enhance motivation to learn. Meaningfulness of the
task or material, its relationship to other tasks, and its relevance to future life situations
are essential to sustain motivation.

b. Knowledge of Success and Failure. Knowledge of results is one of the most
dependable motives. When students are informed of their successes and failures they
make a definite attempt to improve both their attitudes and their output. When subjects
are told something about the quality and quantity of their performance, the activity
assumes significance and work proceeds with specific aim and purpose. This technique
will be effective with all save the slowest students to whom only negative results would
be reported. It would not be beneficial in such cases to announce continued successions
of failures. (See Section 1, Paragraph e.)

c. Curiosity. If curiosity can be aroused in the student about the material or task,
motivation will be increased. Arousal of interest produces concurrent improvement in
motivation level.

d. Praise and Reproof. Any kind of statement by the instructor on the studert's
work, regardless of the direction or character of the comment, is better than no
statement at all. Involvement with, and interest in the student's progress, as evidenced by
comment, is more effective than a neutral attitude.

Commendation, praise, and encouragement, are more potent motivators than is
reproof of any kind. Negative comments, as opposed to positive statements, are inferior
incentives regardless of student age or !evel of intelligence.

3. Social Incentives

a. Rivalry. Competition with one's own record and for personal rewards motivates
more effectively than does a system of group rivalry.

b. Group Motivation. The individualistic motive yields better learning and work
quality than does the social or cooperative motive.

Without denying thi importance of group morale in non-classroom situations
where performance or survival is a function of group coherence and collective motivation.
the trainee will learn more effectively when motivated as an individual than as part of a
group.

4. Punishmnnt and Reward

a. Definition. Differences have been found between school- and student-defined
rewards and punishments. That is. some instructor-established rewards are perceived as
punishments by trainees, and some punishments are considered by students to be
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rewarding. An incentive or penalty can serve the function for which it was designed only
when there is student-instructor agreement as to which is which.

b. Reliability of Reward. Promised rewazds must be given when earned. An incen-
tive is only as effective as it is reliable. Promised rewards which are not made available
when earned cease to serve an incentive function.

c. Significance of Reward. Incentives must be meaninful and desirable to the
student. That they may or may not be attractive to those in authority is irrelevant.

d. Punishment. Punishment appears to be more effective in achieving conformance
than in arousing motivation to achieve. Punishment, moreover, creates unfavorabie atti-
tudes that are not conducive to sustained motivation, and has only temporary influence
on effort. Overemphasis on punishment is likely to decrease, rather than increase
achievement.

APPLYING RESEARCH FINDINGS TO THE ARMY TRAINING PROBLEM

1. General

a. Existing Motivntion. It is easier and more effective to make use of existing
motivation than to rechannel it. Expioiting already-established motivation may be
accomplished by considering past experience and interest of the trainee in classification
and assignment procedures. While it is not always desirable or feasible to place men in
the training area of their choice, long-term goals of both the trainee and the service will
best be served when general interest and prior training are prominent considerations in
placement decisions.

b. Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Motivation. Despite the value of intrinsic motivation, it is
probable that it rarely exists in the student faced with a service training situation. Goals
tend to be pursued less for their own sake than for the extrinsic factors associated with
them; learning is probably less motivated by the satisfactions inherent in the material to
be learned than by related rewards and punishments. However, intrinsic motivation can
be effected, at least to some degree, by instructors who are themselves intrinsically
interested in the material. Their enthusiasm can generate interest in the task and the
capacity to receive aatisfaction from it.

c. Emotional Factors. Ego involvement, and thus increased motivation, can be
induced by providing the trainee with opportunities for active participation in the
learning task, by giving him some measure of responsibility for task outcome, and by
creating an atmosphere in which personal involvement with the material is possible.

d. Task Difficulty. Material must not be beyond tne individual's capacity to learn it.
It must also be challenging enough to maintain interest and aspiration level. It would
obviously be impossible to meet these requirements for all members - a class at the
same time using traditional instruction procedures. The requirements could be satisfied,
however, with a system of differentiation of instruction for students of various abilities.
This could take the form of programed instruction or of dividing the class into homo-
geneous groups for part or all of the training session.

e. Experience of Success. Helping or allowing the student to experience success on a
tLsk will show him that he is capable of succeeding, and will motivate him to strive for
similar achievement in the future.

2. Intellectual Factors

a. lnformatic- and Knowledge of Goals. Students with low motivation are typically
unable tc relate their day-to-day skill training to meaningful personal goals; they cannot
see the relevance of training to the lives they expect to lead. Orientation programs should



include discussion of the applicability of material and skills to be learned both to future
service duties and to civilian jobs. The importance of the Army duty to be performed
should be stressed, and the relevance of each task to the larger job noted. Trainees should
be given understanding, as well as knowledge, of the subject.

b. Knowledge of Success and Failure. A grading system with real and perceived
validity, and a verbal evaluative system which immediately informs the student how well
he did, will lead to increased motivation and productivity.

c. Curiosity. Curiosity in the material can be aroused by the instructor's positive
attitude, by the degree of enthusiasm he exhibits, and by eliminating monotony and
repetitive approaches to the material.

d. Praise and Reproof. Instructors should comment whenever possible on the stu-
dent's progress. Encouragement and approval of even a small improvement are much
more effective than are sarcasm or reprimand. Motivation to perform effectively is
reduced or destroyed by continued reproof in the absence of praise.

3. Social Incentives

a. Rivalry. Pitting one class or company against another is not as effective a
motivator as is establishing a system of competition with one's past record. Each student
should keep a personal record or chart of his progress, and should be urged to mprove
upon it.

b. Group Motivation. An incentive approach should focus on the individual student
in competition with his past record or with others in his group. This is more effective
than inciting the class as a whole.

4. Punishment and Reward

a. Definition. Incentives should be selected or agreed to by the trainees. The student
will not strive for a reward which is not valuable or important to him.

b. Reliability of Reward. The system of reward, as well as that of punishment, must
be administered reliably and consistently. The trainee cannot be expected to strive for
reward privileges which are not available when earned. The trainee will work harder for a
reward he is sure of receiving than for an uncertain one.

c. Significance. Rewards must be significant and attractive to the student. Because
reward is relative to the given individual, a choice of several incentives should be
available.

d. Punishment. A reappraisal of the traditional Army system of punishment is
indicated by the generally negative effects of punishment found on motivation and
learning.

SUMMARY

The following suggestions are made to counter the problem of low motivation in
Army trainees:

1. Consider trainee interest and experience in classification mnd assignment
procedures.

2. Use instructors who show interest and enthusiasm for conte-nt material.
3. Make trainees responsible for some aspect of the learning task.
4. Diffetertiatp training according to trainee ability.
5. Allow students to experience success with task material.
6. Inform trainees of overall meaning, objective, and relevance of task and of

job.
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7. Inform students of success and failure as they learn.
8. Present material in interesting ways.
9. Praise student for progress.

10. Estabiish individual, rather than group, incentives.
11. Clarify rewards and punishments and make them meaningful to the

trainees.
12. Make rewards ieliab!e and significant.
13. Decrease emphasis on punishment as a means of improving class work.
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Case Study of Quality Control System

Eugene A. Cogan
HumRRO, Director's Office

Can quality control work Ps 3 practical operating part of a training system? A case
study of a quality control systom for training that has been in practical operation at the
U.S. Army Primary Helicopter Schcol at Fort Wolters, Texas for sevtral years may
provide a partial answer to that question.' The quality cotitrol program was developed
with the assistance of HumRRO Division No. 6 at Fort Rucker, Alabama and has been
)perating as a routine activity of the school.

The training program for helicopter flying training at Fort Wolter. comprises three
phases of training. At the end of each phase and prior to the next. an administrptive
decision must be made for each student: should he continue to the next phase, be
washed out of the program, or receive remedial training before proceeding to the next
phase. Since flying instruction is conducted mostly on a student-instructor ratio of one,
each student proceeds through the program at his own pace. However, administrative
requirements for particular numbers of flying hours ano so on lead to tie bect students
receiving some training or experience past the point of qualification for their MOS.

Functional Units of the Training System

At Fort Wolters, the three components of the training sysitem are as follows:
(a) management-consisting of the Directcr of Instru- t ion, the Assistant Comm,'.ndant,
and the Commandant; (b) training operations-co,,sisting of civili~ns or, the basis of largu
continuing contract with a civilian corporation; (c) quality control element--a Military
Flight Evaluation Dixision which administers check rides to student pilots. These check
rides are given without detailed information about a student's performance in instruction;
essentially, the checkpilot approaches each student "cold" so that each cvaluation is
independent of other information or opinions about a student.

Aspects of Quality Control

Special coacerns at Fort Wolters coune from the fact that flight instruction is
conducted on the basis of a single instructor and student and so is evaluation. For this
reason, the quality control system at the Primary Helicopter School is very concerned
with standards and uniformity and has a major mission of establishing and maintair-ig
consistency in conducting and evaluating flying ibtruction. Evaluation in training is
devised to separate carefully and thoroughly two steps: .he making of the observationb of
a student's peTformance, and the way--mid mechanisms of how--observations are used to
develop an evaluation.

The quality control program at Fort Wolters can be considered from the point r
view of earlier discussion of quality control systems.

'John 0. Duffy and C-uaroli H. Colgan. A System of Flight TrDinnn Quality Cnti-.i and Its Applic-o
lion to Htlicopter Iraining. HumRRO Consulting Report- June 1963.



Training-Testing Objectives

For helicopter training, the terminal tak objectiveb consist of things called
maneuvers-tasks such as "normal take-off," "..ormal approach," "bas;c autostation" a~i
so ca. These tasks are shown in Table 1, which lists the 1 7 terminal 4reining objectives
for a particular phase of helicopter training.

Table 1

Maneuvers and Component Flight Items

I Number of
Maneuver j Flight Item

1. 90* clearing turn 4
2. Normal takeoff 9
3. Trafiic pattern 21
4. Normal approach 15
5. 10°clearing turn 4

6. Maximum performance takeoff 11
7. Traffic pattern 21
8. Steep approach 15
9. Basic autorotation 17

10. 180 %utorotdtion 22

11. 36 0' clearing turn 4
12. Running takeoff 15
13. Traffic pattern 21
14. Running landing 18
15. owcerd landing 23
16. Forced landipg from a hover 8
17. Hovering autorotation 8

As can be seen in Table 1, each maneuver consists of four or more com-
ponents, called "flight items." These flight items are the component skills ani knowi-
edges of the terminal task objective and c3mprise the enabling objectives for a maneuver.
Flight items include "RPM," "A.titude," and so on.

Measuring Instruments

A special form was devised to allow the checkpilot to record performance on
terminal objectives and on enabling objectives while they are taking place. A page from
this instrument called the Pilot Performance Description Record is shown in Figure 1.
This is only a small part of the evaluation procederes, but it is a critical ingredient; it is
used to record observations of a student's performance on a standard checkride which
consists of a particular set of maneuvers to be performed in a particular order. In
addition, information on conditions, general evaluation, and other items are recorded as
shown on Figures 2 and 3.

For pilot training- the way in which student performance is evaluated calls for
careful Otandardization. Skill and standardization in evaluation is accomplished through a
special training program for checkpiiots, instructing them on what rules are to be used in
evaluating observations as recorded on the PPDR. In addition, new checkpilots are given a
set of PPDRs to score, with feedback on where they departed from standard school
proctedures. Since considerable elements of personal judgment enter into evaluation, and
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over a long period the standard rules may slip a bit, the quality control system at Fort
Wolters ,(I ludes special mechanisms to keep track of the standards a check pilot is using.
In Zhis way more or reseandardizing trainin- can be given to those checkpilots who slip
away from standards for observng and evaluating student pilot performance.

Performance Evaluation Pags From PPDR
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Figure 1

General Evaluation Page From PPDR
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Information Page From PPDR
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Data Reduction

At Fort Wolters, three main kinds of decisions and actions take place. First,
performance of each student is compared with specifications so that a decision may be
made as to whether the student passed that phase of training, failed it, or should receive
more instruction for that phase of training. Second, information on total class perform-
ance on each maneuver is developed, to determine what propoitior. of the class per-
formed up to standard. These data indicate how well a class matches previous experience
of the school with regard to each of the terminal training objectives of that phase of
training. Third, for a maneuver that is being performed below standard by a class,
analysis is made of the enabling objectives (flight items) to provide diagnostic information
for a particular maneuver. Th-se data may then be compared with school norms to help
identify why a class has performed below standard on a terminal objective.

The last step in data reduction consists of using a set of statistical tables to identify
the kind of action that should be taken for each terminal traipiing objective or maneuver.
Essentially, these action rules are geared to how much difference a class has shown from
school experience and brings together information on the amount of variation from
Ftandard performance, the standard deviation for that maneuver, and the size of the class.
These data are interpreted in order to 'dentify maneuvers for which it is mandatory that
corrective action be taken. In addition, where there is a smaller amount of deviation from
norms, "optional action" is identified. Where performance is within tolerances no action
ik indicated. In the Fort Wolters system, only falling below standard is used as the basis
for considering changes in training; no action is identified for maneuvers on whici1
performance is well above standard.

Presentation and Communication

Presenting data for management, training operations and the quality control
element is done mainly by means of simple line graphs. Figure 4 shows information on
terminal training objectives prepared for presentation. The solid line indicates standard
performance; the broken fine indicates a particular class performance. For enabling
objectives, when pefformance on a maneuver has been below standard, the form shown in
Figure 5 is used to present the data.
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Average Percentage Error on Maneuvers for Class vs.
Average Percentage Error for School
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Class Performance on Critical Maneuvers (Errors vs. Items)
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Since performance data must have added background information about special
events for it to be clear whether anything should be done, the quality control element
prepares a simple report on a Disposition Form, as shown in Figure 6. This form is used
to call attention to the data of importance with regard to a particular class and is also
used to record any special factors such as poor visibility or poor weather that should be
taken into account in interpreting the information displayed on the graphs.

Class Performance Review Report

r ~~~IUltT1 QAWCTIm WmS

DISPOSITION FORM

FU OL AKPWO-HST _7 _ • BASIC PERFORMANCE (CLASS - )

Commandant Chief
and Flt Eval Div Quality Control

Assistant Commandant Coordinator

Thru:

Chief
Opns & Tag

1. The flight performance of Class_ - for the Basic Stage
of training was satisfactory for all maneuvers except High Recon for
Confined Area, High Recon for Pinnacle Operat!on, Take-off Preparation
from a rinnacle and Slope Operation left skid.

2. Class performance shown in inclosure #1.

3. Maneuver performance for weak maneuvers shown on inclosure
2 and 3.

Chief
Flight Evaluation Division

Inclositres: A/S
Copy furnished co'-,tractor

Figure 6
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Questions Treated in Quality Control

As for any training system, there are a number of different decisions or actions
that take place from the data computed in a quality control system. At Fort Wolters,
there are five kinds of recurring questions important in that training system:

First, action must be taken for each student-pass, fail, more training,
another checkride, and so on.

Second, decis.ons and actions are taken with regard to the strengths and
weaknesses of the training system for each terminal training objective, using information
about performance developed out of analysis of performance on enabling objectives.

Third, the strengths and weaknesses of each instructor for each terminal
and enabling training objective can be a basis for decision or action. Since there are so
many instructors in an aviation training system, this is especially important to training
operations and management.

Fourth, data on checkpilots are of importance to determine whether a
pilot has slipped away from standard evaluation procedures. As can be seen in Figure 7, a
single checkpilot is compared with normal practice; these data might suggest that since so
many of his evaluations showed defects on turns, 180' and 3600, the standards he is
using for evaluation may be more rigorous than intended by the school.

Fifth, checking can be done to see whether any long-term changes in
training effectiveness have occurred in a gradual way over time. This is answered by
preparing data as in Figure 8 to determine how present training compares with the long-
term picture.

Comparison of Record of a Single Checkpilot With Record of All Checkpilots
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Comparison of a Short-Term School Record With the Long-Term School Average
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Interpreting Data for Action

First, the information developed out of quality control is made available
throughout the training system, to management, training operations, and, of course, to
the quality control element. Whatever information exists in the form of special factors
such as weather or other unusual things is carefully integrated with the data procedures
by the quality control system so accidental happenings can be screened out to avoid
confusion. For whatever terminal training objectives are below standard, information on
how well the enabling objectives have been learned is explored for diagnostic purposes.
When this has been done, management, training operations, and quality control personnel
meet to consider what, if any, action should be taken to modify the way in which
training is being conducted for particular maneuvers. Both the data and information on
graphs and special circumstances are considered with all other aspects of training to
dptermine whethtr modifications should be made i te training system11.

Emphasis has bNIen placed on routine applications of the data bank at Fort Walters.
The long-term data are also available to allow answers to special questions that come up
from time to time. and have been found to be a valuable aid to management in many
different ways for many diffrent a&tions.



Communication of Results-Data Reduction,
Analysis, and Presentation

Eugene A. Cogan
HumRRO, Director's Office

In order for information to be of use, careful attention must be given to processing
it into a form that is readily usable. The way information is processed comes from the
obje-ti•e, purposes, or questions for the information system.

Questions for a Training Quality Control System

The questions for quality control are those important in the training system, to
management, quality control people, and training operations (1, 2). Questions should bear
on t0ings about which something can be done-to a potential action. For a training
system, there are five kinds of questions that have potential action or decision implica-
tions.

Quality of a Class. How effective has a particular run of a continuing course been in
teaching the trainees? This general question is for everyone in a training system and
comes from the need for general information on how well instruction is going. The
quality of the products--trained soldiers-tests how effective instruction has been and is
the basic criterion for the training system.

Quality of the Student. Should a student be graduated? An administrative decision is
needed for each trainee who has been through the training program. Such decisions are:
pass, fail, or remedial action before graduation (e.g., recycle). Information abcut the
quality of each product of the training system is needed for such personnel administrative
action.

Effectiveness of Training for Each Task. How good are each of the parts of the
training program? This question is related to the general question about quality of a class,
but it consists of the details of training for each objective of the training. Detailed
information abcut how each objective has "come through" allows direct decision and
action regarding instruction and provides basis for improving or modifying training for a
task.

Diagnosis of Training Problems for a Task. How can we tell what to do to improve
training for a task? Achievement testing on the enabling objectives plays its critical role
here. From data on Pnabling objectives that are well conceived and represent the
ingredient of terminal objective performance, what has gone wrong in training for a
terminal objective is pinpointed.

Other Systematic Features of the System. What other things are having effects on
training? A program is affected by many things outside the training system. For example,
the recently changed Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) requirements, which
introduce personnel with lower aptitude scores into the Army, might affect the effectiveness
of a training program. With detailed information available from an ongoing quality control
system., the effects of lowering AFQT could be determined by analyzing the performance of
trainees in relation to their AFQT scores. One might learn from such study which, if any,
portions of training are ineffective for the new input of personnel. Such information can be
used to change portions of training for all, or, perhaps, lead to special remedial or "dual
track" portions of the training program.
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The potential number of questions about "other systematic features" is large;
many that might be important to management, training operations, or the quality control
unit could not be answered because information not a part of the quality control system
may be lacking. Those questions of a continuing sort can be provided for, so that all
information needed for them is part of routine data collection. Often, special unpro-
gramed questi3ns can be answered by special analyses of the basic data collected in the
quality control system.

Dat Reduction

A long column, containing many numbers bearing upon something important, gives
the feeling of understanding what they mean. This very often belies the reality. For data
to be understandable or useful, it must be reduced so that the meaning is clear and the
decisions can be made. Data reduction generally involves three. knds of considerations
which apply to processing information from a quality control system as well as to other
types of information.

Central Tendency. First, data should be processed to show performance of a group
overall. Technically, this is called calculating a central tendency, most familiar *o you as
ail average. An average or mean is not the only way in which central tendency can be
represented. Perhaps most useful for management in a training system is a fCorm of central
tendency called percentage--the percentage of a class able to perform a task at or above
minimum standards.

There is an important difference between two sets of scores with the same
central tendency if all in one set are a;ike and those in ,he other range widely. As in
illustration from instruction, a group of trainees each of whom had an Army Classifi-
cation Battery (ACB) general technical area score of 100 provide a group with average
"intelligence." The group's vocabulary level would be alike, their ability to understand
complicated things alike, and so on-that would be an instructor's dream because
instruction could be provided easily in a way that everyone would understand. On the
other hand, another group with the satme central tendency on AM. ` general technical area
of 100 but comprised of trainees who have scores going -'rom 40 through 160 is not at

all the same as the first, and teachirg this group would be much more difficult even
though the average is the same as for the first group.

The kind of difference be'tween the two sets of scores can be. represented
in data reduction as variability. The range of general technical aptitude area (GT) for the
first group is zero, the group was very homogenco-.. For the second, the range was
120--a very heterogeneous group. The range is a common and convenient measure of
variability but is influenced sharply by a few scores that are extreme. For example,
suppose that out of 100. 98 were GT of 100, one was 40 and another 160. Technically,
the range is 120 but does not represent the group very well because it is a very
homogeneous one with two variants rather than a group that ranges widely.

For greater precision in characterizing variability, more sophisticated measures
of variability have been devised. The best known of these is the standard deviation which
amounts to an index of the averale amount of difference scores show from the average.
U'sing standard deviation, the group for which everyone was 100 has a standard deviation
of zero, the group ranging widely would have a large standard deviation, the group with
oniv two variants but all others it 100 would have a s,.andard deviation slightly higher
than zuro.

Accidental Factors. Another kind of index of importance in data reduction concerns
the ,ffects of accidental factors. This notion, or "chance", representz a confession that
there are lots of little thinV% that have had smal', effects and it i. not at all clear what



they are. Massive deviations cannot be dismissed as "something or other caused it, we
don't know what," and require searching for an important factor that would lead to a
major difference.

Mathematical statistics have provided a tool to gauge how much deviation may
be tolerated as accidental and incidental, and when a deviation should be considered to
be beyond the magnitude to be expected from !ots of little variations that do not have
systematic inportance. This tool is called a standard error and ccynes about by combining
two bits of information about a set of numbers. The first bit is the variability--the more
variable a population, the bigger the time to time variation that should be expected in
central terndency even though nothing very important might have happened. The other bit
of information is simply the size of the group--the larger the group, the less its summary
statistic is subject to variation from time to time. Both the standard deviation and the
size of group are put together-the standard deviation divided by the square root of the
size of the group. This number provides an index of how stable the basic data are and
what kinds of deviation are properly attributable to "chance alone."

Data Analysis

With data reduced into something representing central tendency, something repre-
senting variability, and something representing stability-or the effects of chance--the
next step is analysis. In dealing with analyzing or interpreting how a set of observations
match standards, there are three aspects that enter into the picture. First, how does the
central tendency compare with standard? Has the class performed above, or below, or at
standard? Second, does class performance fall within tolerances established for the
standard? Third, and important in developing tolerances, how critical or important is the
task to operational performance? The reason for this is rather straightforward: A deficit
in performar-e on something that is good to know but not very important, carries
implications for corrective action of low prioity; deficit in performance on an extremely
important training oojective warrants high priority for action to do something about it.
Tnis factor of importance is accommodated for data analysis by attention in setting the
standard and setting the tolerances for tLe iLandard.

Analysis of data is for action that might be taken following analysis. It has been
found useful to think in terms of three concepts guiding action. A highest priority for
action is for those cases where data analysis shows performance is seriously out of the
tolerance range. The decision to "do something" in this instance may be called manda-
wh Pat oeeduld be ould be established to diagnose what problem exists and deterioine
what shouid be done; these should happen automats'eally. A second order of a mtion or
decision for action may be called optional and occurs when performance is out ot
desirable tolerances but not shar-iy so. Here it might be good to look irto improving that
part of the program, but only if more important things are taken care of first.

If things are going well, it is nonetheless useful for some portion of the training
progran, to be reviewed followir~g each cycde of its administration. A convenient way to
establish what portion should be reviewed, and also to establish how much review should
occur after each cycle, can be developed out of the effects of chan-e. The logic is from
formal statistical theory on the operation of chance effects but, nonetheless, is fairly
simple. It amounts to the idea that ass,,uming nothing important has changed in the way
things are going, there will be accidental fluctuations varying in size. Under the assump-
tion of chance fluctuations, a tolerance lewpi could b- set for tasks so that it is ,ikely that
a definite proportion of the tasks in idain ng program would turn out to he candidates
for exploration-even though there are only hance fluctuations. An approach of this sort
has a built-i' r safety feature to protect the system against real change being treated as
chance fluctuations because we can predict how many and what degree of deviation from



standard are likely to occur by chance. Real changes and magnitude would lead to much
more and much greater deviation than chance alone, and, therefore, rules on decision for
action would identify things for diagnosis and study rgardless of work load when
something serious has gone astray. In short, data analysis can be readily managed to lead
to the following kinds of characteristics:

a. Establishing a normal routine work load for continuing stAdy of the training
program when everything is going well.

b. Identifying points and places that are "suspicious" and, if practical, warrant
looking into.

c. Identifying points and places where something rather serious seems to be out
of tolerance and something must be done. The mathematics and statistics underlying
putting all these together in the form of standards and tolerances are rather specialized
and somewhat technical, but they produce unusually easy guidelines for action after a
small amount of careful mathematical combination of the several features in the quality
control system.

Data Display or Presentation

There are many possible ways to present data. For our purposes, we may consider
the kinds of things that can be readily accommodated in a single but sophisticated data
display. It is possible to put onto one piece of paper in a simple graphic fashion
information on all of the following for a n'imber of tasks: the standard, tolerances
(including the implications of caiticality), and decision points.

For those items for which action may be indicated, detailed diagnostic analysis and
display can be provided by processing information on the enabling objectives. This can be
done by reducing, analyzing, and presenting information on all of the component skills
and knowledges for any tasks for which overall performance indicates action should be
taken. Here too, information on standard, tolerances, and so forth may be incluJed.

Interpretative Reports

Data collection, reduction, analysis, and display are not enough. In addition, it is
recesary to interpret the data. Occasionally, a data display may indicate something was
seriously wrong with training but this may not be the case. For example, firing pre-
ficiency data collected during bad weather may show poor performance, although training
was very effective. Knowing the weather was poor might put a rather different per-
spective on the data and seeming indication for mandatory corrective action.

The quality contr:ol section. as part of its job, must take the raw data as displayed
and ascertain what. if any, additional information is needed to make sense of the
,.aformatitm. Interpretation and additional information are most usefully provided in the
form of an interpretive report summarizing the owitcome of a cycle 3f traiing program.
"Trhe reports should go to both management and training operations and selve as wehicles
U.r helping identify o czLsions for corrective action.

Corrective Action

*rhe Lust 'tep. and the step) •or whikh everything else has been preliminary. concerns
.himig -Ntithmg where omnething should be, done. It is very attractive, especially for a
brand ut-W quality contrtil system without expenence data. to decide that everything

" i,' nilticAtes training o'per.:.oils is just not doing its job. Howeier, corrective
.1,1t011- should include con',,iering all elements in the system, including the amount of
t uli (1, oit'd to the traininc prograrm overall, the degree to which training objectives are
1w-0h-,, to athie•t. th. wavs that training might be unproved, and so on-



The mod. important thing in a quality control system and the most important
concept is that management, training operations, and quality control are all three arms of
a single thing called the training system and, while there are a set of very important
command relationships and a set of missions assigned and other ingredients in any
military system, the key concept underlying an effective quality control system is
information. From the information, all aspects of the training pro-.-ess-from training
objectives to measuring instruments-warrant re. )nsideration to explore where things
should be changed. Simply foc, sing on t a•ining operations alone is not enough.
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Informatiop for auality Control

Eugene A. Coan
HumRRO, Director s Office

Two key ide,; for quality control in training ar, information-the essential
ingredient--and system, pulling together different groups to achieve the common objective
of producing well-trained soldiers.

Training Objectives as Keystone

For quality control, crucial information derives directly from trainiig objectives.
They form the keystone for a useful and effective quality control system .y providing
not only the specifications for instruction but also the specifications for evaluating
instruction (1, 2). Thus, w,ý must begin with a complete set of good training objectives
for a training prog. :ni, and these objecives represent the niiion of the training system.

Management p!ays the beginning role with regard to training objectives by defining
exactiy wht't is to be accomplished by the training systew. The raw material for such
defining comes from many sources-doctrine, plans, specifica "nns for new equipment,
information about how earlier graduates of a program have performed in the field,
information about field needs, and so on. The management element assembles all such
information and decides on terminal training objectives. In order for the terminal
objectives to be most useful they should he in the form of detailed specifications.

With terminal objectives defined, training operations is responsible for developing
detailed enabiing objectives and then produicing graduates who can perform as defined by
management.

Adapting Termina! Training Objectives for Quality Control

The quality contro) element begins its activities mainly from the terminal objectives
but also secondarily, from enabling objectives. It measures to what extent specifications
a-e me: in training c .'ions, and it serves management directly with terminal objectives
data, and training op, .... ons by proiding information on the enabling objectives.

'ipcial pr-)cedures are used to idapt trmining objectives to provide instructional
content for a course. Training objel, es also need to be adapted for use in quality
control. The set of terminal objeztives frorms a complete inventory for evaluatior
Training objectives also include information abcut the conditions under which tasks are
expected to be performed and thereby define test conditions. Further, training objectives
also include the standards or tolerarces for the task in terms of accuracy and sneed
requirements; these are also tolerances for use in scoring an individual's performance on a
task.

In order to assess the effectiveness of how the training system is perfnrming, another
kind of information is needed about each task-the minimum acceptable percentage of
students capable of performing within tolerances. Cost and time aside, it would be
de('irabhe for every man to be able to perform every task within defined tolerances.
Htowever, achieving such a goal would be likely to rmake cost and time for training
intohlralIy larg,. Something short of 100% of the students capable on 100% of the tasks
must be deh~fed by management as an acceptable tolerance for the effectiveness of the
traing systemn.
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AdWting Enabling Training Objectives for Quality Control

Terminal objectives are most usefully thought of as represented in a final test and
evaluation procedure given at the end of training for information on operational capa-
bilities of graduates. The enabling objectives also represent a set of instructional foals,
but they have to do with the details of an operatioral task rather than with how well
the task is performed. The "consumer" of graduates and the management of a training
system are mainly interested in operational capability and only secondarily interested in
how it is achieved. What then is the role of enabling objectives in the quality control
system?

If the enabling objectives have been properly developed, they represent essential
components in performing the terminal training objectives; if an enabling objective has
not been accomplished in training, it should show as degraded performance of one or
more terminal objective tasks. The "nuts and bolts," exactly what has gone into the
training process as enabling objectives, is of most direct concern to training operations.
While training operations needs information in detail about terminal objectives, whether
particular skill and knowledge components of a task have been learned by trainees is
critical to them. Adapting enabling objectives for evaluation and testing amounts to
collecting diagnostic information for training operations so that they may develop details
of how to adjust training to foster accomplishing terminal training objectives.

To review, management is primarily concerned with whether terminal objectives have
been accomplished. Testing for this purpose is called proficiency testing and is normally
given at the end of a training program. Training operations, while interested in the results
of proficiency testing as feedback on terminal training objectives, is especially interested
in diagnostic data on the enabling objectives or components of a task. Testing for this
p-rpose is normally called achi2vement testing and is given as part of the ongoing
instruction process. The quality control element, in its role to develcp and provide
information for management and training operations as well as for its own purposes, is
ir.terested in both proficiency and achievement testing.

Kinds of Information

To support a system for the quality control of training, three categories of informa-
tion are needed. First is information on standards, both standards of performance for a
task and standards for training program effectiveness. Second is proficiency informraton,
the extent to which graduates of the training program can perform the activities needed
in the field. Third is achievement data, the extent to which graduates know or can
perform the component skills and knowledges that are the elements of the terminal task
objectives.

A quality control system rests very heavily on the training objectives for the
program and their quality--both for the terminal and the enabling objectives. Test and
evaluation procedures are adaptations of training objectives.
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System View of Training and Quality Control

Eugsno A. Cogen
HumRrlO, Director's Office

As part of the extensive industrial mobilization for World War II, some new ideas
had to be developed in order that the energies of the nation be redirected and increased
in support of the war effort. A great deal had to be done; it had to be done very quickly,
and it had to be done effectively. Managing that kind of explosive mobilization required
not only the use of the best management talent in the nation but also rapid development
of new approaches to management and new management tools, 3uch as quality control
systems for production and procuremernt.

The need to assure the quality of materiel for the Armed Forces by the War
Prodi'ction Board, military procurement groups, and other federal agencies led to applica-
tion of the talents of statisticians and people who now would be called "operations
researchers" to devise formal systems for the inspection, analysis, and feedback to
producers about. their products. These systems helped procurement to proceed in an
effective and orderly fashion for both industry and government.

In the aftermath of World War II, industry-probab'.y with great surprise--realized
that the quality control systems imposed upon them had tremendous value in the
production management for th'-! normal civilian-oriented production. With this realiza-
tion, quality control systems were established, or continued, in all major industrial
complexes to serve as management tools for improving operations, increasing profits, and
assuring quality of production.

The reasons for a quality control system apply directly to a training system which is
a "production" mechanism "manufacturing" trained personnel. Benefits of quality con-
trol systems for training are being felt in the Army, and this management tool is certain
to be applied to training more and more broadly as the needs for training continde to
increase.'

Functional Units of a Training System

A trai'ing center or a school, a military unit engaged in training, or a collection of
such elements can be thought of as a training system. Training systems, from the
perspective of quality control, consist of three elements: management, training opera-
tions, and a quality control element. While management, in the military, is most often
called "command," the point of view for training quality control is most closely re!ated
to information systems rather than to command systems and, for this reason, the term
management is used.

Normally, a separate element called "quality control" is unusual in military organiza-
tions; quality assurance is most frequently a command function. However, to emphasize
information flow as th• key concept for quality control, it is best to conceive of a unit
serving the quality control function that is separate from the unit doing managing.

Training operations as a term fits very naturally intc normal military settings and
terminology. Training operations is the portion of a center, or school, or unit normally

1 Paul W. Caro, Jr. Flight Evaluation Procedures and Quality Control of Training, HurnRRO Technical
Report 68-31 March 1968.
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called the G3 or S3-the training facilities, instructors and so on, all engaged in training
operations.

Objetive of Quality Control

A quality control system is used to provide sound information to guide decision and
action for a productioai system. A qaality control system for training can provide
information for three main kinds of management decisions and actions.

Individualized Training. The future of training operations is directed in many ways
toward "customized" training for students. Individualized treatment of the future will
consist of more and special training for those who need it and shortening of training for
those able to learn rapidly. In addition, programed instruction, computer administered
instruction and other technological developments will allow instructiontal material to be
closely tailored to each student. These concepts of variable time and tailored instructional
material exist to a degree in present day military training activities. Not all students are
ready for duty at the end of a normal military occupational specialty (MOS) qualifying
course. Some are recycied so they may learn more before duty in a unit; others receive
formal or informal remedial instruction in the field before they are put on effective duty
status.

With a quality control system based on sound information, and by exploiting
advances in the technology of training to tailor inistruction to each student, pinpoint
"remedial" training can be automatic and happen for all trainees.

Accelerated graduation from a course is unwieldy at the present time; in fact, it
is not possible in many cases where congressional law or Army regulations require a
particular amount of training for a man to be MOS qualified. Administrative criteria, such
as number of hours of training, can be replaced using performance data assuring that a
man can perform the activities he is supposed to perform. However, in order for
graduation to be based on proficiency, sound and detailed information about a man's
capability is needed.

It appears very likely that the Army and other services will shift heavily and
rapidly towards individualizing training. To exploit the gain in training efficiency, sound
and reliable information systems will be necessary to provide for the measurements
needed in the training system.

Quality Assurance. The original purpose for devising quality control systems for
industry was quality assurance. Parallel to these in military training are criteria used to
assign a man to a job or give him a MOS. Generally, these are administrative in nature (e.g.,
eight weeks of training), but proficiency testing is also used. Qualification based on
proficiency is illustrated by ma&ksmanship, for which qualification as marksman, sharp-
shooter, or expert depends on certain prescribed performance on the target range.

Quality assurance and emphasis on job-based training objectives provide a basis
for shifting from reliance on the indire.t administrative criteria to proficiency for a job
criterion provided that an information system in support of such shift is available. To do
this, one must begin with the specifications of star.nards for the behaviors that are
required and the tolerances that may be allowed for the set of tasks comprising a training
program. By using eviuation procedures basere on the specifications, a meaningful and
functional procedure for awarding a MOS or allowing graduation from a training program is
available. Historical emphasis on administrative criteria may reflect reluctance to use
evaluation data to award an MOS without evidence that the measures are clearly geared
to exactly what the man needs to know to perform the terminal objectives of a training
program.

Program Improvement. Training programs are continually in process of improvement
and updating. The roots for change tend to be command decisions. For example, a
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decision that the soldier needs more training for night combat leads to increasing the
amount of night combat training. Data management uses for such changes are both
formal and informal inputs from field commands, doctrine changes, plans, technical
specifications for new equipment, and so forth. Change in a training program based on
such sources of information is very important. A sound quality control system also allows
the product of the training program to continually provide information about training of
a different sort. Detailed information on a group of soldiers finishing a training program
can be studied to identify places where the training program may be relatively inefficient.
Such data can be used to allow continuing improvement on a routine basis.

Aspects of a Quality Control System

There are six critical aspects, all of which are necessary, in order that a quality
control system be useful, effective, and efficient. First, it must begin from a set of
training objectives which not only form the basis for the detailed development of a
training program but also identify the subject matter to be covered in the training and
r..-.luation procedures. Second, the objectives must be converted into a set of good
measuring instruments. Third, data reduction and data analysis must take place to convert
raw information to a practical usable form. Fourth, data communication procedures and
format; must be developed so that the information can be readily presented to manage-
ment, training operations, and the quality control element of the training system.
Communication also includes administrative procedures for information routing. Fifth,
procedures for improving training must exist so that the information gained from a
quality control system can bear its major fruit-the continuing improvement of the
training system. Sixth, and perhaps most difficult and important of all, there must be
thorough support from management for the concept of quality control as an information
system to work.

There is a very important distinction between command and management. A
commander takes the role of assigning a missior and holding the operating unit responsi-
ble for fulfilling it. An information system approach is from a perspective that the three
elements of the system-management, training operations, and quality control-share the
mission of producing well-trained personnel. Quality control data must be viewed as
"here is our problem, what can we do about it," not "training operations is not doing its
job."

Support form management is especially needed because data developed by a quality
control unit may be unpleasant-something may not be going well in thus and such a
portion of training. Neither training operations personnel nor management nor-
hopefully-the quality control element will be happy about it. However, if the informa-
.ion is directed toward finding out what can be done, quality control can be viewed as
important to the shared mission of management, training operations and quality
control-thus assuring a well trained man and the continuing improvement of training.
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Learning and Performance Concepts

Donald F. Haggard
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The primary purpose of this course is to provide the command personnel who will
be largely responsible for future training management with the tools that are necessary to
develop effective training programs. In preceding lessons we established the bases for this
program development, that is, systems mission analysis, performance standards, and
training objectives. We indicated that this sequence of activities is necessary to determine
the training course content--its extent and value. With this information, we are now
ready to construct the training program-to specify, for each course period, what the
instructor will do, what the trainee will do, and what supporting instructional materials
and teaching aids will be required.

Now that we have reached this point, we are going to become increasingly aware of
two inadequacies in our present efforts. First, we are usually concerned only with
administrative matters and totally neglect the psychological considerations of the type of
training we can give. Second, even when we do attempt to consider the psychological
requirements of the program, we often find that the information needed is inadequate or
unavailable. At the end of this program it may appear that we have, in effect, built a
bridge with strong abutments on each side and then blindly thrown a rope across to span
the river (Figure 1).

On the one bank, we have built up the art of writing objectives to the point where
no one other than the people who are trying to write them, will question the utility and
beauty of the training objective. Today everyone-including military trainers--is busy
writing objectives. On the other bank, we have been developing the procedures for
personnel evaluation since World War I. But what has been happening in between? For
the most part we have been standing still, content to bridge the gap with training
programs that are based largely on administrative criteria-time, cost, facilities, instruc-
tor,- and so forth-while the decisions concerning the particular techniques that are best
suited for the instruction are almost completely overlooked. Today we are far more
concerned with such things as budget and preparation time than we are with the
effectiveness of the training we can provide.

Components for Training

TRAINING PROGRAM S ANE

TRAININGTRAINEE
ADMINISTRATION EA TON

Figure 1
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This fact is well illustrated by a recent study conducted at a large aircraft company
(Walker, 1). In this study, training specialists were asked to list all of the factors they
used to select training techniques. The results are shown in Table 1.

We can see that there is an almost total dependence upon administrative criteria,
such as the time that can be allotted to training; facilities needed to prepare and present
the material; student input numbers, qualities, and so forth. Concurrently, the study
shows an almost complete disregard for training methodology. With the exception of
student motivation, the subtler methodological elemenis which significantly affect the
training process are overlooked. There seems to be no concern with questions of student
feelback, retention, pacing, or competition, and little concern with student participation
and reinforcement, training realism, or transfer of training. These "student-centered"
items are the heart of the training program. Yet, it is probable that these results would
be duplicated if we were to make a similar survey of military training specialists. Thus,
many present trairing programs are ineffective because the planner became so embroiled
in administrative duties that he completely neglected the questions of methodology.

Thirty years ago this would not have been a problem. At that time, training
objectives were simple and the determination of training methods was as uncomplicated
and elementary as was the list of techniques from which one could choose. However,
equipment-and the celated skill and knowledge requirements-have become progressively
more complex. Wlith this increase in equipment complexity and engineering knowledge,
there has been a concurrent increase in training complexity and knowledge. We have
engineered a whole new family of training media-methods for presenting knowledge of
skill. These have progressed from yesterday's simple lecture or film combined with
practice on the actual equipment, to today's television training, automated programs, and
computer-assisted instruction combined with practice on sophisticated devises and simula-
tors. Furthermore, each of these new training media can be used in many different ways
with different job tasks to attain different training objectives. The new media are not
effective methods in themrselves. They are only effective for certain tasks, and then only
when used with the proper technique.

Today's training program still involves a large number of administrative considera-
tions (Figure 2), but it is becoming increasingly more dependent upon the methodological
considerations of media and technique. And the selection of efficient methods requires
some knowledge of their underlying psychological principles.

During this period we will consider some of the basic psychological principles upon
which educational training media and techniques are based. The purpose of this considera-
tion is to provide a background for understanding and using the tiaining media and
training techniques that make up the more applied training methods that we will discuss
later.

Learning and Performance

The central process of training and education is learning. When we develop and
conduct a training program we do so with the expectation that the experience in the
training situation will change the behavior' of the trainee in some way, and the particular
way in which we wish to clange behavior is through the learning of new skills and
knowledges. We might begin, then, by considering what learning is and what it is not.
What are the characteristics of learning?

Learning results in some kind of change in behavior and this change is brought
about through practice. Practice alone provides the change in behavior. This characteristic
may rule out changes that are due to conditions that we often consider as "causes" of
l'arning-conditions such as motivation. Many times we act as though motivation were a
primary cause of learning. We blame poor learning on low motivation and attribute good
learning to high motivation. This is not strictly true. Motivati'n is one of the conditions
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Table 1

Selection Criteria for Training

Percentage of
Technical Training

Selection Criteria Personnel Who
Mentioned

"lThse Criteria

I. TIME TO PRODUCE lnO

2. NO. OF STUDENTS TAUGIT 83
3. EFFECTIVENESS OF' TEACHING MOTOR SKILLS 75
4. EFFECTIVENESS CF TEACHING THiEORY 75
5. AMOUNT OF DATA NEEDED TO PREPARE 75

6. COST TO TEACH 75
7. COST TO DEVELOP 75
8. FACILITIES NEEDED TO PRESENT 67
9. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 67

10. LEVEL OF STUDENT INTELLIGENCE 58

11. STUDENT KNOWLEDGE 58
12. Student Motivation 33

13. QUALITY OF SPECIALISTS TO DEVELOP MATERIAL 33
14. EASE OF EVALUATING STUDENTS 25
15. FACILITIES NEEDED TO PREPARE 25

16. EASE OF ADMINISTRATION 17
17. COMPLEXITY OF THE TRAINING MATERIAL 17
18. FLEXIBILITY 17
19. NO. OF INSTRUCTORS TO INSTRUCT 17
20. NO. OF INSTRUCTORS TO DEVELOP 17

21. Student Reinforcement 17
22. Student Participation 17

*23. Realism 8
*24. Transfer of Trainig 8

25. MANEUVERABILITY 8

26. Variety of psychological/learning processes 8
27. Student feedback 0
28. Retention 0
29. Student-paced 0
30. No. of senses stimulated 0

31. LENGTH OF COURSE 0
*32. Stimulation of the operational environment 0

33. EASE OF PRESENTATION 0
34. Competition 0

CAPITALS = management-centered items
Lower case = student-cetitered items

= equally student- and management-centered items

NOTE: Permission for use of this copyrightAd material (1) granilid by
Human Factors Society.
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Components in a Training Program

STRA181ING PROGRAM

ADMINISTRATIV TRAINING
METHODS METHODS

MEDIA TECHNIQUE

S PSYCHOLOGICAL

PRINCIPLES

Figure 2

under which practice takes place. Training techniques which vary motivation may provide
practice conditions that aid learning. But motivation in itself does not lead to learning.
Only practice leads to a learned change in behavior. This difference between the
conditiOns of practice and practice itself may be clearer when we consider the next
characteristic of learning.

Lear, ing is a change in behavior that is relatively permanent. We may perform some
act until we become very proficient in it, and then not perform this act for a fairly long
period. Yet when we are again called upon to perform the act, we do so with relatively
little loss in proficiency. Practice alone has resulted in a fairly permanent change in our
behavior. For ,xample, one may learn to ride a bicycle, and then not ride for years. But
when the individual tries riding again, he is quite proficient compared to the level at
which hý. originally started to learn, and after only a few practice trials is back to hi3
previous level of proficiency.

In contrast, what we have called the conditions of learning may not result in
permanent changes of behavior. Part of Lhe final performance on the bicycle may have
been due to high motivation while learning. If this level of motivation is not present
when relearning to ride, it will not show up in the behavior. Or, the individual may have
practiced so long that he became tired and his performance began to deteriorate, but
after a short rest chis fatigue disappears and he wJli be performing at a high ievel again.
"T'he techniques that control the conditions of motivation, such as fatigue, directly affect
performance. then, but do not directly affect learning. The method by which we have
shown thuis difference, by reference to performance, suggests the final characteristic of
learning

Learing is not a ph ysical thing that we can observe directly. It is something that
occur; insidhe the trainee, so we must be content to infer learning from some other
procs. '"Ihis process is performance. But we have already noted that performance reflects
a large number of changc., only a few of which are those permanent changes we call



learning. If we are to assess training on the basis of the amount of learning it provides,
and if we can only make this assessment on the basis of measurable performance, what
are the aspects of performance with which we must be concerned in training?

(1) What performance events can we observe and measure? If performance is
an overt act by the trainee, what are the observable events of this act? We can define
three principai events-the stimulus, the response, and the consequence of response which
we term feedback.

What precedes an act we call a stimulus? Stimuli can be very simple: a
command, a light, or a tone. Or stimuli can be very complex: a map, a concept, a
sequence of events occurring to the pilot from the expanse of terrain in front of a
landing aircraft. All of these stimulus events occur external to the trainee and can be
measured in terms of some physical or psychological dimension. But stimuli can also be
events occurring internal to the trainee and measurable in physiological or psychological
dimensions: the glandular reactions of fear, the proprioceptive cues of musckc movement,
the feelings of despair. We are not always aware of these stimuli-as, for example, the
internal stimuli produced by yo- r heartbeat or breathing ten minutes ago, or the small
movement of the man sitting next to you. But some such stimulation occurs before every
human response and that stimulation that reliably occurs before a particular response
later becomes a signal for that response to occur. Stimuli, then, are the signals in what
we call performance.

The performance itself is the response. It, too, can be simple or complex.
We can measure it in many ways: presence or absence, accuracy, time, intensity, and so
forth. In most cases, the trainee's response is rather easily defined and measured:
answering a question correctly or incorrectly, turning to the right within a given time
after command and with the correct carriage, locating a malfunction within the time
specified and following the prescribed procedure, adjusting the radio to the correct and
exact frequency, or detecting a target that appears in the field of view.

As you rno doubt noticed from our discussion of stimulus, a response may
also produce the stimulus for another response. Simply, a startled response to a loud
noise can produce glandular secretions that become the stimulus for tensing, ranning, or
bocoming more alert. In the same way, the proprioceptive cues from pushing a button in
response to a red light may be the stimuli for next turning a knob. This chain of S-R-S-R
"vill be important to some of our later considerations of training-particularly those
dealing with the learning of procedures.

Finally, each response has some consequence which we call feedback.
Feedback may be a natural consequence of the act, or it i"-v be provided as a
supplement by the instructor. For example, correctly tracking a . get and pushing the
firing button may result in the target blowing up if a projectile is fired. If a projectile
cannot be fired, the same act may result in the instructor saying "hit." Feedback can
provide one or all of three things: (a) It can reward or punish a particular act-"very
good shot"; (b) it can tell the trainee which acts to select and which to drop--"your
initial movement was slow and jerky, but your final track was fast and smooth": (c) it
can provide motivation-"you are doing very well."

From these thre± observable events, then, we can consider the curve of
performance and the management functions that are suggested by this curve.

(2) "What is the performance curve like?" If we were to measure Lhe perform-
ance of a trainee as he attains some degree of new knowledge or acquires a new skill, we
would obtain an S-shaped curve &s shown in Figure 3.

During the first stage, there would appear to be a great deal of confusion.
The trainee would make a large number of errors, or be very slow in responding. During
this period the trainee is learning the gress characteristics of his task-what stimuli he is
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to respond to and what responses he is to make. We might refer to this as the stimulus
learning and response learning stage.

After this initial period. as the trainee continues to practice, the quality,
tmnig. and accuracy .f his l-,rformance will begin to increase rapidly. During this period,
the trainee will hc lh•in'ng to make finer d,-'riminations within the rangc of stimuli and
r,eslp4nss that are ,wrtnment to the ta.sk and correctly pair slight differences in response to
,uhtlhr c'h.tngt,• •n tl ,[I,.Ntiuli.

.After more traimni time has elapsed, some curves may show a tenmorary
l,.•,,ing:-Iwf lriod aI plateau idolted portion of curve, Figure 3). With respe'.' to
lea'rninag. uich a pl.iteau ma indicate thai the trainee has reavhý'd a temporary limit .n
0he1 anmount of task n ftrmat ion he c'an process. Thus. he may stop to code '.h material
I;e ha, .irx,-ady ear el into form, thit are simpler and better organized before he

j'r,,,ed.,s to procv',s., the re.mainder of the (ask. learning is cK'turrfgl, but it is not being
r fh•i'ted in ihe lprfrmance m'asure \%e are obtaining.

Finally. ptrformance heins to improve again until it reaches an upper
!,-\,c; :tin ilvpltý,t•. bi'h. final levei iýs ditated by a number of factors, such as the



physiological limits of the trainee or the engineering capabilities of the equipment.
Eeyond this point, the performance curve no longer increases, but the trainee may
continue to improve in other ways. Performance may become almost automatic so that he
can concurrently carry on other tasks. Or he may begin to modify his method of
performing the task so that he can decrease the amount of work or fatigue involved.

(3) What does performance curve imply in terms of the functions the training
manager must perform? In considering this hypothetical performance curve, then, we may
note that different types of learning are occurring at d'fferent stages in the process, even
though all types may not be directly reflected by changes in the curve. In actual practice,
a particular performance curve may differ somewhat from this hypothetical curve. The
trainees may enter the training situation with previous training and experience that would
allow them to start at some advanced stage in the curve. Different tasks may contain
different amounts of material at each stage, as well 4s differing difficulty levels of the
material. Different trainees may vary in their abilities to learn the material at each stage,
and different methods of presenting each stage may be more or less effective. The actual
performance curve will vary greatly, then, in form, in the duration of each stage, and in
the rate of change during each stage. The factors that influence t.is variation dictate
some of the more psychological functions of the training manager. To get a better idea of
these functions, let us look at some actual performance curves.

Baker et al. (2) o0tained performance curves for different Armor skills as
a function of training time, method, and trainee ability level (Figure 4). In each of these
gray s, there are three curves-each representing performance after different training
periods of an experimental course. The three curves are for high, average, and low trainee
abilit, In the same manner, the three points represent performance of the same ability
groups iýter the regularly scheduled training time in a standard course. By cemparing
these curve-, we can demorlstrate three major functions that the training manager should
be pet forming.

The two graphs in the first column show that trainees may enter each task
with applicable knowiedges and skills which place them at diffef'nt stages in the
performance curve. For "Turret Familiarization" this entering knowledge is practically
nil, and training begins in the first stage of the curve. In comparison, "Actions Against
Enemy Tanks and Antitank Weaoons" begins at a later stage in the curve with trainees
bringing a fair amount of relevant knowledge to the n.ogram. One function of the
training manager, then, is to match the initial stage of inst.uction with the relevant lerel
of trainee input ability.

From the graphs in the second and third columns, we see that task
learning may progress at different rates over training tim', and may level off at different
stages of proficiency. "Organiation and Mission of Tank Units" grows rapidly for the
fir-t one-half hour, and then levels off over the remaining three hours tested. In contrast,
"Direct-rire Sights" continues to increase significantly over the entire 12-hour training
peric.d. "Starting and Stopping Procedures" reach over 80% perfect performance after
only six houis of training, while "Crew Maintenance" is still at 55% after 24 hours of
training. Also, by noting the course of the curve, at the point showing the time scheduled
for preset' training, we can see that we are now overtraining on some tasks and
undertraining on cter tasks. In addition, these cur.es indicate that the level of perform-
ance attainable in any training period may vary with trainee ibility, althuagh this is not
always true. "Starting and Stopping Procedures" shows no effect of trainee abil'ty on
performance, while * OrVanizztion and Mission of Tank Units" shows faily 1k-rge ability
differences.

A secc-fid fur'tion of the training manager, thein. is to set performance
standards for each unit of traini.ng and to continuously inonitor training "0 ensure
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efficient apportionment of training time--always cognizant of possible changes in trainee
ability.

Finally, from these graphs we can see some of the effects of different
training methods with the same tasks. For most tasks, the experimental training method
resulted in higher proficiency than did the standard method. However, for "Turret
Familiarization," the standard method was best. The third function of the training
manager, then, is to select the most effective training method for the task to be trained,
tc continuously up-grade this method as new training knowledge becomes available, b.,t
to test each modification against a cost-effectiveness criterion.

Baker's performance curves have indicated three major functions that
should be performed by the training manager. First, matching the initial level of course
content with the relevant trainee input characteristics-a determination of trainee readi-
ness. Second, stating performance standards and objectives for each stage of training, and
continued testing to ensure that standards are being attained-production control. And
third, an informed znd validated selection of training methods.

At the beginning of this paper, we noted a study that showed that each of
these fu.ictions is now being slighted in the development of most training programs. By
comparing actual performance curves, we have obtained some idea of the tremendous
cost in resulting wasted training time and facilities and poorly trained soldiers. With just
the six tasks presented, we can see that poor management has resulted in wasted training
time for half of the tasks while at the same time, possibly, undertraining for the other
half of the tasks. Such costly mismanagement can be avoided only if the training manager
makes full use of all three of his functions. In this course we are emphasizing the
selection of training methods only because it seems to be the most ignored and least
understood of the three functions, but trainee readiness and p.oduction control are
equally important and we might consider each of them briefly.

Trainee Readiness

"What is the baseline of information and skill which we need to start a particular
training segment?" Or, "Is the trainee prepared for the training situation?" We often
simply assume that the trainee has been through an appropriate selection process or has
had previous training and experience and so is equipped with the basic capabilities for the
course. But this is not always true.

Our hypothetical performance curve indicated that the underlying learning is a
building process. To begin training at one of the later stages in this process assumes that
the trainee already possesses the prior skills. If this is not true, the trainee will have
nothing to build on and the instruction will just go over his head. The rationalization
that the trainee is not "motivated" enough to learn any particular subject matter should
receive carefu! study. In many cases, it hides the real problem-that the trainee was not
prepared for that subject. On the other hand, if training begins too early in the process
the trainee will be receiving information he already possesses. The result will be wasted
Ltining time and a possible loss of motivation that will permeate the entire program.

The design of any training medium, then, must be influenced by the initial perform-
ance level of the trainees, and it is the training manager's responsiblity to relate the initial
trainee-task characteristics. While this is an obvious requir.nent, it is overlooked sur-
prisingly often. Let's look at a few examples to see where this need applies.

First, the need is apparent in the statement of course prerequisites. A recent New
Equipment Training Program for key instructor personnel in operational and organiza-
tional turret maintenance had as a stated prerequisite, "a background of basic optical
theory and electronics." It is obvious that this prerequisite cannot be met within this
level of employee. Accepting this prerequisite assumed a false initial trainee ability level
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and opened the door for great quantities of course material for which the trainee had no
basis for understanding. As a result, information that was important to the trainee, and
was within his grasp, was hidden under a wealth of confusing technical data. This same
assumption seems to continue with more recent proposals to provide this same grotp
with instructional blocks on such topics as "Binary Number Systez. 2 :" "Computer
Theories," and "Laser Optics Theory."

Second, the need is obvious in ihe scheduling of class periods within many pro-
grams. The standard example is the electronics course situation in which the trainees are
supposedly learning to check resistors with an ohmmeter before they have attained the
required proficiency in reading resistor color codes or setting and reading the ohmmeter.
We could find a parallel to this situation in the scheduling for most training programs.

And, finally, the need is obvious in the lack of change that is evident in most input
assumptions, although trainee input has obviously changed radically. Several years ago a
training center was experiencing difficulty in teaching the mil formul2. A closer look at
t,.e input characteristics of the trainees indicated that a large number could not work
with fractions or formulas. The course was based on previous trainee input, and assumed
that these skills were available to the entering trainee. Originally, this assumption had
been true but trainee input had changed and the assumption was no longer valid. This
problem is present in many existing training programs, and will increase with the increase
in acceptance of more lower-aptitude personnel into the Army.

One clear implication of these examples is that we must plan for the students'
capabilities before and during the training program-not just at the completion of
training. We must state where the student will begin in the same concise terms that we
use to state where he is going. What are the specific prerequisites fc: learning, and what
is the trainee able to learn next? If the course is to be effective, the training manager
must assume responsibility for:

(1) Determining the relevant trainee characteristics for each section of a course
and stating these characteristics as course prerequisites. This pertains not only to the
initial skills and knowledges of the trainee, but also to the level of attainment in each
enabling skill that will permit him to successfully enter the next level.

(2) Study prooosed course material and scheduling to ensure that the initial
level of the presentation matches the level of trainee ability specified by the prerequisites.

(3) Continue to monitor both changes in L iinee input and course
modifications.

Production Control

It is obvious that if the training manager is to monitor the learning process, he must
maintain some form of production control. In equipment production, we establish
measurable standards for each subsystem, similar to our training objectives. But we also
establish standards for each part in thai subsystem, and we provide for continuing
inspection of parts during production to ensure that they will meet the final require-
ments. The same method of part-course standards and continuing periodic inspection is
applicable and necessary to the training program.

Performance curves, such as those obtained by Baker, are available for some of the
present courses. These curves v ould allow us to set standards. However, such curves have
never been obtained for most courses and objective standards are hardly ever stated. In
addX'ion, when curves are available they are usually outdated. Subtle changes in instruc-
tion or trainee input can greatly affect the presentation. Even the introduction of a
simple training aid to demonstrate a principle may greatly shorten the time required for
the trainee to master that principle.

The effects of the present situation are easy to see in Baker's data: Too much
training time for some tasks and too little for others, and whole segments of instruction
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losing their effectiveness through well-meaning modification without the training manager
becoming aware of the change.

In order to maintain close liaison with his curriculum, then, the training menager
must establish some system of continucus within-course inspection. This -s best done by
determining the standards necessary for each course segment and instituting a program of
periodic objective testing within the course.
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Training Devices

Donald F. Haggard
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In today's Army, training aids and devices have become an important adjunct to
almost every training program. The current U.S. inventory of training aids is valued at 50
million dollars, and millions of dollars more are on the drawing board. Their dev3lopment
ranges from such simple aids as blackboards, films, and operable transparencies to
complex maneuver simulators that provide the inputs and outputs for controlling whole
armies. Their value is reflected in decreased training time, increased training effectiveness,
less reliance on actual equipment and environments, and their ability to provide simulated
situations that would not otherwise be available in the training facility. These values have
led to a tremendous demand for devices of all kinds.

But training aids are not automatically cure-alls. Often demand for aids-especially in
periods of mobilization-has been so uncritical that it has resulted in urgent development
and production without reference to expense and without determination of actual
training value. The need for training aids and deTwces is strikingly obvious, but the results
of uncritical, unevaluated use of devices are even more obvious. For example, during
World War II we developed, but could not test, a Dead Reckoning Trainer. It consisted of
48 individual booths equipped realistically with navigation instruments connected to a
master control unit. It cost a lot of money and required a lot of training support. Yet a
postwar evaluation showed that it was no more effective than a simple blackboard
presentation. We also used a device to train antiaiicraft gunners and then later found that
it actually trained men to miss the target.

But we don't have to go all the way back to World War II for examples. Even a
cursory examination of present device inventories would show that major deficiencies still
exist:

(1) Firing and Ranging Weapons Simulators purchased for appromately $1,000
apiece after a $65,000 development cycle. Placed on the shelf for months because no
training program had been developed for their use.

(2) Tank Turret Trainers costing over $40,000 to develop and $6,000 apiece to
buy. Stored against the wall because they are not the type that can be used with the
class facilities and t-aining requirements we now have.

(3) A Davy Crockett Trainer with an estimated prototype cost of $10,000.
lmmodiapely placed in salvage because it was too fragile for use.

(4) Vehicle Driver Trainers costing over $15,000 apiece, which have a reduced
trrinriag effectiveness because the dcvice concept was radically altered by the developer.

(5) An expensive Range Finder Trainer that was tested and found to have no
tra*ning value. It is used to train bury -on-target--a task that is trained just as well with a
$12 mock-up.

These are but a few examples that underscore the need for better management of
the development and utilization of training aids and devices. They also serve to illustrate
somc of the requirements that should guide such management:

(1) A training device does not train, the training program trains. Therefore, the
device must be developed only on the basis of a specific need in the program. As a part
of the program, the device represents some aspect of the job. To do so for training, it
must provide the psychological parameters of the job, not just the physical engineering
parameters.
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(2) The type of lEvice seiected must not unly be best suited for the particular
task for which the training is being conducted, but it must also be a type that can be
supported by the training facility. That is, it must be flexible enough to be used in all
anticipated training situations (class size, classrooms, job orientation), it must be rugged
enough to withstand handling and abuse, and it must have operating tolerances that the
instructor can reliab~y meet and that available maintenance personnel can support.

(3) Device development must be closely monitored by the training manager to
ensure, that the training concept is maintained and is fulfilled in a manner that can be
supported when considering instructor, maintcnance, and facility requirements.

(4) The training effectiveness and cost effectiveness of the final device must be
objectively evaluated by engineering test, training test, and cost effectiveness criteria.

The selection of effective training devices, then, is a process of management func-
tions. It is a process that requires continu.iing attention by the training manager. The
examples illustrate the iesu!ts of neglecting any one of these functions, so we shall
consider each of them and the major requirements for fulfilling them. Later, we shall
apply this information to a common device problem: vehicle driver training.

The first function stsitcs ihat the device requirement results from a specific program
need. Somewvhere in the writing of the program, we have decided that the material can be
presented most effectively by the use of some kind of device. The type of device, its
characteristics, and the way it will be used are dictated by the program. The programi is
not written around a particular device we have obtained. Rather, the device is obtained
to fill a need in a program that has already been written.

At thik point in the development of the training program, management's job is: to
consider the kinds of devices that Ire available to fill the need, and the characteristics
they should provide for training; to order the device; to monitor its development; and,
finally, to test the effectiveness of the final product.

Types and Characteristics of Devices

Ounr first consideration, ar I the most difficult one, is with the types of devices
available and the characteristics t•hey can provide.

Normally, training is conducted in three successive stages (Folley. 1): presenting
fundamental information, demonstrating principles and procedures, and practicing job
tasks. For each of these stages, different types of devices have been developed to present
the particular aspect of the knowledge or skill that is vital to that stage. Parker and
Downs (2) have catalogued the various types of devices, their use in each of the three
stages of training, their relative costs, and some of their advantages and disadvantages.
This publication is a worthwhile "cookbook" for reference by any manager who is
considering an investment in training devices.

We will not attempt to go through such a cataloguing in this presentation. Rather,
we will consider ome of the principles that underlie the categories. It should then be
possible to extend this analysis to any device requirement.

(1) Information. The first stage in the training process is the information stage.
During this stage the trainee is told about the task to be learned-how it fits into his
total job and into the overall system. He is also told, in general terms, what will be
required of him. He learns the technical vocabulary and information that will be required
to perform the task, and he learns how to identify and locate objects, either physically or
by the use of words and symbols. Tinis latter operation, words and symbols, includes
much of what we mean by "facts."

One kind of training device, then, is used to present information. The class of
devices for information presentation includes most of what we refer to as passive
audio-visual aids: biackboards, charts and graphs, slides, and films. These aids allow little
student participation other than observing and listening. On the other hand, this class also
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includes trainee response devices '"ich as workuooks and self-scoring test forms. These
two kinds of aids are "tools" placed in the hands of the instructor to supplement his
activities.

Overlapping these are the auto-instructional devices which both serve an
information-presenting function and afford at means for the trainee to make relevant
responses in relation to the material presented. Many of the "programed learning" devices
have the additional advantage of allowing the trainee to proceed at his own rate without
the need for active intervention by the teacher. These devices, then, replace rather than
supplement the normal activities of an instructor.

Here we might reiterate two important precautions that are often overlooked in
the utilization of information-presenting devices. First, these aids are most effective with
low ability groups. High ability groups seem to be able to learn equally well with any
type of presentation. But low ability groups are usually not as experienced in attending
to oral lecture presentations, and pulling out the important items of the presentation; nor
can they easily visualize objects and conditions from a verbal description. The aid does
this for '~hem by presenting the picture and highlighting the important aspects. But to do
this, the aid must represent the ability level of these trainees. It must do so by following
all of the principles o'f simplicity, repetition, slow progress, and so forth, that are
applicable to low ability trainees. Too many of these aids, particularly films, seem to
neglect these requirements.

Second, to, many instructors assume that the aid is independent of the
program. They schedule films for rainy days or hang-over mornings without regard to
their proper place in the instructional sequence. Also, in many instances, instructo',r use
these aids without any adequately prepared instructional introduction or followup. As a
result, the aid may relieve otherwise monotonous instr~uction and it may add a degree of
interest to the subject, but the specific teaching effects of the aid are largely lost.

The effective and appropriate use of informational aids can result in more learning
in less time, and in better retention of what is learned. But this is true only when the
instructional aid ;. closely related to trainee ability and to .he context of the Instruction.
The aid in itself doea not train anything.

(2) Demonstration. During the second stage of training, the principles and pro-
cedures unde! 'ying the task are shown to the trainees. A second kind of training device,
then, is used for demonstration.

One use of a demonstraobr is to show priciples in pictorial form. This may
provide better or quicker understanding of the principle. It may also help the trainee to
understand the cause and effeet implications c tie relationship. Or it My help him
relate several component faeuaors that may be combining to produce a common effect.

Another use of demonstrators is to alresent the p ogocedures tteat are ngcessary to
the task by performing themn for the trainee. Here the trainee doeE not perfarm, he
merely observes. These aids are used when the trainee must know how to carry out a set
of operations that must follow a fixed sequence, and they are also used to present the
arbitrary rulesn of contingent procedures, such ! "If this is observed, do thus and so."

The primary kinds of demonstrators are cutaways of the actual hardware,
operating mock-ups and models, and animanted panels. Usually, as ae move farther from
the actual hardware we are able to decrease complexity and cost, but this is usually done
at the expense of realism. The extent to which this is desirable depends upon the specific
function the trainer is to provide. Mller (o) has listed three major demonstrator functions
that we should consider. show how diTution afct outputs, generalize information, and
relate disfonnected areas.

a. Show How Inputs Affect Outputs
Simplify Concepts. The demonstrator may sche-matize the linkages

between complex inputs and outputs, thereby simplifying the idea of how a complex
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piece of hardware works. Its advantage over a two-dimensional aid is that the trainee does
not have to imagine the dynamic process involved but can actually observe it. Thus, the
push-pull forces of a hydraulic system can be represented without showing the detailed
components of actuators or the electrical circuitry associated with servo valveQ.

Eliminate Irrelevant Details. The demonstrator can simplify schematic
relationships by downgrading visual realism which may distract the trainee or clutter his
recall.

Dramatize Outputs. The demonstrator can present outputs in realistic
terms, that is, it can show the target as a tank rather than a partially concealed blob.
This literal representation of the effect of an output may help arouse trainee interest and,
by being concrete, aid him in remembering the concept in later real operations. This
function is the opposite of the simplification function and should be limited to adding
realism to outputs. Care should also be taken to ensure that the output does not become
so vivid that it obscures the principle the trainee is supposed to be learning.

Dramatize Differences. The demonstrator can emphasize anr. distort the
differences between principles, hardware, or procedures. It may decr.ease the scale in time
and distance in comparisons so that the trainee does not have to retain ideas long enough
to become confused or forget what came in what order.

Provide Functional Level. The demonstrator can present information at
the specific level at which the trainee will operate. The level of understanding presented
can be minimal with respect to the complexity and number of variables presented.
Keeping ideas at the level of ability required by the job.

b. Generalize Information
The demonstrator may simplify the understanding of different objects by

showing how they are related to each other by common principles. In this way we might
emphasize the differences between the operations of two kinds of weapon systems
(conventional and missile), making ti. !n more understandable by demonstrating how
common changes affect both. This may reduce interference of habits in firing the to._ o
systems, and may also help to integrate the specific responses within each task.

c. Relate Areas
The demonstrator can show the relstionship of areas usually far removed

from• each other. It can show the effect of the shift lever on the operation of the
transmission, the relationships between several course topics, or how the jobs of the
operator and mechanic affect mrachine outputs.

All of these functions are provided in varying amounts in the different kinds of
trainers. The problem in selecting the pcrticular demonstrator to use is one of balancing
releuance and simplicity. In this respect. one can easily be carried away with the beauty
and intricacies of the trainer and completely forget the trainee. Some animated panels
become so loaded with color codes and gadgets that the principles are completely lost in
the beauty ot 'he panel's operation. These devices soon become toys r.ther than trainers,
but w'ien they are prop.-.ly designeA and used demonstrators can greatly shorten training
time and cost.

3. Practice. During the final stage in formal training, the trainee practices the task
by actually performing it himself. He learns to: (a) integrate the cues that were pr--sented
during the initial information stage, (b) choose a course of action by applying the
principles and rules learned during thc demnonstration stage, and (c) integrate skilled
perceptual-motor acts to & high level of proficiency. These acts may be as simple as using
hand tools or as complex as manipulating the controls of an airplane.

It should be obvious that the later phases of this practice continue through
most of the man's career. It will be used to maintain proficiency later on the job and as
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a transition to evolutionary modifications of tactics and equipment. So trainers used
during this stage of formal training are often used also by the field units. The training
manager must keep in mind the requirements and capabilities of both the schools and the
field units when he selects, develops, and evaluates the devices for this stage.

During this stage we see all of the types of learning we referred to at the
beginning of the course. Stimulus learning as the trainee begins to integrate relevant cues;
response learning of simaple motor acts; multiple discriminntion; chaining; and, finally, the
more comnpe!x use of problem solving and rule application as he attempts to make
decisions or perfor... the total job task. Trainers can be used to develop any one part or a
combination of parts of this task. Or they can be used to develop the total task.
Furthermore, the b"i' iner can present the hardware components of the task in relative
isolation from the e:,pected job environment, or within a completely simulated context.

One of the training manager's decisions, then, is how much of the job to
include in the trainer. Should we train on a series of devices, each providing more of the
final job requirements? Or should we develop only one trainer which encompasses all of
the requirements of the final job? For example, should we train tank gunnery by using a
series of trainers of increasing complexity-giving the gunner procedural training on a
simple device; then tracking manipulations with only controls, sight, and a simulated
target; then crew training in a simulated turret and finally, the complete system training
in the actual vehicle? Or should we use only one trainer-the final systems device
followed by the actual vehicle? The answer obviously depends on a number of task and
facility factors. Is the total task too complex to be !earned as a unit? Is the length of
training required for any part of the task (e.g., gunner tracking) and the number of
students that must be trained too great to justify tying up a complete crew trainer? Or is
the cost of the complete trainer too great to buy the numbers necessary to accomplish
any part of the task in the time allotted for training?

We can see the necessity of tying the device requirement closely to the training

program. The program will state the complexity of task that can be trained in any
instructional unit. At the same time, the cost and complexity of the device required will
partially dictate what these instructional units can encompass.

Environmental Simulation

Perhaps a n'ore involved question that faces us is: "What degree of environmental
simulation do we need?' With the e-ver-incfeasing complexity of our equipment and jobs,
environmental simulation is becoming an increasingly important concept in Army train-
ing. Sev,,tal factors are radically increasing the demand for including some training that
provides a'.nost total job simulation:

11) Our weaponry is reaching a state of destructiveness and cost that prohibits
actual firing for training or for proficiency maintenance on the job.

(2) The need for land is increasing but the amount of available land remains
the s•ime, or decreases. increased weapon ranges and tactical concepts for the atomic
hattlcfitld are beginnin, L'o pinch available training areas.

ý 3) The cost ,-f large-scale exercises to test concepts and train for every level of
unit readiness has become astronomical.

Simulatiot:. then, Ls a concept that will become increasingly important, but it is a
c.oncept that is fraught with inconsistent meanings. For one thing, total simulation of an
operational job would require on ex-tct identity o! the job itself on the operational
tquipment. But the training devi--e is hardly evcr this complete. Unless the device is the
actu;l operational equipment used under operptional conditions, some of the hardware
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and environmental variables will be modified, or left out completely. Many people still
talk about a simulator as if it were on all or nothinm matter, but the truth is that a
simulator is a matter of selection and degree. Some variables are represented and some
are not. Those that are represented may be matched exactly to the job conditions or
they may be presented to a much lesser degree.

A feature of all simulation, then, is the deliberate omission of some aspects of the
real situation and concentration on those aspects that are thought to be most important
to system success. The training manager must decide what aspects are to be included in
the trainer, and to what degree.

This matter of aspects or variabks of the situation that are to be included in the
training device presents another common inconsistency in the term simulation The
engineer uses the term to express the duplication of physical and functiona! charac-
teristics of equipment within very close engineering tolerances. But the prcblem of
physically copying the equipment is not the same as the training problem. The training
problem is to provide stimuli so that the responses learned to them will transfer to the
job with little or no loss. When we are successful and transfer does occrer after training,
we can speak of the synthetic training condition; we have provided as psychological
simulation. But this psychological aimulation may have been much different than the
engineering simulation. So the development of training realism depends on two considera-
tions: the degree of engineering simulation required, and the degree of psychological
simulation required. Some tasks require a high degre of engineering simulation but many
tasks can be learned and transferred to the job with practically. no physical or functional
realism.

The selection of variables that should be included in the trainer is thus based on
psychological considerations of training effectiveness and cransfer to the job, not on
physical realism. Unfortunately, we do not know all of the parameters of psychological
simulation, but there are some guidelines we can follow.

First, with respect to engineering simulation, we know there are usually increases in
training value with increased physical realism. But this is only true up to a point as
suown in Figure 1. Beyond this point, the gains in skill become uneconomical when we
consider the increased cost of production and maintenance. We do not know exactly
where this point lies, t'ut we do know that the trainee is adaptable to differences
between the training and operationri environments that would shock m, st engineers. In
the navigation e.ample discussed earlier, we saw that the trainee could transfer naviga-
tional concepts from a blackboard to the operational environment without the need ftor
physically duplicating all -if the equipment configrations and inputs for his staion.

As long as the trainee feels proficiecy in the task, he can readily overcome rather
wide changes in surroundings. This is paiticularly applicable with motor skills, less so
with perceptual skills that require the anticipation of patterned change in s~mul~tion.

For perceptual tasks we have to hold quite c!,'o to t'.e environmenta& conditiozo of the
job. But even here, if we stay within broad Linits, we will be reiatively effective. To help
decide what level of physical realism we need. we should consider four factors: variaalons
in har•w are performance, variations in enmironmental factors, the psychological capa-
bilities of the trainee, and the level of training. The first two are trainer input and ihe
last two can be used as criteria for e.aluiting this input.

Briefly, all hardware will show time varintion in output due to initial engineering
tolerazces, wear, or operating circimstances. Many of these variations can b(, obtai.aed
durng engineering and service testas of the equiptment. These variations affect iask
performance, and one function of training is to allow the trainee to 1,'rn to adljul, to
such variations. So we should build the raining equipment to reflect no more ae=_-ray
than the actual hardware. (We are particularly remiss in this requirament with weapoo-
systems. Trainers here seem to be built on the basis of what we otould like to have t0
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weapon do, the QMR phrases, rather than what we actually get. Many trained gunners
have been totally surprised and frustrated at not knowing what to do when they first
encountered the amount of lag we have in tank turret control systems, or the actual
round-to-round variation in trajectory.)

This need to sample the known variation in hardware characteristics is equally true
oV the expected variation in environmental factors. What is the operator to respond to
(targets, terrain, decision data, etc.)-and under what operating conditions (weather, time
periods, irrelevant information, etc.)? The importance of providing practice which reflects
the range of variety of both engineering and environmental parameters should receive
careful consideration. The range of skill that results from the trainer program will tend to
reflect the range of conditions provided.

But we must evaluate all of these data against the known capabilities of the trainee
and the level of training. The human operator has limitations as to the stimuli he can
discrinii•tate, the number and complexity of signals he can process, the differences in
pressure he can sense, and the speed with which he can anticipate and react to changes.
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Because of these limitations, the trainee may respond in the same way to a number of
hardware and environmental variations that are measurably different. The first economical
retreat from physical realism can thus be made on the basis of human cappbility. On this
basis, we may be able to greatly simplify the program requirements of the trainer.

Stags of Training for Simulator Use

A second simplification is usually possible when we consider the stage of training in
which we intend to use the simulator. Usually, the early stages of training require much
less physical realism than the last stages, just before transfer to the operational equip-
ment. We can thus consider the feasibility of part-task trainirng as a method of ecnno-
mizing. Simulator costs and complexity increase rapidly with increases in physical realism.
And as cost increases, the number of simulators we zan afford decreases jist as rapidly.
When we are faced with the requirement for training large numbers of men, the time/cost
requirements for complex simulators usually become pohibitive. In these cases we may
accomplish training more rapidly and efficiently if initial training is provided separately
on components of the task or on degr3ded tasks.

Thus, in answer to the questions we posed earlier, we might train gunnery pro-
cedures, tracking, loading, or driving skills in a greatly impoverished environment during
the intitial ztages of the program; transferring to the final desired level of physical realism
only during the final training periods.

This, then, has been a very sketchy review of the types of devices we can use and
some of the major factors which affect their cost and efficiency. While we have not
intended to be exhaustive in this rc7 l, hope it has still indicated the wide range of
information that the training - ager must have if he is to make valid decisions about
device requirements. M,,ch of th.s informa'Io, will be in the nature of a "best guess"
that will have to be checked Rfter a prototype of the device is available, such as the
amount of physical realism required. But we can still note quite a bit of information that
should be rather fi-n by the time we are ready to request a device.

Requesting D- vice Development

First, .,tre %re 3 number of Program Requirements that dictate the type of device
we need and what charac'er -tics it must include. We must know exactly what the task

we are trying to train ingoiv:e.s and how it is -o be included in the course. From this we
can at least guess at the psychological parameters that must be included and the abilities
the trainee will have whe% he begins to use the device. (In our tracking example we
should know from the cwirse description whether the trainee will have learned nomen-
clature, location of controls, and firing procedures before he reaches the device stage. Or
will he have to learn all of this on the device itself?)

We should also know whether he will be a part of a large class or a small group. All
of this information would suggest whether we need a fairly complete but open replica of
the hardware, or just a partial duplicate with access mainly restlicted to the instructor
and the man in the gunner's station. From the task description we can also. "guess at"
what duties should be stressed because they will be particularly difficult; a long, complex,
or dangerous procedure that we could stress by numbering or emphasizing control steps;
several similar reticles that have important differences we could highlight; a stabilized
sight that presents great initial tracking difficulties but which we could build up to with
several steps of increasing difficulty. And, of course, we must know what degree of
proficiency the trainee must attain. If it is a low level, we can omit many of the more
costly variables that affect only peak performance.

Secundly, we must know how well we can support devices both during instruction
and in later maintenance. Many times we find ourselves severely limited in what we
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would like to have and the complexity &hat instructors, maintenance personnel, and
facilities can support.. If we restrict our thinking to what we would like to have, we end
up with a device we cannot use.

And, finallyu we have to consider the needs and capabilities of all installations that
could use the device. Our tracking device may be fairly austere and still meet all of the
needs of a school program, especially if more complex trainers are to be used iater during
OJT. But field units may not be able to support the more complex trainers even though
they need some kind of trainer to maintain proficiency. By adding a few extra items to
our device, we .might most economically meet the needs of both the schools and the field
units with a single device. On the other hand, our device might include all of the factors
needed by the school and the units but require facilities that are only available at the
school. By simplifying the facility requirements we might obtain a device that can be
used.

These three aspects of the device must be considered by the training manager if he
is to make a valid request, but they must also be stated in that request if he is to obtain
a valid device. Let's consider the request itself and then see why these aspects must be
included.

There are two major device development facilities available to the training manager.
The first is thz local Training Aids Center located at most major posts. It is usually
financed through the regular post budget. In most cases it is limited to producing the
simpler graphic training aids, lending standard items, and maintaining simple devices. The
procedure for requesting the fabrication or loan of an aid is available from your local
Training Aids Center in a brochure. They will also provide a catalog of the s-ardard items
they can handle or loan.

The second facility is the Army Participation Group at the Nava! Training Devices
Center in Oriando, Florida. This Group, as a part of the Army Materie( Command, builds
and maintains most of our complex training devices. The procedure for requesti-mg devices
from this facility is given in AR 705-5 (4). Normally, these coml:.ex devices are
developed as part of a mijor new equipment dcveloymei.%, program. A look at the AR
shows what information we get from this program and what we are responsible for in the
way of training devices.

First, it is noted that U.S. Contaiental Aimy Command is responsible "for
training aids and devices of all types for both indibiduui end unr-t training," and that this
is accomplished through Combat Development Command, by cooiJination and review of
two documents: the Qualitative Materiel Reouirement (QMR) and the Small Development
Requirement (SDR).

The outline of the QMR shows the fo-ma+ fer T:aining Considerations and
Training Devices. But at the equipment concept stage, when the QMR is written, these
sections have to be fairly general. All we have is the equipment concept, our past
experience with similar kinds of equinprent, ani wtat wc cuspect may be the job duties
for this type of equipment,

As the equipment is developed ani the actual hardware begins to emerge, we
can begin to firm up the QMR estimates of the training requirements. We can see that
most of this information wijl have to come from training aspects that are considered in
equipment reports arnd dur.ng in-:ircoess re-c ews. 'In poir.n cf fact, th:n, CONARC is
almost totally dependent upon AMC and CDC to ensure that these aspects are being
considered. This is a major weakness of the present system. AMC is, of course, r.ainly
interested in the hardware itself, and CDC is interested in how well that hardware will
meet the anticipated tactical requirements. For both agencies, training i. only a minor
side-line consideration. But under the present directives, we must st.. assume that
CONARC will obtain the relevant training information in encugh detail and time to
construct the training program and request the necessaxy devices. This time, accordi.,g to
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other directives, is 36 months before the equipment is fielded. At this point, CONARC
must submit the SDRs.

Let us assume that we have the information needed and are ready to submit the
SDR. What form should it take? The AR gives a rather general outline of what must be
included. Here we can see what the training program had to be constructed before the
device was requested. How else can we even estimate the quantity we will need, or the
maintenance concept? Now that we know how the device requirements will be developed,
we can see why we must include, under Purpose and Operational Characteristics, all of
the information we have derived on Program Requirements, Support Requirements, and
Utilization. The SDR will normally be written by the proponent school and staffed
through CONARC to CDC to DA to the Training Device Center.

An engineer at the Naval Training Devices Center will write equipment specifi-
cations based mainly on what has been stated in the SDR, and an engineer at some
private company will develop the device based on the specifications. Neither will have a
training manager's knowledge of these requirements, nor will they be able to intuit them
from a general statement. They will know what the hardware will be like, and can
duplicate it, but they can only know what the training will require if you are specific in
the SDR. Even what appear to be specific requirement statemen"3 to the man in the
school can be changed so much in the writing of the specification and in the developing
engineer's mind that it would be hard to recognize the fhial device.

For example, an SDR specified that the device be light enough to be carried by
the tank crew. The device arrived and it could just be carried by a tank crew, but not
safely to the top of the turret to which it had to be mounted and dismounted daily. An
SPR specified that a tank turret trainer had to allcw the instructor to critique the
students. It allowed for this by providing an instructor's console with a powerful public
address system. Fine for a platform lecture to a large class, but we use 15 or 20 of these.
devices in P. single building with groups of six to eight trainees. Imagine what a class
would be like with 15 to 20 public address systems going at the same time. Another SDR
asked for a way to provide for target acquisition by the tank commander. The device did
this with seven synchronized and overlapping motion picture projectors mounted on the
outside of the cupola-hardly a device most of our instructors could operate or that we
could maintain.

We can see, then, why we must be specific in the SDR statement of the
training requirements. We must give the developer the benefit of all of the relevant
information we have available at the time we request the device. But we must also
monitor the development of that device.

Monitoring Device Development

The guidance for Section 2 of the SDR format, as found in AR 705-5, recognizes
that some items will have to be "amplified at a later date," as more concrete information
becomes available. It also recognizes that the development engineer is in the best position
to select the actual hardware that can meet this requirement most effectively. So the
format specifies that characteristics will be stated in "sufficient detail to serve as definite
guidance for design without further description of characteristics." But as the designer
selects the type of equipment that will best meet the requirement, he must still be guided
by what the user can support. Many times all of these limitations cannot be anticipated
in the request, but can be supplied by the trainirng manager as needed. To supply this
information, the training manager must be associated dirnctly with each decision stage of
the device development. When he isn't, the developer must rely on his own judgment and
this judgment is apt to be faulty.

For example, we received a device that included a 35mm projector. This was the
best hardware available to present certain information. How could the engineer know that
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there was only one licensed 35mm projectionist on the post--a civilian at the local
theater? Or that there were no qualified 35mm maintenance personnel on the post? On
the other hand, how could the SDR writer have possibly stated all of these side
limitations as guidance to the engineer? Another time we received a good trainer, but it
had very high power requirements. It cost over $20,000 to rewire the building where the
trainer was to be installed, and this power wasn't available at all for the trainers that
were sent to Seventh Army. Again, how could the developing engineer have been
expected to know this, or the SDR writer to anticipate it?

Obviously, then, the device must be developed with the full participation of the
training manager at the requesting facility. There is no other way to even partially
guarantee the usability of the final product.

But even this is only a partial guarantee-a guarantee that the device can be used in
-the program for which it was intended But we still do not have any guarantee that,
when it is included in that program, it will do what we wanted it to do or that it will do
it more efficiently than some other method. Our original decision that this device could
fill the program need better than some other kind of device, or better than the actual
hardware, was an educated guess. Our specification of the characteristics the device
should have was also a guess; guided by several principles, but still a guess. And we do
this by testing the device, as a piece of hardware, in the same manner that we test any
other piece of hardware.

Testing Device Effectiveness

When we develop a new tank we ask, and test, three questions. Is it durable and
reliable enough for the missioti it is to perform? Does it effectively satisfy the require-
ments of this mission? And, if so, does it do it cheaper than oth3r methods that are
available?

When we develop a training device we ask the same three questionc. Is it durable
and reliable enough for the training mission it is to perform? Does it effectively satisfy
the requirements of our training mission, as those requirements are stated hia the training
objective? And, if it does, does it provide these requirements cheaper than other training
methods we could have used?

If AMC and CDC are remiss in supplying CONARC with the information they need
to develop an effective training program for new equipment, CONARC is equally remiss
in testing the devices they have requested for that program. We test reliability and
durability for a simple device by letting the instructor use it in the classroom. For major
devices, AMC directs one of its Boards to include this test as part of its regular Service
Test. But we hardly ever test the training or cost effectiveness of even the simple
information and demonstration devices that we obtain locally. Of all the devices available,
you won't find five that have ever been tested this way. We just get them and use them.
And one result is that many of the devices we use are grossly ineffective or, as with the
antiaircraft trainer, actually train the wrong thing. Another result is that we have a large
number of devices that perform jobs that could be performed much cheaper in other
ways, just as the con "Alex and costly navigational trainer performed a job that could have
been done by a simpie, cheap blackboard. So every post now has literally hundreds of
beautiful training aids and devices that are great eyewash for visiting dignitaries but are
otherwise useles•v and actually cluttering up our training programs.

Each of the functions we gave for the training manager is now being performed in
some manner with the exception of this final function which is almost totally neglected.
As we have seen, we can--and must-improve the manager's performance of each of these
functions; but without this final function all of our previous activities may be in vain.

I don't think there is ever a question of the need for testing devices; it is just easier
not to do it. To test the training effectiveness of a device, we have to set up two
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courses--one using the device and one without the device. To test the cost effectiveness
of a device, we have to set up several courses using other possible methods of training.
To do either, we have to have a good measure of performance at the end of training.
And, as noted earlier, we do not usually have a training production control system that
would give us the end-of-training tests we need so we have to develop them.

The methods for evaluating any part of the course will be given later. But let us
stress here that these methods o'f evaluation must also be applied to a training device
alone if we are to guarantee that we have chosen an effective course of action. None of
the managers' functions will in itself guarantee that the devices we are developing are
going to provide th2 training we need; but if we p,.Jorm each function as well as we can,
we will at least eliminate much of the needless device waste we find in our present
training programs.
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Transfer of Training

Edgar M. Haverland
HumRRO Division No. 7

Transfer of training can be described this way: If learning one thing helps in
learning a second thing, transfer of training is said to have occurred. It works in reverse,
too, for if learning one thing makes it harder to learn a second thing, we speak of
negative transfer of training.

There are many kinds of performance in which earlier learning may affect or
transfer to later learning. Some examples are motor transfer, memory tranmsfer, and
transfer of principles. Laboratory studies provide illustrations of these kinds of transfer:
Motor transfer was found in a study which showed that learning to assemble a switch
made it easier to learn to assemble a simple loom (Woodward, 1). Memty transfer was
not found in a study to which the ability to memorize was not increased by practice in
memorizing either poetry, tables, or prose (Sleight, 2). Considerable transfer effects from
teaching principles were found in an experirment in which the ability of boys to adjust
their aim when shooting at targets submerged in water to varying depths was greatly
increased by being first taught the principles of light refraction (Judd, 3).

Generally, it is hard to predict whether positive, negative, or no transfer will be
obtained from the learning of one motor task to the learning of another, though there
are some obvious cases such as the difficulties in clutching and shifting (negative transfer)
often encountered when switching 1rom a car with an eutomatic transmission to one with
a stick shift. The recent trend toward standardizing the positions (Park, Re verse, Neutral,
Low and Drive) on automatic transmission shift levers in cars is an effort to avoid
difficulties which might be caused by negative transfer.

Unsystematic practice in memory generally does not improve the ability to
memorize, but it has been shown that systematic instruction in techniques of memorizing
will yield substantial improvement in memorizing performance (Woodrow, 4). Teaching
principles will usually lead to substantial improvement (positive transfer) in any perform-
ances to which the principles are applicable.

What has all this to do with practical training situations? The answer is "Every-
thing." because the whole purpose of training is to enable people to perform satis-
factorily on the job. In other words, training must transfer to the job or the training is
useless.

Also, within the sequence of training activities, there is the question of what kind of
training nctivitips ý)nd tnnic.q in thp Aarlipr nhases of training will make the later phases
easier and more efficient. This is a question of transfer, also, from the earlier phases of
training to the later phases.

Transfer Considerations in Developing Training Courses

The basic factor in transfer of training is the degree of similarity or dissimilarity
between training a.l the job, or between earlier and later learning. The more similarity,
the more positive transfer should occur; the more dissimilarity or perhaps outright
contradiction, the less the positive transfer and the more likely that negative transfer will
OcTur.

Relevant Content. Rt may seem elementary that a course of training should include
only material relevant to the performance requirements on the job being trained, buL th•s
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is sometimes not the case. For example, theze may be a lot of material not needed in the
on-the-job situadion in courses designed to teach electronics technicians. Often the
trainees will be filled full of electronics theory which might be necessary to design the
equipment but is not needed to maintain the equipment-the usual job of electronics
technicians.

The earlier sections of this course dealing with establishing performance require-
ments and deriving training objectives for a specific training program should have
provided the concepts and methods needed to ensure that the content of the training is
appropriate for the job being trained.

There are two other major areas in which transfe. of training ideas are
important. The first is in breaking down into appropriate blocks or sections the whole
job, performance, or body of material to be learned and :xranging these blocks or
sections in a suitable sequence. The idea here is to teach first that which will help most
in learning the later sections. The second area is that of transition or re-training, or
cross-training in which a man is to be trained either in an altered version of the job he
has been doing or in some different job in the same system. Negative transfer effects may
be unavoidable in some cases. The point is to recognize situations in which this may
occur and give special attention to them as may be needed.

Dividing and Sequencing Material. In dividing the whole job or body of material to
be learned into appropriate blocks or sections and ordering these in some sequence,
several prirciples may be utilized: natural sequence, simple-to-complex, performance
analysis, and probably the most important and fruitful principle, meaningfulness.

If the job or performance has a natural or specified sequence, such as a set of
maintenr'nce or prefiring checks often has, it is probably a good idea to teach the
material in this order, unless some serious difficulty is introduced by so doing.

An example might be found in training personnel for the maintenance of
guided missile equipment in which there are two distinct areas (battery control, and
launching areas) in a battery, seperated by some distance. Many of the checks in each
area can be performed independently of the other area, but some require cooperation.
The checks for each area have a specified order in which they are normally done, but
most of the training is done separately for personnel of the two areas. So the checks are
taught in the specified order for both areas, with deviation from this order only to teach
the checks requiring cooperation between the two areas at certain specified times when it
is arranged that the two training sections involved shall teach cooperatively.

Most jobs or bodies of material to be learned can be arranged in a simple-to-
complex order, to a considerable extent. This is usually a natural and suitable order in
which to teach the material. One reason that this order of presentation is a good one is
that success in learning the simpler material in the earlier stages of training helps student--
to be better motivated in lehrning the more difficult, later material.

In the section of this course on establishing performance requirements, methods
were presented for specifying tasks and task elements, and for identifying skill and
knowledge requirements. If these stages of the whole process of constructing a course of
training have been well done, their products will be of tremendous help in developing the
training program. The tasks specified in these stages should usually be quite suitable as
sections or blocks of the training program. If the analyses involved in specifying p r-
formance requirements have been well done, the tasks specified should have a unity or
integrity which makes them natural elements or sections of the training program. Transfer
to the final total performance should be good.

Time Sharing and Interaction. There are a couple of cautions, however. If there is
time-sharing between two tasks, they should probably be combined in training-certainly
in the later stages of training if they have been separated in earlier stages. An example
might be techniques of aerial observation and piloting an airplane or helicopter. Unless
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there is a separate observer, the pilot must do both, and the integration of the two must
be accomplished in training. If they were trained separately, a period of lowered
efficiency and possibly outright danger would probably occur when the trainee had to
combine them on the job.

The other caution involves interaction between tasks or skill components. A
simple-minded example would be turning and banking an aircraft; the tighter the turn
(and the higher the speed) the sharper one must bank, and the two must be nicely
coordinated, so they should be trained together. In electronics maintenance there are
adjustments which interact; these should be taught at the same time. In combat leader-
ship, numerous, sometimes conflicting demands often arise simultaneously. Training
should include practice in allocating available resources (men, weapons, transportation)
appropriately, and keeping training in transportation management entirely separate from
that in weapons utilization would probably result in inappropriate decisions on the job in
some cases.

All of these principles will come into play in developinga training program. It is not
a qucstion of 3ither-or, it is a question of a suitable molding of most or all of themse
principles to produce a good training program. This is a prelude to re-emphasizing a
principle which should run through the whole job of developing a training program. This
principle i, that what a man learns rhould be meaningful to him, at all stages of training.
This means that each new skill or piece of information should fit into what the man
already knows, and make sense. The need. for the new skill or piece of information
should be obvious, so that the trainee is not asked to learn what appears to him to be
irrelevant material. If this can be done in developing a training program, learning and
retention should be better, and transfer should be facilitated.

Making learning meaningful usually starts with giving the trainee an overall
sketch of the whole job or performance to be learned, so that he can see how later, more
concentrated study on particular aspects of the job or performance fits into the whole
picture. l•rom demonstrdtions or actual trainee experience with the job at a simple level,
the student can begin learning what the whole job is about, and can be led to see that, if
certain results are to be obtained (if the rifle is to fire reliably, or if the radio is to receive
clearly), ceitain operations or checks must be performed. Thus, two of the major
elements in making learning meaningful are a picture of the whole job into which the
details can be fitted, and an anderstanding of the desired outputs or results of performing
the job to give focus and purpose to the instruction.

Transfer in Transition, Retraining, or Cross-Training. If a man is to be trained in an
altered version of a job he has been doing, or in a different job in the same system, much
of his previous training and experience may transfer to the new performance required.
The problem in developirg training in this case is to carefully explore the extent and
nature of the changed performance or content involved, and devise suitable training for
this portion of the iob. In some cases the altered or new performance may require
different responses to the same stimuli, and this is especially likely to result in negative
transfer, that is. mistakes, slow learning, or inefficient performance generally. Special
attention should be given to such situatiors in developing the training program.

Transfer of Knowledge. Much of what is taught in most training courses does not
invo!ve actual perforrarnce of the job being trained, but rather consists of knowledge or
information neces.ary to perform the job. It is easy to include all kinds of information in
a course, on the blithe as-,mnption that it is needed, "and even if it isn't absolutely
nece•ary, it will help then, some day in some way." If careful procedures were followed
in identifying knowledge requirements when performance requirements were established,
the information t3 be taught should be relevant, and this is a big step toward obtaining
good transfer to later ' ri.ce
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One further matter should be emphasized in this connection. A high degree of
mastery of knowledge is necessary before substantial transfer can be expected. This
means that simply exposing a student quickly to principles and facts involved in the
relationships of pressure, -volume, temperature, and velocity of gases will probably not
help him much in understanding how a carburetor works, and why one can freeze up
under certain conditions. The student needs a rather thorough understanding of the
relevant information and principles before much transfer to carburetor problems can be
expected to occur.

Whole-Part Learning

You may hear some mention of whole-part learning. This is the question of whether
it is better to study what is to be learned all in one unit, or to divide it into smalier
sections to be learned separately and then combined. The answer to this question
depends on so many qualifications that it simply is not profitable to ask it in the context
of most military training situations. Unless the amount to be learned is relatively small, it
must be divided in any case, and much of what we have said about establishing
performance requirements and developing a training program involves carefuly analyiing
and dividing the information or performance to be learned. Thus any training you plan
will almost certainly involve dividing the material into tasks or other sections.

Training Devices, Aids, and Simulators

This is an area in which transfer of training is a matter of prime concern; the whole
idea of a trai-ing device or simulator would be pointless if substantial transfer were not
obtained.

Some definitions are in order first. A training device is used in teaching some skill or
physical performance. It has, in some form, controls which the student manipulates, and
indicators from which the student obtains information on the effects of manipulating thc
controls. The student is active in using a training device.

The term training aid covers a broad category of devices or techniques which aiu in
preserting knowledge in classrooms or other learning locations. Slides, charts, films, tape
recorders, television, and even books--though they are taken for granted now--are exam-
ples of training aids. This category is too large and its boundaries too indefinite to
consider at length here.

A simulator is what might be called a high fidelity training device. By this it is
meant that a simulator is, in all respects from the point of view of the man being trained,
very similar to the real equipment on the job.

The main considerations in training devices are effective training-that is, high
positive transfer to the job--and cost. High fidelity training devices or simulators are
usually very expensive. Where equipmint of ary size or complexity is involved (e.g.,
aircraft, automotive equipment such as tanks or even ordinary cars, ur defense or air
traffic control systems), q good simulator can easily cost from $100,000 to several
million dollars. And from a practical point of view in most military training situations,
several years of lead time are usually required for drafting requirements, cr.', ining budget
allocations, engineering development, and finally manufacturing such high fhoelity training
devices.

The main point to be made here is that a great deal of training can be accomplished
with simple, cheap, low fidehity training devices. Some people get infatuated with getting
the highest possible fidelity in a training device, but such devices cost so much that not
many can be obtained and most students, therefore, cannc', spend much time learning
with such s device.

Several studies have shown that low cost, low fidelity devices can accomplish a large
part of the training needed. A long, fixed-procedure task on a control panel in the Nike
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Hercules system was taught just as well with a line drawing of the panel on a 5 x 8-inch
cwd as with o $3000 simulator (Cox, et al., 5,..

An inexpensive mock-up of the instrumei paiel and driver's controls on a tank was
just as effective as mnot expensive trainer or the tank itself in teaching starting and
stopping procedures and information about thb driver's instruments and controls
(Denenberg, 6).

During study of teaching of ground cockpit procedures for an sircraft, training on a
simple cockpit mock-up was found to transfer very we!l to procedures performed in the
3ircraft. Training in flight procedures was successfully accomplished by use of a full
fidelity simulator, a cold simulator, and a phote•'nphic mock-up (DougherLy, et al., 7).
Aircraft basic instrument and radio range training have been taught equally well with two
devices at different levels of fidelity (Wilcoxon, et al., 8).

Torkeison (S) trained ROTC students and recruits in the nomenclature and function

of antiaircraft weapons using a mock-up, a cutaway, and charts. Performance of the
ROTC group reveaied no differences in effectivenese of the devices, while the recruits
showed equal performance after training with the mockup and cutaway but low per-
formance on black-and-white charts.

In retraining Air Force mechanics on B-47 fuel, hydraulics, or rudder power control
systems, a comparison was made of several types of training devices which varied in level
of functional fidelity, although this factor was not a concern in the study (Swanson, 10).
The devices were an operating mock-up, a nonoperating mock-up, a cutaway, an arimated
panel, charts, anrJ symbolic diagrams. No differences in proficiency were found among
Lhose training with different devices, and there werp still no differences six to eight weeks
!ater.

This is not to say that sLnple, cheap training devices can accomplish all the training
needed. Usually such a device will be useful in training on some segment of a task, and
the integration of this segment wvth bthe whole task usually must be accomplished either
on a higher-fidelity simnulator or more commonly on th, operational equipment itself.
The poit-t is that much of the training can be accomplisho d on simple devices, at a much
lower cost than with ii•pensive simulators or actual equipment.

Some kinds of training may require high-fidelity simulators, even in preference to
the actual equipment. Emergency procedures with expensive equipment would be a good
examphl. Such happenings as fires or two-engine operation cannot be practiced every day
in real three-to-five-mhdion-dollar 707s or DC-8s, yet a pilot must be train'd to meet such
situations with rapid, unerring responses to complex patterns of stimuli. The simulators
which are used for such conditions look, sound, fees, smell, and even taste li'e the real
thing.
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Establishing Performance Requirements

A. James McKnight
HumRRO Divisios- No. 1

The foundation of a sound training program is a thorough Understanding of the
military systems to whLh the trained soldier is expected to contribute. It is these systems
that create the jobs for which individuals must be trained. This section of the cowse wili
describe the way in which systems may be analyzed to identify their training needs.

The utt -ript to tailor training to job requirements dates buck half a century to early
motion study with which you rmay tie familiar. Motion study, along with time study and
other forms of job analysis, has been used extensively by industry as well as the armed
forces as a means of identifying training requirements. However, all methods of job
P'nalysis have it, common a focus upon an individual actually performing some existing
job. A qualified job incumbent is either observed, interviewed, or questionnaired.

While jeh an.lysis yields highly valuable information, it has two. critical limitations.
F'irst. because it require: acc-.!ss to an existing job, the approach cannot be used to
predict requirements for future jobs-jobs which rio one has yet, performcd. Secon,
because the source of information is current job performance, the method cannot be used
as a means of improving Lhe way jobs are performed. These limitations became an
extreme handicap under the proliferation of complex weapon sys'ems that took place
after Worla War I!, Systems became so large, and the relationships among individual jobs
so ,'omplex, that it became necessary to design each job very carefully in order that the
pieces vvould fit together properly. Moreover, training programs often had to be designed
while syatems were still on the drawing board in order that qualified personnel might be
provided by the time systems became operational. These difficulties led to the "systems
analytic" approach to the development of training programs, an approach in which job
requirements iire identified by analyzing the systems in which they are embedded.

SYSTEM.S AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DEFINITIONS

In its broadest sense, a system is any set of related functions. We have, for example,
systms (Jf mathcmatics, and "systems" for betting on horses. However, tlhe systems
which c,)acein us are collections of men and materiel working together to fulfill 3ome
milittry mission. A tank is a system; so is a tank compam.y, a tank batt5'lion, or an
armored division. You can easily see that systems come in assorted sizes. In fact, most
systems contain smaller subsystems and are themselves a part of some larger system-like
con;entric circles. Systems generally overlap one another, too. A track vehicle mechanic
may be part of a tactical armor system while at the same time he is a cog in an immense
logistics system. He is also part of ar; Army-wide personnel system which sees that he is
treated approximately the same as people in other jobs. Any one job holder has his feet
in many systems; Lhis is why we have used the plural, "systems analysis."

To analyze a :ystem means to reduce that system into the various operations that
make it up and study the relations among these operations. It means taking the system's
mission and analyzing it into the various activities required to carry it out; it means
taking the environment under which the mission is performed and determining how it
affects the mission; it means taking the various components of the system-the men and
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materiel that physically constitute it-and analyzing the way in which they interact to
perfcrm the system mission.

A systems analysis performed for training purposes will naturally focus upon one
component of the system--the individual to be trained. The individual job holder
becomes our unit of analysis. in order to design a training program, it will be necessary
to a::alyze the interaction of this individual with the various systems to which he belongs.
However, before we can study these interactions we must first identify all aspects of
these syseems including their missions, their environments, and their materiel and the
other personnel likely to have a bearing on job performance.

The process is one of identifying job-relevant system characteristics. The role of the
training manager becomes analogous to that cf a detective searching for clucs. He must
comb the length and breadth of the military establishment seeking points of contact with
the individual to be trained. His success, like that of the detective, will depend upon his
imagination and diligence. The best we can do is to suggest places that the investigator
might look--sources of information concerning system mission, environment, and com-
ponents. This will consume a major portion of the present discussion. The remainder will
be devoted largely to descriOing methods by which system information is analyzed to
reveal the nature of individual jobs.

ANALYZING THE MISSION

A good startirng point in the attempt to find out what people must do is identifying
the missions assigned to the systems of which Lhey are a part. The identification of
system missions includes not only what the system must do, but how well everything
must ba done. Once the mission and standards of mission performance are known, it is
possible to identify the v-rious operations required to complete each mission. These
operations will, in turn., be analyzed progressively into smaller and smaller units of
activity until inli~idual jobs and jeb tasks are identified. Here we shall describe sources
of inrsion information, methods of analyzing missions, and finally, establishment of
standards for various levels of mission performance.

Sources of Information

Where dio we go to find mission ieformation? Three sources which will be described
here are: (ai ifficial doctrine, (b) system design data, Lnd (c) exp'!rience. The training
manager must assure that the widest range of soarces has been utilized. Unfortunately,
there is no way of knowing in advance whether a particular information source carries
implications for the job under investigation. For example, there is NATO-a system
broader in scope than our entire national defense system. Would a study of NATO policy
aid in determining the job requirements for, say, a tank commander? This cannot be
determined without, at least a glance at NATO policy.

You can see that a comprehensive systems analysis will involve a lot of
unproductive effort-like any good detective work. However, when one considers the
number of individuals who may be trained by a given Army course, the benefits gained
from anticipating the full range oi job requirements will make up for a few unproductive
moments.

Official Doctrine
The most direct source of mission information is the body of doctrine under

which missions are assigned. While missions are generally assigned by regulation or
directive, it is the field manual that generally provides the most comprehensive doctrinal
information on unit missions. For example, FM 17-1, Armor Operations, describ ,s the
nature of armor operational and support missions.
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Official doctrine is frequently the product of extensive research in the form of
operations analyses, concept studies, and other analytic efforts by which missions are
examined and evaluated. Reports descnbing these research ef:--ds will often provide more
detailed information concerning mission goals and operatic-s than appears in field
manuals. For example, an operations analysis frequently reduces a mission into its
component operations and may even identify certain quantitative relations between
individual operations and mission success.

Any major Army reorganization is typically preceded by extensive study of
missions. Reports growing out of these studies will often describe not only the reassign-
ment of missions, but the way it is expected the missions will be carried out. Often
various missinns can be inferred from purely organizational information documents. For
example, in setting up a course in basic infantry land navigation, a study of field army
organization was used to determine the type of intra-unit movements, and hence the type
of navigational tasks that would be required (1). The most elemental type of doctrine,
the standard operating procedures prepared by individual units, may be sampled to get an
idea how missions are actually performed in the field. The training manager should assure
that a continuing liaison is maintained with the associated Combat Development agencies
in order that doctrinal information may be kept current. Indeed, the attempt should be
made to look as far into the future as is practical so that doctrinal information does not
become obsolete before or shortly after the training program is instituted.

Design Data
Often little thought is given to a system's mission until the system comes into

being. In other cases, particularly where costly equipment is involved, systems are
designed toward the specific requirements of a particular mission. Under the latter
circumstances, an abundance of mission information typically accompanies the develop-
ment of the system. While this mission information may be closely tied to equipment, it
is obviously binding upon the personnel who will use the equipment.

Combat development and derivative studies performed by Combat Development
agencies before a project is initiated will explore both combat and support missions. The
Qualitative Materiel Requirement (QMR) which officially launches the development of a
materiel item will summarize the mission the item is intended to carry out. Mision
requirements will be further defined during the "contract definition" phase of materiel
development so that, except for changes, the mission of an equipment system is almost
totally identified before the actual design of the system commences. Mission data will
generally include not only what the system is supposed to do but the speed, accuracy,
and reliability with which it is expected to perf,,rm. Speed requirements will include such
characteristics as system response time, logistic turn-around time, rate of fire, or degree
of mobility. Accuracy standards will include such things as maximum allowable fire
dispersion, or degree of radar resolution. Reliability requirements will include minimum
kill probability, probability of detection, or maximum allowable aborts.

In addition to fulfilling missions, systems create support missions of their own.
Personnel must be clothed, fed, and transported, and equipment must be maintained. The
magnitude of the Army's maintenance mission has increased steadily as more and more
military functions have been entrusted to machines. This mission includes not only the
preventive and corrective maintenance performed directly upon the equipment, but the
administrative and supply operations needed to support maintenance. Support plans are
generated early in the concept phase of a materiel development project and continue
throughout the contract definition, development, and production phases. Information is
contained in such documents as the QMR, contractor proposals, and updated main-
tenance support plans. The Department of Defense has recently given added emphasis to
integrated logistic planning with the result that the amount and quality of information
concerning the equipment support mission should greatly improve.
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While maintenance concepts will influence the general way in which the maintenance
mission is performed, the precise nature of maintenance will be determined by the
pattern of potential and real equipment failures. Failure information is therefore an
important part of a systems analysis. Early in development, failure predictions may be
based upon basic component reliability data. As prototype equipment is developed and
tested, failure experience will become available. After the equipment is deployed to the
field, maintenance data will be fed back through the Army Equipment Reporting System
(TAERS) as well as less formal media. While current feedback procedures are not entirely
satisfactory, they do provide valuable information and are undergoing continual improve-
ment.

Performance standards are as applicable to support missions as they are to the
combat missions. Accuracy standards for equipment support activities are largely deter-
mined by the equipment's design operating tolerances. Reliability requirements in the
support area can be determined from the reliability requirements of the overall system
since the former has a direct impact upon the latter. How quickly various support activ-
ities must be performed will be related to their imoact upon the availability of a system
to perform its mission.

Experience Data
Once a system has become operational, experience gained in its operation and

support will be of particular value in identifying the frequency with which the system is
called upon to perform its assigned missions, and in revealing certain missions that would
be difficult to anticipate. For example, the missions the aviator aircraft system may be
called upon to perform include providing a taxi service, carrying troops into combat,
evacuating casualties from combat, reconnaissance, enemy surveillance, courier and
messenger duty, artillery spotting, wire laying, area illumination, topological survey,
radiological survey, and others. Each of these missions imposes a different set of control,
navigation, and communication tasks upon the aviator. It would be difficult to predict
with any accuracy the frequency and characteristics of these various missions without
recourse to field experience. Where missions are likely to vary substantially from one
locale to another, an extensive survey will be required. This usually means questionnaires
supplemented. where possible, by interviews. References (2) and U3 provide examples of
the use of field surveys in the collection of experience information concerning aviation
missions. Where missions are likely to be quite standard throughout the field, experienced
personnel locally available are adequate informants.

The objective of a Zield survey in 3ystems analysis is solely to ascertain the nature
and frequency of missions. It is not to analyze the way in which missions are performed,
and it is not a job analysis. When it can be obtained, field information is a useful adjunct
to doctrinal or design data, particularly when it comes to determining the frequency with
which various missioi must be performed.

Idertifying MWssion Operations

Once missions have been identified, they must be analyzed into their component
operations before individual job requirements can be dctermined. As an example, some of
the major operations of an aviation mission are shown in Figure 1. The identification of
major mission operations is really the first step in the lengthy process which will continue
right through the identification and analysis of tasks, to be discussed in later sections of
the course, down to the level of individual job procedure Therefore, the graphic
sequence diagram or mission profile shown in Figure 1 is only a convenient starting
point. Eventually, it will be necessary to transfer to a tabular format in order to record
all of the information such as performance standards, skills and knowledges, uid physical
requirements which must be correlated with each step in performance of the mission.
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Planning Phase of Aviation Mission (From Ref. 4)
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Figure 1

Recently, extensive use has been made of automated data processing procedures in order
to expedite updating, printing, and tabulating of analytic data.

Where time is critical to performance of a mission, as is often the case in tactical
missions, the operations may be listed along a graduated time scale. This aids in
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identifying time-critical relationships such as time limits for certain activities, rapid
interaction among individuals and groups, and individual overloads, that is, asking one
person to do too much in a short time.

The mission shown in Figure 1 is a "discrete" mission, that is, it has a clear
beginning and end. Other missions, such as that of a maintenance depot, are continuous
in nature. In a continuous mission, all operations are performed simultaneously rather
than appearing in sequence. However, even though the operations are simultaneous, they
occur in a particular order with respect to some product, such as an item under repair in
a maintenance depot.

This order or "flow" of operations can be depicted graphically. Flow diagrams can
become quite complex, as witness Figure 2. In some cases, the rosult of one operation
may determine which of two subsequent operations is performed next. For example, if
an assembly entering a maintenance depot tests satisfactorily it will follow a different
path from one which requires repair. Several such branching flows mry be seen in Figure
2. Sometimes a particular operation may have to be repeated. For example, a repired
assembly may have to be recycled through the test sequence. Since there is no absolute
time dimension on a flow chart, it is customary to show this recycling as a feedback to
the repeated operation rather than to show a separate operation.

The various human activities which go to make up a particular operatioi" may be
quite unrelated to one another so far as their underlying skills and knowledges are
concerned. The term "function" is frequently used in reference to activities sharing the
same underlying skills and knowledges. For example, the activities involved in navigating
are highly related even though they occur at different points in the course of a mission.
Navigation could be considered a function as could aircraft control or radio communica-
tion. Functions therefore cut across operations. A function such as eiectronic signal
tracing may occur in a number of maintenance operations.

Normally, various functions will be revealed as the analysis of operations, duties,
tasks, and so on, continues. However, it behooves the analyst to identify as many
relevant functions as he can at the outset of analysis in order to assure that important
activities will not be overlooked. For instance, in analyzing the take-off phase of an
aviation mission, attention of the analyst might be drawn to the function of air,-raft
control, to the exclusion of the voice communications function. Being forced to cornsider
communications lessens the chance of oversight. Going back to what we said earlier about
good detective work, any procedure which will alert us to relevant clues should be
exploited. In a tabular representation, operations are often listed along one dimension
and functions along the other, thus forming a matrix. Each operation can then be
compared with each function and some notation made in those cells which correspond to
rMadted functions. Forcing the analyst to examine each cell-that is, each combination of
function and operation--reduces the chance of overlooking something.

Like other phases of systems analysis, the reduction of missions into operations,
duties, tasks, and so forth requires a team of specialists including individuals knowl-
edgeable in relevant military doctrine, combat developments, tactics, logistics, operations
analysis, engineering, and personnel. In large equipment systems, the responsibility for
analyzing missions usually falls upon the development contractor.

Mission Performance Standards

As missions are analyzed into their operations, it is desirable to assign some
standarus of speed, accuracy, and reliability to each subordinate level of mission per-
formance. It is generally unrealistic to think of setting absolute standards of human
performance. After all, there are limits to human capabilities and theýy aren't the same for
all p.-ople. While it is true that some operations such as a missile count-down are designed
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to proceed at a particular rate of speed, the rate can be maintained only if it is set in
terms of known human capabilities; this is the goal of human engineering. In any case,
should any standards exceed human capabilities it is the standards that will have to be
changed.

What we generally do at this point is to establish the relative standards, that is, to
determine the relative importance of various performance parameters to mission success.
The field commander would, of course, like performance to be maximum in all respects
on all tasks-a noble goal, but a practical unreality. The trainee would never leave school.
What must be done is to trade one standard against anothei in a way which will allow
the training manager to use his limited training resources efficiently. On the one hand, we
can seek trade-offs among performance parameters for a particular operation. For
example, we may wish to know which is more important to a given operation, speed or
accuracy. The answer would assist us la& - in the analysis to determine whether the
operation is best entrusted to a rapid, somcwhat unsure method, or to a slow, but
extremely accurate method.

Conversely, we may seek trade-offs among operations relative to a given parameter
of performance. For example, we may wish to know which of several operations demands
the most reliable performance. An answer here would help us spend our training time
where it will do the most good. It is only after a training system has actually been
developed and we know what procedures will be used to perform the job, as well as the
skills and knowledges that will be obtained through selection, school training, and OJT,
that we can hope to set a realistic absolute standard of performance.

This discussion of mission analysis will close with a listing of some of the more
important determiners of speed, accuracy, and reliability.

Speed. How quickly an operation must be performed will depend upon such factors
as the following:

(1) Absolute speed requirements. It must be recorded whether any time limits
designed into the system, such as count-down, can really be attained or not.

(2) Criticality. Where no specific time limits are imposed, we want to know
how directly the operation affects mission performance. For example, organizational
maintenance is generally more critical to the ability of a missile to perform its mission
than is support maintenance. Organizational personnel must generally be prepared to
move very quickly to correct malfunctions which disable the system.

(3) Scheduling. .-'nong those operations that affect mission performance, those
for which the need can be anticipated (allowing them to be scheduled for a siack period)
are normally less urgent than those which must occur without notice. For this reason,
preventive maintenance is generally less critical with respect to time than is corrective
maintenance.

(4) Termination. Assuming that an operation can be performed during a slack
nerodi mn it be terminated or interrupted should the system suddenly be required to
perform its mission? A simple surface inspection of an item can generally be performed
in a leisurely manner. On the other hand, should disassembly be required, the inspector
must be prepared to move quickly so that the item will be available if needed suddenly.

(5) Frequency. Generally, the more frequently an operation must be per-
formed, the greater impact the speed with which it is performed will have upon the
ability of the system to carry out its mission. For example, a mechanic should be able to
operate z piece of common test equipment from memory. However, when using some
exotic, specialized piece of equipment, he may be expected to refer to a manival or
handbook.

Accuracy. How much variability about the ideal performance is acceptable will
depend upon such factors a the following:

(1) Specific tolerances and cuitical levels. As is true with speed "Wuirements,
specific accuracy requirements are often designed into a system. This is particularly likely



in the case of equipment-oriented operations where design tolerances and critical levels
must be maintained in order thaL the equipment function properly. Generally, accuracy
requirements for non-equipment operations axe rather ambiguous.

(2) Cumulative effects. Assuming no absolute standards, accuracy is generally
more c;.itical where variability accumulates from one operation to another than where it
does not. For example, navigational errors will be compounded from one leg of a trip to
the next unless they can be corrected at the end of each leg. For this reason, greater
accuracy is required in navigating without intermediate checkpoints than in navigating the
same distance with checkpoints.

(3) Error bias. Where error accumulates over successive operations, it is impor-
tant to know whether the errors are likely to be random or biased. Random errors will
tend to cancel out while a consistent bias will lead to greater and greater inaccuracy. For
example, a method of detecting enemy troop strength which is more likely to report false
concentrations than to miss true concentrations will lead to consistent overestimates.
Greater accuracy is required in the use of this method than one which is equally likely to
err in either direction.

Reliability (probability of success). The importance of successfully completing an
operation (with sufficient speed or accr'iscy) will be influenced by the following factors:

(1) Criticality to mission. How likely is the mission to succeed if the operation
isn't performed? For example, failure to file a flight plan probably is far less critical to
satisfactory performance of an airlift operation than is failure to compute the cargo load
properly.

(2) Safety. How critical is the operation to safety of equipment and personnel?
Reliable maintenance is generally more critical in the case of aircraft than in the case of
surface vehicles.

(3) Error detection. How likely are failures to perform correctly to be detected
before they have a chance to degrade mission performance? Errors in tracking targets
usually become apparent immediately while errors in navigation may not be discovered,
at least until the mission has failed.

(4) Reversability of errors. Can an error, if detected, be corrected in time to
allow the mission to be performed? A part which if inco.rectly installed causes immediate
damage, generally demands more reliable performance than one in which errors can be
detected before the damage is done.

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTS

The environments in which systems will operate must be identified in order that
their effect upon human performance may be analyzed. This analysis includes the
identification of environmental factors having the following effects:

(1) Those that create tasks: For example, cold weather will require that certain
protective tasks be performed.

(2) rhose that determine when a task will be performed: For example, certain
tasks are performed only dturing daylight.

(3) Those that influence how a task will be performed: For example, overland
navigation %ill require different procedures when rain and fog obscure distant vision than
when the weather is clear.

(4) Those that influence the skills and knowledges needed to carry out pro-
cedures: For example, greater moto" skill is required to control a vehicle on ice than on

dry pavemernt.
In addition to ascertaining tne range of potential environmental conditions, we

should know the frequency with which the various conditions are likely to arise in the
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course of each mission. This information will aid in deciding which conditions should be
dealt with through normal training, which through special environmental training, and
which through on-the-job training.

Nature of Environmental Factors

The following erivironmertal factors are the ones most likely to have an influence
upon human performance:

(1) Illumination. The effect of ilumination level: For example, reconnaissance
under day and night conditions.

(2) Terrain. The effect of terrain features such as mountains, vegetation, river
beds, and so forth: For example, the operation of certain vehicles in hilly country.

(3) Weather. The effect of wind, rain, fog, and snow: For example, landing an
aircraft during a crosswind.

(4) Noise and vibration. Interference arising from equipment, static, weapon
fire, wind, and so forth: For example, the use of hand signals when operating noisy
equipment.

(5) Enemy. The effect of the enemy's presence (excluding combat where the
enemy is part of the mission): For example, maintaining radio silence.

(6) System failures. The effect of failures in the system upon mission per-
formance (excluding maintenance, where failures create the mission): For example, the
effect of radio failure upon navigation.

Sources ot information

All of the information sources cited in reference to mission analysis aye potential
sources of environmental information as well. Any doctrinal publication which assigns a
mission is likely to specify the conditions under which the mission is, or is nat, to be
performed. The development of a new eqtipment item will often be preceded by
extensive analysis of the "environmental envelope" in which the equipment is expected
to operate. Naturally, the same envelope applies to the operator. FieJd surveys have been
used to collect data concerning environmental conditions and their frequency of
occurrence. The aviator field surveys referenced earlier obtained data on the incidence of
crowswind landings, bad weather, icing conditions, equipment failures, and other phe-
nomena. Finally, geological and meteorological surveys are frequently conducted in
various locales to survey conditions relevant to military operations.

Mtods of Aimlyan

There is no one established procedure for identifying relevant environmental
influences. The only sure way of accounting for such influences is to examine each
mission operation, task, procedure, and so on, in the light of the various possible
environmental conditions in order to judge tke potential influence of each. This approaLh
has been dignified by the term "environmental overlay" in reference to the superimposing
of environmental conditions upon the analysis of the miMsion. The attempt to relate
activities to various environmental conditions should continue throughout the analysis of
tasks-even down to detailed task elements.

It will frequently happen that the influence of a particular environmental condition
will not become apparent until the individual steps in the performance of a procedure are
being examined. To mist in accounting for various environmental influences, a column
may be added to the mision analysis format for each environmental conditicn likely to
occur, in a manner similar io that described in reference to various functions earlier. This
will en)ourage the ana'jst to evaluate the potential influence of each environmental
factor and alloy him co record instance where a significant influence is judged to exist.
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Where the environment tends to play a dominant role in mission performance, it
may be advantageous to superimpose the mission upon the environment rather than vice
versa. For example, in determining job requirements for a land navigation course, various
routes were laid out oa a variety of maps in order to determine the average maximum
distance between checkpoints, what type of accuracy would be required to reach
checkpoints, landmarks likely to be available, and so on (1).

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

As military tactical and support systems have grown more and more complicated,
the actions of individual soldiers have been increasingly dominated by other components
of these systems-by the assistance which these components provide him as well as the
demands they make upon him. In order to understand the individual's job, it is necessary
to identify all system components, that is, all personnel and items of materiel with which
the individual must interact in performing his job.

In later analysis of tasks, the detailed interaction of the individual with the
remainder of the system will b4. analyzed until the inputs or cues which the system
provides the individual and the outputs or resporses it receives from the individual are
identified. Since it is easy to overlook interactions with system components which have
not been identified at the outset, the effort must be made to be as comprehensive as
possible at this point.

The role of the training manager shouid not be limited to mere identification of
system components. Rather, he should evaluate the allocation of functions to the various
components of the system in order to assure himself that the functions left to the
individual to be trained are sound--that is, that they neither exceeO nor fail to utilize the
individual's full capabilities.

Materiel

The term "materiel," even when it is confined to a military context, covers a lot of
territory. Major types of materiel and examples of each are as follows:

(1) Equipment:
Tactical (rifles, tanks, radios).
Support (trucks, computers, tools, typewriters).

(2) Supplies (ammunition, repair parts, office supplies).
(3) Protective materiel (ciothing, containers, gas masks).
(4l Printed job aids (technical manuals, checklists, charts, audio-visual displays).
(5) Facilities (buildings, tables, work space).

The role played by the materiel component of a system will vary in magnitude from
one system to another. The distinction has been made btween systems which man the
arms and those which arm the man. Examples of the former are rnissi•e systems, or
complex command and control systems. In these "machine-ascendant" systems the
actions of personnel are largely responsive to the needs of equipment. At the other
extreme would be such "man-ascendent" systems as a rifle squad or. in purely admini-
strative operation, a clerk and a pencil.

Information Sources
Any -f the sources of information described in connection with mission

analysis is a potential source of information concerning the materiel required to support
the mission. Tables of Organizatic'- and Equipment as well as Tables of Distribution for
the unA.Ls and organizations which make up a system will generally contain the most
detailed equipment list-s. Field surveys t-an be used to ascertain the actual availability of
various matenel iterns. dhe results should be interpreted cautiously, however, since
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personnel in the field are often ignorant of equipment that is not used on a daily basis.
The Combat Developments Objectives Guide (CDOG) describes materiel which is under
research or development and should bLe screened periodically as a means of detecting items
about to enter the inventory.

The precise nature of equipment is generally described in various documents which
accompany their development or purchase. Primary among these are the Quahitativo
Materiel Requirement, Technical Development Plan, contractor proposals, contract specifi-
cations, L[gistics Support Plans. and summary reports furnished for in-process or mateiiel
status reviews. Later, as tasks, are analyzed in detaii, recourse must be had to highly
technical engineering descr-,dions including drawings and blueprints. In fact, where tasks
will require access to the internal workings of equipment, as do repair tasks, schematics
will have to be consulted. However, the emphasis at this stage is upon identification
rather than analysis of equipment.

The traWng manager must provide the most comprehensive possible survey in order
to be sure that every end item and, in the case of large systems, every major component
has been accounted for. Anything missed at this point may be omitted from subsequent
analysis. Along this line, it is worth noting that any one item of equipment, no matter
how large, rarely defines a system. This point is often lost in the case of complex
weapons or commaid and control systems with the result that many important peripheral
operations are overlooked. For example, one can easily become so preoccupied with
maintenance performed directly upon a missile system that he neglects equally important
supply, administrative, or reporting tasks.

Analymsi
When a tabular format is empioyed, additional columns may be provided for

listing the equipmolt used in each mission operation. Frequently separate columns are
provided for (a) pri ie equipment, that is, the equipment utilized directiy in performing
the mission; (b) ancillary equipment, that is, the equipment which enables personnel to
utilize the prime equipment effectively; and (c) printed material&

One reason for separate listings is to get the analyst thinking about each type of
equipment. Moreover, in systems under development, information about each of these
types of materiel becomes available during a different phase of development. Since at thic
stage of the analysis the purpose is raerely one of identification, it is not generally
necessary to go below the level of individual or major components in listilhg equipment.

For large equipment systems, the correlation of equipment with mission operations
is generally performed by the equipment developer. Often this type of analysis is used by
the developer to identify his requirements for various ancillary equipment. Maintenance
Allocation Charts are prepared in this way. Recently, attempts have beei, made to
consolidate analyses so that the same analytic data might be used to identify require-
ments for support equipment, repair parts, publications, personnel selection and cla.a-ca-
tion, and training.

The Maintenance Engineering Analysis Data System (MEADS) being devised by the
Army Materiel Command is an example of a consolidated analysis. The MEADS system
analyzes mission operations right down to the level o' individual task elements and calls
for computer storage, retrieval, and printing in order to permit continuous updating and
dimemination of information. A consolidated analysis is not only economical but helps to
integrate all components of a system and assures that they are all developed toward a
common set of activities.

Man-Machine Function Allocation
The role of the training manager should not be confined to mere passi. e

identification of system equipment. Rather, the training manager, as the individual who
will be expected to provide qualified personnel to the system, should assure that. the
desgn is such as to permit effective use and support of the system by personnel.
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Throughout th' design of any man-machine systeim, que,'ions often arise as to whether,
or what portion of a given function should be performed by men or machines. The
decisioi. may have a critical impact upon selection and training of personnel. An example
might. be the question as to whethet to leave a vehic'le control entirely manual, provide a
gearing reduction, supply a booster (e.g., power steering), or design a servo conbrol which
would maintain a pre-set heading without any involvement of an operator.

"There are many system functions which offer similar options as to the degree of
automation or manual operation to be employed. Decisions as to how much of a
particular function to entrust to the machine and how much to the man should be
reached by considering the relative capabilities of each. The following list may prove
helpful in evaluating design proposals from the training viewpoint.

The human being is considered best qualified to perform the following functions:
1. llandling unexpected events.
2. Recognizing patterns under changing stimulus conditions (e.g., facial

recognition).
3. Profiting from experience (e.g., learning and utilizing the idiosyncrasies of

the enemy).
4. Dealing with a wide range of stimuli (e.g., putting sound, noise, and feel

together in order to identify some object).
5. ' -hng incidental relevant information (e.g., recalling some road sign that

i not considered important at the time it was observed).
6. uetecting signals despite interfere.nce (e.g., recognizing speech despite back-

ground noise).
7. lmprovising, or using flexible procedures (e.g., taking a detour when a

particular route, is blocked).
8. Functioning under overload (eg., working extremely hard for short periods

even though fatigued).
9. Selecting inputs (e.g., attending to what is important and ignoring what is

trivial).
10. Generalizing (e~g., recalling where a particular tactic worked and applying it

again in a slightly different situation).
11. Executing a variety of motions (e.g., climbing an antenna tower and

gaining acces:s to some internal part to take a measurement).
Equipment is considered best in performing the following functions:

1. Routine mon'tiri:g (e.g., detecting unsafe radiation levels).
2. Applying large amounts of force (e.g., lifting heavy objects).
3. Rtepetitive tasks (e.g., simple sorting of cards).
4. Computing and handling large amounts of information (e.g., lengthy math-

ematical calculations).
5. Using logical rules for processing information (e.g., use of computers for

control of traffic flow).
6. Reacting quickly (e.g., tracking a rapidly moving radar target echo).

Printed Materials
The primary purpose of printed materials of "job aids" as they are frequently

called, is to provide information to personnel. Of all materiel items, job aids most closely

resemble training in purpose. For this reason, it is important that the content of training
be closely correlated with that of printed materials. It would generally be a mistake, for
example, to provide detailed procedures in a technical manual where repairmen have been
trained 'o use schematics. Not only the type of content, but the levei of reading
difficulty the content represents should be a point of coordination between training and
joh aid development. Publications should not be pitched at a reading level which exceeds
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the ability of the training population. Unfortunately, this caveat is too infrequently
observed.

An allocation problem arises with respect to the function of communicating infor-
mation just as it does for other system functions. Some type, of job information are best
mastered during training while other types are more efficiently acquired as needed
through printed job aids. It is true that most job-relevant information will -ippear to some
extent in both places. However, in printing job aids, it is generally desirable to separate
reference information from that information which the individual is expected to know-
just as the telephone book separates telephone numbers from dialing instructions. Con-
versely, training programs ordinarily do not aim toward mastery of information that the
individual is expected to obtain fro11 job aids.

The following is a list of factors bearing upon the allocation of information "to the
head versus the hand."

Frequency of Use. Information that is rarely used tends to be forgotten and should,
in most cases, be left to job aids. On the other hand, where information is required
frequently, its mastery in training, either school training or OJT, will allow it to be
applied nmore quickly and generally benefit system performance.

Volume. One can only learn so much information at a time. Where a large volume
of information is required, it is best to concentrate on certain key items during training
and rely upon job aids for the rest.

Problem Solving. Where considerable reasoning is involved in the use of information,
such as in performing calculations, it will generally save training and job time as well as
reduce aptitude requirements, if problerrs are solved in advance and the sol'i ions
supplied through job aids such as firing tables. On the other hand, if the problems to be
solved are fairly simple, it may be quicker to work them out than look them up. For
example, a simple troubleshooting block diagram may be easier to use than a cum-
bersome "cookbook" troubleshooting procedure.

Reliability. Where extremely reliable performance is required, it may be advan-
tageous to force use of a job aid even though the operation could be readily learned. For
example, a pre-flight checklist helps to guard against the possibility of oversight.

Stability. The stability of information, that is, how long it will remain accurate and
job relevant, is of concern in deciding upon its allocation. In general, the more quickly an
ittrn of information is expected to become obsolete, the less value there is in dwelling
upon it during training.

Personnel Component

It is a rare job which does not entail working with other people--supervisors,
co-workers, subordinates. The personnel component of the systems with which the
individual to be trained will be involved must be studied to identify the people with
whom he will interact.

Sources of Information
Again, all of the sources of information described earlier are potential sources

of information about personnel. The sources of most direct relevance are, of course,
TOEs, and TDs, which will identify the responsibilities of all personnel within those units
and organizations which make up a system. Also of value are the reports of conceptual
studies which precede or accompany major reorganizations such as ROAD, COSTAR, cr
TASTA-70. While reports of this nature focus largely upon organizatiol'al responsibilities,
they do permit some insight into working relationships among individuals. For example,
knowing how a maintenance direct support trait will support a particular type of combat
unit will permit some inferences to be made as to the interaction between organizational
mechanics and direct support repairmen. TIe most detailed standard reference on the
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duties of individuals occupying designated positions is the set of MOS descriptions
contained in AR 611-201, Military Occupational Specialties.

Analysis of Tasks
The vaiious personnel with whom an individual must interact during each phase

of a mission should be noted. In a tabular format a separate column may be used for this
purpose. Later, as tasks are identified and analyzed, the interactions among personnel will
enter the description of tasks, task steps, and elements.

It is generally desirable to analyze tasks in detail before they are actually allocated
to different individuals as jobs. By examining the task elements, performance standards,
skills, knowledges, and performance requirements which underlie mission performance,
one is able to assign tasks to jobs in such a way that (a) the skills and knowledges
demanded by a given job are relatively homogeneous, (b) the work load is evenly
distributed among jobs, (c) work peaks or "overloads" within a job are minimized,
(d) movement from place to place is held to a minimum, and (e) all tasks allocated to a
given job will actually be required in a given duty assignment. Task analysis becomes a
useful tool in job classification and determining unit manning levels.

Even where jobs have already been established, it is beneficial to examine several
related jobs at one time rather than approach them individually. Simultaneous analysis
allows the training manager to spot improper allocation of tasks at a time when the
situation is most easily corrected--when training programs are being developed or modi-
fied. Where the analysis encompasses several job positions, it may be a good idea to
provide a separate column for eech job position and indicate for each operation (and
later, each task, step, etc.) those duty positions which are involved. This allows the
analyst to grasp the pattern of responsibility more readily and makes it easier to detect
imbalances.

Personnel Function Allocation
While we have talked at some length about the allocation of tasks to jobs, it is

not individual jobs but rather the MiEtary Occupational Specialty (MOS) toward which
most training is conducted. The MOS is a classification device intended largely for the
purposes of personnel managemenit. Each MOS symbolizes the ability to perform a
particular set of functions, functions which may be required in any of a number of jobs.
Where training is MOS-producing, the allocation of functions among MOS is of even
greater concern to the training manager than the make-up of individual jobs.

First, the breadth of the MOS is of critical concern. Everything else equal, the more
functions are contained witnin a MOS, the more time it will take to train an individual to
fulfill the MOS description. Therefore, it is in the interest of training to seek a high
degree of specialization. However, a large number of narrow specialties is difficult to keep
adequately staffed. Consequently, specialization is uneconomical from a personnel
management viewpoint. Somewhere between the extremes of narrow specialization and
the all-purpose soldier is the optimum degree of specialization. The training manager must
be prepared to participate in trade-off studies aimed at seeking the optimum.

The verticai alignment of functions, that is, the allocation of tasks to different skill
levels within an MOS, is also a matter that concerns training greatly It is not very
efficient to train everyone, first enlistments and careerists alike, to the same level-not
when you consider that about 80% of the former will leave the Army at the close of
their first enlistment. It generally makes more sense, particularly in highly technical MOSs,
to gear the size of the training investment to the potential return. This means confining
the costliest training to the prospective career soldier and limiting entry training to the
apprentice level. It is the responsibility of the training manager to see that tasks are
allocated to entry and advanced courses in a way that will create a logdcal pattern of
increasing skill and responsibility.
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SUMMARY

The main thrust of this section on systems analysis has been an emphasis upon the
importance of preceding any development of a training program with a thorough exami-
nation of the military systems which will consume the products of training. Since analysis
of military systems forms the foundation of a sound training development process, and
since training programs can be no broader than this foundation, a comprehensive survey
of systems is paramount. Systems analysis has been likened to detective work in the sense
that there is no method available which will guarantee that all relevant sources of system
information are revealed. It helps to identify missions which systems must perform and
to reduce each mission into its required sequence of operations. This reduction places us
in a better position to judge the relevance of various system characteristics, including its
people, its materiel, and its environment, to the jobs of individual soldiers. We have also
suggested some specific aspects of systems which have potential job relevance as well as
likely information sources.

While our primary interest has been the influence of systems upon training, we have
also commented upon the reverse relationship, that is, the constraints which training
places upon the design of systems. Since the training manager bears responsibility for
furnishing qualified troops to operate and support systems, he is obliged to do what he
can to make sure that the demands of systems neither exceed nor fail to utilize his
ability to meet them. Systems analysis provides a means of meeting this obligation.
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Some Guidelines for Designing Technical
Manuals for Use in Training

Elmo E. Miller
HumRRO Division No. 2

1. Development by user testing. The most important guideline is: test the training
publication on the prospective user. The development of training publications should
include repeated revision and retesting until a novice can use the book to guide his
performance without error, without assistance, and with little hesitation.

11. Guiding task performance. Training publications can effectively guide practice of
a task. Such use will affect all aspects of the publications, including format, text,
pictures, type, paper, and binding.

A. Information needed to guide practice.
1. Conciseness. Training on a task requires the simplest possible directions

to guide the action. Task-irrelevant information, background material, and "nice to
know" information should not he interspersed with directions designed to guide the
action. This may require , whole series of task-sized training publications to present the
information now contained in a technical manual. Each "task" is likely to be common to
a number of Army jobs (for instance, the assembly-disassembly of the M-73 Machine Gun
is required in several jobs).

2. Analysis of complex tasks. Sometimes, in order to keep a practice
sequence simple, small portions of the task (such as reading a particular scale) will have
to be taught first as a subtask. For (ther tasks, continuity of practice will require that
only the simplest problems should be practiced at first. For this reason, emergency
procedures are usually omitted during early stages of training.

3. Sequence. Present instructions in the sequence in which they are
performed. This applies to pictures, paragraphs, sentences, and even phrases within the
sentences.

4. Completeness. Present each significant point in the action. This can
best be achieved, practically, by careful task analysis and thorough development by user
testing.

5. Making practice "purposive." Instructions should begin by stating the
purpose of the action, followed by a summary or outline relating the task objectives to
the steps in the action.

B. Use of pictures for training.
1. Page layout. A sequence of photographs, or drawings, illustrating one

step, or element, in a task (such as removing one part) should be presented on on•e page
or facing pages so the trainee can see all of that step without turning pages.

2. Relating pictures to words. Figures, photographs, and drawings should
be closely ,orrelated with text material.

3. Subjective viewpoint. Photographs and figures should be taken from the
trainee's Point of regard.

4. Consistency of camera angle. Do not change the camera angle (learner's
point of view) unless critical cues can only be seen from another angle. In such cases,
indicate graphically the change of view.
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5. View "before" the action. Photographs or drawings should show the
present state of the system rather than its state after a response is riade. The system
status "after" the action should be represented by animation d.wvices, such as arrows or
dotted lines, corresponding to the operator's mental image of t! . desired change.

6. Avoiding two pictures for one movement. In presenting a single move-
ment, do not use two separate photographs or drawings to rt:resent the system "before"
and "after." This requires the novice to make an extremely difficult discrimination
between pictures, even when the difference seems apparent 0 an experienced person.

7. Critical cues. Direct attention to critical cues by relevant animation
such as ar-ows, color coding, etc.
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Characteristics of Tst

William C. Odio
HumRRO Division No. 2

Tests come in a variety of shapes and sizes. From our experience, we know that
most of them are printed on paper and ask us to select answers from alternatives, write
in words or phrases, or compose rather lengthy essays on given topics. A few tests require
that we demonstrate a skill, such as driving a car or shooting a rifle. Some are tests of
cooperative or team performance; more often, it is an individual's performance that is
tested. A test may call for different behaviors. A mechanic, for example, may have to
diagnose an ignition trouble, replace a brake cylinder, and fill out a parts requisition
form-all on the same test. On the other hand, a test may tap a single behavior-such as
an arithmetic test with a hundred addition problems.

Descriptive Characteristics of Tests

Confronted with such an assortment of tests, the question arises: Can they be sorted
out and classified as to type? Perhaps they can, but present attempts at classification
appear to identify the superficial characteristics of tests. For example, a frequent
distinction is made between written (paper-and-pencil) and performance (hands-
on-equipment) tests. This seems a reliable distinction at first glance, but is it really? An
accountant's job proficiency may be tested with paper and nencil-it is both a written
and hands-on-equipment test. Thus, efforts to identify the discriminating features of tests
often result in unreliable or, still worse, unimportant characteristics.

The following are four fairly reliable dimensions that may be used in describing
tests:

(1) Personnel Unit Measured. A test may measure a single person's performance
or it may focus on the performa. ce of a system (work crew or larger organizational
unit).

(2) Personnel Unit for Administration. A test may be separately administered
to each person (or team), or it may be administered to several persons (or teams)
simultaneously.

(3) Type of Behavior Tested. A test may call for knowledge required for
performance, or it may require demonstration of the skilled performance itself.

(4) Scope of Behavior Tested. A test may cover a variety of tasks (e.g., job
proficiency test), or it may be limited to a single task, skill, or knowledge (E.g., test o,..
an enabling objective).

These are descriptive characteristics ol tests. They are interesting to the extent that
they represent traits by which we might label any existing test. Yet this tells us nothing
about what is a good test.

Essential Characteristics of Tests

In :addition to descriptive, there are other essential characteristics of tests, which
should be th- concern of the quality control manager. These are summed up in two
words, validity and reliability.

Test validity is commonly defined as the extent to which a test measures what it is
supposed to measure. A yardstick is a valid measuring device for distance, whereas a
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clock is an invalid instrument for distance measurement; so is a behavioral measuring
device more or less valid for measuring some skill or ability.

Reliability refers to the accuracy or reproducibility of the measures taken. An elastic
yardstick is unreliable. Just as we would have little confidence in measures of the relative
length of objects when an elastic yardstick is used, we would have little confidence in
scores indicating the relative performance ability of people when an unreliable test is
used.

The concepts of test reliability and validity are central to the problem of test
construction. Books have been written on this topic, yet much of the material is given to
the technical aspects of analyzing validity and reliability. Our interest will be limited to
some simple guidelines for achieving these essential test characteristics. Later, we will
return to considerations of these as they pertain to a complete test. For now, however,
the discussion will focus on the desirable features of any test item.

Essentail Characteristics of Test Items

Any test item may be evaluated on three criteria: (a) relevance to task performance
which is being tested, (b) standardization of conditions, and (c) objectivity of scoring. As
you might expect, these derive from the basic characteristics of validity and reliability. If
each item in a test is relevant to the task performance being measured, then we are well
on our way to achieving validity of tLe entire test. Similarly, if each test item is
administered under standardized conditions, and if student perfonnance can be
objectively scored, then we are well on our way to achieving reliability of the entire test.

In looking at each of these three test item criteria more closely, standardization and
objectivity of scoring will be covered first; relevance will be discussed last, as it is perhaps
the most important and certainly the most difficult to achieve.

Standardization. A test procedure is standardized if the conditions of testing are the
same for all examinees. Here the important factors are the test instructions and the
environmental conditions under which the test is given.

Whether stated by the tester or written out for the examinee to resid, instruc-
tions should be identical for everyone. They should be clearly and simply stated, leaving
nothing to the interpretation or misinterpretation of the examinee. Things such as the
method of scoring and whether speed or accuracy is important should be stressed in the
instructions.

The conditions that prevail during testing are of two general types: those
pertaining to the test supplies and those pertaining to environmental factors. Both should
be constant for all examinees. Items of equipment worked with or on during testing
should be restored to their pretest condition if they are used by successive examinees.
Electronic devices, for instance, should be recalibrated after each use. Similarly, environ-
mental factors such as visibility, temperature, attitude of the tester, time of day, and the
like must be stabilized over successive administrations.

Objectivity of Scoring. Responses in a test situation are objectively scorable to the
extent that high agreement can be achieved between independent scorings. Multiple-
choice, true-false, and fill-in types of test items are highly objective in this sense. Here
scoring is reduced to a simple cleiical task. At the other extreme are the so-called essay
tests, where it has been observed that a single person is often hard put to rescore the
same response with any degree of consistency. Even greater inconsistency results when
measured as the agreement between independent scorers.

The scoring process for any type of test should be structured so that ortly the
more reliable human skills are used. That is, the scoring activity should be reduced to one
of matching or comparing the test response with some model representing the acceptable
response. If the model response to a multiple-choice item is "b.,' then the scorer has a
relatively easy task in judging the acceptability of the letter marked by the examinee.
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Unfortunately, responses for many test items cannot be judged in this "either-
or" fashion, but require a "more-or-less" type of judgment in comparing with the model
response. In this case, we should always strive to break down the model response into
elements so that comparative judgments can be made more easily by the scorer. This
applies regardless of the type of response involved. Whether it is a motor skill or a
written statement of knowledge, if the response is to be scored with any degree of
objectivity, a check-list of the necessary components of the model response should be
prepared beforehand.

A final point bearing on scoring procedure is important. The method of testing
should never be compromised in order to achieve an easier, clearly objective method of
scoring. Rather, the most relevant test method should be developed first, and then a
maximally objective scoring procedure worked out.

Relevance. As already stated, relevance is the most fundamental consideration in test
development. A test item is relevant if it calls for a response that is the same, or nearly
the same, as the response required on the job. If, for insti-nce, a soldier is required to
know the parts of his rifle, his knowledge should not be evaluated by a multiple-choice
test: he should be required to recall the nomcnclature, not recognize it.

Achieving relevance in a test method may well be more of an art than a
science. Therefore, it will be easier to introduce the topic by example. Consider the
following training objective and related discussion of test development.

Using binoculars, paper and pencil, and given a series of 20
targets in various degrees of concealment and orientation,
and at ranges of 500 to 2500 meters, student estimates and
reports range to each target. Student has two minutes per
target, and must report the range within ± 50 meters on 16
of the 20 targets.

Performance of this task depends on knowledge of target dimensions, the ability to
make precise measurements with the binocular, knowledge of the mil relation, and the
ability to correctly perform the arithmetic, division opezation.

Under ideal conditions-time and money being no object--student performance
on this objective should be evaluated by field test. Test stations, each supervised by a
ceparate tester, could be set up, a standardized instruction read to the student, and the
student's terminal performance scored in relation to the standard stated in the objective.
This pass-fail score is useful in meeting the quality control requirement of student
qualification. A supplemental scoring procedure, fMr use in training program improve-
ment, should also be used. Here the tester could score the student on the enabling skills
and knowledges. With the exceptiorn of adjusting and stabilizing the binocular, most of
the enabling performances could be objectively evaluated from the numbers that the
student writes down in the process of determining range: accuracy in reading the mil
scaie, accuracy in estimating target size, knowledge of the mil relation, and accuracy in
dividing.

This test proceduare, though ideal from the standpoint of realism,, is hardly
practical. The costs in time and support !or conducting the test in such a setting would
probably not be offset by the gain in authenticity of environmental and target condi-
tions. This is particularly applicable when testing on the less important (in terms of
frequency of on-the-job occurrence and criticality to mission accomplishment) student
performance objectives.

If it is :tcided that a "full-field" simulation for performance testing is too
m'ich of a luxury, then some alternate method must be devised. It should not be too
quit kly .ssumed that the only alternative is a paper-and-pencil test of "knowledge of the
task Explicit in the concept of a student performance objective is the notion of an
ove•it. demonstratle behavior. Every effort should be made to create conditions for and
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methods of testing that will call for the exhibition of this behavior, and in a form that is
as close to the actual job behavior as possible.

Optimal Test Method. The development of an optimal test method short of the full
simulation procedure is not easy. For a given task we do not know what conditions and
elements of behavior are most critical in terms of uransfer from the test situation to the
actual job situation. Guidelines do not exist presently for analyzing a task and then
reproducing the critical elements into a simulated or synthetic, job-relevant test situation.
Nevertheless, training managers concerned with the quality control of their product must
get on with the business of proficiency testing. And I believe that substantial improve-
ments in this area could be made if one applies a small measure of common sense and a
good deal of effort to the task.

So the problem is one of devising alternative methods of proficiency teeting when a
field test is uneconomical and when a "job-knowledge" test is obviously inadequate.

You can easily see in Figure 1 that as the simplicity in test method increases,
information on component behaviors of the task is lost. Thus, in achieving a simple test
method we must sacrifice in two related areas: one is in test relevance (this often drops
to a point where there is little justification for spending the testing time); second is the
resulting loss in diagnostic information of use to the traincrs-that is, if class performance
was substandard on this task, was it because they generally failed te attain a stabilized
view of the target, or because they made constant errors in reading the mil scale. or
because many of them inaccurately estimated target size, and so forth? The issue here
reduces to a tradeoff. How much test relevance and related diagnoGtic data on enabling
performance is one willing to sacrifice in achieving an easier and more economical test
method?

In the present example, even without any cost figures, fair guesses can be made as
to the economy of the alternate test procedures. A substantial gain in time and money
would probably result if methods 1 and 2 were rejected, and only slight additional gains
respective to 3 through 7. Also, relatively little Le. lost in task-yelevant behaviors between
2 and either 3 or 4, whereas greater losses are associated with 5, 6, and 7.

Which test method would you recommend?
There are those who would say that the first method is the only acceptable one

because it is the job--therefore the only method that insures relevance. Orn the other
hand, there are those who would maintan that the last method (7) is sufficient because
students who do well on one aspect of the job tend to do well on other aspects, so we
can so-t the better from the poorer students fairly well with even a smali sample of thi-i
perfomance.

I don't agree with either of these views.
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Elements of Personnel Selction

William C. Osbom
HumRRO Divmon No. 2

The topic of personnel se!ection is sometimes viewed as irrelevant to Training
Management. For in the best of all possible worlds of training, the training manager
would very likely maintain that, "It makes no difference what kind of trainees I'm given,
my techniques are sufficiently powerful that I can develop any man to the desired level
of proficiency." And in the best of all possible worlds of personnel selection, the
selection manager would probably contend, "There is little need for formal training,
because I can select people yaving the necessary combination of avihties aid skills to
perform a job with only minimum familiarization."

Of course, we do not live in either of these ;.desl worlds, and if we did it would bc
inefficient to completely replace one of these activities-selection or training-with the
other.

Complementary Activities

In the real world, selection and training are contrasting though complementary
activities. The performance of a job requires certain skills and know!edgeb. It is seidom
that a person comes to the job with the necessary development of these skills and
knowledges so that he crn immediately perform the job to the required standards. Some
form of training is usually needed to shape these characteristics into the desired job
behaviors. At the same time, the training burden may be eased and the ultimate
operation of the system upgraded in nroportion to t1 - quality of talent iniially brought
into the system. Given a choice among peop!e to be hired, it is only sensible to try to
select those who ha•v the greatest potential for contributing to the niLsion of the
system.

The training manager must first understand the workings of a personnel se'-ction
system if he is to effectively work with the interface between selection and training.
However, personnel selection is not a simple subject metter, so I have chosen to
coiantrate on the logic of personnel selection-largely to the exclusion of specl;ic
interactions between selection and training.

Interactions do, of course, exist. For example, during the engineering of a syste,.i.
initial tradeoff decisions must be made in Ailocatine performance skills to be eitheir
trained or selected. Also, under certain conditions, trainability nay be the criterion fSr
which p-,ople are selcted. Or, performance during the early stages of training may a:
times be used as a predictor of eventual job success. Of course, the most ,%ovious
dependency is that the selection process determines the initial abilty level of trainees. AP
of these -epresent specific areas of overlap between the selection anO training w..st ---as.
and as sn'ch I won't go beyond point"ing them out. We will focus on the ,eneral objective
of communicating the concepts and logic underlying personnel 5election. Later we will
attempt to indicate how selection as well as training fit into thp total personnel
management picture.

We all have experienced selection, or perhaps rejection, for jobs at vitrious times in
our careers. The fact of your present status i. dicates that. you survived the screening
requirements for the Advanced Officers Course. When enterng the Army, you had to
meet certin physical and mental standards. You also had to sa-isfy certain academic



requirements to qualify for entrance to college. Perhaps you have oxperienced other
instances in which you were tested, interviewed, or otherwise evaluated-presumably to
judge the likelihood of your succeeding in a particular job. It is also possible that at one
time or another you may have questioned or at least been curious about this selection
business--particularly if at some time you failed to qualify f(,r a job.

Without act ially trying a man out on the job, how can it be known whether he
would make a rood lathe operator, platoon leader, medical student, or whatever? Perhaps
it can't be known in any piecise sense. Yet, as an employer, if I need a salesman, I have
got to be selective. If I let app!icants draw straws, the odds are very much against my
getting the best potential salesman. Without a crystal ball, how should I go about
improving on those odds' This is the question I will try to answer.

Definition of Personnel Selection

The critical or terminal behavior that characterizes personnel selection is, in its
simplest sense, a decision, Given a job vacancy and .wo job applicants, a choice must be
made hetween them. Or, given two different job openings and two job applicants, a
decision must be made as to which applicant will be assigned to which job. Obviously,
the difficulty of this deci.;ion will vary according to the number and type of jobs to be
filled, the number of people available to fill them, and the complexity of the rules
followed in deciding who will be chosen and to which jobs they will be assigned. Yet
regardless of the complexity of the selection decision, the same three essential elements
are involved: job openings, job applicant., and a decision rule.

We should further note that some decision rule is being followed in any selection
situation. Positions may be filled simply by selecting people on a "first-applied-first.
hired" basis. Or, applicants may be sorted ohi the basis of some measured trait such as
height, and the tallest chosen first. Or, perhaps a more complicated rule is followed in
which all non-high school gr-duates are dropped from a group of applicants; then, from
among the remaining candidates, those scoring above a certain qualifying level on a test of
mental ability are interviewed and the final selection made on the basis of the intervi.ewer's
recommendation.

As in any decision process, the quality of the selection decision will depend on the
systematic research that has gone into preparing estimates of the costs and expected gains
associatwd with the alternate choices available. For example, why spend the time and
trouble measuring height of job applicants and then using this measure as the basis for
the man's acceptance or rejection, unless there is reliable research evidence indicating that
tall people tend to perform better on a particular job? This research activity is the real
substance of the selection process-it is the foundation for setting up the decision rule

used t .'hoarse_ s.mono peope.

It is convenient to maintain a distinction between the data gathering or research
phase of personnel selection, and Uhe daLa inuple•i.entinag G,, administrative phase. We will
discuss these separate!y.

Personnel Selection: A Research Autivity

Seiection research involves answering three specific questions:
11) What are the relevant job performance attributes we wish our personnel to

possess, and I -,w can they oe measured?
(2) W;iat are thb? personal attributes which might prove useful in predicting the

job performance criteria, and how can these be measured?
(') Do people with a particular pattern of personal attributes tend to perform

better on the criteria attributes?
i he general frauiework for data perta.ning to these research questions appears in Figure 1,
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Figure 1

Ideally, for each person we want to obtain a memsure on each personal attribute and
each job attribute. Then, with this kind of display, we can search for common patterns
between predictor measures and criterion measures. Let's look at each of these questions
more closely.

COiterion Attributes. Any human performance variable that contributes to the
mission of a system wili be considered a potential criterion attribute. Productivity,
error-free perfo.-ma-nce, time on the job, advancement in the organization-all are
examples of qualities which may indicate an individual's contribution to successful system
performance. These are th3 relevant attributes in our selection model. They represent the
criterion behaviors which, by definition, are critical to the system's operation, and which
we hope to improve over the long run thaough improied personnei selection procedures.

There are two stages in the development of criterion measures for a given job.
The first involves the definition of the important characteristic3 or attributes of successful
job performance. The second centers on the problem of quantifying or finding some
yardstick to use ft r a particular attribute. The job attributes included in a criterion
measure must reflect the goals of the organization. As organizational goals ot mission
statements are the basis for system and subsystem (,escription, it follows that the
resulting job descriptions offer the best souce--that is, the most relevant source-of job
attributes. Specifically, the requirements or standards for a job indicate the attributes
which a performance criterion must represent.

The problem of transforming the job criteria into a usal;le and meaningful
measure is the next step. Eiven ini those circumstances where clear statements of job
standards are available, cost, time, and convenience often influence the methoc of
measurement. Proficiency measurement is of general interest here. It provides criteria of
job performance which are useful in many systems research and administrative activities.
It will be of particular interest because of its central role in the evaluation of training.
Thus, it will be covered as a separate topic later in the course. Here, our focus is in on it as
a criterion for evaluating selection procedures. Accordingly, we will look only at classes
of performance criteria, and not go into the techniques of developing them.

The yardsticks used in measuring job proficiency are of three general types:
performance samples, performance indicators, and performance ratings.

Performance sampling is a method of direct measurement of a man's job proficiency.
This is accomplished by observing and scoring his performance on a job sample tOst.
Under ideal conditions, this method of proficiency measurement is probably the best.
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The problems on such a test must be representative of what is actually required on the
job. That is, the various job duties and tasks should be represented in the sample test, and
represented in proportion to their importance and frequency of actual performance. The
test should further be representative in the sense that it requires realistic performances,
under realistic environmental corditions and reasonably uniform motivation. Other than
the technical knowledge and care necessary for the construction of an adequate job
sample test, the major difficulties with this form of criterion measurement are the time
and expense factors in administration.

Performance indicators are summary measures of job performance. They are the
least costly type of criterion measure as they are readily available for most jobs. They
may take different forms: units of production, time with the company, salary, number
of absences, number of accidents, amount of waste, and so forth. As criteria, you can see
that these have the desirable features of being objective measures, yet they are more or
less indirect indicators of job competence. They are typically most useful for the simpler,
routine jobs. In a repetitive assembly task, for example, the rate of error-free production
could be easily obtained, and would yield a proficiency index much the same as one
would expect from a job sample test. These performance indicators are less useful as
criteria in more complex jobs. They are generally only symptomatic of job performance
and are used simply because they are available and highly measurable. Where proficiency
iesting is not feasible, frequently some combination of these objective proficiency
indicators offers a usable substitute.

Performance ratings are the weakest and perhaps most widely used method of
criterion measurement. They entail the judgment or rating of - person's work perform-
ance by supervisors, co-workers, or anyone else who is familiar with the job-holder's
day-to-day performance. The rating mey require comparative judgments of total per-
formance, such as "who is the best automotive mechanic, Jones or Smith," or the rating
may be done separately by job duty for each man, such as, "using a nine-point scale, rate
Jones on his ability to troubleshoot electrical circuits." Performance ratings are often
used for jobs in which no clearly defined productivity measure is available; or for jobs
requiring a variety of duties that are otherwise difficult to apply a yardstick to-
ma•,•agerial jobs, for instance. The rating method is a relatively easy way to obtain criterion
daLa, but unfortunately it is fraught with many shortcomings, most of which center on the
problem of getting raters to judge people on actual performance and not some irrelevant
dimension such as how likeable they are.

Once the significant job behaviors have been determined, and one of these
measurement techniques applied, the selection researcher has something to shoot for--a
quantitative and presumably relevant criterion against which he may test measures of
behavior taken before people are assigned to the job.

Personal Attributes. Characteristic behaviors which people bring Lo the ernployment
situation we will call personal attributes; and this is intended in a most general sense.
These attributes may be physical or mental; they may have been learned or determined at
birth or acquired by circumstance. Intelligence, eye sight, marital status, formal schooling,
manual dexterity, height, work experience, aggressiveness, creativity, the list goes on and
on. Viewing these personal attributes as potential predictors of future job success, the
selection researcher must first choose attributes which he thinks bear some logical
similarity to job behaviors, and "lhen determine a method of measuring them.

The process of identifying potentially useful predictor attributes is much the
same as in identifying job attributes. Job analysis data again becomes the basic source oi
information. Herc however, rather than the task statements and standards, the list of
required skills and knowledges is the focal point. These skill and knowledge factors
suggest which personal attributes we might reasonably expect to contribute to eventual
success on the job.
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An analysis of basic human abilities and their measuement is beyond the scope
of this discussion. So we will take a brief look at methods of measurement typically used
in selection work. These include psychological tests, biographical questionnaires, and
interviews and personal references. Any such measuring device should be used with three
objectives in mind: (a) to provide for a controlled observation of some aspect of human
behavior; (b) to provide the direct measure of a specific, relevant attribute, and (c) to
provide an objective, reliable, and quantitative score. How well do each of these
measuring devices satisfy these objectives?

Psychological tests are the strongest in terms of our objectives. They constitute
standard and controlled stimulus situations which can be used to elicit behaviors pre-
sumably relevant to job requirements. In a job that requires the frequent and rapid use of
numerical operations, for instance, it might be useful to try out a standard test of
arithmetic speed; or for an assembly job, one of the tests of manual dexterity might prove
useful. Tests, whether of general ability or of specific knowledge or skill, have the further
advantage of being objectively and reliably scored.

Biographical data also have this asset of being easily quantified. The major drawback
in the use of items of biographical information is that they are only indirect measures of
personal attrlhutes. Years of formal schooling, for example, is only an indirect measure of
intelligence, and would be a poor substitute for a test of mental ability. On the other
hand, we may be interested in attributes for which there are no purely objective tests.
The ability to work cffectively with other people, for instance, may be a skill of
particular importance in certain managerial jobs, and may best be measured only indi-
rectly through such biographical items as the number of social and community activities.

Personal interviews and letters of recommendation, the most widely used of the
selection devices, have the same intended advantage of getting at those attributes not
easily measured by tests. These devices have the common disadvantage of relying on
usually unstandardized and subjective impressions in producing any isable attribute
measure.

The method used to measure predictor attributes is most dependent on the nature
of the attribute. The administration time used is less a factor in choosing among
measurement alternatives for predictor attributes than for criterion attributes. It generally
takes no more time to administer a few short tests than to conduct an interview
although, as we mentioned, some personal attributes ate not easily tested, and may only
be estimated by someone's judgment.

Now let us assume that a measureable set of attributes has been proposed as
important to a given job, and that a criterion measure of job performance exists. What
does the researcher do with these measures? Once the proposed characteristics of job
candidates have beer measured, how are these attributes evaluated in terms of usefulness
in predicting later job behavior? This is the validation process of selection research.

Validation of the Selection Model

The fundamental task in this validation process is that of determining the relation-
ship between a predictor measure and a criterion measure. To what extent do people who
initially scored high on a predictor measure tend to also score high on a later measure of
job proficiency? The relationship between two such measures is called a correlation and,
as it is a basic tool in selection research, one should have a general notion of its use.

As a simple illustration, consider a group of 12 girls employed as go-go girls in a
large night club. Among the personal attribute data compiled when these grls were hired,
the selection researcher is considering four measures: age, previous dancing experience, an
interviewer's judgment of physical appearance, and an objective, composite measure of
body build derived from the three traditional tape-measure indices. As a measure of
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current job performance, the night club patrons were polled and each cast his ballot for
the "best" dancer. Based on the number of votes received, the 12 performers were rank
ordered--the rank of one being the most popular dancer, thicugh the 12th ranked, or
least popular, as shown in Table 1.

To further simplify the picture, scores on the four predictor varizbles have been
converted to plusses and minuses. That is, for age the six oldest girls weie given plus
scores, the six youngest given minus scores: the six girls with the greater number of
months professional experience in dancing were given plusses, and the six with the least
experience given minuses; the scores for judgeu appearance and body build were similarly
coded. With this scoring system, it is easier to see the pattern of relationship between
each of the predictors and the criterion ranking. Now, as the personnel selection specialist
for this organization, you are interested in the question: "Which of these attributes
should I consider as most important when hiring girls in the future?" You can see that

-the pattern for age--at least within the age range of those already employed-shows no
systematic pattern of relationship with the job performance scores. Judged appearance
end amount of dance experience show some degree of correlation with the criterion, in
that there tend to be more plus scores among the top rated performers.

But obviously the best predictor of success as a go-go dancer in our illustration is
the body-build measure-six of the seven highest rated dancers had the top scores on this
attribute. So, on the basis of this correlational research data, we would recommend to
the personnel manager that when hiring dancers in the future he give less consideration to
the age, appearance, and experience of applicants; rather, he should select them primarily
in terms of objective measurements of figure as represented by this summary index of
body build.

The logic here is fairly obviou:s. Apparently dancing girls who are well built are the
most popular with the majority of a club's patrons; and to the extent that having popular
dancing girls contributes to the success of the organization, it behooves the management
to select girls for this job who score high on this particular attribute.

Table 1

Data Matrix for Selection of Go-Go Dancers

Predictor Scores

lI~iik ge pperftn Experience Body Build

+ +

+ +

+

3 14 --

II ....-

12 ....
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The discovery of valid predictors of job success in any field is typically achieved by
this research method-that is, by finding which of some initial group of personal
attributes demonstrate a significant degree of correlation with successful job performance.

As you may know, the Army also has this sort of selection research activity. The
Army's Behavioral Science Research Laboratory (BESRL) conducts studies in which the
various personal attributes measured in the Army Classification Battery are correlated
with performance criterion measures for large samples of inductees. The criterion measure
generally used in these Army studies is performance in a training course. From these

correlated analyses, BESRL can make recommendations as to the optimal MOS classifica-
tion for al inductee, given his pattern of scores on the test battery.

Performance Improvement

Let's return at this point to the distinction made earlier between the research aspect
of personnel selection and the administrative aspect. As we have suggested, the research
work produces a threefold result: It identifies the personal attributes which are related to
later criterion qualification and it determines how these attributes may be measured. But
most importantly, the research work should indicate the degree of performance improve-
ment to be expected through implementing these procedures.

This last feature is of the greatest interest to the selection administrator. He wants
to know just what costs and gains he can expect if he bases his selection decisions on the
procedure recommended by research. For example: an aircraft company hires and trains a
large number of men to work as machinists. Assume that with the present selection
procedures, only about 50% of those brought into the company are sattisfactorily
completing the training program for this job. A selection study is done by the personnel
research group and they report that a test of mechanical aptitude was found to correlate
significantly with performance in the training course.

The study was done on 200 men who were given the test at the time of induction
and then followed up in terms of performance in the training course. The data are given
in Table 2. As you can see, 100 trainees met the criterion of successful completion of
training, and 100 did not. These two criterion groups are compared in terms of the
relative number within each group scoring at various levels on the aptitude test. The
degree of correlation between the test and the criterion is reflected in the tendency for
those who scored high on the test to be among the successful trainees. Of the 40
individuals scoring above 90 on the aptitude test, 30 of them met the performance

Table 2

Success in Training as a Function of
Aptitude Test Score of 200 Aircraft Machinists

Per( ent Percent

Aptitude Total Number Number Successes Failures
Test Score N Successes Failures Rejected Rejected

(cost) (utility)

90-94 40 30 10 10 90
85-89 60 40 20 30 70
80-84 60 26 34 4 36
75-79 40 4 36 0 0

200 100 100

Current Failure Rate =50%
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criterion at the end of training, whereas 10 did not. Similarly, for those lowest in
aptitude-of the 40 with initial aptitude scores between 75 and 80--only 4 were success-
fully trained, and 36 proved unsuccessful.

The selection administrator may wish to look at these data a little differently--that
i3, in terms of the improvement in criterion performance which might be expected if, in
the future, he were to hire only those scoring above a particular level on the predictor.
This is shown in the last two colunms of Table 2, as expected costs and utilities. If he
wete to select, say, only those applicants scoring 80 or above on the predictor, cost
would be the 4% potentially successful trainees who would be rejected by this standard.
But this would be offset, on the other hand, by the gain or utility indicated in the 36%
potential failures who would be screened out by the same selection standard. Or let's say
that only the cream is skimmed off by setting the minimum qualification score at 90.
You can see that although 90% of the expected failures would be eliminated, it would be
at the cost of 70% of the potential trainee successee

The same data are shown in Figure 2 in graphic form. The solid line chows the
expected reduction in training failures as a function of minimum qualification scores on
the predictor. The broken line shows the corresponding per cent of all candidates
rejected. It is apparent that as the minimum predictor qualification score is raised, two
things happen: One is that fewer and fewer potential criterion failures are going to be
hired; the other is that an increasingly greater per cent of all applicants are going to be
rejected or disqualified by the test.

Expected Reduction in Rate of Training Failures
as a Function of Predictor Test

100,
/

/
/

/
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/
/

60/ .... Disqual;fied60 By Test

U Training Failures
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Number of Applicants

This brings us to the greatest single constraint imposed on the selection adminis-
trator, namely, the size of the pool of applicants from which his selections are made.
Again in reference to the example, let's say that 30 people are needed to begin machinist
training, and that we have only 30 applicants. Assuming that the aptitude scores of these
30 people are distributed about the same as for previous candidates, we must expect that,
all other things being equal-such as training procedures, and so forth--approximately half
of these people will turn out to be training failures.

Obviously, to capitalize on the relationship between the aptitude test and train-
ability, and to reduce the number of training failures through improved selection in this
example, there must be a more intensive recruitment effort. That ;s, more applicants
must be brought to the employment situation than cak be hired. Say the minimum
acceptable failure rate for machinist trainees is decreed to be 20%, and that the burden is
solely on the selection administrator to see that this is realized. Reference to his research
data shows that for a representative sample of applicants, the selection administrator
must set a minimum qualification score of 85 on his predictor measure, if the 20%
training-failure criterion is to be achieved. But also, corresponding to the cutting score of
85 is expected applicant rejection rate of 50%. This means, that to obtain 30 applicants
meeting cut-off score of 85, he must start with as. original pool of twice that many, or
about 60 applicants. Of course there will be fluctuations between different samples of
people-in a new group of applicants we would not expect exactly 50% to score below
85 on the aptitude test, but this is the best estimate, and the one on which the selection
system must rely.

The significant point is that, given a valid predictor of performance criterion, the
quality of the selection decision may be improved provided there are applicants among
whom to choose. It every applicant must be accepted, no improvement over the present
degree of criterion success may be expected. And, generally speaking, as the ratio of
applicants to the number hired increases, so does the expected rate of successful criterion
performers.

Often the personnel selection system has little control over this problem of the
selection ratio. We see this occur in the military as well as in other organizations, all of
which feel the effect of this restriction at one time or another. In time of peace or when
industrial employment in general is down, the recruiting fund is usually large relative to
the number of job openings. When this situation exists, selection standards mav be raised,
and a corresponding increase in system effectiveness expected. At other times, when the
situation is characterized by industrial expansion or military mobilization, there is a rise
in the number of jobs to be filled; and unless this can be offset by a proportional
increase in the recruiting pool, selection standards must be relaxed, with a resulting
impact felt in the form of a drop in overall system efficiency.

As this latter cae suggests, if the remedy tu such problems were left strictly to the
personnel selection specialist, he would follow one of two courses: either he would
attempt to further refine his selection procedures through more research--that is, try to
find better predictors of job performance-or he would simply insist that the organiza-
tion's recruiting effort be intensified to where he is given more applicants from whom to
select.

Fortunately, in practice, when some aspect of system performance involving people
is found to be weak, the course of remedial action need not fall to any one of the
human factors subsystems alone. The training and human engineering activities, as well as
the selection and recruitment groups should be brought together in an attempt to jointly
find the most feasible and economical solution. Take the case of the aircraft machinists
we have been discusring. The personnel problem there was one of reducing the rate of
machinist-trainee failure. The entimp nf action represented a personnel selection solution
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of the problem--a solution which we noted might necessitate a corresponding increase in
the recruiting activity. Yet in practice, the cost of expanding recruitment much beyond
the present level might be high--at least relative to the cost of other possible solutions.
Certainly, the possibility of training revision should be considered.

The least costly method of achieving a higher rate of trainee qualification may be to
extend training time. Or possibly, the existing training program is not optimally engi-
neered, and some improvement may be effected through better instructional techniques,
or thTnugh revising course content. Also, the possibility of a human engineering solution
should not be overlooked. It may be that through equipment or work-environment
modifications-such as the use of job aids-the machinist's job may be simplified; tiereby
easing the training burden through a teduction in the density of training requirements to
be met.

So we see that what was originally viewed as a personnel selection problem may best
be considered as conmmon to all of the human factors agencies. The achievement of a
workable and low-cost solution to such problems very often lies in some mix of
contributions from each of these human factors activities.

It is here that we see the significant interaction between the selection and training
functions. While they differ noticeably in method and content, they share a common
purpose with the entire human factors system: that of maintaining a high level of human
proficiency throughout all levels and all aspects of system performance.
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Concepts of Meesurvmst. Test Validity, and Reliability

Willin C. O(wn Eugene A. Coven
HumRRO Division No. 2 HumRRO, Directores Office

The information used in a quality control system for training comes from measure-
ments of human performance. Several aspects of measurement enter into determining
how good a measurement is or what its characteristics are. Since measu-ement is the
heart of quality control, the nature of measurements determine how effective a quality
control system can be.

Nom, SWW Spe~fcatimm

Standards form the framework for making sense of a measurement, for deciding
whether it is an indication that things are going well or poorly. Traditionally, in
psychology, standards or norms have been relative-how close it is to average or rank
compared with others. Armed Forces Quaification Test results, for example, are related
to standards indicating percentage rank in the population. The system used for the Army
Classification Battery test and area scores is also based on how a man's score compares
with the scoes of others. Norms and standards based on comparing a man to others are
not only classical in psycho!ogy but they are useful for a number of purposes such as
motivators to stimulate competition among people. Frequently, administrative actions or
definitions are best based on such scores as top 5% as honor graduates, standing in class,
proficiency ppv, and so on, with special pay or privileges for doing better than others.

For selection and assignment of personnel, scores indicating a man is good for a job
or poor for a job uhight be a theoretical ideal, but a selection and assignment system
must always make do with the range of talent that is available. Therefore, selection and
assignment can be performed with effectiveness using relational scores; wondering
whether the "best available" is good exough is likely to be fruitless.

Relational scores are especially efficient for economy in data collection since
measurements can be chosen to co.vr the range of the available pool; in this fashion, test
items that all-or none-can answer may be ignored. They are also very compatible with
the tool caflUd statistical theory since statistical methods are focused on the average score
of a set of measurements and variations from it. Relational measurements are so
commonly used that most people are familiar with them. Most colleges use the concept
of the bell-haped curve for grading.

Much psychological measurement is based on relational norms or standards because
the state of the art for psychological measuring techniques has not progressed to a point
where we --an easily do anythii-g else. Questions such as whether the difficulty of a test
item is because of subject matter or the way the item is stated make psychologists feel
uncomfortable about saying, from a test fcore, whether a man can actually do something.
As a conservative meamire, many prefer to stay in the state of the art and deal with how
well a man can do something compered with other men.

Mon physical mesmurement such as length, weight, and so on is oaed on absolute
norms and standards; Ihat is, measurement with regard to a sca!e and without regard to
the size of other thinp. For a qurw'-t, .,-trol mnformatioi system to be most useful,
attempts to use absohlte norms and tandards should be ',aade despite the fact that these
wre unfamiliar and deepite the fact that technically there is an uncertain theoretical basis
for using absolute standards.
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Norms and standards should be based on exactly whot the system needs without
regard to whether people can do it. These standards also serve as parts of the training,
objectives for the training system and allow a quality control function of feedback
information about where the training program needs to be improved to perform its
mission, and as a scale for when a man i6 qualified for duty.

The approach to absolute standards follows the pattern a design engineer uses.
Analysis of equipment and mission characteristics can be done to provide a complete and
detailed set of specifications and tolerances for the functions a human being will perform.
Assuming we have such absolute standards, each candidate graduate of a training program
can be measured for whether he is up to the specifications or not to provide a basis for
pass-fai! decisions.

Validity

Predictive Validity
Validity relates to the pvrpose of a test and deals with how well measurements

represent the behavior to be measured. Traditionaily, information an ý test's validity
comes from comparing test scores with measures of performance in an operation. J job. If
test scores and criteria of job performance have matched well, we have confidence in
later use of test scores; if they do not match, the test scores are of questionable validity.
This concept of validity is called predictiue validity and is used primarily in developing
tests as scieening aids for the selecticn and assignment of personnel to jobs.

However, validating a test against job performance is not always possible, nor is
it always desirable. Sometimes, such as in pr-oficiency testing for training, a more direct
type of validity is needed because, in a sense, the test is the job. This approach to
validity is "validity by definition." It comes from analyzing the test content, and is
appropriately termed content validity.

Content Validity
For tests used in the quality control of training, validity is accomplished in two

steps. We have already discussed the first step, that of achieving relevance of individual
test items. The second step, and the one of interrst here, is to insure that the items in a
test are a representative sample of the job objectives.

Even though specific items may be valid because each item clearly refit-is a
specific objec:tive, the test as a whole may not be valid unless it adequately samples the
objtc'tives. For example, a test of an electronics technician's proficiency might consist of
nothing but problems measuring troubleshooting skill; it would not generialy be con-
sidered content valid unless it also tested his skill in replacement of components,
adjustments and ivepairn, which are also part of his job. The test should reflect the entire
job.

Normally then' are more terminal objectives than there is time available to test
on. Some sampling proct-ure must be followed. But how do we decide which 3bjectives
(and;• .Actated test items) to include and which to exclude from a test?

One criterion that should not be used is ease of testing. Rathe, the mo.,e
obvious crittena are (a) cnticality to mission accomplishment, and 'b) frequency of
on-the--t)b otwcurrence. Both of these should be determined for -ach objective, with those
lower prnontv obhec'ives being excluded from the test as restrictions in testing time
di( late. Inferrnation on frequency and criticality of task performiance must come prin-
tipaliv fr'm• expenenced jurgment. One method of cormp-ling this data is to have job
*'\Ap'r"s rate each task tterm itl obje-tivel as low nredium, or higi-f-rst on frequency of
,nf-job ot-urrence, and second on cnticality to mission accomplishment. Frequency of
oct-•:rer~c, may sometlrm(s hbe amailable from records of field performance; other umes
r•,hanc, ;aust h•e placed solely on experienced judgments. Similarly. criticality may



sometimes be baeed on quantitative guidelines of nmssion accomplishment such as the
equipment readiness categories of "red," "'amber," "green."

Once these ratings have been obtained, numerical weights such as i, 2, 3 can be
assigned corresponding to the low, medium, high categories, and the two weights iummed
for each task. Thii summary index of the relative importance of tasks to a job can then
be used to achieve content validi.t; those tasks with an index of 6 being. givwn highest
priority for testing, those with 5 next highest. priorit",, and so forth.

Reliability

In psycholcgical testing, the term reliability is used for a measure of the stability of
scores on a measuring instrumerit. An imnagiar-y elastic yardstick, that stretches or
contracts, depending on unknown things, provides a picture of an instrument producing
unreliable measures, since a score would not be very repeatable on re-xeusurý.

Reliability as a concept was developed for ,esting of a single, uniform trait and, for
L'is reason, normal ways to measure reliability rest on comparing a score on one half of a
test with the scor on the other half. When the scores match (show high correlation), the
test is internally consistent and considered reliable-it is expected that re-measuras would
produce much the sam? scores as the original ones.

Internal consistency at an approach to reliability does not fit for job performance or
potential job perf'.rma.nce tests since a job is a conglomerate of many unrelated things,
and there is no assurmce that one part should relate to another part of the test.
Therefore, for job type tests, reliability rests squarely on repeating a set of measuremuents
and comparing the results with the first set. Giving the same test to the same students on
two different occasions and comparing the scores to see whether the students make
approximately the mime scores in both instances is simply uot practical in many situa-
tions. Furthermore, when the test is administed the second time, the scores may be
affected by the varyiag amounts that different students learned when taking the first test.

Procedures for the actual measurement zsf twst reliability are a technical matter and
would not be expected to be within the domain 4f the military training manager's j3b.
For our purposes, reliability must be viewed frem the standpoint of the factor. which
should prevail in a test situation in order to irn,,' test reliability. Some of these have
already bean mentioned under the headings of standardization and objectivity of test
item scoring. The following reviews these along with other guidelines for test .eliability.

The Test and its Administration
(1) Instructio." to the students should be as simple, clear, and complete as

possible without providing answers to the test item.
(2) The tester should be trained in how to treat students, what student

questions can be answered, how the test supplies should be maintained, and whaL .j do
in emergencies. He should maintain a noncommital attitude at all times.

(3) Test supplies and .eqzkmx.,ut should be available in adequate supply and, if
used repeatedly, should be maintained so that a test problem becomes no easier or more
difficult with use.

(4) Envirownental couditio-q should be sufficiently invariable to avoid affect-
ing student 1wformance.

The Stwlent
Th.? studesit himself may be a source of unreliability. Illness, fatigue, the stress

of the test, tack of motivation, all may contribute to his making a poor score when he
really has msstered the objectives. The student should be rested, and his treatment during
the test should lie designed to prevent him from becoming excessively afraid of failu.,re.

Cbjectivit, in scoring is achieved by setting precise standards and training the
scorer to apply throe standards. The standards should be in such terms as: "did" or "did
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not d ' a p-. ,.icular thing, presence or absence of essential attributes of a product, or
measurable numbers.

Test Length
Provided all the other facLors influencing reliability have been controlied as well

as nossible, and also provided that auditional items are related to the same objectives as
previously prepared itemr, the reliability 4 a test can be improved by making it longer.
If soveral items related to th, seme objective are included, the effect of such factors ab
the wording of the instructions, or the scoring of particular items is cancelled, and the
overall score will be more reliable. However, if testing time is limited, and there is a
choice between adding more items to cover the same objectives, or covering more
objectives with new items, the latter course is generally preferable.
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The Design of Motivation and Behavior Control Techniques

Joseph S. Ward
HumRRO Division No. 3

All organizations are involved in the problem of motivating their personnel to
effectively apply their special skills in order to achieve the organizations' objectives. In
general, the term "motivation" refers to behavior which is instigated by needs within the
individual and which is directed toward goals that can satisfy those needs. Three ge:ierdal
stages of motivation may be distinguibhed in most situations and this can be called the
motivational cycle:

(1) The need stage which refers to some lack or deficit within the individual.
(2) Instrumental behavior or the behavior which is instrumental in satisfying a

particular need.
(3) The goal or incentive toward which the instrumental behavior is directed.

The problem of motivation, which is always complicated, is especially difficult with
the usual Army trainee population. This population consists of the widest possible variety
of individuals, ranging from the near genius to the extremely slow, from the "gung-ho"
volunteer to the most reluctant draftee, from the easy-to-get-along-with to the so-called
behavior problem, plus many others. We can do many things in designing a training
program which will result in causing some of this total population to put forth their best
,'!ffor. -at least some of the time.

Idcentification of Needs

What sort of needs do these Ldividuals have? If we know these needs, we can make
our training system much more effective by making satisfaction of the needs contingent
upon the students learning a certain amount of our program.

Maslow (1) has characterized the hierarchical nature of needs. Before listing the
needs in the Maslow hierarchy, let me point out several features to keep in mind. One is
that these needs are believed to be universal; Maslow refers to them as "instinctoid" by
which he means that many of them, especially the higher ones, are not strong enough to
be apparent unless conditions are favorable for their manifestation. Under certain condi-
tions, however, they will appear. Another point is that a lower need may be sufficiently
satiated at some time so that it will no longer be a major or dominant factor in the
individual's behavior, except under very unusual conditions. Satiation of a lower need is
seen as a condition on which the appearance of a higher one depends.

Physiological Needs. The most basic needs are the physiologicai needs, like hunger,
thirst. and so forth, which are based on some tissue deficit in the body. Maslow
emphasizes that if one examines such needs in great detail there are more than we
generally think of, especially when we consider cases of specific hungers. These needs are
the most prepotent ones and, if unsatisfied, can dominate the life of the individual. This
is true in hungcr, thirst, or the need for air. However, in our society such needs are
seldom dominant, at least in the majority of the popidation. Few people are really
hungry or fear starvation, for example. But during times of disaster, as in the Great
Depression of the 1930s, people weie hungry, and starvation or the fear of it, made
hunger dominate conduct.

Safety Needs. These are seen mainly in children and are maid to underlie both the
infant's reactions to strangers, sudden noises, the threat of being dropped, and so forth,
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and the older child's desire for routine. Various security measures which adults take, such
as tenured positions, savings, and all sorts of insurance, are seen as means of providing
safety from the things which would upset security. Except in neurotic behavior, however,
adults are not dominated by the safety needs, and they are seen in action mainly in
emergencies, such as war, disease, natural catastrophe:, and crime waves. It is apparent
that these needs are dominant in the operational situation in Viet Nam and in some
hazardous training such v's firing 90mm RR. For the most part, it is impossible to really
add stress to training. The Army and general public will not allow it. It is possible,
however, to make training more realistic and physically demanding than it is at present.

Belongingness and Love Needs. These arise when the physiological and safety needs
are relatively quiescent. The person feels keenly the absence of friends, or a sweetheart,
or a vife, or Phildren. He will hunger for affectionate relations with people in general,
and he will strive with great intensity to achieve this goal. He wants to attain a place in
his group more than anything else in the world and may even forget that once, when he
was hungry, he sneered at love as unreal or unnecessary or unimportant. These needs are
certainly applicable to our trainee population and are related to esprit, pride in outfit,
being accepted by platoon, and so forth.

Esteem Needs. These represent a need for a stable, firmly based, high evaluation of
themselves and a need for self-respect, as well as for the esteem of others. One set of
esteem needs involves "the desire for strength, for achievement, for adequacy, for
mastery and competence, for confidence in the face of the world, and for independence
and freedom." A second set involves a desire for prestige, status, dominance, importance,
or appreciation. With the gratification of these needs comes a feeling of self-confidence
and the knowledge of worth, sbrength, and capability. Recognition of noncoms and
buddies is extremely important. The Army, in general, places great stress on esteem.
Witness Airborne, Green Berets. (Maslow, 1, pp. 90-91)

The hierarchy as we have described it is not absolutely fixed. However, to discuss
variations from the pattern indicated would require a more detailed presentat*:)n than
space permits. Also, it is not necessary or, in some cases, even possible that a lower need
be permanently or finally gratified. It is probably more accurate to say that the need is
largely satisfied ur that there is a history of extensive gratification of the need; under
these conditions, higher needs may appear. IU must also be pointed out that gratification
of a need is satisfactorily achieved only when "intrinsically appropriate satisfiers" are
involved. "For the love-hungry, there is only one genuine, long-run satisfier, that is,
honest and satisfying affection. For the sex-starved, food-starved, or water-starved person,
only sex, food, or water will ultimately serve." (Maslow, 1, p. 110)

Failure to satisfy the basic needs leads to deficiency conditions, analogous to a
vitamin deficiency. It can be argued that gratification of these needs is essential to
psychological healtl.. These needs are basic because (a) the absence of their satisfiers
prevents psychological health, (b) the presence of the satisfiers prevents illness, (c) restora-
tion of the satisfiers overcomes the illness, (d) the satisfier is chosen by the deprived person
over other satisfactions, and (e) in healthy people such needs are absent.

Identification of Reinforcers

In general, reinforcers are used to increase the probability that students will learn
and maintain specified skills or knowledges.

There are two general types of events which are found to be reinforcing. Some
reinforcements consist of presenting stimul', of adding something-for example, food,
water, or sexual contact-to the situation. These we call positive reinforcers. Others
consist of removing something-for example, a loud noise, a very bright light, extreme
cold or hejt, or electric shock-from the situation. These we call negative reinforcers. In
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both cases the effect of reinforcement is the same--the probability of response is

increased.
In every field in which human behavior figures prominently-education, government,

the family, the clinic, industry, art, literature-we are constantly changing probabilities of
response by arranging reinforcing consequences. The industrialist wants employees to
work consistently and without absenteeism. He therefore must make certain that their
behavior is suitably reinforced, not on'y with wages but with suitable working conditions.
The girl who wants another date must be sure that her friend is suitably reinforced. To
teach a child to read or sing, we must work out a program of educational reinforcement
in which appropriate responses "pay off" frequently.

We can determine the strength of reinforcing events in various ways. One way is to
disco)ver what someone is "getting out of life." A person's everyday behavior can tell us a
great deal about reinforcers. We infer important reinforcers from nothing more unusual
than his "interest" in certain subjects, in stores or museums which exhibit certain objects,
in friends who exhibit certain kinds of behavior, in restaurants which serve certain kinds
of food, and so on. The "interest" refers to the probability which results from the
consequences of the behavior of "taking an interest."

We can make sure of the importance of a reinforcer if we watch the effect on his
behavior as the reinforcer is alternately supplied and withheld. The behavior of asaoci-
ating with a particular friend varies as the friend varies in supplying reinforcement. If we
observe this covariation, we may then be fairly sure of "what this friendship means" or
"w'hit our subject sees in his friend." This technique of evaluation may be improved in
clinical and laboratory investigation where outside variables can be controlled.

We cannot dispense with this survey simply by asking a man what reinforces him.
His reply may be of some value, but it is by no means necessarily reliable. In many
instances, a person simply tells us what he thinks we want to hear. A reinforcing
connection need not be obvious to the individual reinforced. It is often only in retrospect
that one's tendencies to behave in particular ways are seen to be the result of certain
consequences, and the relation may never be seen at all even though it is obvious to
others. There are, of course, extensive differences between individuals in the events which
prove to be reinforcing.

Schedule of Rewird

The scheduling of reinforcement is crucial in develuping and sustaining individual
behavior leading toward learning. In general, reinforcement can be continuous or partial.
Continuous reinforcement involves reinforcing a response every time it occurs. Partial
reinforcement takes the form of providing reinforcement on some trials but not on
others. For example, if an experimenter is examining the influence of partial
reinforcement on a rat's running a straight-away, it is a simple matter to determine on
what trials the animal shall (as well as shall not) receive reinforcement.

Example 1: Paper boy selling papers.
a. One person always buys (continuous).
b. One person buys by chance (partial).
c. Both stop.

(1) Continuous-boy gets angry at.
(2) Partial-boy cGntinues to try to sell for months.

Example 2: Son drawing stick figures.
a. Continuous-always draws stick figures.
b. Partial-improves.
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This is the more crucial reinforcement provided in practical learning situations.
Four types of partial reinforcement are:

(1) Fixed interval. Here, reinforcement follows the first response which the
orgi.nim makes after some fixed period of time as measured from the last reinforcement.
With a 30-second fixed interval schedule, for example, reinforcement is provided for the
first response which occurs 30 seconds or more following receipt of previous reinforce-
ment.

(2) Variable interval. With this schedule, reinforcemei.t is provided after a
variable, rather than a fixed, period of time which separates one reinforcement from the
next. Thus, a 30-second variable interval schedule consists of a schedule of reinforcement
administered for the first response which followE randomly selected time intervals which
average 30 seconds.

(3) Fixed ratio. Here, reinforcement is provided after every nth response. For
example, a 20:1 fixed ratio schedule means that every twentieth response is followed by
reinforcement.

(4) Variable ratio. With this schedule, the number of responses which must, be
made in order to secure reinforcement varies, but the varying numbers of responses are
averai- to provide a descriptive statement of the kind of schedule employed. Thus, a
10:1 variable ratio schedule would be produced by the following: 4 responses
(reinforcement); 14 responses (reinforcement); 10 responses (reinforcement); 6 responses
(reinforcement); and 16 responses (reinforcement).

Types of Reward

Knowledge of results. This 's a factor commonly thought to have motivational
aspects, since information is provided by the knowledge. The term refers to prccedures
by which the subject is informed of the quality or quantity of his performance. An early
experiment by Johanson (2) is illustra.ive. He measured the speed with which a subject
pressed a telegraph key on signal. Under one condition, subjects received no information
about the speed of their reactions; in another they were told the speed of their reaction
before the next trial. On the average, the latter group performed more quickly than the
former group. Ammons (3) has reviewed the literature of this problem and concludes that
knowledge of results, typically, achieves better performance than no knowledge of results,
and that at least some of this effect may be attributed to the interest, ettention, and
avoidance of boredom which knowledge of results can provide. It is clear, however, that
information, as well as motivation, is yielded by knowledge of results, and it is not
certain how much of the advantage is due to the motivation or to the information
provided by the knowledge of results (McFann, 4).

Knowledge of results, of course, provides a standard by which a subject can
judge his performance against his past efforts or against some standard which has been
provided for him by the experimenter. The procedures known as praise and reproof (or
blame) and encouragemert and discouragement typically have involved a general evalua-
tion by the experimenter of the overall performance of a group or of individuals as good
or bad or as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. There is, thus, some knowledge of results in
these procedures, although it is rather unspecific, and the evaluation of his work cannot
be or is not usually made by the subject himself. The text by Smith (§) covers
knowledge of results quite thoroughly.

Level of aspiration. Most studies of incentives are rather gross; that is, they involve
the performances of groups after different treatments. Little can be discovered in this
way about how the individual sets his goal and reacts to his own performance or to
evaluations of that performance by others. A technique which has had much use in the
study of the factors involved in level of aspiration was developed by Kurt Lewin and his
students (6). In this procedure the subject is asked to state what his performance will be
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on some task on the next trial of the task. A simple illustration will indicate the
procedure. Suppose a subject is asked to carry out a series of trials in throwing darts at a
target. He may be asked to say, before any trials, how well he expects to perform in
terms of markings on the target on the first trial. After completing the trial and seeing
how well he performed, the subject is asked to state how well he expects to do on the
next trial. Again he throws, sees the result, and indicates how he will do on the third
trial, and so on. It is possible, perhaps, to alter his feelings of success and failure by
ascribing certain levels of performance to groups with which he can compare himself; for
example, Othletes or nursery-school children. In certain tasks in which the subject cannot
actually see how well or poorly his effort turns out, the experimenter can report on the
performance, indicating success or failure (regardless of actual outcome) according to
experimental requirements.

These procedures are not without difficulties. A serious problem is that the
subject's prediction will vary as he is asked to state it in different ways. It was found
that the discrepancy between the subject's last performance and his aspiration level was
about twice as great, when he was asked to state what he "hoped" to do on the next
trial, as it vas wher. he was asked what he "expected" to score on the next trial. It is
clear that many subjects hope to do better than they expect, realistically, to do. The
variability of actual performance on the task is important, too. Where there is little
variability, the subject's goal can be realistically governed by knowledge of his probable
performance; this is not the case when his performance varies widely from trial to trial.

A quite widely accepted generalization from experiments on level of aspiration
is that successful performance leads to an increased level of aspiration and that unsuc-
cessful performance (failure) leads to a reduced level of aspiration. Knowledge (whether
true or fake) of what other groups have achieved or of what members of one's own
group haw a .hieved also affects goal-setting.

Social factors. A great deal of work has been done in exploring the influence of
social factors on human performance. Included in these studies bave been the influence
on behavior by such factors as audiences, partners, rivalry, cooperation, and competition.
The initial studies of social factors in relation to behavior were carried out in the context
of a controversy over the concept of group mind. This controversy concerned the issue of
whether, in a group, there is or is not a factor or a process which transcends the
particular individuals involved. An alternative to the group mind was to argue that the
group's properties contain nothing not already present in the individual members of the
group. The most influential investigations were done by F.H. Allport (7, 8). His :esearch
involved an experimental comparison of behavior when the individual worked alone and
when he worked in the company of others who were also carrying out the same tasks.
An effort was made to minimize rivalry and competition among individuals in the latter
situation, and there was no overt interaction among them. The effort was to create a
situation of just being in the presence of others as opposed to being along. Subjects were
engaged in such tasks as free chain associations, letter cancellation, reversible perspective,
multiplication, reasoning tasks, and judgments of odors and weights. Allport found
evidence of social facilitation in that at least some subjects on some tasks showed a
quantitative increase in output under social conditions. He also found some disruptive
effects, arising from distraction and excitement. Qualitatively, the reasoning products
developed in the social situation were often not as good as those from the alone
condition. Extremity of judgment was reduced in the social as compared with the
individual situation.

A number of experiments have been done on the effects of rivalry or compe-
tition. In general, the results indicate that putting children or college students in a
competitive situation with others increases the quantity or speed but not necessarily the
quality of their work. There are individual differences, too, some subjects responding well
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and others poorly to the competitive situation. It was also determined that competition
between two paired individuals was more productive of increased performance than was
putting two groups of subject against each other; in the latter the individual's score
became a part of the score of his group.

A final type of social influence was that of prestige suggestion-group, majority,
or expert opinion. Various reactions, opinions, and judgments of subject: were shown, on
the whole, to be s,'sceptible of change in the direction of group, majority, or expert
opinion. The influence of an expert, or respected individual, had a profound influence in
changing individual attitudes.

Example: Eisenhower vs. Mao Tse-tung.
Conformity. When one is a member of a group, there are a number of reasons why

he will tend to change his way of acting, thinking, believing, or feeling in the direction of
the norms of the group. The pressures of others are brought to bear on the individual,
and frequency of i,,teraction is a factor. As a group member, one must forego some of
one's individuality if the group is to maintain itself and to provide at least some
satiifaction for its members. The fact of increased uniformity as a result of group
membership is well established in many instances. However, mechanisms of the develop-
ment of uniformity are often unspecified or little understood.

A situation developed by Asch (9, 10) has received a good deal of attention in

relation to croup influences on judgment. Asch constituted groups of subjects for the
purpose of making perceptual judgments (e.g., to match the length of one line with one
of three other lincs). In some of the experiments, groups with as many as eight subjects
were employed, all but one of them accomplices of the experimenter. (Example: Nichols,
et al., •Ii The lone "real" subject, then, could be subjected to the influence of majorities
of various sizes. Typically, the procedure was to ask each subject to announce his
judgment publicly. The accomplices would make erroneous judgments, and the object of
the experment was to observe what the critical subject would do in the conflict between
thc evidence of his senses and the pressure to conform to what the rest of the group
apparently saw. A number of subjects in this situation "yielded" to the majority and
shifted their judgments from accurate ones to inaccurate-but-group-sanctioned ones.
Others continued wo give veridical judgments, being able, apparently, to maintain their
"independence" despite the pressure of the majority.

Military inceittive. The military situation provides an opportunity to use a wide
variety of reinforers-- in many instances more than are available to a civilian program.
This resul13 from the fact that it is possible to exert such tight control over the life and
activities of the individual trainee. Specific re;nforcers in the military would include:

(1) Rest periods and breaks.
(2) Incentive passes.
(3) Knowledge of results.
(4) Priority in mess hall.
(5) Freedom from disagreeable details.
(6) Individual achievement honors.
(7) -Release" from the military situation for varying periods.
(8) Competitive practica!.
(9) Contrast between "boring" and "interesting" presentation.

(10) Recognition of individual or group achievement.
(11) Monetary rewards.
(12) Early promotion.
(13) ('hoice of assignment.
J 14) Choice of reinforcement--ReinfGrcement menu; give trainees a choice of

reinforcement.



Bialek and McNeil (12) List:
(15) Important decision.
(16) Recognition.
(17) Free time.
(18) Cash or goods.
(19) Getting out of onerous tasks.
(20) Greater comfort.
(21) Greater variety and/or responsibility.

New Developments in BehavJioral Control

Shaping
The proper use of reinforcement techniques leads to "shaping" an individual's

responses until the desired behavior is achieved. We can illustrate this by taking an
example of teaching a pigeon to peck a spot on a wall. To get the pigeon to peck the
spot as quickly as possible, we proceed as follows: First, present the pigeon with bird
food when it turns slightly in the direction of the spot from any part of the cage. This
increases the frequency of such behavior. Then withhold reinforcement until a slight
movement is made toward the spot. This again alters the general distribution of behavior
without producing a new unit. Continue by reinforcing positions successively closer to
the spot, then by reinforcing only when the head is moved slightly forward, and finally
only when the beak actually makes contact with the spot. We may reach this final
response in a remarkably short time. A hungry bird, well adapted to the situation and to
the food tray, can usually be brought to respond in this way in two or three minutes.

The original probability of the response in its final form is very low; in some
cases it may even be zero. In this way, we can build complicated operations which would
never appear in the repertoire of the organism otherwise. By reinforcing a series of
successive approximations, we bring a rare response to a very high probability in a short
time. This is an effective procedure because it recognizes and utilizes the continuous
nature of a complex act. The total act of turning toward the spot from any point of the
box, walking toward it, raising the head, and striking the spot may seem to be a
functionally coherent unit of behavior; but it is constructed by a continual process of
differential reinforcement from undifferentiated behavior. When we wait for a single
complete instance, we reinforce a similar sequence but far less effectively because the
earlier steps are not optimally strengthened.

Through the reinforcement of slightly exceptional instances of his behavior, a
child learns to raise himself, to stand, to walk, to grasp objects, and to move them about.
Later on, through the same process, he learns to talk, to sing, to dance, to play games-in
short, to exhibit the enormous repetoire of responses characteristic of the normal adult.

Contingency Management
A recent definition of reinforcement has beer proposed by Premack whc has

hypothesized that "reinforcement results when an R ( esponse) of a lower independent
rate coincides, within temporal limitz, with the stimuli governing "he occurrence of an R
of a higher independent rate." This hypothesis has been tested many times in experi-
ments by Premack (13, 14) and Homme (15, 16, 17) which we will cover in a few
minutes. One interesting feature of Premack's hypothesis, however, is that it indicates
that reinforcement has relative rather than absolute properties. If the independent rates
of several of an orgrnism's responses are determined in advance and can b ranked in
terms of rate, all possible contingencies between the ranked responses can be investigated.
Thus, if A, B, and C represent three responses with independent rates of responding in
the order stated, it would follow from Premack's position that A should reinforce both B
and C, B should reinforce C but not A, and C should reinforce neither A nor B.
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There is a growing technology concerning the application of the laws 3f
behavior. In the application of the laws of behavior to practical affairs, the most
important factor is motivation. Although motivation is widely held to be a complex
phenomenon, the practical problem of motivation is reduced to this simple question:
What reinforcers are available? With control of reinforcing events, one can produce a
motivated organism, that is, an organism which will respond under the circumstances
specified. Without such control, only the accidental contingencies of the environment
operate. While psychologists agree that a reinforcing event is necessary to increase or
maintain response strength, it is only when we ask, "What is the nature of reinforce-
ment?" that we encounter disagreement.

Types of Reinforcement. Most of (,he time reinforcement is explained in terms of
drive reduction. In drive reduction, reinforceinent is said to reduce drive stimuli, to
reduce or satisfy a need. Although this explanation has been widely applied, it has not
been wholly satisfactory, both for theoretical and practical considerations.

Two other explanations of reinforcement have gained attention. One of these
states that reinforcement is a change in stimulation: the other maintains that reinforce-
ment is the opportunity to emit a high probaoility response. In operant responding, some
behavior leads to a reinforcing event. It has generally been overlooked that this event
consists of two independently observable occurrences, the introduction of a food pellet
and the subsequent eating of it. Traditionally, emphasis has been placed on the rein-
forcing stimulus, the presentation of the pellet. It may be, however, equally as important
to emphasize the reinforcing response.

In an important series of papers beginning in 1959, Premack has been saying,
and finding evidence in support, that there is no need to invoke a drive concept in
explaining why water, as an example, functions as a reinforcer. If water functions as a
reinforcer, it does so simply because the experimenter has arranged matters (by depriva-
tion) so that drinking has a higher probability than the response to be strengthened. As
further sunnort for this formulation, he has shown that, under appropriate conditions,
drinking can be reinforced by the opportunity to run. In Premack's experiments, it is the
reinforcing respoise which is emphasized, n:t the reinforcing stimulus. Extending this
conceptualization, it may be possible to predispose a human subject so that, momentarily
at least, a given behavior is at a higher probability than one we are attempting to
strengthen.

In the case of an experimental enimal, the same response, eating, for example,
continues to be a high probability behavior throughout the experiment. In the case of the
non experimental ainimal or the non-deprived human, on the contrary, behavior proba-
bilities vary from moment to moment. What is a high probability behavior at one
moment will get executed and instantly become a low probability behavior the next, and
this is the important point to remember with trainees. Moreover, it may remain a low
probability behavior for a long iiacrval. For example, when the pet cat awakens, eating
and whatever preceded eating on prior occasions are high probability behaviors. Once
eating has occurred, its probability is near zero, and getting out of the house may now be
a high probability behavior. Once out, this, of course, L a near zero probability response,
and some time later getting in is a high probability behavior. Similarly, with a human,
smoking may be a high probability behavior at one instant. A minute or two later, it may
have a probability close tu zero. "Getting a glass of water" may be an extremely high
probability behavior at one instant; after drinking, it may be close to zero, and so on.

When we think of a reinforcer, vie aue inclined to think of something with
rather stable properties. Food for a food-deprived organism, water for a water-deprived
organism. evoke the same behavior from one reinforcement to the next. Premack's

analysis of what the sufficient properties of a reinforcing response are, however, imposes
no such constramnt.s. If Premack's data are taken seriously, we will rot ask, "What is the



reinforcer for this session?" We will ask, rather, "VWhat is the reinforcer at this instant in
time?"

The notion of a reinforcing response has led to the discovery of many "new"
reinforcers. It is difficult to classify all these as being high probability behaviors because
they may not oe emitted more than once in any session.

Experiments in Reinforcement. In a recent experiment with nursery school children,
high probability behaviors were used to reinforce lower probability behaviors. It is
doubtful that a drive reduction position would lead to the notion that having the
opportunity to run down the hail could be classified as a reinforcing event. Notice that in
the case cf their reinforcing event there is no clearly identifiable reinforcing stimulus,
unless it is the verbal instruction, "Run down the hall." Nevertheless, when the behavior
of running down the hall was made contingent upon the emission of counting, it was
possible to shape counting behavior. This example illustrates the advantage of speaking of
a reinforcing event, a concept which includes both the reinforcing response and the
discriminative stimulus which setr it off.

Lloyd E. Homme (16) indicates that in the practical application of the Premack
principle, one usually doesn't have the time or facilities to define behavior probabilities in
terms of relative frequency of occurrence. Thus, the term probability is used in the
everyday, nonrigorous sense. Children will often announce, without urging, what their
high probability behaviors are at the moment. For example, when a child says, "Let's go
for a walk," or "Let's play this game," or when he points to a drawing of a particular
event on a menu of ''inforcing events (Addison and Homme, 18), he is informing the
contingency manager of what will reinforce at that particular moment. To strengthen a
low proba]:ility behavior, the contingency manager simply calls for an approximation of
it, and then permits a short time for interacting with the reinforcing event.

In practice, the contingency manager specifies a series of micro-contracts which
substantively take the form: "Execute some amount of low probability behavior; then
you may immediately engage in some high probability behavior for a specified time."

The differential probability hypothesis is notable not only for what it says, but
for what it does not say. It does not say: "Of any two responses, the more probable one
will reinforce the lesb probable one in middle-class or upper-class children"; ". . . in white
children"; ".... in emotionally nondisturbed children"; or "... as long as the S has not
come from a different culture." What is being said is that, as long as the S is an
organism, the differential probability rule will hold. Happily, as the following examples
are intended to illustrate, we seem to be finding this to be the case.

The initial attempt in using the Premack principle proved remarkably effective
with three exuberant three-year-olds (Homme, et al., 16). The high probability behaviors
used as reinforcers were of the sort generally suppressed by the environment, such as
running and screaming. The contracts specified by the contingency manager were of the
sort, "Sit quietly and watch what i do at the blackboard; then you may run and scream
until the timer goes 'Ding."' Although, as it should, the techi-ology employed in this
initial attempt now looks crude, there can be little doubt that it was effective.

There are any number of authorities to explain how and why children of the
poor are different. To find out if they obeyed a different set of behavioral laws, staff
members of this department sought out two Negro boys, five and six, of poor families. It
may be argued that these were not "real" slum kids, since our town does not have slums,
but they were at least poor.

What was most striking to us in this pilot project was the speed with which
these children from a different culture learned middle-class behaviors. They learned
instantly, for example, to knock on a door and inquire, "May I come in?" when entering
the reinforcing event area was contingent on this behavior. They cheerfully fulfilled small
contracts of the usual sort: "Execute some low probability behavior (find another letter
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that looks like this onet, "nd then you can execute some high probability behavior." We
were prepared to find that different high probabi!ity behaviors would have to be used to
reinfor'e these childrek,. but this was not the case. The usual program of water colors,
crayonts (after they were shown how to use them), pushing a castor-equipped chair, and
so forth, served to reinforce behaviors very nicely.

Guidance counseiors were used to recruit 23 adolescents for a study (Homme,
17) of adolescents who were high school dropouts or judgea to be potential dropouts.
These adolescents had the behaviors usually associated with "street kids." They spoke a
hip jargon, some of them were discovered to be carrying knives, some of them wore their
sun glasses at all times, and so on. The low probability behavior for these subjects was
getting themselves through programed instructional material in subjects like arithmetic
and reading. Most of the high probability behaviors used to reinforce these were of the
conventional sort: time for a break, coffee, smoke, coke, and so on. However, there were
some surprises. For some of these subjects going through a program in Russian proved to
be a reliabie high probability behavior. When this was discovered, their contracts would
take a form like the following: "Do 20 frames of arithmetic; then you can work on
Russian for 10 minutes." This does serve to illustrate that one need not know why a high
probability behavior exists in order to use it as a reinforcer.

The succtess of the project was mainly in terms of the excellent motivation
exhibited by these iubjects. After the first week, there were no dropouts, and attendance
was virtually perfect. Absences which did occur were all accounted for, and 100% of
them were made up by working extra time. And there were no fights. A generally
pleasant emotional atmosphere prevailed, in spite of the fact that these adolescents were
of the "hard-to-handle" variety prior to the project.

Five-year-old nontalking Diana (IQ about 43) was about the size of a normal
three-year-oid. When she was first brought to the laboratory, she had a vocabulary of half
a dozen words. Among them was the phrase, "What's that?" This phras-e served quite
reliably to get action from ddults, particularly strangers. Unsuspecting staff secretaries, for
example, were often heard giving quite complete, technical descriptions of their electric
typ-writers. The fact that Diana had comprehended nothing of the explanation, of
course, did not stop ht r from repeating the question while pointing her finger in another
lirection.

Basically, the -same contingency management system which worked with bright
three-year-olds was quite satisfactory to Diana. The differences were that she was taught
to uLis the menu by getting her to point at some object, and having the object
immediately appear f or example, if she pointed to a piece of candy, a piece of candy
was immediately given to her; if she pointed at a ball, a ball was immediately rolled to
her. miid so on. Those familiar with laboratory procedures AHomme and Klaus, 15) will
recogt•ze this as an instance of magazine training.

The low protbability behavior we set out to strengthen was imitation of speech.
Starting out with the requi-ement that one shaould be approximated before a reinforcing
event otc-iirred, the requirement %as gradually shifted upwards until the imitation of ten
or so words ,-ould be demanded before a minute of reinforcing activity was permitted.
With thi kind of management. her vocabulary increastd to around 200 words. But our
chief interet inl this project was not to see how much bchavior we could instill. it was
rather to •se whether contingency management would be effective in the case of a
defective t)olranism. It was.

On first cominug into contact with contingency management and the Premack
linnciple. stuider-ts of behavior usually ask, "'How do you find higlN probability
bhaviors" Tithe answer is, "Let the S tell you." The mcre experience we get in LhLs area,
the more we are in-I:nled to think that S will always do this. He may not do it verbally,
hut he will f'ed a way. The following contingency managerrent interaction is illustrative.



When the contingency manager first saw the subj-ct, a 16-year-old blind
inmate, she was sitting quietly in a ward of a state mental hospital. Her chair was against
the wall, and she was staring straight ahead through sightless eyes just as she had been
doing most of her waking hours for the eight years she had %en hospitalized. What were
her high probability behaviors? There appeared to be none. But when the contingency
manager walked over to her and spoke, she ind'cated what at least one of them was. She
seized his hand and smelled the back of it. To condition verbal behavior, the contingency
manager simply withheld his hand until some approximation to an acceptable response to
the command, "Say X," was executed (where X was some word or phrase). Immediately
after the patient verbalized, the contingency manager would give her his hand to smeti
for a few seconds.

With this kind of management, within an hour the contingency manager had
reinforced sufficiently so that the verbal rate had increased considerably. The hospitai's
clinikl psychologist intern remarked that the patient had never talked so much at one
time since he had known her.
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